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Abstract 

Diffuser Augmented Wind Turbines (DAWTs) are one of many concepts to have been 

proposed to reduce the cost of renewable energy. As the most commercially viable, they 

have been the focus of numerous theoretical, computational, and experimental 

investigations. Although intimated in these studies to be able to augment the power 

output of a wind turbine, the extent of this power increase, or augmentation, the factors 

influencing DAWT performance, the optimal geometric form and their economical 

benefit remained unanswered. It is these issues that have been addressed in this 

investigation. 

In reviewing historic investigations on DAWTs it has been identified that excessive wind 

tunnel blockage, inappropriate measurement technique, varied definitions of 

augmentation, and the inclusion of predicted performance based on incorrect 
assumptions have in general led to the overstatement of DAWT performance in those 

studies. In reassessing the performance of the most advanced of those DAWT designs, 

Grumman's DAWT 45, it has been calculated that the actual performance figures for the 

2.62 exit-area-ratio and 0.488 length-to-diameter ratio DAWT were an available 

augmentation of 2.02, a shaft augmentation of 0.64 and a diffuser efficiency of 56%. 

By contrast, the development of the Mo multi-slotted DAWT in this investigation has 

yieIded a design whose shaft augmentation of 1.38 was achieved by a diffuser with exit- 

area-ratio of only 2.22 and overall length-to-diameter ratio of 0.35. 

Such performance improvement has been obtained by gaining both an understanding of 

the flow characteristics of DAWTs and the geometric influences. More specifically it has 

been shown that: the velocity across the blade-plane is greater than the free-stream 

velocity and increases towards the rotor periphery; that the rotor thrust or disc loading 

impacts upon diffuser performance by altering the flow behaviour through it; and that 

DAWTs are able to maintain an exit pressure coefficient more negative than that 

attainable by a conventional bare turbine. The net result is that DAWTs encourage a 
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greater overall mass-flow as well as extract more energy per unit of mass-flow passing 

through the blade-plane than a conventional bare turbine. 

The major drivers of DAWT performance have been shown to be the ability of the design 

to maximise diffuser efficiency and produce the most sub-atmospheric exit pressure 

possible. Parametric investigation of the various DAWT geometric components has 

shown peak performance to be obtained when: the external flow is directed radially 

outward by maximising the included angle of the externaI surface in conjunction with a 

radially orientated exit flap; by applying boundary-layer control to a trumpet shaped 

diffuser via a pressurised cavity within the double-skin design of the multi-slotted 

DAWT; having an exit-area-ratio of the order of 2.22; and by employing an inlet 

contraction with inlet-area-ratio matched to the mass-flow passing through the DAWT 

under peak operating conditions. 

To translate the available augmentation into shaft power a modified blade element 

method has been developed using an empirically-derived axial velocity equation. The 

resulting blade designs whose efficiencies reached 77%, twice those of Grumman, 

highlight the accuracy of the modified blade element method in calculating the flow 

conditions at the blade-plane of the multi-slotted DAWT. It was also noted that the rotor 

efficiencies remain below 'best practice' and therefore offer the potential for further 

increases in shaft augmentation. However, in order to achieve such gains, a number of 

limitations present in the current method must be addressed. 

In assessing the likely commercial suitability of the multi-slotted DAWT a number of 

real-world influences have been examined. Shown to have little if any effect on DAWT 

performance were Reynolds number, ground proximity and wind shear. Turbulence in 

the onset flow on the other hand had the beneficial effect of reducing separation within 

the diffuser. Finally, DAWT performance was assessed under yaw misalignment where 

it was shown that the multi-slotted DAWT performed favourably in comparison to that 

associated with a conventional bare turbine. 

The major drawback identified in the DAWT concept by this investigation was its drag 
loading and the fact that drag and augmentation were interdependent. The result is that 

the cost of a conventional DAWT is dictated by the necessity to withstand an extreme 

wind event despite the fact that augmentation is only required up to the rated wind 

speed. The overall conclusion drawn was that in order to optirnise a DAWT design 

economically, and therefore make the DAWT concept a commercial reality, a creative 

solution that minimises drag under an extreme wind event would be required. 
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Chupter I
Introduction

Today wind energy is a US $7.3 billion industry that is forecast to reach US $62 billion
annually by 2020 [1]. Driven by an increasingly energy hungry world and a push
towards sustainable, environmentally friendly energy sources, the wind energy indushy
has grown 32% annually over the last five years (7gg}-2002) Fl. The result has been a
quadrupling of the global wind power capacity fuom 7,600MW at the end of 1997 to
more than 31,000 MW at the end of 2002, making it the world's fastest growing energy
source [1, 2]. The Achilles'heel, however, is the need for supportive political policies [1J.

To overcome this vulnerability, a wind energy system that significantly reduces the cost
of energy has long been sought. The Diffuser Augmenred Wind Turbine (DAWT) was
thought to provide such an opportunity, the concept of which entailed surrounding a
wind turbine rotor with a duct that increased in cross-sectional area downstream of the
blade-plane. This raised the questions: does such a concept in fact augrnent the power
output of a wind turbine and if so, by how mucfu what form should it take; and finally,
does it lead to a reduction in the cost of wind energy.

In seeking to answer these questions, the DAWT concept is explored from its origins, as
one of a number of altemative wind energy systems, through to the development of the
multi-slotted DAWT. Bom from the understanding gained tfuough wind tunnel, full-
scale testing and CFD modelling during this investigation, the multi-slotted DAryT
presents a significant advancement in the reduction of cost of energy for the augmented
wind turbine concept. It is identified, however, that with this augmentation there is the
creation of drag. As such, a question is placed over the commercial future of the Diffuser
Augmented Wind Turbine concept.
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H Development of the wind turbine industry

Wind furbines have been used a6 a source of energy for many hundreds of years. The

last thirty years has seen rapid growth in energy generation from the wind power

industry as demonstrated in Table 1.L. As such, wind turbines have become the fastest

growing energy source in the world [1, 2]. The oil boycott imposed by OPEC countries

in late 1973 and more recently, the drive to renewable, environmentally sustainable

forms of generation, have helped provide the impetus for this growth. It has been aided

by the use of subsidies, such as the public service obligations (PSO) and non-fossil fuel

obligations (NFFO) in England or the renewable feed in tariffs (REFITS) implemented in
Germany and Denmark. Such subsidies established prices that enabled the installation

of wind turbines for energy generation to be profitable for individuals and businesses

alike [3]. This is evident when the growth of the wind turbine industry is examined on a

country-by-country basis as is shown in Table 1.2. Recently, the move towards the

reduction in COz emissions outlined by the Kyoto protocol has created the possibility of
carbon credits or green certificates [4] thereby providing further mechanisms to make

renewable energy more cost competitive.

Table 1.1: World Market Growth rates 199$'2fi)2.

Year: Installed "New
Capacity" sales

(Mw)

Growth in
annual sales

o/o

Cumulative
installation by

year-end

(Mw)

Growth of cumulative
capacity installed

%

1995 1290 4778

1996 1292 6070 27

1997 1566 2't 7636 26

1998 2597 66 10153 33

1999 39?2 51 13932 37

2000 u95 15 18449 32

2001 594'l 32 24390 32

2002 6868 1,6 31128 28

Source : BTM Consult ApS - March 2001 [51

AWEA-EWEA New release, Global Wind Power Installations March 2003 Fl

At the same time, there has been a reduction in the cost of wind energy as a result of
technology development. This has been associated with an increase in turbine size [5].

Initially supported by the European Commission through the JOULE and THERMIE

programmes [6], the continued up-scaling of machines [5] is now being driven by
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increased installation cosb due to the demand on wind turbine sites and the move to
offshore wind farms' This has necessitated the development of machines in the 3-5 MW
class with rotor diameters of 90 m or more [Z].

Table 12: Growth rates in the top-10 markets by installed capacity.

Source : BTM Consult ApS - March 2001 [5]
AWEA-EWEA New release, Global Wind Power lnstallations March 2003 [1]

The emergence of such machines poses problems in itself. Blade length and chord
become prohibitive for both the vehicles that transport them and the often narrow,
winding roads on route to remote sites. Additional implications occur due to loading
and weight' These are likely to lead to design and manufacturing changes such as two
part blades and the use of more exotic materials like carbon fibre [6].

The net effect, when combined with the instabilities in fossil fuel prices, is that real
economic potential now exisb for renewable energy sources [4. The environment exists
for substantial growth in the wind turbine industry. However, the difficulties presented
by political uncertainty, the pressure on available land and the technical problems
created by the ever increasing size of wind turbines means that significant opportunities
exist for alternative wind turbine concepts capable of producing a competitive cost of
energy. This has been the impetus for the development of the DAWT concept.

Country Year end
1997

(Mw)

Year end
2000

(MW

Year end
zffii

(Mw)

Year end
2002

(Mw)

Growth rate
20m-2002

%
Germany 2081 6107 8754 12001 37:l

Spain 512 2836 3337 4830 M.7
USA L671 261,0 4275 46,85 9.6

Denmark "t176 ?341 2489 2880 15.7

India 940 1220 1,507 1702 12.9

Italy 103 424 682 785 15.1

Netherlands 329 473 486 688 41.6

UK 328 425 474 552 16.5

R.P. China 746 352 400 468 17.0

Japan 19 '142 275 415 50.9

Total'Ten" 7185 16547 22679 29ffi6 27.9
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1.2 Scope of the current study

The current investigation on DAWT design is presented in eight parts. In each case, the

focus of the research has been on the aerodynamic development of the DAWT geometry,

however, commercial feasibility has also been an underlying consideration. The

investigation has been undertaken through wind tunnel, full-scale testing and CFD

modelling of various geometries in order to gain insights into the geometric, operational

and flow characteristics of DAWTs. hr so doing, a DAWT geometry is presented with
significant advancements in both performance and cost compared with the designs

presented in prior literature. Together with the development of this new geomety,

discussion is presented surrounding the factors influencing DAWT performance from
which suggestioru are made for future advancements.

1.2.1 A Review of Wind Turbine Augmentation

A plethora of concepb have been proposed to improve the cost effectiveness of wind
energy. Chapter 2 presents a number of these systems, discussing each in terms of the

fundamental mechanisrn providing the augmentation. The concepts themselves are

highlighted in this review together with their benefig and drawbacks. The concept

demonstrating the most promise for commercial success is arguably that of the Diffuser

Augmented Wind Turbine (DAWT).

1.2.2 Principal Investigations into Diffuser Augmented Wind Turbines

The diffuser augmented wind turbine has been of interest since the 1920s and therefore

has been investigated both theoretically and experimentally on numerous occasions.

Unfortunately, much confusion exists over the designs investigated, the acfual

performance levels obtained and therefore, the potential of the DAWT concept for cost

competitive energy generation. Chapter 3 presents a review of DAWT research detailing

the work of [gra, Grumman and Lewis et al. From this, the evolution of DAWT design is

established in terms of the geometric, operational and flow characteristics displayed by

the various DAWTs.

1.2.3 Theoretical Analvsis of DAWTs

In order to evaluate uo, 
"orl""pt, 

it is prudent to examine the theoretical basis from

which it derives. Chapter 4 presents the well established one-dimensional momentum

analysis for a conventional bare turbine following which a theoretical model for the

DAWT concept is developed. Unlike the conventional bare turbine, a closed theory

cannot be established for the DAWT concept. To overcome this, an assumption

regarding the pressure at the exit of the diffuser is commonly made. These assumptions,
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however, are shown to be incorrect and therefore lead to a misrepresentation of the
performance prediction for the DAWT concept. Rather than following along similar
lines, the interrelationship between the various parameters governing DAWT
performance is presented, illustrating the relative influence of each and therefore the
factors to focus development on.

1.2.4 Development of a Generic Diffuser Geometry

The starting point for the development of the multi-slotted DAWT was the monitoring
and analysis of the full-scale Vortec Z a design based on the most advanced geometry
established by Foreman at Grumman Aerospace. This work was performed in
conjunction with Vortec Energy and Industrial Research Limited and highlighted a
number of deficiencies in the Vortec 7 design. Chapter 5 explores these deficiencies and
through the understanding gained, describes the enhancement of the Vortec 7, the
development of a second generation DAWT and finally, the design of the multi-slotted
DAWT' This work, undertaken via wind tunnel, full-scale testing and CFD modelling,
provides irrefutable evidence of the maximum performance of the DAWT concept. At
the same time, the various geometric, operational and flow characteristics raised in the
work of Igra, Grumman and Lewis et al are either verified or refuted.

1.2.5 The Design & Performance of a DAWT Rotor

The design and performance of a DAWT rotor is critical to the success of the concept as
highlighted in Chapter 3. In chaptrer 6, a modified blade-element model is developed
that accounts for the increased velocity present at the blade.plane of a DAWT compared
to that seen by a conventional bare wind turbine. The model was used in the
development of blade sets for the wind tunnel and 2 m diameter multi-slotted DAWTs
and is shown to produce blade designs with efficiencies approximately twice that
achieved by 

"ny 
DAWT to date. The following evaluation of the modified blade-element

method, although highlighting the limitations of the model establishes the inlluence of
rotor operation on DAWT performance.

1.2.6 The Influence of Real-World Conditions

Having attained a significant advancement in DAWT design, the question remained as
to whether such performance was attainable under real-world conditions. Chapter 7
outlines the influences on DAWT performance of Reynolds number, furbulence, yaw
misalignment, ground proximity and the presence of a boundary-layer profile in the
onset flow. Attention is also drawn to other environmental impacts such as those
presented by snow and ice.
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1.2.7 Analysis of Diffuser Geometric Features

After determining the multi-slotted DAWT's capability to perform under real-world

conditions, Chapter 8 explores, through parametric investigations, the impact of extemal

geometry, intemal geometry, edt-area-ratio, inlet, centrebody and centrebody support

design on DAWT performance. The insights gained from this work are then

demonstrated in the successful development of an advanced version of the multi-slotted

DAWT, the performance of which represenb a further improvement in reducing the cost

of energy for the DAWT concept.

1,2.8 Drag & its Impact on DAWT Cost of Energy

The final aspect examined in this investigation on DAWT design is the inlluence of drag.

This is presented in Chapter 9 where the drag characteristics of the multi-slotted DAWT
over various yaw angles for both operating and non-operating conditions are

established. From these resulb, an interdependence is identified between augmentation

and drag. A cursory view of DAWT economics is then presented using a simplified cost

model. The outcome of this analysis highlights the significance drag has on the

economic success of the DAWT concept.

1.2.9 Conclusions and recommendations

Conclusions drawn from this investigation are presented in Chapter 10 with
recommendations for further research contained in Chapter 11.

1.3 Original contributions

The work presented in this investigation is the research underlying Vortec Energy's

development of the DAWT concept. The author's role at Vortec Energy was as

Development Manager - Aerodynamics. As such, the testing and data processing has

been performed by a team of staff led by the author. Guidance in the areas of shuctural

design and finance have been provided by experts both within Vortec Energy and by

extemal consultants. The present author's primary contribution has therefore been: the

computational fluid dynamic modelling; the development of test programs; the analysis

and interpretation of data; the creation and development of the modified blade element

model; and the overall development of DAWT designs. The author is a co-inventor of

the second generation DAWT (patent 334382) and multi-slotted DAWT (patent 336831)

and sole inventor of the Mo multi-slotted DAWT (patents: 521372,521373 e 522312).



Chapter 2
A Review of lltind Turbine Augmentation

The cost of energy derived from wind turbines currently exceeds that of haditional
energy sources such as hydro or coal generation. This is primarily due to the diffuse
nature of wind energy, that is, the small amount of kinetic energy contained per cubic
metre of air [8]' It has therefore been the goal of numerous researchers to improve the
cost of energy produced by wind energy generation systems. To that end, many
innovative concepts have been proposed to augment wind turbine power output. The
question arises as to which of these concepts is the most effective in augmenting the
power output of a wind turbine and therefore which is potentially the most cost
effective.

The evaluation of such concepts requires an understanding of the mechanisms involved
in augmentitg a wind furbine's power as well as an understanding of the factors
in-fluencing cost. A brief discussion surrounding these factors is presented, from which
the viability of the various concepts can be evaluated. It has been identified that these
concepts fall into three generic categories: vortex systems, the use of a nearby
obstruction, or that in which a diffuser effect is created. This chapter outlines the
augmentation mechanisms and cost factors, as well as the various merits and drawbacks
of each concept in order to ascertain the most promising augmenting device.

2.1 Augmentation of a wind turbine

The technique of augmenting a wind furbine results from two fundamental concentrator
mechanisms [9,10J: increased mass flux, and wake mixing with the external flow. In the
former, increased mass flux is created by exertion of a cross-wind force on the primary
mass-flow (Figure 2.2) not present in the conventional bare turbine energy exhaction
Process (Figure 2.1). Devices exhibiting this include tip-vanes, vortex augmented wind
furbines, and shrouded turbines. The latter augmentation mechanism, referred to by van
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Holten [9] as the ejector systems technique, has increased energy extraction per unit of
primary mass-flow caused by the mixing of wake and exteru-al flows at a pressure below

ambient (Figure 2.3). This mechanism occurs in both tip-vanes and shrouded turbine

devices.

Fluidflow
Force on fluid
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Figure 21: Conventional wind energy extraction procees [9].
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Figure22 Diffueer procees of augmentation [91.
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Figure 2"3: Eiector process of augmentation [91.
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Conceptually, the outward radial forces present in the mechanism of increased mass flux
deflect the flow radially outward downstream of the turbine and thereby cause a diffuser
effect. As mass continuity must hold for the streamtube bounding the rotor fips, thu
enlarged diameter of the streamfube downstream of the rotor must result in an
enlargement of the streamtube upstream of the rotor compared to that present on a
conventional bare turbine. Therefore, the addition of radial forces result in an increased
mass-flow through the turbine and in principle, a larger power output compared with a
conventional HAWT of the same blade diameter.

Alternatively, the increased mass flux can be considered from a vorticity point of view
[t1"121. Essentially, the aerodynamic force acting radially inward on the diffuser applies
an outward force on the air associated with the circulation of the body. When evenly
distributed around the blade'plane, the radial forces correspond to a disnibution of
vortex rings lying in the blacle-plane. This vorticity, confined to the immediate vicinity
of the blade-plane, causes a net circulation setting up a venturi-type flow with the
turbine in the narrowest part of the streamtube the result of which is increased mass-
flow through the turbine.

The second mechanism, whereby the energy extraction per unit of primary mass-flow is
increased, uses the hansfer of momenfum from the external flow not passing tfuough
the rotor to drive out the mixing product of both core and external flows into the
ambient atrnosphere thereby ensuring a positive mass-flow through the turbine. This
equates to an increase in the disc loading or thrust coefficient which may now become
higher than unity as was found to be the case in the experimental work on tip-vanes by
van Holten [9].

2.2 Factors influencing the cost of energy

Although the above techniques can be used to augment the power output of a wind
turbine, they do no necessarily produce a reduction in cost of energy. In order to do so
and therefore to be commercially viable, any such concept must show one or more of the
following characteristics: improved performance, reduced capitalisation, reasonable life,
reliability, accessibility, and serviceabitity. weisbrich [3] also suggests that a number of
additional factors must be considered including the applicability and interface
adaptability of such systems to a wide variety of structures and environments, as well as
their aesthetic and environmental impact.

once these factors are considered, a number of authors, for example de Vries [2],
concludecl drat although it would be possible for the power coefficient of a wind turbine
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to exceed the Betz limit of 0.593, the cost increase due to the added structure outweighed

the benefit gained from the power increase. The possibility exists, however, that

advances in technology and design may enable a competitive cost of energy to be

achieved by augmenter concepts and in so doing, make them commercially viable.

2.3 Augmented wind turbine concepts

The idea of increasing the power output of a wind turbine has been considered since

early last century. Consequently a number of innovative wind turbine concepts have

been proposed that may be capable of reducing the cost of energy of wind power. A
collection of these drawn from a review by Weisbrich [13] are shown in Figure 2.4 to

Figure 2.6- In this discussion, however, only those concepts in which flow augmentation

is present are discussed.

Of these concepts, the use of a vortex, use of a nearby obstruction or creation of a diffuser

effect has been employed individually or in combination to create augmentation. In each

case, there are a number of merits and drawbacks as outlined in the following sections.

It is found, however, that a number of generic benefits are present in all. These are:

o an increased power output per unit of rotor area;

. power generation at lower free-sheam wind speeds; and

r increased rotor rpm from which reduced gearbox, drive'train and generator costs

result.

10
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2.3.1 Augmentation derived from Vortex type systems

The idea behind these devices is the generation of a vortex or vortices, Augmentation is

created by the ability of such flows to act as kinetic energy concentrators due to the

substantial increase in both axial and circumferential velocity componenb. Several

different concepts have been devised to exploit this idea including delta wings [14], wing
tip trailing vorticeo, specially designed towers or concentrators [15, 16].

Advantages of vortex augmentation were thought to include a smoothing out of non-

uniformities in the wind profile and increased rotor rpm through rotation of the blades

in the same sense as the rotation of the vortex [14]. Flowever, the augmentation

capability of the concept has been questioned. Loth [15] states that the ingestion of the

vortex core generated upstream of a turbine results in the collapsing of the pressure

field, flow reversal, and therefore no augmentation. Loth [15] thought the alternative

approach, where the vortex is used to generate a low pressure region in the wake of the

turbine, only provided very low power coefficients [15]. Conversely, more recent work
by Olivieri [16] showed experimental and numerical predictions of power coefficients

around 0.9, an augmentation of 1.5 as defined relative to the Betz limit of 0.593. It
therefore appears inconclusive as to the actual augmentation capability of such a system.

2.3.I.I Vortex Augmented Turbines

The Vortex Augmented Concept (VAC) as pictured in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.7, used the

vortices generated over an aerodynamic delta surface or wing to augment the power

output of horizontal-axis turbines mounted on the wing structure. As well as the generic

benefit of increased power output per unit of rotor area, the VAC had the ability to
control power through pitching of the aerodynamic surface or wing and therefore could

operate fixed pitch rotors.

The areas of concem for the VAC concept were the wing dynamics in high wind, its
adaptability to tower structures, its capital intensive nature, as well as the necessity to

yaw the entire structure. The concept would also be adversely affected by the

aggregation of snow, ice and/or hail.

't4
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Figure 27: Photograph of a proto$rye Vortex Augmenter Concept turbine during testing pal.

2.3.1.2 Wing Tip Vortex Concentrator

The Wing Tip Vortex Concentrator, as depicted in Figure 2.4, wedthe vortex developed
at the tip of a wing subject to an incident wind stream to augment the flow. It was
further enhanced by incorporation of the rotor within a duct rigidly mounted to the
wing.

The generic augmentation benefits were enhanced in vortex augmentation systems due
to the combined effect of the vortex and duct. It was thought that this combination
would achieve Power coefficients greater than the Betz limit [5]. The design was,
howevet, subject to scalabilig and loading issues with particular concern over the
susceptibility of aeroelastic excitation of the tall slender tower and high centre of gravity.

2.3.1.3 Tomado Turbine

The Tornado Turbine is based upon a century old idea from France. The design shown
in Figure 2'4 induces a low pressure vortex region within the cylindrical tower by closing
slot apertures in the leeward side of the tower. This in turn induces augmented flow
through the cylindrical tower strucfure from bottom to top.

As with the Vortex Augmented Turbine, both the generic benefits together with the
ability to use fixed pitched rotors were perceived, although, in this case power w's
regulated through control of the wall apertures. Additionally, the design enabled

15
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placement of the generator near the ground and the ability to relieve extreme wind loads

by opening all tower apertures.

The concept was, however, capital intensive with the performance subject to tower siting

and control of the wall apertures. The complexity, cosf life span, and reliability of these

apertures were also thought to present difficulties for commercialisation of the idea.

2.3.2 Augmentation derived from a Nearby Obstruction

It is well known that a low pressure region and high kinetic energy flow are formed

around any flow obstruction, such as a mountain or building. This phenomenon has

been explored to augment the power output of wind turbines. The augmenhtion of such

systems is determined by the size and type of obstruction, the proximity of the turbine to

the obstruction, and in the case of a turbine placed between two obstructions, the relative

distance between them.

A major benefit of such a concept is the ability to incorporate a wind turbine with

existing obstructions, for instance on top of, or between buildings in an urban

environment. An example of this is being tested at the Energy Research Unit test site at

the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK 84. Based upon a computational study using

a Navier Stokes solver, field testing of a 2 m diameter model between two kidney shaped

high rise buildings is being undertaken. Other examples of this type of augmentation

are the Cylindrical Obstruction Concentrator and the Toroidal Accelerator Rotor

Plafform.

2.3.2.1 Cvlindrical Obstruction Concentrator

The Cylindrical Obstruction Concentrator uses a cylindrical tower located centrally

between two savonius rotors as pictured in Figure 2.6 to augment the flow. The major

perceived benefig were the scalability of such a design and the ability to utilise the tower

structure and internal space thereby athibuting some of the capital and maintenance

costs away from the energy system.

The benefits would be balanced against the lower efficiency of the savonius rotors, the

impact of velocity gradienb and shear on large-scale rotors, as well as the structural and

practical requirements necessary to yaw the rotors.

2.3.2.2 Toroidal Accelerator Rotor Platform

The Toroidal Accelerator Rotor Platform (TARP) consisb of a twin rotor system mounted

within the peripheral flow channel of the inner section of a hollow toroid (Figure 2.6).
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The major advantage of the TARP was in the ability to have a multi-purpose application
for the structure. It was envisaged that the TARP could be easily adapted to common
structures including urban buildings, water towers or offshore plafforms. Along with
the cost benefit, the combined strucfure would allow easy access for maintenance and
provide some protection from environmental conditions. The TARP concept would be
self-yawing and could be sized for various applications by the stacking of multiple units.

The TARP system economics would, Iike other obstruction type concepb, be dependent
on whether the strucfure could have a multi-purpose use or how significant and
therefore what cost the modifications to an existing strucfure would be in order to
incorporate a TARP. It would also suffer from fatigue and reduced efficiency due to the
velocity gradient created across the partially shrouded rotors.

2.3.3 Augmentation derived from a Diffuser Effect

The augmentation gained by imparting a radial cross-wind force upon the fluid can be
achieved either statically, as in a ductecl or shrouded rotor, or in a dynamic sense, as
with tip-vanes. The result of the cross-wind force is to increase the mass-flow through
the turbine as depicted in Figure 2.2. The augmentation capability can be further
increased by interaction of the wake with the external flow, the ejector effect, as shown in
Figure 2'3' These systems therefore present the most potential for increased
augmentation, however, as with all these systems the augmentation gained must
outweigh the cost incurred in order to produce a competitive cost of energy.

2.3.3.1 Tip-Vanes

Tip-vanes are small auxiliary wings incorporated on the blade tips of a horizontal-axis
wind turbine (FIAWT). They provide lift in the direction of the windmill axis which in
turn deflects air radially outward resulting in a diffuser effect. This is achieved with the
addition of only a small amount of material, estimated by van Holten [11] to be'1.7o to2To
of the structural material required by a full duct. A schematic diagram together with an
illustration of the diffuser effect is shown in Figure 2.g.

Van Holten's [9] experimental work found that the induced tip vortices were cancelled at
high tip-speed ratios, rouglrly forming a vortex ring around the turbine. This created the
ejector-type augmentation allowing thrust coefficients of up to 1.5 to be achieved, as
compared to 0.89 for a conventional bare turbine. This therefore increased the power
output per volume flow rate through the turbine. From this, van Holten [9] predicted a
four-fold increase in mass-flow with augmentations 2.5 times that of an ideal
conventional bare turbine' Similarly, van Bussel [18] predicted augmentations of 2 to 2.5
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times that of a bare turbine for an optimal case. As a result van Holten [11] estimated

costs per kWh to be between 600/o and7Do/o that of a conventional turbine with 170% the

annual energy output. The concept was also found by van Holten [11] to be relatively

insensitive to yaw with angles up to 20o to 25o not deshoying the proper functioning of
the svstem.

(a) Conventional bare turbine

(b) Turbine withTipvanes (c) Sketch of Tipvanes

Figure 2.8: The streamline of a conventional bare turbine (a) [9] compared with that incorporating
tip-vanes (b) t18l as sketched in (c) [181.

Although significant augmentations were predicted, van Holten s [11] work showed tip-

vanes to be sensitive to viscous drag and hence the selection of blade type. It was also

found that the inertia added by the tip-vanes resulted in a low fundamental torsional

frequency of the turbine blade. The effect of this was to introduce stall flutter as well as

classical flap-torsion flutter [18]. Further to this, twist in the turbine blades to suit the

non-uniform induced velocities across the rotor was required together with special

attention to the blade root and blade tip designs to avoid boundary-layer separation in
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(b) Turbine with Tipvanes
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the highly diffusing flow. These rotor dynamic instabilities meant that it was therefore
unlikely that tip-vanes could be emproyed successfully at a commercial scale.

2.3.3.2

The incorporation of a diffuser around a horizontal-axis wind turbine presents the dual
benefits of increased mass-flow and wake mixing seen by the tip-vane concept without
the aerodynamic and strucfural problems tip-vanes create for the rotor. As a result,
numerous researchers have investigated the concept over the past century (s3.1).

Figure 2.9: The Grumman Aerospace [19] diffuser augmented wind turbine.

The advantages offered by a cliffuser augmented wind turbine can be seen across many
aspects of the overall design. The concentration of wind energy density allows for
smaller blade diameters to produce the same power output as a conventional bare
turbine I'l.0,12,194jlwith generation beginning at lower cut-in wind speed s [25,26,42].

DAWT blades also benefit from lower axial rotor loads, reduced turbulence and better
spatial coherence, all of which lower fatigue and cost. These come about from the fact
that for equal power output, being the product of axial force on the rotor and Iocal
velocity, the increased velocity at the rotor of a DAWT must be offset by a reduction in
rotor thrust compared to that of a conventional bare turbin e [25, M). Lower turbulence
levels at the rotor can be expected due to the contraction of flow into the blade-plane as
the longitudinal and Iateral relative energies are considerably reduced compared to the
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stream transporting them 82, M,451. Additionally, the smaller rotor diameter increases

the spatial coherence of the turbulence incident on the rotor.

The flow-on effect of a smaller rotor diameter is increased rotor rpm. This results in

many benefis for the drive-train. Rotor rpm is governed by rotor tip-speed in order to

limit noise generation. This limit is the same for any rotor diameter. Therefore the

DAWT rpm is increased proportionally by the reduction in blade radius whilst

maintaining equivalent power output. A subsequent reduction in torque results as

turbine power output is the product of torque and rpm. The flow-on effect of reduced

torque includes benefits for the hub, low-speed shaft, gearbox, and alternator, with a

reduction in gearbox ratio resulting from the increased rpm [2]. These lower torque

and thrust levels mean a lighter centrebody with potential for easier and cheaper

support options and subsequently reduced tower shadow effects.

Aerodynamically it has been observed by Igra [23] and Grumman [32], as well as in

other investigations [1,2, 44), that DAWTs show significantly reduced sensitivity to yaw

misalignment. In these investigations yaw angles of up to 30" off-axis were reported to

have little effect on DAWT performance. As the wind continuously fluctuates about a

mean direction, DAWTs should have increased energy capture and require fewer yaw

realignments compared to conventional bare turbines. Alternatively, with the centre of
pressure located aft of the yaw axis, a DAWT has the ability to align itself with the flow
if free to do so [20,271.

DAWTs were also shown by Grumman [19] to have reduced blade tiplosses compared

to conventional bare turbines and as a result, greater power output. Similarly, Lilley &
Rainbird [Ml,Igra [23], de Vries [12], and Lewis et al [40] reached the same conclusion

with the reduced loss attributed to the close proximity of the blade tip to the shroud. As

tip-losses are a primary source of noise, the possibility of reduced noise levels exists with

further gains envisaged through use of the diffuser to damp transmission of any

remaining noise. If so, even higher tip-speed ratios could be achieved rnagnifying the

previously mentioned drive-train benefits as well as reducing blade solidity and

therefore cost.

The benefit of higher tipspeeds may also be realised by offshore turbines even without

noise mitigation. At the same time, a move to an offshore market would also present

many other advantages for DAWTs. The change in cost profile favouring machines with
higher ratings is of direct benefit. The higher wind speeds with lower wind shear and

turbulence favour the lower hub heighe of DAWTs. The use of the diffuser structure for

lifting drive-train components and during maintenance may reduce installation and
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maintenance costs. There is also the potential for novel yaw systems and floating arrays
due to the larger footprint associated with a DAWT.

Although the DAWT presents many benefits, the question is whether these outweigh the
number of challenges posed by the concept. The primary challenge presented by the
diffuser is the significant increase in material, fabrication, transportation and erection
costs compared to that of a conventional bare turbine. These are combined with the
impact of environmental conditions, manu-facturing tolerance, and design susceptibility
to flow separation and therefore power fluctuation.

The environmental conditions such as the aggregation of ice, snow, windborne sand and
gravef or the effects of seasonal temperafure extremes present more significant issues for
DAWTs than conventional bare turbinesfz71. A DAWT design must therefore have a
Iow aerodynamic sensitivity to geometric variation, not only to avoid the high costs
associated with tight manufacturing tolerances, but also to minimise power fluctuations
and aeroelastic instabilities resulting from flow separation. Additionally, the
environmental effects themselves would affect the strucfural loading and material
lifecycle of a DAWT.

Even without considering aeroelastic instabilities, the drag loading on the DAWT under
extreme wind events presents a major design challenge. The fact that the augmentation
from the diffuser is only required up to the rated wind speed, typically 72-14m/s may,
however, present scope for innovative solutions to this probrem.

A similar problem exisb for the blade loading. Although under operation the
comparative rotor loads for a DAWT would be less than those on a conventional bare
turbine, the higher solidity rotor would present increased blade and centrebody loads
during extreme wind evenb [46]. The higher solidity of the DAWT rotor is a
consequence of a lower tip-speed-ratio due to the fact that noise constraints limit both
the DAWT rotor and conventional furbine rotor to the same tipspeed and that the
velocity through the blade-plane of the DAWT is greater. Even for a rotor of comparable
solidity, obtainable only with higher tipspeeds if noise mitigation is achievable the
rotor would still be subjected to increased loading as it would be exposed to not only the
free-stream extreme wind speed but also an accelerated velocity due to the action of the
diffuser.

There are also a number of secondary effects including visual presence, self weight, drag
loading, and their combinecl effect on foundation siz.e, yaw and hub height that must be
considered' The visual Presence of such a machine will be significant and, as in all wind
furbine developments, visual effecb present a major issue for resource consent. on the
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economic side, both the increased drag of the DAWT together with the self-weight will
impact yaw system design, increase the foundation requirements and as a resulf land

usage. This is compounded by the fact that these loads may place limitations on hub
height and therefore energy capture. These factors will not only affect the cost of energy

produced by a DAWT, they will also limit the number of commercially feasible sites

where sufficient average wind speeds or a low degree of wind shear are present. These

drawbacks may suggest that the success of large-scale DAWTs is most likely to be in an

offshore market.

2.4 Summary

It has been shown that two mechanisms exist to augment the power output of a wind

turbine. Increased mass-flux through the rotor results from the exertion of a cross-wind

force on the primary mass-flow while mixing of the wake and extemal flow allows

increased energy capture per unit of mass-flow. When combined, it was envisaged by

the referenced researchers that €rn augmentation, or in other words, increased power

output compared to that attainable for an ideal bare turbine, could be obtained.

However, the implementation of such a system must be such that a competitive cost of
energy is achieved. In calculating this not only must obvious costs such as increased

capitalisation be considered, but also the costs arising from such things as reliability,

environmental and aesthetic factors.

In examining the various concepts it was found that a vortex, nearby obstrucfion, or

diffuser effect was used to produce either or both augmentation mechanisms. Benefits of

increased power output per unit of rotor area, power generation at lower free-stream

wind speeds, and higher rotor rpms resulted. It has been shown that the Diffuser

Augmented Wind Turbine, or DAWT, has the potential to produce the lowest cost of

energy. Not only did it combine both augmentation techniques and therefore have the

greatest augmentation capability, it did not suffer the dynamic rotor instabilities of the

equally augmented tip-vane concept. The augmentation was further enhanced through

reduced blade tiplosses, and as a result, the possibility of reduced noise generation. If
so, the drive-train cost benefib derived from increased rotor rpms of the reduced blade

diameter could be magnified through operation at yet higher tip-speed ratios.

Additionally, the diffuser is expected to lower blade fatigue, reduce yaw sensitivity, and

provide the ability for DAWTs to be self-yawing. Finally, the drawbacks of the DAWT

concept appear similar to those present in other concepts and therefore the DAWT

concept is an attractive method for wind turbine augmentatiory and for the subject of

further research.
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Chapter 3
Principal I nvestigatio ns into

Diffaser Augmented Wind Turbines

of all the innovative concepts to improve the cost of energy of a wind turbine the
diffuser augmented, or shrouded, wind turbine has been shown in the previous chapter
to be one of the few to warrant further research. It is therefore not surprising that there
have been numerous investigations into the DAWT concept over the last century.
Considerable confusion has been createcl in the literature as to the designs investigated,
the actual performance levels obtained and therefore the potential of the DAWT concept
for cost competitive energy generation. The question, therefore, is what performance has
been attained and through which configuration. In orcler to answer this, a review of
DAWT research is presented in which the major research contributions to date are
summarised and the evolution of DAWT design described. From this, the performance
of the various geometries is established together with an understanding of the
parameters and trends underlying their performance.

3.1 A review of historicnl DAIVT research

The development of a diffuser augmented wind turbine can be traced back to the early
1920s when the benefie of ducted wind turbines were first debated. A. Betz [3g]
concluded that the then current designs and applications of ducted wind furbines were
uneconomic' This discouraged interest in the area until the 1950s, when work was
conducted in England and Japan. Although predominantly analytic al f44,421, both that
work and experimental tests [48] suggested favourable outcomes for ducted wind
turbines.

Apart from the experimental investigations lead by Kogan [4g-5u in 1g62 and 1g63,
DAWTs were not seriously considerecl for energy generation again until the oil crises of
1973. The most notable investigations at that time were those lead by Igra 120-241, at
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Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Israel, and by Foreman I19, 25-34, at Grumman

Aerospace Corporation ("Gnimman"), New York. Although mrmerous publications

present the work at Grumman by Foreman, Oman, and Gilbert I79,26,28,30,33-35, 38,

39], more detailed descriptions and data are presented in the Grumman reports f25,27,
32]. The economics of the DAWT concept were specifically addressed in f25,27, 29,31,

361 and include the analysis of guide vanes or stators ahead of the turbine, various

diffuser geometries together with different material and fabrication approaches. A
number of smaller studies by other authors, both theoretical and experimental, were also

undertaken in the same period over the late 1970s and again in the early 1980s f10,72,40-
42,52-54.

It was not until L995 that the idea of energy generation from a DAWT resurfaced. Vortec

Energy Limited, the first private company to try to commercialise the DAWT concept,

secured the righe to the design from Grumman through we of its ferrocement

technology for diffuser construction. A7.3 m prototype machine, the Vortec Z was built
n 7997 (Figure 3.1). An extensive monitoring programme we$ undertaken on the

Vortec 7 which, together with computational and wind-tunnel investigations by the

present author ISV\ at The University of Auckland, New Zealand, enabled the

development of second and third generation DAWT designs.

Figure 3.1: The Vortec 7 diffuser augmented wind turbine.

The work by Vortec Energy also reignited interest in DAWTs throughout the

international community. Theoretical and computational analyses of DAWTs were

undertaken by van Bussel [43], Hansen [78, 791 and at the University of Maribor,
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Slovenia [80]. Experimental work is also being conducted in both France [g1] and the
United Kingdom [{. Summaries of these theoretical, computational and experimental
investigations are presented in Table 3.1 to Table 3.3 respectively

Table 3.1: Theoretical investigations into Diffuser Augmented Wind Turbines.

G. M. Lilley &
W. J. Rainbird

The College of Aeronautics,
Cranfield

R.E. Wilson &
P.B.S. Lissaman

Oregon State Universi$

National Aerospace
Laboratory, The Netherlands

Delft University of
Technology, The Netherlands

Institute for Applied Systems
Technology, Austria

State University of Ghent,
Belgium

G.I.W.van Bussel Delft Universitv of
Technology, The Netherlands

A. Hancic, A. Polajnar, A.
Predin & J. Vorsic

University of Maribor,
Slovenia

Netherlands Energy Research
Foundation ECN

Table 3.2 Computational investigatione on Diffuser Augmented wind rurbines.

University of Sydney,
Aushalia

A.L. Loeffler Jr. Grumman Aerospace
Corporatiory Bethpage New

York, USA

M.O.L. Hansen Technical University of
Denmark
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Table 3.3: Experimental investigations on Diffuser Augmented Wind Turbines.

Experimental

Investigator(s) Year Publication(s) Institution

M. Saniku 1950 [48] Japan

M.Iwasakis 1953 I47l Iapan

H. Muthay 1953 [86]

A. Kogan & E. Nissim 1962 [4e] Ben4urion University of the
Negev,Israel

A. Kogan & A. Seginer 1963 [50,51] Ben-Gurion University of the
Negev, Israel

O.Igra 1976

1977

198/'

120,21.1

122,231

I24l

Ben4urion University of the
Negev, Israel

R.I. Lewis, J.E. Williams &
M.A. Abdelghaffar

L977 [40] The University of Newcastle
uponTyne U.K.

K.M. Foreman,

Co-Authors:

B.L. Gilbert,

A. Maciulaitis,

R.A. Oman

1977

7978

1979

1980

1983

7986

1994

1996

[25]

[26]
127-30)

[31]

119,32-361

t37l

[38]

[3e]

Grumman Aerospace
Corporation, Bethpage, New

York, USA

P. Ziegler 1984 t42l California, USA

E. Rudkin 1998 184 The University of Reading, UK

D.G. Phillips 1.998-

2002

[58-77] Tle Un:iaersity of Aucklnnd, Nal
Zealand

Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory

2001 117] UK

CiTA 1997-
2002

www.cita-
wind.com

France
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3.2 The beginning of DAWT geometry evolution

In the pursuit of a competitive cost of energy, the shroud has evolved from a traditional
diffuser with large length-to-diameter ratio, to one that is compact and employs
boundaryJayer control techniques to ensure high diffuser efficiencies at a fraction of the
cost' This evolution has occurred over a number of phases. Conservative diffuser
designs were first investigated from aroun d 1962 through to the mid 1920,s. The
significant augmentation achieved encouraged exploration of ideas to substantially
reduce the diffuser size' Again successful, the focus in the latel97}'smoved towards the
development of rotor designs to capture the high augmentations obtained by the
compact shrouds- This was followed by an analysis of the impact of dragand structural
loading on design and performance. FinaIIy, in the early 1980's, additional development
was undertaken to further enhance the DAWT performance and reduce costs.

The evolution of a new concePt often begins with a theoretical evaluation of the idea.
The analysis by Lilley & Rainbird [aa] using one-dimensional momentum and vortex
theories provided such an evaluation. Their work suggested that the potential existed
for a gain in power output of at least 65% compared to the ideal output of a conventional
bare turbine of the same diameter. The gain in performance was considered, however, to
beunlikelytoexceed100%,anaugmentation of 2,inpractice. Asimilarvalueof 1.g7
was later presented by Fletcher [56], although, the theoretical studies of de Vries [12] and
Riegler [41] suggested more optimistic varues around augmentations of 3.

Lilley & Rainbird identified an increased axial velocity tfuough the rotor and the
reduction in tip-loss of the shrouded blades as the sources of the augmentafion. They
also showed that this gain in power was critically dependent on: the internal frictional
Iosses; the diffuser exit-area-ratio; the external shape of the duct and therefore diffuser
exit pressure; and to a lesser extent, the inlet contraction ratio.

In their analysis, Lilley & Rainbird identified the interdependence of augmentation and
drag and in their discussion, highlight the importance of drag, particularly on the
structural design and therefore cost. At the same time, they concluded that a reduced
loading on the rotor would exist, and together with the steadiness and uniformity
created by a sufficiently large inlet-area-ratio, a reduction in blade cost would result.
There was, however, additional complexity in the blade design due to the radial
variation in induced velocity across the blade'plane created by the shroud and reduction
in tip-loss.
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Lilley & Rainbird concluded that the most suitable form of the duct would be

streamlined with an exit-area-ratio of 3.5 and inlet-area-ratio no greater than this.

Ideally, the inlet-area-ratio would exceed L.5 to maximise flow uniformity across the

rotor plane and to reduce the unsteadiness of gusts. It was also suggested that the

augmentation could be increased significantly by incorporating a flap or flow augmenter

at the diffuser outlet to produce a sub-atmospheric exit pressure.

Kogan & Nissim [49], Kogan & Seginer [50, 51] and later lgra's[Z4] work at Ben-Gurion

University of the Negev, Israel all using steady, one-dimensional flow arguments,

similarly showed that the augmentation, that is the ratio of power output for a DAWT

compared to that of an ideal conventional bare turbine, was dependent on the rotor disc

(or thrust) loading, the diffuser pressure recovery and the diffuser exit pressure. These

were in turn related to the diffuser exit-area-ratio and diffuser efficiency. They therefore

drew similar conclusions to those of Lilley & Rainbird, that the shroud exit pressure

should be as low as possible and the diffuser efficiency should be maximised for a given

exit-area-ratio. They also concluded that the exit-area-ratio should be the largest

possible but did not consider drag and cost.

These objectives formed the basis of Kogan & Seginer's [50, 5U first phase design in

which three different bell-shaped intakes were examined upstream of a cylindrical

section housing a gauze screen simulated turbine. The diffuser was characterized by ib
conservative length-to-diameter ratio of 7 for the exit-area-ratio of 3.5. With the addition

of an exit flap, the exit-area-ratio increased to 7.5 (Figure 3.2).

o-*fr.1to,

Figure 3.2 Layout of the first generation shroud researched Kog;an & Seginer at Ben-Gurion

University of the Negev, Israel as presented by lgra in [22].

Using various gaLrze screen meshes to simulate the pressure drop across an operating

rotor, augmentations of 3 were achieved by Kogan & Seginer with the di-ffuser aligned to

the flow. This increased to a value of 3.5 when the diffuser was yawed 30o, however, as

discussed by Igra [24], the high blockage and close proximity of the diffuser exit to the

tunnel wall under these yawed conditions renders the resulb questionable. The optimal
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local disc loading coefficient, that is the pressure drop across the screen divided by the
local dynamic pressure, was shown to range between 0.18 and 0.22. This work was also
the first to report the subatrnospheric exit pressures critical for the viabilitv of the
DAWT concept.

3.3 The exploration of compact diffuser designs

With the theoretical DAWT potential being bome out in the initial phase of wind tunnel
testing at Ben4urion University of the Negev, Israel, the following two experimental
research phases by lgra explored the reduction of the diffuser size. In the second phase,
a truncated version of the initial diffuser was investigated. The third phase saw a
complete change to testing of geometries whose cross-sectional profiles were derived
from NACA aerofoil geometries. At about the same time, Grumman began investigating
the DAWT concept. The initial phase of research at Grumman focused on identifying
possible DAWT geometries through a parametric investigation of over one hundred
varianb' This work also began to provide an understanding of the geometrical
inlluences and parameters that controlred DAWT performance.

3.3.1 lgra's lirst step towards compact shrouds

To be commercially viable, the DAWT design needs to have a competitive cost of energy.
As a result, Igta'sf} f second generation of shrouds, referred to as Model A and shown
in Figure 3'3, incorporated the intake and cylindrical section from the first generation
model with a truncated version of the diffuser.

Figure 3'3: Layout of lgra's [24] Model A showing location of the three aerofoil ring-shaped flaps or
ring-wings.
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ln order to increase the exit-area-ratio, and therefore augmentation, up to three ring-

shaped flaps were placed at the diffuser exit. Screens with disc loading coefficients of

0.2'1,,0.23 and 0.43 were used, however, Igra suggested an optimal value was not reached

as lower disc loadings were not examined.

At the lowest disc loading, the peak augmentation of 2.8 was achieved for Model A with
three flaps. This second generation of shortened shrouds therefore presented a

significant improvement in the cost of energy. The overall length-to-diameter ratio of

3.64 was nearly half that of the first generation design whilst the augmentation was

maintained as a result of increasing the exit-area-ratio by a third to approximately 10

through the use of multiple exit flaps.

3.3.2 The third generation design by Igra

Igral20,24] took a step change in research in moving to the third generation design. In
this series of work, a parametric analysis of ring-wing diffusers, as shown in Figure 3.4,

was carried out.

Figure 3.Azlgra's third generation models with NACA crose-section [241.

The base model, Model B, used a NACA 4412 aerofoil cross-section with either a
similarly profiled ring flap or flat plate flap. ln either case, the flap chord was equal to

35o/o of the shroud length. Three further models were examined incorporating the Model

B inlet up to the turbine screen. Downstream of the screen, the section was radially

stretched from an exit-area-ratto of 2.46 to ratios of 3.22,3.39 and 4.37. These models

were referred to as Model C(i), C(ii) and C(iii) respectively. In each case, the models

were also tested with the exit flaps. The resulting length-to-diameter ratio increased

from 2,27 to 3.65 with respective exit-area-ratios of 5.58, 6.77,7.07 and 8.33. A radial gap
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between the shroud trailing edge and flap leading edge equal to 4% ofthe shroud Iength
was used in all cases' Three mesh screens with disc loading coefficients of 0.25,0.36 and
0.66 were examined.

Igra identified that the 600 mm x 900 mm test section used in the previous phase of work
had resulted in a wind tunnel blockage effect. To avoid blockages as high as 71,% in this
phase of work, Igra retested this generation of designs in a 3.6 m x2.6m wind tunnel test
section. The resulting peak augmentations reported were 7.76,2.04 and 2.Z6for Models
B, C(ii) and C(iii) respectively with the flap. The augmentation reduced to1..20,'L.sg,l.@
and 1'59 for Models B, C(0, C(ii) and C(iii) respectively without the flap. Unlike the
previous generations, these peak augmentations generally occurred around the highest
disc loading tested of 0.6 [20] rather than a value of approximately 0.2 as previously
found' This would indicate from a theoretical perspective that there was a reduction in
diffuser efficiency, an understandable result given the increased included angle of the
NACA profiled diffusers.

The performance under yaw of the third generation design without flap was similar to
that found in phase two, even though those results were discounted due to the high
wind tunnel blockage' The anomalous increase in augmentation for off-axis yaw angles
up to 30" was, however, not shown for the diffuser with exit flap. In this case the
augmentation reduced when the diffuser was not aligned to the flow, although there was
only a slight reduction shown for yaw angles within 110'. Igra [20] explained the yaw
trends of the annular aerofoils by analogy with a rectangular wing. with the diffuser
yawed the flow approaches at an increased angle of attack. The lift therefore increases
until the stall point is reached and for the DAWT, this is seen ;rs an increase in
augmentation until the diffuser stalls at yaw angles around 30o.

In reviewing lgra's work, it should be noted that the augmentation in this phase of his
work was calculated via static Pressure taps along the inner wall of the shroud. As will
be shown by Grumman's [25] initial investigation, the velocity across the blade-plane is
greatest at the diffuser wall. Consequently, it is expected that the augmentations
presented in this phase of Igra's research were elevated to some degree. It is not
possible, however, to ascertain by how much as comparisory with the previous phases
would be misleading as results from both of those phases were undu-ly influenced by
wind tururel blockage.
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3.3.3 Initial exploration at Grumman Aerospace

Grumman [25], having seen the work of Igra, set about addressing the key issue for

DAWT success: the cost minimisation of the duct or diffuser. Knowing that the cost of a

conventional long diffuser was prohibitive, the goal of the research was to radically

reduce the size of the diffuser whilst maintaining its performance. The approach taken

by Grumman was to use boundaryJayer control within the diffuser to produce a

compact, short length-to'diameter diffuser with a large outlet-to-inlet area rado.

Although Grumman's theoretical work also identified the requirements of a large exit-

area-ratio, high diffuser efficiency, peak velocity speed-up (ratio of the velocity across

the blade'plane to the free-stream velocity), 
"t 

d a strongly negative exit pressure

coefficient, Grumman, like Lilley & Rainbird [44], acknowledged that the structural cost

increased rapidly with exit-area-ratio and therefore a modest ratio would be more cost-

effective. Grumman's approach therefore was to establish a baseline geometry by wind
tunnel testing a multitude of small-scale models in their first phase of work.

Two diffuser types, referred to as boundary-layer control and ring-wing diffusers, were

analysed, the results of which are presented in [19, 25, 26,28, 301. The fundamental

difference between the two diffuser types was that the ring-wing type had an

aerodynamic profile as used in lgra's third generation model (Figure 3.4), whereas lhe

boundary-layer diffusers, as shown in Figure 3.5, were formed from a single thin skin.

Grumman's boundary-layer control diffusers comprised up to four segments with exit-

area-ratios from 1.28 to 4.94 and diffuser included angles of 40",60",80o and 90". Five

mesh screens having disc loading coefficients ranging from 0.37 to 0.93 were used to

simulate the pressure drop across an operating rotor. The inlet slot height was varied by

up to 5% of the local radius (2.54 mm) with up to a 3.360/o (1.27 mm) radial variation in

the secondary slot height. Grumman [26] (see Figure 3.5) also examined the effect of:

removing a diffuser inlet ring, positioning of the auxiliary slots, intemal turbulence trip
tape, and using different leading and trailing edge configurations including flaps. In all,

over 150 configurations were tested. The influence of a ground-plane, shear flow, and

yaw sensitivity were also investigated in this phase of wind tunnel work as well as the

impact of centrebody design.

The outcome of this work was the development of a baseline diffuser configuration

(Figure 3.6). This design was a boundaryJayer-type diffuser with 60" included angle

having an exit-area-ratio of 2.78, a length-to-diameter ratio of 0.715 and two boundary-

layer control slots [32]. A length-to-diameter ratio of 0.5 is presented in f25, 27, 281,

however, only in [32] are the physical dimensions of the model presented and therefore

the value of 0.7"15 has been assumed to be correct. The peak augmentation of 1.89 was
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achieved with a local disc loading coefficient of 0.55 in the Baseline Diffuser Model.
Note that this disc loading coefficient of 0.55 is the measured disc loading rather than the
value of 0'63 normally quoted by Grummanl25,26l. This latter value of 0.63 was in fact
derived by Grumman by substituting the measured velocity into the theoretical
relationship obtained from their one-dimensional momentum analysis. Also of note is
the fact that this value is close to the optimal disc loading identified in lgra,s t20] third
phase investigation.

',:':ii:

Figure 3'5: various boundaryJayer control diffusers from the first phase experiments at Grumman
Aerospace' Included angles of 40", 60o and 80" with an exit-area-r atio of Llgare shown teft to right
Iasl.

Primarv Diffuser Auxiliary Slot

Secondarv Diffuser

Gauze Screen

Inlet Ring

Gauze Screen
Support Strut Inlet SIot

Figure 3'6: Grumman Baseline configuration: 60o included angte diffuser with exit-area-ratio of L7g
and 0.37 local diec loading coefficient Ecreen installed [25].

A velocity speed-uP of 'l'.27 and an exit pressure coefficient of -0.5g were measured
under peak augmentation' Grumman [27] also noted that the design showed relative
insensitivity to off-axis flow with variations up to t15o having negligibte effect on the
overall diffuser core flow and performance. The Baseline Diffuser was therefore a
significant improvement over lgra'sf20,24] third generation design as it was 1/5 the
length-to-diameter ratto,l/3 the exit-area-ratio, and yet was still able to produce M% of
the augmentation.
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Unlike the performance of the boundary-layer control diffusers, the ring-wing diffusers

exhibited an increasing augmentation over the range of disc loadings examined and

therefore an optimum was not reached. For the highest disc loading of 1.10, an

augmentation of 1.6 was reached with a velocity speed-up of 0.9 [25]. Interestingly, if the

peak perform;rnce of the two diffuser types is compared, they both occur at a free-stream

disc loading coefficient, that is disc loading relative to the free-stream dynamic pressure,

of 0.89. This is also the optimal loading for a conventional bare turbine at the Betz limit.

The free-stream disc loading coefficient, Cf-, can be calculated from the local disc loading

coefficient, Cf2, using the velocity speed-up, s, that is the ratio of local velocity across the

blade'plane, Vz, to the free-stream velocity, 7,.

c,_=p=fr-(!) =.,,"," 
|orJ |er:lv" 

) ' (3'1)

Where APz-: is the pressure drop across the blade-plane and p is the fluid density with
the relevant reference stations indicated in Figure 3.7.

The peak performance for the ring-wing diffusers occurred with the addition of a flap at

the diffuser exit. A splicflap arangement on the NACA M12 rrng-wing diffuser

enhanced the augmentation over the ring-wing-only diffuser by 45Y'. The addition of
the NACA profiled fl"p improved the augmentation by 88%. Although the

augmentation was 50% greater than the corresponding split-flap arrangemen| the

fabrication complexity, larger wetted surface and exit-area-ratio, together with the extra

bulk of the NACA flap, lead Grumman [25] to conclude that the split-flap arrangement

would be a more cost-effective solution.

3.3.3.1 Selection of the Grumman Baseline geometry

For the same fabrication and material quantity reasons, together with the fact that the

boundary-layer control diffusers achieved greater peak augmentations, Grumman [251

concluded that the boundaryJayer control diffusers would be more cost effective than

the ring-wing diffusers. The optimal details of the Baseline geometry were then

determined tfuough a parametric analysis of exit-area-ratio, included angle, nunber of

slob, their size, position and geometry, as well as cenbebody configuration.

Grumman examined the influence of exit-area-ratio on augmenhtion with both single as

well as multiple element diffusers, the latter using various boundary-layer control slot

arrangements. In both investigations, the maximum augmentation was reached for an
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exit-area-ratio around three' Grumman notes two effecb appear to produce this result:
the separation within the diffuser and the exit pressure.

Beyond an exit-area-ratio of three, the fluid failed to remain attached to the diffuser
ryafls' Grumman felt, however, that larger area ratios could be achieved with better
implementation of the boundary-layer slots. Their ability to delay flow separation is
achieved by imparting momentum from the high-energy air just outside the diffuser,s
walls to the retarded boundary-layer created by the adverse pressure gradient and
frictional losses adjacent to the diffuser inner surface and thereby re-energising it (Figure
3.n.

STATION NUII8€Ro t23 {| ilt I

AUXILIANY SLOT

5
I

R SECTIONS

€NIANGED VIEW
OF EOUNDAAY
LAY€F COI{TROL FLOWS

Figure 3'z Effect of boundary-layer control slots in preventing eeparation within a DAWT ag
illustrated in p9l.

For the flow to remain attached in the Baseline diffuser, Grumman concluded that a
constant area section in which the blade-plane was centrally located, together with an
inlet slot having a 20o/o area relative to the core flow area, were necessary. This would
provide enough momentum to the boundaryJayer to allow the flow to negotiate the
starting angle of the diffuser as if it were a Coanda flow. Grumman then used a single
secondary slot with an 8% slot-to-core flow area at approximately midway along the
difftrser's length to prevent separation in the remainder of the diffuser. ln general,
however, Gtumman concluded that no statement could be made regarding the ,,correct,,

number of slob as a function of area ratio. Too few or too many slots both had negative
effects on performance.

The specific slot geometry was also found to affect performance [25]. The best
augmentation was obtained with little or no overlap in the slots. No significant inlluence
was shown from changes in slot height. A smooth inlet contour at the diffuser inlet was
found to degrade performance as was sharpening of the leading and trailing edges of a

U'{DISTURBED
AIB FLOW
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two-segment 30" diffuser. Grumman suggested that diffusion of the flow prior to the

mesh screen for the contoured inlet and large local adverse pressure gradients for the

sharp leading and trailing edges may cause separation in the slots, effectively blocking

them with the net effect being a reduction in DAWT performance.

The final geometric aspect considered was the influence of centrebody design.

Grumman's examination of various centrebody combinations showed flow separatiory

and therefore augmentation, to be sensitive to centrebody size. Centrebodies with
projected areas greater than 8o/o of the rotor area, or approximately a hub-to-rotor

diameter ratio of 1/3, produced a loss of diffuser performance manifested as a decrease

in flow rate. For smaller centrebodies, some configurations created little or no wake,

however, those with a discontinuous profile caused the flow to separate from the

centrebody. Under the large adverse pressure gradient within the diffuser, these flows

were unable to reattach and therefore resulted in severely oscillating flow, or in the

extreme, a stable annular jet attached to the diffuser wall with a large conical diverging

central wake.

3.3.3.2 Parameters underlying the Baseline DAWT performance

In examining the geometric influences on DAWT performance, Grumman [25] identified

a number of trends and parameters that influenced the diffuser system. These were the

radial variation in velocity speed-up and its relationship to geometry and disc loading,

the inlluence of disc loading on slot flow and augmentation, the subsequent diffuser exit

flows, the impact of the mesh screen support strub on the flow, and finally, the

influences surrounding the exit pressure.

longitudinal traverses through the blade-plane of the Baseline model at various radial

positions indicated increased velocity speed-ups towards the outer periphery of the

mesh screen, that is, near the diffuser wall (Figure 3.8). This confirmed the analytical

calculations of Lilley & Rainbird [44] and therefore the difficulties this creates for blade

design. The net effect of increased speed-up towards the outer periphery was a 22o/o

greater area weighted average augmentation compared to the augmentation calculated

from a single centreline measurement for the 20o diffuser. The difference increased to

37o/o for the 30" Baseline model and 42o/o for the 40" diffuser [25] indicating the flow to
become more non-uniform for the higher included angles. This increase in radial

variation with diffuser angle is suggested by de Vries [12] to result from the

corresponding reduction in length-to-diameter ratio of the diffuser. Grumman also

observed that this radial variation in velocity changed depending on disc loading. In

general, Grumman noted that a higher disc loading resulted in a more uniform

distribution.
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The disc loading was also found by Grumman to influence slot performance. Higher
disc loading screens enhanced the slot performance by increasing the pressure difference
driving the slot flow. Although this would further delay separatioo Grumman noted
that an increase in disc loading coefficient above optimal resulted in a sudden reduction
in augmentation, primarily a result of the decrease in induced flow through the diffuser.

e ot ortR l2l o5n ttl ca F tgt o.ci 6t qtR t'l . ilotalrcttt{rt trutcrl

Indicates increased velociW

I\

Figure 3'8: Variation in static Pressure, and therefore velocity, measured across the blade-plane of
the Grumman Baseline boundaryJayer diffuser [251. Each line shows the static pressqre from the
inlet of the DAwr downetream acroes the bradeprane and through the diffuser.

Analysis of the flow at the exit-plane of the Baseline model by Grumman pointed to
areas of stalled flow or imminent stall immediately downstream from it. pressure
measurements across the exit-plane displayed peaks at radii corresponding to the
boundary-layer control slots together with regions of zero or negative dynamic pressure
towards the diffuser wall (Figure 3.9). This concurred with Grumman's earlier results
showing peak augrnentation to occur around the Baseline exit-area-ra tro of 2.7g,bevond
which separation within the diffuser lowered performance.

Also evident in the exit-plane measurements were wake effects from the support strub
for the Sauze screens (Figure 3.9). It was unclear to Grumman as to whether the losses
were inherent in the system and simply manifested themselves at the weakest point, or
whether they were purely a cylindrical wake effect. If it were the lafter, Grumman
suggested streamlining of the support rods.

Grumman's exit-plane measurements also confirmed a sub-atnospheric pressure, the
importance of which for DAWT augmentation had been highlighted by Lilley &
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Rainbird [44] and lgra[241. The sub.atmospheric exit pressure, as shown in Figure 3.9,

reached values as low as -0.82 of the free-stream dynamic pressure. Typically, however,

values were between -0.5 and -0.7 and were therefore similar to those of Kogan &
Seginer [51] and Igra [20]. The ability to maintain such pressures, which are nearly twice

the -1/3 found immediately downstream of a conventional bare turbing is akin to the

addition of a virtual diffuser having a larger exit-area-ratio. In effect, the flow
downstream of the DAWT continues to expand without the presence or cost of a

diffuser.
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Influence of boundary-layer
control slots
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Figure 3.9: Exit-plane pressure distributions for the Grumman Baseline boundary-layer

diffuser [51.
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The source of this sub-ahnospheric exitpressure was initially thought by Grumman to be
a function of the diffuser exit-area-ratio. This appeared to be the case for small exit-area-
ratios, howevet for a particular diffuser included angle and disc loading a size was
reached where the exit Pressure coefficient remained essentially constant with increasing
exit-area-ratio (Figure 3.10). When large area ratios were reached, the exit pressure
coefficient trend reversed, becoming less negative, the cause of which was suggested by
Grumman to be due to substantial separation within the diffuser.
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Figure 3J0; Exit-plane ptessure coefficient for varioue Grumman boundaryJayer control diffuser
half angles as a function of exit-area-ratio [25].

Grumman noted the boundaries of these three regions varied depending upon the
diffuser included angle. smaller angles were found to asymptote at larger area ratios
and at more positive sub'atmospheric exit pressures (Figure 3.10). It would therefore
appear that the exit-area-ratio, included angle, and as a consequence of thesg the
amount of separation, all influence exit pressure. Grumman also found disc loading to
have an influence on exit pressure. As seen in Figure 3.11, the results showed a strong
dependence on disc loading, with the most negative exit pressure occurring at a disc
loading marginally below that for optimal augmentation.
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With any of these changes in exit pressure, Grumman noted a linear translation of the

entire diffuser pressure profile. This observation, together with the fact that the exit

pressure coefficienb measured by Grumman were equal to those of Igra [20], led

Grumman to conclude that the exit pressure was almost independent of the specific

performance details of the diffuser.
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Figure 3.1t Exit-plane pr€ssure coefficient for various Grumman boundaryJayer control diffuser
half angles as a function of local disc loading [251.

3.3.3.3 Evaluation of real-world influences - ground proximitv. shear flow &
drag

In Grumman's initial phase of work, the issues pertinent to operation of a DAWT under

real-world conditions were addressed. These included the effect on DAWT performance

of ground proximity, onset shear flow and drag loading.
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As Grumman's [25] proposed design called for the diffuser exit lower lip to be supported
from the ground, it was important that the proximity of the ground did not degrade the
DAWT performance. Grumman's evaluation of this, using a ground-plane in the wind
tunnel tesb, showed the DAWT performance in the lower half of the diffuser to increase
10% to 1'4o/o with the tail of the diffuser on the ground. At a height of half a turbine
diameter above the ground, Grumman recorded that an augmentation in the lower half
of the diffuser of around 6% remained. In both cases, Grumman found little variation
from the reference case was shown in the upper half of the diffuser. Grumman
suggested that the increased augmentation was due to distortion of the exit-plane
Pressure profile, however, they also noted that no evidence of this was apparent from
the static pressure surveys. An explanation may lie in the fact that the open jet wind
tunnel flow became constrained in the presence of the ground-plane. The flow was
therefore unable to easily expand around the diffuser periphery and as a consequence,
more flow was forced through the diffuser. A similar effect was later shown to occur in
closed section wind tunnels by Loeffler Jr. [85] and was an effect already noted by Igra
[24].

The other important aspect of flow over the ground is that the velocity profile far
upstream of the DAWT is no longer uniform. To simulate this, Grumman created a
shear flow in the wind funnel' The net result was a slight decrease in augmentation of
around 1%. Grumman then combined both the ground-plane and shear flow. The
resulting performance was a combination of both effects, this time with a 7.5% increase
in augmentation for the lower half of the diffuser only.

Finally, Grumman considered the impact of drag on DAWT economics. A maximum
operating wind speed of 33 m/s and an extreme wind event of 66 m/s were evaluated.
This analysis highlighted a fundamental problem for DAWTs, that being the
requirement to design structurally for the extreme wind event even though
augmentation is useful only up to the rating wind speed of typically irzm/s_-1,4m/s.
Grumman assumed that under extreme conditions the use of supplementary tie-down
cables or other innovative concepts would be necessary to relieve the high cost of
meeting storm load survival criteria. They went on to suggest that the full-scale DAWT
could best meet the design criteria by a double wall construction consisting of relatively
thin skins separated by rings of sufficient depth. This was to control the bending loads
prevalent in a DAWT. Alternatively, Grumman envisaged the possibility of improving
the drag performance from axial contouring of the diffuser and that further development
of the inlet and diffuser along the same lines could lessen the tendency of yaw-induced
distortion.
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On completion of this phase of work, Grumman made a number of recommendations.

These were based around the need to demonstrate the small-scale test results at

significantly larger scale, the necessity for the augmentation shown to be realised by a

real turbine, the measulement of drag loads, and the explanation of the origin of the exit-

plane pressure reduction.

3.3.4 Refinement of the Baseline geometry

Grumman's [27] second phase of work set about answering the scaling question raised in
the initial study as well as examining refinements to the Baseline design. The Baseline

design together with three variants, Models 2, 3 and 4, were tested in a 2.1 m x 3 m

closed section wind tunnel with the phase two models ten times the diameter (455 mm)

of the first phase. When combined with testing wind speeds three times higher, the

Reynolds number of 2 x 106 was 35 times that of the phase one tests.

The variant designs were guided by North's [52] work on flow separation suppression

by sequential wall jeb. Model 2 used four sections rather than the three (cylindrical inlet
ring, primary and secondary diffusers as shown in Figure 3.6,) of the Baseline model.

The rear section of the Baseline model was separated into two equal parts having slots

half the slot height and therefore equal overall slot mass-flow. Model3 incorporated a

507o shorter initial shroud and five diffuser sections in total. The three auxiliary diffuser

sections employed slot heighe one-third that of the Baseline design again giving the

same overall slot mass-flow. The result was a 6% reduction in overall length of Model3
for the same exit-area-ratio as the Baseline model. The final model, Model4, had a

further reduction of the initial diffuser component to one-third that of the Baseline

model. Again three auxiliary diffuser sections were used, however, the slot heights were

larger at half that of the Baseline design. This equated to a 325% increase in slot mass-

flow with the main slot supplying almost two-thirds of this bleed air. In all four models

dre initial slot geometries were identical.

The performance of these geometries is presented in [19, 27,28,30]. It should be pointed

out that these results present a mixfure of measured data, empirical and theoretical

predictions. In general, the peak measured augmentation of 2.1 occurred at the highest

of the three disc loadings examined, Ctz:g.r6r, as shown in Figure 3.12. This

augmentation was a 10o/o improvement over the small-scale phase one tesb. Model 2's

augmentation was a further 9.5o/o higher at around 2.3, however, Models 3 and 4 both

showed a reduction in augmentation compared to the Baseline model. This was around

l|u/" for Model 3 and 2.5o/o for Model4. A further 13.5% reduction in augmentation was

found for Model4 when the exit-area-ratio was reduced by 10%.
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The implication of this is that more frequent distribution of slot mass-flow is
advantageous, however, the quantity of mass-flow must match the requiremenb of the
diffuser geometry. For example, the present author considers that the additional slot in
Model2 reduced the separation shown in the Baseline geometry and hence was the
reason for the increased augmentation. Although yet another slot was incorporated into
Model3, it appears that due to the reduction in augmentation, the equivalent quantity of
slot mass-flow was insufficient to prevent separation in the shorter, more highly
diverging diffuser. when the slot mass-flow was increased in Model4, it is suspected
that the separation reduced as the augmentation returned to similar levels as those of the
Baseline DAWT.
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Before discussing the parameters underlying the DAWT performance the origin of the
various predicted augmentations will be presented. These predictions ranged from
augmentations of 2.1 to 2'75. They were based firstly on an empirical relationship using
the local-to-free-stream dynamic pressure ratio and secondly from a one-dimensional
analysis using the measured exit pressure coefficient.

Grumman [30] found the locar-to-free-stream dynamic pressure rado, l.&-l , to vary
\q. )

Iinearly with a change in local disc loading coefficien! Ctz, inthe first and second phase
wind tunnel tests of the Baserine DAWT [7g, zr, g0). Grumman then used this in the
theoretical relationship for augmentation, r, shown in equation (3.2), to predict a peak
augmentation of 2'22 to occur at a local disc loading coefficient of 0.7g4 and to have a

Ef+r:a..\
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corresponding velocity speed-up of 1,.19. Although the same approach was used, these

performance figures vary between publications, for instance, Figure 3.12 shows the

optimal local disc loading to occur around unity.

In returning to the measured results of the various DAWTs in this phase, Grumman

noted differences in performance compared to the earlier tests and therefore attributed

this to the change in Reynolds number. These differences were namely that the exit

pressure was more negative than in the previous test phase and that the diffuser showed

slightly better kinetic energy recovery with Grumman attributing this latter effect to the

relative reduction in friction for the larger scale models.

The average exit pressure coefficient measured by Grumman [9, 27, 30] for this phase

was -0.831, 42o/o lower than the -0.585 recorded in the first phase testing. It also now

showed no significant correlation with disc loading. Grumman [30] athibuted this to the

fact that the exit pressure was primarily a function of exit-area-ratio. The more sub
atnospheric exit pressure, seen as the primary source of the improved augmentation,

was linked to a Reynolds number effect and explained by Grumman to be an inviscid

process and not the strong shear layer peripheral to wake initially thought.

These conclusions, however, may have been mislead by the blockage effect present in the

closed wind tunnel test section used in this phase of work. Grumman [32] later

acknowledged this point and suspected the high blockage to result in distortion of the

flow field into and around the model. This would have indeed been the case with the

effect highlighted by Loeffler Ir. [85].

A high blockage would also explain the observed independence of exit pressure and disc

loading. An increase in disc Ioading would present more resistance to the flow passing

through the diffuser consequently forcing more flow around the DAWT periphery and

further lowering the sub.ahospheric pressure. Again this effect was shown by

Loeffler Jr. It is suggested by the present author that the result of the blockage was to

negate the original observation of Grumman's [25] first phase tesb where an increased

disc loading produced a more positive exit pressure coefficient (Figure 3.11).

Although it appears that there are a number of questions relating to the exit pressure in

this phase of Grumman's work and therefore the augmentation obtained, several

conclusions, independent of such exit pressure issues, were drawn by Grumman 127l

relating to diffuser geometry. The first conclusion was that the major measure for

(3.2), - c', (qr\i'atr 
0.593 [q- J
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suPPression of core flow separation was the initial channelled annular flow around the
screen' The second was that premafure or large injection amounts of secondary bleed air
were less effective tlan more frequen! but smaller quantities of slot flow. Having said
that, Grumman judged the additional slot in Model2 to be uneconomic based on the cost
incurred for the minor aerodynamic improvement

The final point of interest from this series of work by Grumman is that the DAWT was
able to withstand a larger Pressure drop across the blade-plane than optimal for a
conventional bare turbine. ln Grumman's [25] first phase testing, the analysis by the
present author in this investigation (53.3.3) showed that the optimal free-stream disc
loading was around the ideal value of 0.89 for a conventional bare turbine. performing
the same analysis for the current results, it is found that the peak augmentation occurred
at a free'stream disc loading coefficient of 0.93. This is based on Grumm an,s [27]
measured local disc loading coefficient of 0.555 and the corresponding local-to-free-
stream dynamic pressure ratio of 1.65. This disc loading coefficient is around 5% higher
than previously found. It should also be noted that Grumman did not bracket the
optimal augmentation due to the limited range of gauze screens tested. From the trend
shown in Figure 3.L2, the optimal disc loading may yet be greater still. This is a
significant result in that it implies DAWTs are able to extract more energy per unit of
mass-flow passing tfuough the blade-plane than a conventional bare turbine.

3.4 The development of rotor designs

Having significantly reduced the size of DAWT diffuser geometies, both Igra and
Grumman began investigating rotor design options for extracting the augmentations
achieved by these DAWTs. This raised questions as to what gpe of rotor would best suit
a DAWT, how efficient would it be and what impact would it have on diffuser
performance. Answers to these were provided in lgra's f21,, ?3,z4|fourth phase of
research, both analytically [25] and experimentally !:rlg, 27, zg, z0,32, gslin Grumman,s
first, third and fifth phases, and also by Lewis et aI [40].

3.4.1 Rotor design options

In reviewing research on DAWTs, it has been identified that two differing approaches to
blade design have been taken. The first uses a free vortex method in which the product
of the local tangential velocity and radius remain constant across the blade-plane. The
second method employs Glauert vortex theory in which interference factors are
calculated based on momentum conservation and from this, the local flow conditions are
derived' In both cases, researchers were faced with the choice of whether to use a rotor-
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only design or a rotor/stator combination. In either situation, there were both

aerodynamic as well as economic considerations.

Igra's [21] approach was focused more towards maximising performance and through a

general understanding of rotors operating within a shroud, Igra selected an axial flow
turbine with rotor/stator configuration. Igra's design approach was therefore to develop

rotor/stator combinations using the free vortex method where only an axial velocity

component was present in the velocity vector at the turbine exit.

I"ewis et al [40], on the other hand, saw €ur advantage in using the swirl imparted by the

rotor on the flow. As a result, an eleven-bladed rotor-only configuration was developed

using the free vortex method. Lewis et al considered this design to benefit from a high

starting torque and although they identified that a ducted turbine should work best with
fewer blades, their design matched the small, low technology domestic wind turbine

focus of their research.

The large-scale commercial focus of Grumman's research, however, meant that the

starting point for their investigation was more along the lines of traditional three-bladed

wind turbines. Like Igra, Grumman [25] initially investigated rotor/stator

configurations where the concept was to use constant chord, constant section, untwisted

rotors operating at fixed pitch and speed. Grumman intended using the existing

centrebody support struts as a variable stator to provide power control over a range of

wind speeds with such designs envisaged to be extremely inexpensive. The analytical

work of Grumman using a modified Glauert vortex theory, however, showed the

rotor/stator combination to have a narrower peak efficiency range and therefore to be

less effective than the rotor-only design. Consequently, Grumman wind tunnel tested 2

and 3 bladed rotor-only configurations.

3.4.2 Development of blade designs

In all three studies, a semi-empirical approach was taken to the development of blade

designs. Gauze screen testing of the respective DAWT models provided the researchers

with information on the optimal disc loading coefficient and corresponding local velocity

across the blade'plane. With known flow conditions, it was then possible for the

researchers to design a rotor or rotor/stator configuration to match the optimal

requirements of the respective diffusers.

For Grumman [25], this meant modifying the Glauert vortex theory to account for the

diffuser. Under the assumption of a uniform velocity across the blade-plane, the axial

interference factor, a, was calculated by knowing the performance of the inlet, diffuser,
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and exit pressure. Grumman acknowledged, however, that ultimately the design
calculations would have to account for variations in axial velocity across the furbine
radius' Lilley & Rainbird [aal highlighted the same point, noting that a method in which
the variation of axial induced velocity with radius was neglected was unlikely to yield
reliable results.

Grumman's results from several hundred design variations showed the rotor/stator
combination to have a narrower peak efficiency range and therefore to be less effective
than the rotor-only design. The power coefficients achieved were of the order of g57o of
an ideal Power coefficient and occurred at disc loadings close to the theoretical optimum
calculated by Grumman. Grumman therefore envisaged that controllable stators wou.ld
only be useful as a possible means of protection against overload at high wind speeds.
Alternatively, Grumman thought that the struts themselves could be used in a passive
sense to introduce a constant pre-swirl to enhance low wind speed performance. The
resulting mismatch at high wind speeds was also considered advantageous by
Grumman in that Power would be spilled at wind speeds beyond the turbine,s rating
point.

Grumman saw the next step to be the calibration of the rotor design in a duct of known
flow and pressure drop from which information on the furbine operating characteristics
could be obtained for control purposes. rgra[21], however, introduced an intermediate
phase where differing blade numbers, disc loading and operating characteristic were
wind tunnel tested in order to evaluate the free vortex blade design methodology.

In trds intermediate phase of lgra's, two rotor designs were analysed. The flow was
drawn through a 404 mm diameter diffuser having an exit-area-ratio of 2.5 and half-
angle of 5'5" at Reynolds numbers based on blade chord ranging from 1 x 10ls to 2.6 x-1,0s.
Combinations of 2,4,6 and 8 blades were examined at a design disc loading coefficient
of 0'2 for Turbine I' A higher design disc loading coefficient of 0.4 was set for Turbine II.
Twelve equally-spaced wall static pressure measuremenb and a multi-headed total
pressure probe were used by Igra to measure the aerodynamic performnnce of the rotors.
An electric torque meter controlled the rotor rpm with the moment on the torque meter
balanced by an external weight.

Igra reported peak power augmentations of 0.1g,0.32,0.40 and 0.46 forTurbine I with 2,
4, 6 and 8 blades respectively, and a peak augmentation of 0.s7 for Turbine II.
Correspondingly the rotor efficiency, defined by Igra as the shaft power divided by the
ideal available air power calculated from the static pressure measured at the diffuser
wall, increased from 65% to 95% for 2 to 8 blades on Turbine I and peaked around g5%
for Turbine II' These peak efficiencies did not occur at the same operating point as that
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for peak augmentation. The reason for this mismatch was that despite the free vortex

design approactr, Igra's results showed the flow to be non-uniform across the blade-

plane. Towards the hub and close to the diffuser wall, a rapid change in pressure drop

with radius was measured. Although these regions decreased with an increase in blade

number, an effect Igra attributed to better guidance of the flow with more blades, Igra

thought the non-uniformity and use of wall static pressure measurements caused an

error of up to 13% in the available air power. The rotor efficiencies would therefore also

be subject to this error.

The conclusions drawn by Igra from his study were that the simple free vortex blade

design method could be used to design a turbine for a DAWT. However, for disc

Ioading coefficients above 0.3, Igra recommended that somewhat larger flow angles were

required than those predicted by the design method. Igra found no unique answer

regarding the optimal number of blades. Although the peak augmentation occurred

with 8 blades, only a minor gain was shown over the 6-bladed rotor and therefore lgra

suggested that an economic study would be required to select the optimal blade number.

Finally, Igra states that the two blade designs were able to produce relatively constant

power over a wide operating range, an observation differing from the analysis of
Grumman [25], although in both cases these statements appear somewhat subjective as

no direct comparison against a conventional bare turbine was presented by either.

In reviewing Igra's results, one further observation is apparent. As Grumman found

during gauze screen testing the flow across the blade'plane became more uniform under

higher disc loadings. The same effect appears to exist under rotor operation in lgra's

results. Although Igra attributed the greater flow uniformity to better guidance of the

flow with greater blade numbers, the disc loading coefficient can be seen to have

increased frorn 0.L4 for 2 blades to 0.24 for 8 blades, and to a maximum of 0.38 with
Turbine II. It is therefore likely that the increased disc loading lead to the more uniform

flow. It is suggested by the present author that this provided a better match to the free

vortex blade design and therefore was the reason for the measured improvement in

augmentation and rotor efficiency.

Overall, it would appear that some uncertainty exists as to the benefit of stators in
DAWT turbine design. The semi-empirical approach based on gauze screen wind tunnel

data provides a good basis for blade design with general flow trends, for instance those

associated with disc loading, being apparent under rotor operation. The flow did,

however, differ from that anticipated from gauze screen simulation, the result being a

mismatch of the blade design. It is unclear, though, if the cause of these differing flow

conditions was the influence of an operating rotor. Even though a mismatch existed, the
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potential was shown for high rotor efficiencies to be achievable in the DAWT
application.

3.4.3 Experimental investigation of lgra's axial flow turbine

With the understanding gained from the analysis of the free vortex design approach in
the intermediate testing phase, Igra[Z3] investigated a DAWT wind tunnel model
incorporating an operating rotor (Figure 3.13). The DAWT design, with NACA 4412
cross-sectioo exit-area-ratio of 6.05 and length-to-diameter ratio of 5.26, employed a
seven-bladed stator designed for a constant solidity of unity preceding an eight-bladed
constant chord rotor. The large 160 mm diameter centrebody housed the magnetic rpm-
pick-up and Prony-brake torque sensors. At 41,% of the throat diameter, the centrebodv
effectively increased the diffuser exit-area-ra tio to 7.2g.

Figure 3'13: schematic layout of the wind tunnel model used by Igra [23] for turbine testing

Shaft power augmentations of 1.10 and 1.43 were obtained by Igra for the 0o and 30" yaw
cases resPectively' These equate to available air power augmentations of 1.6g and 2.1g
respectively for the 650/o efficient rotor/stator combination [24]. These augmentations
are two to five times greater than tgra's [21] previous turbine work, however, they are
comparable to the diffusers of similar geometric proportions used in Igra's f20,24! early
Savze screen work. The difference in augmentation between this and the inbrmediate
rotor test phase could therefore be attributed to the threefold increase in exit-area-ratio,
and presumably an advancement in blade design. Unfortunately, the difference in rotor
efficiency is clouded by measurement error in both this and the previous phase of lgra,s
work' In both cases, the power absorbed by the rotor, that is the pressure drop across
the rotor multipliecl by the local velocity, was derived by Igra from the intermediate test
rig results' The results do suggesf however, that reasonable efficiencies appear to be
obtainable for a DAWT rotor.
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The efficiency of the diffuser was calculated by Igra [23] to be 40%. This was obtained by

comparing the measured longitudinal static pressure distributions against the ideal

pressure recovery based on the diffuser geometry. The results showed little or no

pressure recovery in the last half of the diffuser. These were confirmed by the exit

pressure profile where two distinct flow regions were shown with the outer annular flow
field appearing stalled. Such separation is, however, not surprising as the DAWT

geometry, length-to-diameter ratio and exit-area-ratio, would cause transitory separation

in a conventional diffuser [88,89].

The exit pressure coefficient of -0.22 was half that recorded in earlier gauze screen

testing by Igra I20, 221or by Grumman [25], and was a result unexpected by Igra [23]

given that the exit-area-ratio of the current model was approximately equal to those of
the previous phases. Igra [23] therefore identified that the basic difference between the

present model and those used in phases one through three was that a real turbine was

employed instead of a gauze screen. From this, Igra assumed that the swirl introduced

by the furbine caused the more positive exit pressure. This, however, may not be the

case. Although the exit pressures in lgra's [24] earlier phases were artificially lowered

due to wind tunnel blockage, another significant difference between the current model

and those in the earlier phases is the current model's almost constant external diameter.

Grumman [25] showed that increasing the diffuser included angle, which in Grumman's

single skin designs also increased the angle of the external surface, made the exit
pressure more negative. Ulley & Rainbird [44] also identified the importance of the

external geometry on exit pressure. Based on the calculations by Lilley & Rainbird, the

geometry of Igra's current model would therefore be expected to have an exit pressure

coefficient equal to or more positive than the -0.33 found in the near-wake of a

conventional bare turbine as was the case.

One result that did concur with those of Igra's earlier phases was an increase in

augmentation with the diffuser yawed. Although Igra [20] hypothesised that this was a

result of more lift due to an effective increase in angle of attack of the diffuser, Igra's [23]

results show a correlation with exit pressure with more negative exit pressures occurring

for larger yaw angles and hence increased augmentation. In examining Igra's [23] work,

it appears there are two reasons for a more negative exit pressure when yawed. The first

results from an apparent increase in external surface angle for the windward surface, the

effect of which is discussed above. This would be combined with a transition of the

leeward surface into wake flow over a bluff body where the static pressure would be

expected to lower to around half a dynamic pressure below ambient. The second, and

possibly more pronounced influence would have occurred due to a change in wind
tunnel blockage. As the length-to-extemal diameter ratio of lgra's model exceeds unity,
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the projected area and therefore blockage of the DAWT increases from aroun d, Z.To/o at'o
yaw to 17o/o at30o yaw' Both reasons progressively lower the exit pressure with yaw and
therefore explain the anomalous increase in augmentation under yaw.

At this point, rgral24l moved from the wind tunnel to the field. The prototype with 3 m
blade diameter (Figure 3.14) was tested in the winter of 1979. It had an overall length-to-
diameter ratio of 2'66 and exit-area-ratio of 4. An axial flow rotor/stator combination
was designed for a design disc loading coefficient of 0.35 as per Igra's wind tunnel work.
At a free-stream wind speed of 5 m/s, an electricar power output of 0.65 kw was
measured' The corresponding turbine shaft power augmentation was 2.36 after Igra
included conversion losses. This augmentation was twice that measured in the wind
tunnel experiments despite the fact that the prototype had approximately half the length-
to'diameter ratio. No explanation was provided by Igra for the dramatic performance
improvement' It can only be postulated that effects such as Reynolds number and
turbulence in the onset flow [90] may have reduced the separation that was shown to
lower performance in the wind tunnel moclels.

Wl.d rD.d n/.

Figure 3.14: Front view of lgra's [24] prototype wind turbine with erectrical power curye.

3.4.4 Experimental investigation of a mutti-braded rotor by Lewis et al

As with rgra f20, 241 and Grumman [zs-zn, the initial testing by Lewis et al [40] was
performed at a small scale using gauze screens to model the turbine. The shroud desigR,
as shown in Figure 3.15, had a length-to-diameter ratio of 1, an exit-area-ratio of 2.56,
and an included angle of 32". An inlet was includecl in the design by Lewis et al as, like
Lilley & Rainbird [44J, they thought it would help stabilise the entrance flow and
improve stability in gust cross winds.
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The performance of the small-scale model showed separated flow in the duct after about

65o/o of the duct length. Such a result could well be expected given the length-to-

diameter ratio and exit-area-ratio of the duct [88, 89]. Along with the axial pressure

distributions, the use of flow visualisation by Lewis et al identified a large portion of
reversed flow at the mid radius that extended back from the duct's exit a distance of 35o/o

of the duct length. At the same time, the flow at the exit-plane along the centrebody and

diffuser wall remained attached.

The duct intemal geometry was not changed for the turbine tests (Figure 3.15(i)) as

Lewis et al felt that the swirl and higher turbulence from the furbine would enable the

diffuser to operate with little or no stall. The minor change in external geometry

reflected the desire to use sheet metal in the construction of commercial machines. The

large-scale turbine tesb were performed in a 1.52 m diameter wind tunnel on a 500 mm

rotor diameter model at 10 m/s. The final rotor shown in Figure 3.15(ii) consisted of 11

blades with circular arc profile and was mounted on a centrebody with hub-to-blade tip
ratio of 0.2, half that of Igra's [23]. The test programme examined various blade pitch

angles for the rotor both operating as a conventional bare turbine and as a DAWT with
area ratios ranging from 1.08 to 3.04.

(i) (ii)

Figure 3.15: The two duct geometries (i) of Lewie et aI [40]: (a) Theoretical duct - the emall-scale

gauze screen duct, and (b) Experimental duct - the larger-scale rotor duct. Shown in (ii) is the 11

bladed rotor.
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Peak shaft power augmentation of 1.02 was obtained at an exit-area-ratio of 2.8 and

mean velocity speed-up of 1.19. This compared to a peak augmentation of 0.35 for the

same turbine operating without the diffuser. Lewis et al observed that the maximum

augmentation was recorded with some stall present in the diffuser indicating that there

was either less swirl or it was less effective in preventing separation than anticipated.

For exit-area-ratios above 1.8, l,ewis et al observed a transitory stall at the outlet of the

diffuser. This stall translated into instabilities in the turbine operation and therefore

would be an important consideration for full-scale DAWT design. Above an exit-area-

ratio of about 2.7, itwas observed by Lewis et al that a perm.rnent stall was set-up in the

diffuser outlet, and as mentioned, something that would be expected for a conventional

diffuser with corresponding exit-area-ratio and length-to-diameter ratio without
boundary-layer control [88, 89].

The results for the small-scale model indicated exit pressure coefficienb around -0.4,
again similar to those found by Igra [23] and Grumman [25]. In comparison, the large-

scale model showed the exit pressure to be approximately zero and therefore the most

positive recorded to date. Although Igra's results also showed a more positive exit

pressure under rotor operation, the change was significantly less than that recorded by

Lewis et al. It was also proposed that the root cause in Igra's case was in fact the extemal

geometry of the particular model rather than purely the impact of swirl. An explanation

for the positive exit pressure of l,ewis et al is that a change in blockage occurred from
less than 1o/o for the small-scale tests to around 28% for the large-scale model. In the

open jet facility used by l-ewis et al, such a large blockage would be expected to cause

the unconstrained wind tunnel flow to expand into the stagnant surrounding air when

testing the large models. The effect would therefore be the antithesis of that found in
closed wind tunnel test sections with the exit pressure becoming more positive, the

result shown for l,ewis et aI.

With an artificially elevated exit pressure, the results of Lewis et al should be considered

to underestimate the true performance of their DAWT design. However, even without
accounting for this blockage effect, the results of Lewis et al are within 10% of Igra's peak

augmentation for a design one-fifth the length-to-diameter ratio and less than half the

exit-area-ratio. This would suggest a better matching of the turbine and diffuser and that

swirl imparted by the rotor improves diffuser performance althouglu on its own, it was

insufficient to prevent separation. When tuki.g into account the narrower performance

band of rotor/stator combinations shown by Grumman, it would appear that DAWTs

are more suited to rotor-only configurations. Therefore, not only does the DAWT with
rotor-only configuration appear to have aerodynamic benefits, it would also have
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economical advantages due to a reduction in material usage as well as reduced

fabrication, installation and pitch actuation complexity.

3.4.5 Experimental investigation of Grumman's rotor design

Grumman's third [1.9, 27, 28, 30] and fifth [32, 35] research phases investigated the

performance of operating rotors in the Baseline DAWT. In both cases, the rotor was of

fixed pitch, constant chord and constant section. Grumman [19, 35] chose a

NACA 63(420)422 aerofoil profile for its high lift-to-drag ratio of 1.20 at a lift coefficient

of 1.0 together with its relatively gentle stall characteristic. In phase tluee, a three.bladed

rotor with 20% solidity (Figure 3.L6) was designed for an optimal local disc loading

coefficient of 0.63 at a tip-speed ratio of 2.3 and blade pitch of 27.6". These design

conditions were based upon the results of the previous gauze screen testing. The rotor

solidity was reduced in the fifth phase to 73% by removing one of the blades and

otherwise using the same rotor in a two-bladed configuration. ln both phases, a tip-gap,

that is the gap between blade tip and diffuser wall, was used, the size of which was

chosen to equal 3o/o of the rotor radius in order to minimise tipJosses [19].

Figure 3.16: The Baseline model (a) and simple
Grumman Aerospace wind tunnel testing [91.

cylindrical duct (b)

(b)

from the third phase of
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Testing in phase three was undertaken in the same 2.1 m x 3 m closed section wind

tunnel as that used in phase two. Phase five, however, used a 1.8 m x 1.8 m open jet

wind tunnel so that the impact of blockage on the phase three results [32] could be

ascertained although, it can be seen that the wind tunnel blockage in phase five
increased to around L4% compared to the 77o of phase three. Consequently, it would be

expected that Grumman's [32, 35] fifth phase results suffered the negative blockage

influence of a more positive exit pressure as shown in the resulb of Lewis et al [40]. It is
therefore apparent that both phases three and five were affected by blockage in opposite

senses and as a result, care must be taken when comparing performance between the

two phases.

In Grumman's l27l third phase, three different centrebody profiles all having a hub-to-

rotor diameter ratio of 1/3 were examined: a conical fore- and after-body, a conical

forebody with blunt afterbody, and a blunt forebody with conical afterbody. The

centrebody was located upstream of the rotor and mounted directly to the wind funnel

drag load cell. From this, the combined thrust of the rotor and centrebody was recorded.

The rotor torque was measured by way of strain gauges connected to two flexure arms

on the cenhebody shell. The centrebody housed a hydraulic pump-motor configuration

which dissipated the rotor load and provided rpm control. The rpm was measured via a

magnetic pick up. This con-figuration changed in the fifth phase [32] to testing of only

one centrebody with a conical forebody and blunt-ended afterbody, the overall length of
which was extended to internally accommodate the thrust and torque instrumentation.

In both testing phases, static pressure measuremenb were made at the diffuser inlet and

exit-planes by means of a manifold using either four [19] or five [32] inboard facing ports

attached to the duct. Additionally, static and total pressure measuremenb were taken in
phase three [19] throughout the diffuser to monitor flow profiles and relative pressure

distributions, although none of this information is presented presumably due to the

difficulty mentioned by Grumman [30, 35] in taking measurement in the swirling flows.

The use of the inlet manifold static pressure measurement for the calculation of diffuser

inlet velocity is a critical factor in Grumman's 119, 27, 321work. All augmentations

published by Grumman for phase three and onward were calculated as shown in
equation (3.3) using this inlet velocigr, Vz, multiplied by the axial tfuust on the rotor, Fr,

or as in phase tfuee, the combined cenhebody and rotor thrust This is the available air
power or power absorbed by the rotor and not the shaft power quoted by other
researchers. Only in [32] are figures for rotor efficiency presented. The implication of
using this measurement technique is twofold. Firstly, care must be taken when making

comparisons of augmentation against those of lgraf23,24] and Lewis et al [40] as these
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authors presented augmentation calculated from measured shaft power. Secondly, the

use of a single velocity me.uiurement at the inner wall of the diffuser inlet will
overestimate the average velocity across the blade'plane due to the radial variation in

velocity previously shown by Grumman [25] and Lilley & Rainbird [44]. It therefore

follows that all augmentations published by Grumman overestimate the actual

performance of the DAWTs tested. Further discussion of this issue is made later in this

review section.

F,V,
r: (3.3)0.593q*V-A,

There is also much confusion as to the actual performance achieved by Grumman. For

instance peak augmentations of 2.7,3,3.5 and 4.0 are stated by Grumman in [30],3.4,3.8,
4.7 , 6.3 and 7.0 in 1271,3.4 and 4 to 8 in 1281, 3.4 and 4.25 in E9l, 2.95, 3.4, 4.2, 4.8 and 5.0

in [35], and2.75,2.87,3.42,4.17,4.25 and 5.0 in [32] for the same Baseline diffuser. These

are not only due to the use of differing definitions of augmentation in these publications

and the presentation of various predicted augmentations, but also for the simple fact that

different figures are quoted by Grumman, sometimes even in the same publication [32].

A possible reason for the conflicting figures may lie in the large amount of scatter in
Grumman's [32] data. Grumman [32] chose trend lines linking the peak data points in
each test and justified this by the fact that this represented the best performance for each

model. It is these, possibly optimistic, values that are normally quoted by Grumman [27,

28,32,351. The alternate values quoted may therefore represent the choice of a different

data point or in rare cases, the average of a series of points.

As far as can be ascertained, the peak measured augmentation in phase three was 3.4.

T?ris occurred at a local disc loading coefficient of 0.42 with the blades set at 30.6' pitch

I79,27,32,351. The velocity speed-up in this case is quoted as'1..62 [32]. At the design

pitch of 27.6", the velocity speed-up increased to 1..70 [32], however, the peak

augmentation reduced to 3.05 [32,351. In both cases, these figures were for the blunt-

ended centrebody. Slightly lower augmentations were achieved for the other two

centrebody configurations with a peak value of 2.7 reached at the design pitch and local

disc loading coefficient of 0.34 for the full conical centrebody [28, 30]. The exit pressure

coefficient in this phase was on average -0.65.

Various peak augmentation figures including 2.75,2.87 and 2.95 are presented for the

Baseline diffuser at a blade pitch angle of 28o and local disc loading coefficient of 0.35 for
phase five. The data presented in [32] suggest the figure of 2.75 to represent the average

augmentation with it occurring at a local disc loading coefficient around 0.30. The

corresponding velocity speed-up appears to be approximately 1.78 with an exit pressure
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coefficient of -0.52 although data values as positive as -0.30 are presented. The higher

velocity speed-up found in this phase compared to phase three is expected to be due to

the 33% reduction in rotor solidity in the latter phase.

When comparing tlrese results with Grumman's previous phases using gauze screen

simulation, a number of poinb come to the fore. Firstly, the augmentations under rotor

operation are between 30% and 60% greater than the peak value of 2.1 achievecl by the

same model using gauze screens to simulate the pressure drop across the rotor.

Secondly, a 33o/o to 397o increase in velocity speed-up is shown for the DAWT with

operating rotor compared to the peak value of approximately 1.28 for the gauze screen

phase two tests. Thirdly, the disc loading coefficient at which peak augmentation was

reached under rotor operation is as much as half that recorded as that for the optimal

gauze screen simulation. Ancl finally, the fourth point of difference is that more positive

exit pressures were recorded under rotor operatiorr than those under gauze screen

simulation. It will be shown, however, that the optimal operating point was the same for

all phases two, three and five.

Firstly in addressing point three, it can be noted that the optimal free-stream disc loading

coefficient remained essentially unchanged between each of Grumman's phases and that

it was at a level greater than optimal for a conventional bare turbine. The fact that the

optirnal loading was the same for each would be expected given the fact that each phase

tested the identical Baseline DAWT geomehy. The free-stream disc loading coefficient,

which is independent of the inlet velocity as shown in equation (3.1), was calculated to

be 0.93 in 53.3.4 for phase two. Using the same calculation for the design pitch of 27.6" in
phase three, the coefficient is found to be 0.95 for the conical centrebody. The same free-

stream disc loading of 0.95 was directly measured in phase five by Grumman [32] at the

optimal pitch of 28'.

In moving to point four, the explanation for the more positive exit pressure under rotor

operation appears to be due to a change in wind tunnel blockage and measurement

Iocation. This is despite the fact that both Igra [23] and Lewis et al [a0] attributed the

more positive exit pressure coefficients under rotor operation to swirl. Exploring the

blockage effect in Grumman's f19,25-27,30] work, the exit pressure coefficienb can be

seen to change from -0.585 in phase one to -0.831, -0.65 and -0.52 in phases 2, 3 and 5

respectively. The corresponding wind tunnel blockages were7.7Yo,7.3o/o,7.3o/o, and14%.

These were obtained in open jet test sections in phases 1 and 5, and in the same closed

test section in phases 2 and 3. It would therefore be anticipated that the exit pressure be

more negative in phase 2 than 1, be equal in phases 2 and 3, and be more positive in
phase 5. This is in f-act the case except that the exit pressure kcame more positive
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between phases 2 and 3. Grumman's [30] explanation was that the change in
measurement location from the cenheline in phase 2, where the exit pressure is most

negative, to measurement at the periphery of the diffuser exit in phase 3, where the exit

pressures are the most positive, was the cause. This was supported by Grumman's [25]

phase one results (Figure 3.9) and Loeffler Jr's [28,53] computational analysis where the

exit pressure coefficient was shown to vary with radius. However, Grumman [30] did

not rule out the possibility that swirl influenced the change in exit pressure.

Returning to points one and two, the increased augmentation and velocity speed-up are

all explainecl by examining the use oi the static pressure manifold located on the leading

edge of the diffuser inlet by Grumman to represent the average velocitv across the blade-

plane. The effects discussed below are illustrated in Figure 3.17. For the compact length-

to-diameter ratio of the Baseline DAWT, it has been shown [25] that the velocity across

the blade-plane is non-uniform and increases towards the periphery of the screen or

rotor (1). It has also been shown [25] that the pressure drop across the blade-plane

accelerates the velocity through the inlet slot and tip-gap between blade tips and diffuser

wall (2). Finally, it is suggested that the static pressure measured by the inlet manifold

would be clepressed due to the acceleration of flow around the leading edge of the

c{iffuser causecl by the contraction of the strean"rhrbe passing through the blade-plane (3).

This is analogous to pressure distributions near the winc{ward edge on the side walls of

buildings or near the leacling edge on the suction side of aerofoils.
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Figure 3.17: Schematic diagram showing the three effects causing overestimation of the blade-plane

velocity measurement on the Baseline DAWT: (1) increased velocity towards rotor periphery, (2)

slot flow accelerated by pressure drop across blade-plane and (3) separation or low pressure over

inlet leading edge due to contraction of flow into the blade-plane [91].
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The inlet velocity recorded by Grumman would therefore be incorrect on three counts
[91]' It was measured at the periphery of the rotor, in the gap between blade tips and
diffuser inlet, and at the leading ec{ge of the cylinclrical inlet ring. In all three cases the
velocity would be overestimatecl ancl not represent the average velocity across the blacle-
plane' Grumman [30] ctoes make mention that the significant increase in velocity
between phases two ancl three may have been a result of the change in measurement
technique, although Grumman makes no cliscussion surrouncting it or its impact on
augmentation or clisc loading.

Based on the results publishecl by Grumman [19] for phase three, the diffuser efficiency
would have had to nearly clouble to approximately 97o/o from around the 56% found in
phase two' This was calculatecl using one-climensional momentum theory with
empirical inputs taken from Grumman's [27, 32] data. Although Grumma^ [19]
suggested that swirl enhanced the bounclary-layer momentum transfer ilside the
diffuser, such a marked itrcrease and such a high diffuser efficiency woulcl be
unexpected given the exceptionally compact nature of the Baseline clesign. Rather, it
would appear that the performance in phase three and onward was overestimatecl. This,
therefore, supporb the argument that use of the inlet static pressure manifold
overestimated the inlet velocity.

Assuming the irrlet velocity to be overestimated by 35o/,, (the increase noted by
Grumman [19] between phases two and three), an estimate can therefore be macle of the
actual diffuser efficiency and the available augmentation under rotor operation of
Grumman's Baseline DAWT.

The diffuser efficiency for the Baseline DAWT under rotor operation can be calculatecl to
be around 60%' This is derivecl from a one-climensional analysis showing the cliffuser
efficiency, 4,titr, to be calculable using equation (3.4) and empirical inputs for the free-
stream disc loading coefficient, Ct,., exit pressure coefficien t, Cltt, velocity speed_up, e,
and the reciprocal of the diffuser exit-area-ratio, 2. The values of 0.95, -0.6,1.16 and 2.70
were used respectively. These were based on the optimal free-stream clisc loaclilg found
in each phase, the phase one exit pressure as it represented the weightecl average across
tlre exit-plane and was absent of blockage problems, a 35o/o reduction in velocity speed-
up and the exit-area-ratio of the diffuser. It shoulcl be notecl that the diffuser exit-area-
ratio is ref-erenced against tl're diffuser throat area and therefore differs from the exit-
area-ratio of 2.78 referenced against the rotor area normally quotecl by Grumman.

uu,,r =[, . o;Jo}' - r' )-'
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A diffuser efficiency of 60% is tl'rerefore approximately 7o/o greater than that obtained

under gauze screen simulation in phase two. Although this improvement under rotor

operation is significantly smaller than that calculated by Grumman [32], it would appear

that Grumman's [19] conclusion, that swirl improved the boundary layer momentum

transfer inside the diffuser increasing the overall cliffuser efficiency compared to screen

equipped diffusers, was still valid.

Under the same assumption of a 35% recluction in inlet velocity, the peak available

augmentation in phase flrree was 1.95, reducing slightly to 1.85 in phase five. This was

calculatecl using equation (3.5) and the peak performance presented by Grumman in [32]

and [19]. The reduced augmentation in phase five would be expectecl giver-r the negative

impact that blockage had in the open jet testing. Confidence in these calculatecl

augmentations is given by the fact that they bracket the peak augmentation of 1.89

measured in phase one and are within 5% to 1lo/o of the blockage elevated augmentation

in phase two. They are also below the predictions of Loeffler Jr's [53, 57] inviscid flow

modelling unlike the published experimental augmentations of Grumman [27] which

exceeded Loeffler !r's theoretical analysis. This therefore adds credence to the argument

that the inlet velocity was overestimatec{ from phase three onward.

Further understanding of the actual Baseline DAWT performance can be gained by

calculating the shaft power augmentation. tn phase five, Grumman [32] presents both

available power coefficient, C;r,,,., and rotor efficiencf r Qr The latter is defined as the

slraft power calculated from the measured torque, T, ancl angular velocity of the rotor, a,

dividecl by the available power, F,Vz. By multiplying the available power coefficient and

rotor efficiency together as shown in equation (3.6), the shaft power coefficient, C;rrl, can

be determined. It should be noted that in doing so, the localvelocity, Vz, is eliminated

and so any erroneous value will not affect the calculated shaft power result. This follows

the technique used by Flay [91] in an internal report to Vortec Energy.
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The available power coefficient corresponding to the average

for the Baseline DAWT in phase five is 1.63. Grumman

(3.s)

(3.6)

peak augmentation of 7.75

[32] states the peak rotor
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efficiency to be 317o, however, this is the peak value achieved by any single data point.
The rotor efficiency in fact ranges from approximately 23o/o to31% with an average value
of approxim ately 24"/o at the tip-speecl ratio for peak augmentatior-r. The calculated shaft
power coefficient is therefore 0.39, an augmentation of 0.66. The peak shaft power
augmentation of 0.72, however, occurs at a slightly higher tip-speed ratio. Relating this
back to the corrected available power augmentation of 1.85, it shows thc' rotor to have an
efficiency of 39o/".

At this point, it is of interest to make comparison of Grumman's Baselile DAWT and
rotor performance to the corresponcling performance obtained uncler rotor operatio^ by
lgra [23,24] and Lewis et al [a0]. Grumman's Baseline DAWT and rotor combination
achieved at most 75% of the shaft power obtainecl by either lgra [23, 241 or l,ewis et al
[40]' The 39% rotor efficiency of Grumman's two-blaclecl configuration was arouncl two-
tl-rirds that of lgra's axial flow rotor/stator combination. The Baseline DAW1 however,
had a higher available power augmentation of 1.85 and diffuser efficiency arou'd 60%
compared to 1.68 and 4070 respectively for Igra,s NACA profilecl geometry. As the
Baseline geometry was apProximately three-quarters the length-to-cliameter ratio of
Lewis et al's design and merely one-seventh that of lgra's, whose exit-area-ratio was also
over 2'6 times that of the other two researchers, the Baseline DAWT could potentially
achieve the lowest cost of energy if higher rotor efficiencies were achieved.

It is therefore apparent that the modifiecl Glauert Vortex theory usecl in the blacle design
by Grumman [25] c{id not match the conclitions present at the blade-plane of the DAWT
under rotor operation. Although Grumman's [32, 35] uncrerstanding was that the
calculations underestimated the measured performance, it can be seen that in fact the
measured results were overestimatecl. Grumman's [32, 3sl elaborate explanations
relating to super stability of boundary-layers or increased effective camber are unlikely
to exist' What is apparent is the ps2k rotor efficiency was only 39o/o and this occurred
away from the design pitch ar-rd operating point. The first explanation for the mismatch
in predicted and actual flow conditions is the increased diffuser efficiency under rotor
operation' The second reason, as forewarned by Liltey & Rainbircl [44f, is that unreliable
results are yielded under the assumption used by Grumman [25] that the velocitv is
uniform across the blade-plane.

The inclusion r:f tlre variation in velocity across the blade-plane was in fact a conclusion
clrawn by Grumman [25J. Grumman also made a number of other recommenclations
regarding the blacle design. As the non-twisted, constant chorcl blade was shown to be
relatively inefficient with only a narrow performance bancl, Grumman [32,3s]suggested
twist and taper be incorporated in future blacle cresigns. Grumman [32, 35] arso
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ascertained that the disc loading of the rotor design must match the value that optimises

diffuser performance. Grumman went on to suggest a design procedure where the rotor

design should have the lowest possible solidity to achieve this disc loading. The tip-

speed ratios should ideally exceed 2.5 at full-scale assuming that structural requirements

could be met and therefore the corresponding pitch angle would be closer to zero. The

design angle of attack should then be at the highest lift coefficient (and largest lift-to-
drag ratio). Grumman also envisagecl the centrebodies on full-scale DAWTs to be

relatively smaller in cliameter and length than those tested in the wind tunnel.

Consequently, these centrebodies would increase the effective rotor swept area for a

given rotor diameter and therefore Grumman thought this would provide another small

degree of freedom in achieving a rotor design that matchecl the diffuser.

A final aspect for future blade clesign that can be drawn from Grumman's testing in

phases three and five is that tip-losses are likely to be substantially reduced for rotors

operating withirr a diffuser. Grumman 119, 271 found the performance of the rotor

enclosed in a short cylinc{rical duct to exceed the power output of the same rotor

operating as a bare turbine by 30%. Grumman [19] concluded that the close proximity of

the shroud to the blade tips inhibited tip-loss anc{ that a similar benefit would be

expected for DAWTs.

The remainder of this review on Gmmman's

centrebody configuratior-r found by Grumman

augmentation figures presented by Grumman.

regarding the conclusions drawn by Grumman.

rotor design will focus on the best

and tlre origin of the other various

In each case, questions will be raised

As mentioned, Grumman [19, 30] examined three different centrebody configurations. It
was found that in general the best results were obtained using a blunt-aft-ended section.

Under this configuration, the velocity speed-up remained almost constant with changes

in disc loading and at a value greater than that of the other configurations. Grumman's

[19] understanding, substantiated by flow visualisation/ was that the sudden local

change in flow cross-section lowered the effective pressure at the turbine exit face near

the root position. Grumman therefore suggested that the resulting higher flow velocities

over the inboard blacle sectiorrs allowed the rotor to operate with a better aerodynamic

efficiency than that obtainable by a conventional wincl turbine with untwisted blades

and as a result, yield greater overall performance.

Both the performance of the blunt-aft-ended centrebocly and the resulting increase in

rotor efficiency appear counterintuitive. Grumman notes in [19] that while the early

screen tests indicated that the centrebody diameter should be less than 1/3 the diameter

of the rotor in order to prevent an expancling annular jet flow, the axial length of the
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centrebody in those tests did not affect the results. Conversely, in the same phase of
work' Grumrnan [25] showecl that the relatively small cliameter gauze screen support
shuts created art expanding wake resulting in stallecl flow at the diffuser exit (Figure
3'9)' It would be expectecl that any separation triggerecl in the adverse pressure gradient
existing within the diffuser would grow as it moved clownstream. This separation, if
triggered along the centreline, as would be the case for the truncated centrebody, woulcl
tl-rerefore be expected to result in an annular jet flow ancl a corresponding recluction in
diffuser efficiency.

If, however, that was not the case, Grumman's [19] secorrcl point, that a greater rotor
efficiency resulted from an increase in axial velocity over the inboarcl rotor sections,
appears questionable. Considering the untwistecl nature of the blades, it would be
anticipated that the peak augmentation occur with the outer blade sections operating
around their optimal lift-to-drag ratio. As the inboard sections have a lower rotafional
velocity and tlrerefore a relatively higher axial velocity component, the apparent wincl
vector must approach the inboarcl sections at progressively greater, less optimal, angles
of attack' Grumman, in fact, discusses this effect in [321. Consequently, further
acceleratiotr of the axial velocity near tlre centrebody would exacerbate this and therefore
would, in the present author's opinion, procluce a reduction in rotor efficiency ancl
Power' An explanation is therefore requirecl for the contrary results shown by
Grumman [19]' It is suggested by the current author that the reason for the increased
augmentation of the blunt-aft-ended centrebody may lie in Grumman's clerivation of
augmentatiolr from the product of thrust ancl local velocity. With the root sectio'
moving further into stall due to the increasecl velocity in this region, an increase in
overall thrust would be expected, showing an apparent increase in augmentation. In
reality, a reduction in shaft power woulcl result.

This review on the performance of the Baseline DAWT uncler rotor operation would not
be conrplete without clarification of the other augmentation figures pubtished by
Grumman' These figures have two origins, the first of which derives from the fact that
Grumman chzurged their definition of augmentation in later publications and the second
clerives from the various augmentation preclictions macle by Grumman.

The augmentations of 3.g, 4.2, 4.25,4.g and 5.0 are for the Baseline DAWT compared
against the performance of the sanre rotor operating as a conventional bare turbine.
Grumman [19J does acknowledge that such a comparison would elevate the calculated
augmentatiolE as the c{esign of the DAWT rotor would be non-optimal for operation as a
bare rotor' Grumman [35], however, justifiecl the comparison to be more appropriate as
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optimised bare turbines rvere unable to reach the Betz limit and therefore the DAWT
should be compared to a real turbine's performance.

The remaining augmentations were predicted values calculated by Grumman in the

following manner. Using the augmentation of 3.4 recorcled in phase three, Grumman

[27] made three assumptions that leacl to predicted augmentations as high as 7.0. The

first was that the augmentation would increase by 1.37 times if the tip-speed ratio

increased from around the value of 1 measured irr the wind funnel to the more

characteristic value of 5 for conventional bare hlrbines. Grumman arrivecl at this factor

by using actuator disc theory for conventional bare turbines where the ratio of ideal

turbine efficiencies for tip-speed ratios of 5 and L was V9 or'1.37. The resulting
0.70

augmentation was predicted by Grumman to be 4.7.

The second assumption Grumman made was that if the DAWT with operating rotor

displayed the same linear relationship between local-to-free-stream dynamic pressure

ratio and local disc loading as shown by the gauze screen data (Figure 3.18), then a peak

augmentation of about 6.3 would be expected at an optimum local disc loading

coefficient of approximately 0.9. This was derived using the relationship shown in

equation (3.7). The predicted performance, however, is somewhat less in [30] where

uncler the same assumptions Grumman expected the augmentation to approach 4.0.

(3.7)

The thircl and final assumption made by Grumman [27] was that a further 10%

improvement in augmentation could be achieved bringing the peak value now to above

7.0 if the Model 2 geometry were used rather than that of the Baseline.

These results therefore raise the question as to whether augmentations as high as 7 coulcl

be achievecl in practice. Using one-climensional momentum theory as outlined n[25,27,
37, 46,82] and in Chapter 4, the parameters showrr in Table 3.4 are required to obtain an

augmentati on of 7 for a 2.78 exit-area-ratio DAWT. In each case, it appears the answer is

that such augmentations are physically unrealistic. The first case is based on the

approximate average exit pressure coefficient obtained in experimental w'ork to date.

The second case uses the most negative exit pressure coefficient measured in all

experimental programs with the thircl case assuming the diffuser efficiency calculated

for the Baseline DAWT. In the first case, the free-stream c{isc loading coefficient is

approximately equal to the values founcl experimentally, however, the diffuser needs to

have an efficiency of 111% with nearly a seven-fold increase in mass flow through the

Ct" Ia.]:r. - - l-i:-l

""' 0.593 [ q, J
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cliffuser compared to that of a ideal conventional bare turbine. The second case is also a
physical impossibility with a required diffuser efficiency of 7o9o/o. Finally, an exit
pressure coefficient three-and-a-half times lower than the most negative value measured
by any researcher to date together with over two-and-a-half times the mass flow at a disc
loading over two-and-a-half times that of an icleal conventional bare turbine would be
required to achieve an augmentation of 2.0 in the third case.
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Figure 3'18: Comparison of Grumman Baseline diffuser wind tunnel test data with operating rotor
and simulation by gauze screens [2{,

Table 3'4: Theoretical performance parameters for an augmentation of 7 bya DAWT with exit-area-
ratio of 2.79.

-t j The impact of drag - structurar considerations

Grumman [25] identified the significance of drag on the structural rtesign and therefore
its impact on DAWT cost in their initial research phase. In the engineering c{esign of a
field prototype, a number of questions were raisecl regarding the acfual static pressure
Ioac{ distributions on a DAWT. Grumman l27l consiclered that the most severe wind
Ioads on the structure would occur when the cliffuser was yawed 90o to the prevailing
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wind. Winc-l tunnel testing was therefore undertaken on a simple 60" included angle

conical frustrum with cylindrical inlet using a single row of fifteen static pressure taps as

seen in Figure 3.19. The 150 mm diameter model with length-to-diameter and exit-area-

ratios of 1.35 ancl ,4.3 respectively, was tested at Reynolds numbers of about 10: in a

1.? m x 1.8 m test section. The effect of a single lengthr,r'ise turbulence trip was examined

in some tests and placed either at 15",45" or 75o relative to the flow clirection. It is
unclear as to whether measurements of the static pressure on the inner surface of the

diffuser were taken. It also appears that drag testing of actual DAWT geometries,

including those with larger incluc{ed angles, was unclertaken at the same scale [28] as

well as for diffusers havi:rg an inlet diameter of 460 mm [27]. The Reynolds numbers for

the latter tests appear to have been between 10{ ancl 105. Few cletails of these tests are

evident in the literature.
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Figure 3.19: Grumman conical frustrum drag model showing the location of the static pressure taps

and drag results.

Grumman [27] c{etermined the overall clrag coefficient for the simple frustrum to be 0.77

at 90o yau, through the summation of pressure coefficients at different azimuthal

positions. Although not statec{, the reference area is assumed to have been the frontal

projected area at 90o yaw. Grumman also presents drag coefficients of 1.0, 1.15 [27] and
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0'8 [36] for 90" yaw. A drag coefficient of 1.1 is also presentecl in [36], this time for the
DAWT aligned with the flow' As there are few publishecl details on the clrag testing it is
not possible to ascertain what configurations these figures represent. It is also unknown
whether these results were influenced by the wincl tunnel blockage shown in all except
possibly phase one of Grumman,s work.

Discussion can, however, be macle regarding the behaviour of the simple frustrum in
comparison to that of a circular cylinder in cross-flow. Grumman [22] considered the
drag coefficient of 017 to comPare favourably with the value of 0.3 for an infinite aspect
ratio cylinder in fully turbulent flow ancl 1.2 uncler laminar flow conclitions. In the same
reporf Grumman also states that there was no significant difference in the pressures
when using the boundary-layer trips arrcl therefore impliecl the tests without trips to be
for fully turbulent flow conclitions. If that were the case, the drag coefficient of 0.77 is
over twice that of a circular cylincler in cross_flow.

When examining the individual pressure clistributions, Grumrnan,s laminar testing
results for the simple frustrum inc'licatecl suction peaks to occur at 70o and 290.
azimuthally around the diffuser. The magnitucle of these suctions was about one
dynamic pressure, approximately one-third the value of a circular cylincler in cross flow.
Grumman also found that the cylinclrical portion of the model hacl a more severe Ioading
than the conical portion and attributed the cause of this to a lateral component of cross-
flow along the cone' This effect was negatecl by the aclc{ition of an end plate between the
two sections and confirmed Grumnran's cross-flow assumption.

As the behaviour of the DAWT r'r'as noted by Grumman to be similar to that of a circular
cylinder in cross-flow despite the conical frustrum shape and partial porosity caused by
the bounclary-layer control slots, Grumman suggestecl the clrag coefficient should clrop
to 0'3 at 90" yaw for full-scale DAWTs. This was due to the fact that full-scale DAWTs
not only had a larger diffuser size, but would also be subject to higher maximum wincl
speeds, widely dispersed external surface roughness elements and Reynolcls number in
the fully turbulent regime' Grumman therefore saw the possibility of intentionally
misaligning the DAWT as a means to reduce power and loadi.g in the event of an
extreme wind condition.

Having assessed the drag behaviour of the DAwr in the wincl tunnel, a finite elernent
structural analysis was undertaken at Grumman Aerospace on the Baseline DAWT. This
analysis identified the rrecessiq' for both inlet and exit support rings on the DAWT. The
aerodynamic impact of incorporating the exit support ring was assessed in the wind
turulel by the adciition of a radial flange set perpenclicular to the cliffuser centreline. The
heiglrt of the flange was equivalent to 3o/o of the diffuser exit diameter. crumman [19]
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noted flow visualisation to show the flow immediately clownstream of the flange to be

separated. The results also showed a substantial increase in sub-atmospheric exit

pressure with coefficients as low as -1 .09 recorded. Grumman notes, however, that these

values were obtained with the exit pressure marrifold located on the outer periphery of

the diffuser collar where the depressed pressure effect was expected to be greatest. Even

thouglr, an improvement in augmentafion af 7o/" to 10% over the Baseline geometry

occurred as a result of the acldition of the structural exit flange.

Grumman ["19, 32) thought the improvecl performance was the result of the inviscid

effect of the external flow field at the cliffuser exit caused by the radial projection of

external flow by the exit flange. Grumman [19] therefore envisaged the same power

could be derived at lower cost if some of the expensive conical diffuser structure was

replaced with a simple annular collar. Alternatively, more power generation could be

created for the same cost. This new geometrv was named the second generation Baseline

'dump' cliffuser.

3.6 The final generation of DAWT designs

At this point, both lgra and Grumman entered the final phase of their investigations.

They had both shown that the diffuser exit pressure was more sut>atmospheric than

downstream of a conventional bare turbine and that substantial augmentations were

achievable by DAWTs. Igra's diffusers, although rnore compact than those originally

investigated, remainec{ significantly larger than Grumman's whilst only producing

marginally higher augmentations. lgra 122, 241 therefore sought ways to reduce the

diffuser size whilst overcoming the ilrherent separation such a reduction caused.

Consequently, Igra undertook an investigation to demonstrate ways of achieving a

diffuser size reduction through boundaryJayer control using either the introcluction or

diversion of the shroud's external flow. Grumman [32, 35], on the other hand, had

identified through structural analysis and inviscid flow modelling by Loeffler Jr. [57),

that further performance gains were possible by increasing the diffuser included angle

and incorporating an exit flap, or dump flange. This final secfion on DAWT evolution

outlines these testing programmes, the performances achievecl, and provides further

insights into the parameters influencing DAWT performance.

3.6.1 Development of boundary-layer control by lgra

The final generation of shroucls examined by Igra [22] looked at methods for improving

the augmentation capabilities of compact shrouds. The means investigated to resist the

separation causecl by the continuous positive pressure gradient experienced by the
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diffuser flow was the passive bleeding of high kinetic energy air into the bounclary-layer
or removal of the low kinetic energy bounclary-layer through suction.

Igra's boundary-layer moclel (Figure 3.20) usecl a single inlet section for the first third of
the shroud' The remaining two-thircls was alignetl to procluce three clifferent shroucl
exit-area-ratios' [n this work, the exit-area-ratios of 2.4,3.5 ancl 4.5 were tested with the
models referrecl to as Model l, 2 ancl 3 respectively. The length-to-diameter ra1o of 2.27
was the same for each moclel. Blowing or sucking was achieved by means of three holes
clrilled into the front section of the strroucl. Hole 1 was located closest to the leacling
edge with holes 2 and 3 placed further clownstream on the shroud's external surface.
These holes could be linked either indiviclually or simuttaneously to all discharge holes
A' B' C and D, locatecl on the imer surface of the cliffuser clownstream of the screen. In
each case there were 24 holes of 3 mm cliameter equally spaced arouncl the respective
circumf'erence. The only exception was hole set 1 whose diameter was r mm.
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Figure 3'20: schematic diagram of lgra's Iu,24lboundary-Iayer control models showing inlet holes
7,2 &3 and discharge holes A, B, C & D.

lgra's [22, 24] experimental programme examined combinations of indiviclual and
simultaneous connections of inlet anci clischarge holes together with the no bounclary-
layer control case. The performance with a flat plate ring-flap or a NACA 11412 profilecl
ring-flap was measured without bleeding, with an inlet hole comectecl to discharge hole
A and with arr inlet hole connectecl simultaneously with all discharge holes. Both tlaps
had a chord equal to 35% of the shroucl length, were set at 30o to the shroucl axis ancl
increased the exit-area-ratio up to a value of 10.7. Positioning of the flap was such that
there was no axial gap between the leacling eclge of the flap and the shroucl exit-plane,
with the radial gap set at 4% of the shroud length (g rnm).

Testing was performed at the Technion (Israel Institute of Technology) wincl turrnel in a
I m x 1 m test section under uniform flow conditions for yaw angles up to 130'. A single
14 mesh screen having a disc loading coefficient of approximately 0.5 was used for alltests' In this set of work, performance was c{ecluced from wall static pressure
measurements made upstream and downstream of the screen, static pressure
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measurements taken close to the shroud exit-plane and a total pressure survey macle at

the shroud exit-plane.

A comprehensive set of results for each diffuser exit-area-ratio, houndary-layer control

case and flap option is presented in l22l for yaw angles between +30". Discussion will
therefore be limited to the general trends and understanding gained from this

investigation.

Overall, Igra's results show that with proper treatment of the boundary-layer flow, an

increase in diffuser efficiency and augmentation can be achieved for a given model

geometry. In comparison with lgra's phase two models with approximately equal exit-

area-ratios, the boundary-layer DAWT showed between a 3% and 20% increase in

augmentation. There was also an increase in diffuser efficiency with the bounclary-layer

control models reaching 64% compared to the 40% of the phase three geometry. It
should be noted that this was achieved with the sl'rortest length-to-diameter ratio and

without accounting for blockage in the results of the previous phases.

In applying the boundary-layer contTol, the proximity of the flow treatment, together

with the manner in which it is applied, can also been seen to be important in enhancing

the shroud performance. The benefit of lroundaryJayer control was more pronounced in

the larger exit-area-ratio diffusers. Such a result should be expected given the increased

likelihood of separation in the rnore highly divergent diffusers [88, 891.

In examining the exit pressure, Igra found that it was more negative when boundary-

layer control was used. A trend showing an inverted-quadratic relationship in exit

pressure also emergec-l when comparecl against exit-area-ratio. Igra therefore suggested

that a minimum exit pressure should exist, howevet, such a minimum was not reached

for the range of exit-area-ratios examined. It should be noted, however, that the exit

pressure was obtained at the trailing edge of the prirnary shroud rather than that at the

trailing edge of the flap, in other words, not at lhe exit of the overall DAWT. For the

shroud only, the peak negative exit pressure was around -0.56 reducing to -0.24 for the

smallest exit-area-ratio of 2.4, both of which are in line with previous investigations.

In reviewing Igra's results for this phase of work, three other observations of note can be

made. The first is that for large exit-area-ratio diffusers, more variability in the

augmentation was shown uncler yaw. This is not really surprising given the increased

tendency for separation in the larger models and therefore the likelihoocl that the flow

may oscillate between attached and separated t-low.
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The second observation is that the worst performance in every case was shown when

boundary-layer control was applied simultaneously through all clischarge holes. Igra

suggested that simultaneous boundary-layer control produced the largest disturbance to

the diffuser's internal flow. It is unclear whether Igra considered the possibility of a
mismatch between the consecutive rows of discharge holes. Unlike the annular slots

used by Grumman [25], Igra's boundary-layer control through use of discrete vortex iet
generators could be nullified by a mismatch between subsequent rows. Studies by

Zhang [92], Selby et al [93], and Johnston & Nishi [94] have shown that the vortex jet

design parameters lrecome more crucial when used in multiple rows. It was shown in
these studies that mismatching of the iets could lead to cancellation of the vortices and

subsequently destroy any beneficial boundary-layer conhol.

The thirc{ observation was that the acldition of the flat-plate ring flap produced results

below that for the c{iffuser only with no boundary-layer control [221. The present

author's explanation lies in the fact that with no contouring of the flap leading edge, the

slot flow resembled that of a flat plate inclinecl at a 30o angle of attack. In such a

situation the flow would separate immediately downstream of the flap's leading edge.

As observed by Grumman [25], any such separation in a diffuser grows as it moves

downstream. The flat plate ring-flap would therefore create little or no diffusion of the

core flow passing through the blade-plane and merely act as a bluff body at the diffuser

exi$ its only benefit therefore being a lowering of the exit pressure.

There also appear to be two anomalies in this phase of work by lgra [22]. The first is

Igra's augmentation results show a positive quadratic relationship with increasing exit-
area-ratio for the diflusers with boundary-layer control. A linear relationship is shown
for the cliffuser only and no boundary-layer control. This contradicts the trends

observecl by both Grumman [25] and Lewis et al [40], and as will be shown in Chapter 4,

also contradicts the theoretical trend shown by a one-dimensional momentum analysis

of DAWTs. The increasing augmentation trencl is also contradictory to the exit pressure

trend shown by lgra, which has an inverted-quadratir' relationship with increasing exit-

area-ratio.

The second anomaly in Igra's results is that the augmentation for the shroud without
flap c{oes not extrapolate with exit-area-ratio to the augmentations obtained for the

shroud with exit flap. The resulb for the shroud and flap are below the extrapolated

shroud only results. Igra's explanation for this was that the shroud without ring-flap

could approximate a quasi-one-dimensional flow whereas the flow through the shroud

with ring-flap was not one-dimensional due to the significant external flow mixing with
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the inner core flow. This suggests a reduction in overall diffuser efficiency for the

shroucl and flap case.

In summary, Igra's investigation shows that boundary-layer control can improve DAWT

performance. However, the jet vortex generator technique used by Igra adds significant

complexity to the design as a result of having to specify skew angle, pitch angle, velocity

ratio, relative size and geometry of the iet, nozzle orientation and jet location. Additional

inefficiencies in lgra's design would also be created by the use of small inlet holes and

narrow chambers to provide the passive bleecl air. When combined with the fact that a

poor combination of these design parameters can be detrimental to boundary-layer

control, and therefore DAWT performance, it woulcl appear that the relatively simple

arrnular jet system used by Grumman is more applicable to the DAWT application. This

conclusion is supported by the fact that Grumman's Baseline DAWT achieved similar

augmentations whilst being one quarter the length and as much as one-third smaller in

exit-area-ratio.

3.6.2 Advancement of DAWT design at Grumman Aerospace

The direction for the final generation of diffuser designs at Grumman Aerospace came

from structural ancl aerodynamic modelling of the Baseline DAWT. As discussed in

$3.5, in order to structurally meet the loads created under extreme wind events, the

Baseline DAWT required inlet ancl exit flanges. Consequently, an assessment of the

aerodynamic impact oi the exit dump flange was requirecl. An experimental

investigation by Grumm an [27] using gauze screen testing in a 1 .2 m x 1.8 m wind tunnel

was undertaken at a Reynolds number of 1.3x105. At the same time, inviscid flow

modelling by Loeffler lr.l57l explored not only the effect of the exit flange but also the

effect of increasing the included angle from 60o, as in the Baseline DAWT, to between 80o

and 90".

Loeffler Jr's modelling indicated that increasing the diffuser angle increased the power

output of the DAWT. This result had been confirmed in phase one by Grumman (Figure

3.9 & Figure 3.10) ancl was again confirmed by Grumman [28] where a variant of the

Baseline DAWT 20% shorter in length due to an increasecl included angle yielded

augmentations 16% greater without anv change in exit-area-ratio.

Loeffler Jr's modelling also showed the exit flange to be a more effective means of

providing aclditional power for a fixed diffuser length, with wider flanges giving larger

augmentations. Again this was borne out in wind tunnel testing witl'r Grumman [19]

measuring exit pressure coefficients of -1.09 on the leeward face of the exit flange and an

increase in augmentation of around 7o/o to "l0o/o for the 'durnp' diffuser geornetry.
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Grumman [28] therefore anticipated that exit-area-ratios of 4 should be perfectly

practicable and that augmentation ratios of 6 to 8 would be attainable. These would be

achieved with an expected overall exit pressure coefficient of -1.4 and diffusers having

included angles of 80u to 90". Such geometries were thought to be possible due the

separation suppression caused by turbine wake effects. This therefore formed the basis

of the final design explored by Grunrman [32, 35], the DAWT 45.

The focus of Grumman's [32] fifth phase of work was refinement of the performance and

design of a model compact diffuser such that the performance and costs of a full-scale

DAWT clesign could be determined. The model featured in this work, the DAWT 45,

was tested along with the refurbishec{ Baseline DAWT, the testing and performance of
which is described in $3.4.5. The DAWT 45 geometry was based around the same

457 mm, fixed pitch, two bladed turbine. The diffuser had a half angle of 45" and exit-

area-ratios of 2.62,2.78 and 3.26 referenced to the rotor area. These were obtained by

varying the exit flange width from 1.5% of the diffuser exit diameter to 37o and 7.5%

respectively. The corresponding length-to-diameter ratio for the DAWT 45 was 0.488

[32]. There is, however, a minor discrepancy between publications regarding axial

length. Grumman quotes a 32o/o reduction in axial length irr [32] whereas in [35] the

reduction was said tobe25'/o. In this review, the figure of 32% or a length-to-diameter

ratio of 0.488 will be used as physical descriptions ancl geometric climensions are

providecl for both the DAWT 45 and Baseline geometries in [32].

Testing of the DAWT 45 was carried out in the same maru^rer as that described for the

Baseline DAWT in 53.4.5. Blade angles of 10", 20",28" and 36" were examined over a

range of tip-speed ratios for yaw angles up to 40o, although no data was obtainable at the

10" pitch angle [32]. As the testing was undertaken in the Virginia Polytechnic Institute

1.8nr x-l .8 m open jet wind tunnel, the same blockage inf'luences, that is more positive

exit pressure and therefore reduceci augmentation, were present in the DAWT 45 results.

For further discussion surrounding this, reference shoulcl be macle to $3.4.5 which

reviews the Baseline DAWT.

The results presented by Grumman [32, 35] were again those of the available air power,

that is the multiple of rotor thrust and inlet velocity, rather than shaft power. The

DAWT 45 results would therefr:re be subject to the error in inlet velocity measurement

arrd the corresponding overestimation of augmentation as highlighted in 53.4.5 for the

Baseline DAWT. The DAWT 45 performance was also clouc{ect by the various

augmentation definitions used by Grumman as well as the comparison at operating

points other than that for peak augmentation. Consequently, a range of augmentation
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values including 329, 4.8,5.6 & 6.1 in [35], and 3.25 & 5.5 in [32], are presented in the

literature.

The review of the DAWT 45 therefore follows along similar lines to that undertaken for

the evaluation of the Baseline DAWT performance. The peak published augmentations

relative to the Betz limit are presented. Data published by Grumman [32] are analysed to

determine shaft power augmentation, rotor and diffuser efficiencies. Through

comparison with the Baseline DAWT further understanding is gained about the various

geometric influences ancl parameters underlying the DAWT performance.

The augmentation measured by Grumman [32] for the DAWT 45 alignecl with the flow
was 3.25. This was achievec-l at a blade pitch angle of 28", a velocity speed-up of 1.82 and

a free-stream disc loading coefficient of 1.10. The diffuser efficiency calculated by

Grumrnan was between B0% and 99o/o with a maximum rotor efficiency of 31 %. The exit

pressure coefficient was found to lie in two groupings with one at a level around -0.65

and the other around -0.40. Grumman [35] suggested there was a slight augmentation

advantage in using the 1.57o exit flap, although if'structurally required, the7.5'/" exit flap

would only impose a slight performance penalty.

These results are now viewed following the analysis unc{ertaken on the Baseline DAWT

and outlinect in 53.4.5. Correction has been made assuming the inlet velocity to be

overestimated by 35%, the increase noted by Grumtnan [19] between phases two and

three. 'Iwo resulb are also presented for each case: Grumman's trend line based on peak

data points, and the present author's interpretation of the same c-lata where an attempt

has been made to represent the average performance, examples of which are shown in

Figure 3.21.

The results for the DAWT 45 show a peak available augmentation of 2.19 and an

averaged peak of 2.02. The corresponding values for the Baseline DAWT were

calculated to be 1.99 and 1.85 respectively. It can be seen therefore that the DAWT45

showed around a 10% increase in both the average augmentation as well as in the peak

values obtainecl. The 25o/o more negative exit pressure is seen as the source of this

performance improvement.

The corresponding augmentations based on shaft power have been determined by

multiplication of the available power coefficient and rotor efficiency trend lines. It
should be noted that the peak values for each occur at different tip-speed ratios and

therefore the peak performance is not simply the multiplication of the individual peak

values. As shown in Figure 3.22 the peak shaft po\^'er coefficient based on the present

author's interpretation of the average DAWT 45 performance was 0.38, an augmentation
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of 0.64. Interestingly this is below tlre augmentation of 0.72 calculated for the Baseline

DAWT using the same procedure. The corresponding rotor efficiencies are 32% and 39o/o

for the DAWT 45 and Baseline DAWT respectively.

Foreman's

trend lines

0.4 0.0 1.2 r.8

TIP SPEEO NAT|o

(a) (b)

Figure 3.21: Variation in available power coefficient (a) and turbine efficiency (b) with tip-speed
ratio for the DAWT45 operating at 28o pitch [32]. Shown are the measured data, Grumman's trend
line (solid) and the present author's interpretation of the average performance of each (dashed

line).

It is postulated by the present author that the reason for the reduced shaft power as well
as the reduction in rotor efficiency is an increase in the variation in axial velocity across

the blade-plane for the DAWT 45. The shorter length-to-diameter ratio would
accentuate the high velocities at the rotor periphery. Consequently the inlet velocity
would be overestimated by more than 35% and therefore the available augmentation

would be further recluced. The increased variation in velocity towards the periphery

woulcl also result in a smaller section of the rotor operating at its peak lift-to-drag ratio

and thus leading to the reduction in shaft power.
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Figure 3.22: Calculation of shaft power coefficient from available power coefficient and turbine

efficiency. The curves represent this author's best fit line to Grumman's [32] data shown in Figure

3.21.-

Grumman [32] did in fact record the radial variation in inlet velocity. However, the

location of the static pressure proh rake 0.44 rotor diameters upstream was concluded

by Grumman upon assessment of the results, to not represent the flow at the blacle-

plane. The results do, horvever, highlight the impact of the diffuser. Beyond the rotor

radius the velocity for both DAWT geometries was shown to clecrease. Conversely, the

results for the bare rotor showed the velocity at radii greater than the rotor tip to
increase. The other notable difference was that more retardation in this outer region was

shown for the DAWT45 compared to tlrat of the Baseline DAWT. The indication from

this is the DAWT 45 produced a greater axial, and presumably radial, force on the flow.

The DAWT 45 would therefore be expected to produce a greater augmentation and to

have a lower exit pressure. Grumman showed both these suppositions to be the case.

Grumman observed the exit pressure for both DAWT models to vary between two

distinct levels. Although Grumman noted the more positive exit pressure was associated

with low airspeed, low rpm operation, no discussion was made surrounding the cause of

the change. Based on Grumman's [25] phase one observations, it is suggested that the

two distinct bands were a result of unsteacly operation in the DAWT models with the

more positive exit pressures occurring when separation was present in the diffusers.
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This unsteady operation would therefore also be associated with variation in the diffuser

efficiency. This does in fact appear to be the case with Grumman's [32] calculated

diffuser efficiencies showing more stable operation at free-stream disc loadings above

0.6. Below this the diffuser efficiency is shown to reduce substantially with more scatter

in the results. It would therefore appear that the flow became less stable and had more

separation as the disc loading reduced.

Grumman calculated diffuser efficiencies for the DAWT 45 and Baseline model to reach

as high as 100%. Following the analysis presented in S3.4.5 where the diffuser efficiency

of the Baseline DAWT was calculatecl to be 60%, the diffuser efficiency of the DAWT45
can actually be shown to be approximately 560/r. This is based on an average exit

pressure coefficient of -0.65, the measured average free-sbeam disc loading coefficient of
0.94 and a corrected velocity speed-up of 1.18. This slight reduction in diffuser efficiency

from 60o/o to 56% is not surprising given the reduction in diffuser length-to-diameter

ratio, and increase in included angle of the DAWT 45.

The final observation in this phase of work surrounds the performance of the DAWT
under yaw. Grumman wind tunnel tested the DAWT45, Baseline DAWT, and rotor

operating as a conventional bare turbine in 10" yaw increments up to a maximum yaw

angle of 40o. The available augmentations for the rotor operating as a conventional bare

turbine not only demonstrated an insensitivity to yaw but an increase in power of up to
809/" at a yaw angle of 30". Grumman concluded that the long upstream centrebody

channelled the onset flow towards the upwind blade while at the same time shielding
the downwind blade, the net result being the observed insensitivity to yaw. Both the

DAWT 45 ancl Baseline geometries showed a negligible or small change in power over

the same 30o yaw range followed by a dramatic reduction in power once a yaw angle of
40" was reached. Grumman [32, 35] concluded, however, that these yaw tests were

inconclusive as it was not possible to resolve whether the yaw insensitivity was

athibutable to the centrebodv effect or DAWTs themselves.
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3.7 Summary

The development of the diffuser augmented wirrd turbine can be traced back to tlre early

'1920s. Although various researchers undertook both analytical and experimental

investigations in the 1950s and early 1960s, it was not until the oil crisis in the early 1970s

that extensive work began on developing possibly commercially viable DAWT

geometries. This work was primarily lead by the research of Igra at Ben-Gurion

University of the Negev, Israel and bv Foreman at Grumman Aerospace Corporation,

USA.

Fundamental unc{erstanding of the DAWT concept was gained through orre-dimensional

theoretical analysis. Theoretically it was shown that in order to maximise augmentation,

that is the ratio of power output for a DAWT compared to the icleal power output of a

conventional bare turbine of equal blade diameter or the Betz limit of 0.593 as it is

known, the diffuser efficiency and sub-atmospheric exit pressure should both be

maximised. Although the larger the exit-area-ratio the larger the augmentation, it was

considered that a modest exit-area-ratio around 3.5 would offer the optimal cost of

energy. The theoretical work also showed that the DAWT performance was dependent

on the operating conditions with an optimal disc loading being evident.

From the theoretical understanding, three stages of experimental development evolved:

the investigation of compact diffuser designs, the development of rotor or rotor/stator

combinations for DAWTs, and finally, the refinement of the DAWT geometry. The

DAWT concept was initially proven at Ben-Gurion University of the Negev with

augmentations up to 3 achieved by the conservative diffusers characterised by their large

length-to-diameter ratio and small included angle. Acknowledging the impracticality of

such designs in the commercial arena, both Igra and Grumman sought a reduction in

diffuser size through experirnentation with various compact DAWT geometries.

The success gained in reducing the DAWT size whilst only marginally lowering

performance over these experimental phases leac'l Igra ancl Grumman to the

development of rotor or rotor/stator combinations in order to convert the available

augmentation shown by the designs into useful shaft power. At the same time, a third

research group began investigating the DAWT concept. This work by Lewis et al also

examinecl rotor design and operation. The experimental investigations of these rotor

designs provided inforrnation not only on the performance of the DAWT under rotor

operation and therefore an assessment of the design methodology, but also the impact of

an operating rotor on the diffuser flows.
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The final phase of work by both Igra and Grumman focusecl on aclvancing DAWT
design' Igra saw the need to make further reductions in diffuser size and therefore
examined different levels of boundary-layer control using blowing or sucking tlrrough
jet vortex generators' Grumman, on the other hancl, ascertained as part of a strucfural
analysis that the single skin bounclary-layer control Baseline DAwr requirecl stiffening
in the form of both an inlet ancl an exit flange. The exit flange can be likenecl to t6at of a
split-flap deflectec{ raclially outwarcl on the DAWT trailing eclge with such an ac-lrlition
found to increasc'the Baseline DAWT performance. Computational work concluctecl in
parallel with Grumman's experimental programme concurrecl with the exit fla.ge
results and also suggested that further gains woulcl be possible with an increase i' the
diffuser included angle- once confirmed experimentally by Grumman this, together
with the exit flange, formed the final generation of clesign at Grumman Aerospace, the
DAWT45.

In assessing the performance of the various DAWT geometries throughout these
investigations, an understanding of the geometrical influences was ascertainecl. At the
same time the flow characteristics of DAWTs were cliscovered ancl as a result, the
irrfluence these had on performance. The irnpact of real-worlcl operation was examined
along with that resulting from rotor operation within a DAWT. The remaincler of this
summary therefore discusses these influences highlighted in the work of Igra, Grumma.
and Lewis et al' The summary is then concluclecl by discussing the wind tun1el testing
technique employecl by the three researchers along with their recommendations for
future exploration of the DAWT concept.

3.7.1 Diffuser development and performance

The research by Igra ancl Grumman over the 1970s ancl early l9g0s Iecl to a significant
recluction in the size of diffusers employed on DAWTs. The diffuser was recluced in size
from length-to-c{iameter ratios around 7 and exit-area-ratios as high as 10, to values of
0'488 and 2'78 respecfively' At the same time, the available augmentation only recluced
by one third to levels arouncl 2. Rotor or rotor/stator combinatiols were also
successfully developed. A peak augmentation of 1.10 based on shaft power was
achieved with rotor efficiencies peaking at 660/o. The cliffuser operating with a rotor was
also found to produce the peak cliffuser efficiency at around 64yo. Acomplete summary
of the experimental results for Igra, Grumman and Lewis et al is presented in Table 3.5.
Included is the author's interpretation of Grumman's data for their thircl ancl fifth phases
of research' It is argued that these figures remove the overestimation in inlet velocity
and therefore enhancecl augmentation which the present author feels exists in
Grumman's work.
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Table 3.5: Summary of Experimental Results and Optimal Configurations obtained by lgr4 Lewis
et aI and Grumman. Included are the author's reinterpretations of Grumman's Baseline DAWT
and DAWT 45 based on averaged data and correction for the inlet velocity measurement error.

Table headings are: length-to-diameter ratio, exit-area-ratio, available augmentation, shaft power
augmentation, diffuser efficiency, rotor efficiency, exit pressure coefficient, local disc loading

coefficient, free,stream disc loading coefficient and velocity speed-up.

Research Phase
& Model w EAR fair fshaft ndiff Tlrotor cPu Ctz Ct, t

lgra 1 7.0 /.5 3.0 0.2

Igra2
ModelA+3flaps 3.& 10 2.8 0.27

Igra 3 Model C(iii) 2.?J 4.37 1.69 0.66

lgra 3
lr{odel C(iii) + flap

3.65 8.33 2.26 0.66

Grumman 1

Baseline
0.7'15 ?.78 1.89 -0.58 0.55 0.89 1.27

Grumman 2
Model2

0.715 2.78 2.3 56o/o -0.83 0.565 0.93 "t.28

lgra 4
NACA 4412 turbine

5.26 7.29 1.68 1.10 40'/o 667" -0.22

Igra Prototype 2.6 4.0 2.36

Len'is
Small-scale screen

1 2.56 -0.4

Lewis
Large-scale turbine

2.8 1.02 0.0 1.79

Grunrman 3

Baseline
0.715 2.78 3.4 -0.65 CI.42

-t.62

Grumman 5

Baseline
o.715 2.78 2.75 -0.52 0.3s 7.78

Baseline Author's
reinteryretntion

U./ IJ 2.78 1.85 0.72 60% 39% -0.6 0.30 0.95 1.16

lgra 5 lv{odel 3 2.77 4.5 2.02 e9r -0.56

Igra 5

Ivtodel 3 + flap
7.96 70.7 2.69

Grunman 5
DAWT45

0.488 2.62 3.25

80yo
to

90To

31%
-0.4
to

-0.65
1.10 1.82

DA\W 45 Autlwr's
reintrrpretatiotr

0.488 2.62 2.02 0.61 56% 32% -0.65 0.91 1.18
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3.7.2 Geometric influences on DAWT performance

The research by lgra, Grumman arrd Lewis et al highlighted a number of geometric

influences on DAWT performance. These began with the fundamental aspect of the

overall shroud profile and movecl on to specific aspects of the geometry itself. Such

aspects shown to influence DAWT performance included the exit-area-ratio, the external

geometry of the shroucl, the internal geometry through the diffuser, the inlet (or lack

thereof) and the size and shape of the centrebody.

Essentially two types of diffusers were explorecl. Those of the single skin boundary-

layer control type were considered by Grumman to have recluced fabrication and

material requirements ancl therefore cost advantages. Grumman did, however, consider

that in order to overcome the large drag loads a DAWT must withstand during an

exheme wind event, a double wall construction consisting of relatively thin skins

separated by rings of sufficient depth may be structurally advantageous. They though

that this might therefore lend ibelf more towards a ring-wirrg type design. Grumman

also argued that such a contoured design would have lower clrag loads and would aid in

improving the yaw insensitivity of DAWTs, a characteristic shown in both Igra and

Grumman's investigations.

The exit-area-ratio considered to be optimal aerodynamically and economically by Lilley

& Rainbird was 3.5. Grumman reached a similar conclusion with their experimental

investigation showing the optimal value to be arourrd 3.0.

Irr order to achieve a sufficiently compact diffuser with such an exit-area-ratio, large

included angles were required. Grumman found a reduction in exit pressure and an

improvement in performance as the included angle was increasec{ with Grumman's final

georneh'y having a value of 90o. A similar gain in performance was also found with the

addition of an exit flange on the trailing etlge of the DAWT, commensurate to a split-flap
on a conventional aircraft wing. Grumman considerecl the sudden radial expansion

created by the flange to cause a greater radial projection of the external flow and hence

lead to an effective increase in exit-area-ratio and augmentation. The reduced fabrication

complexity of the flange as compared to the additional length of conical diffuser with
curvature in two planes required to match the effective exit-area-ratio together with the

structural advantages provided by the flange meant it presented significant

advancement in the overall DAWT success.

These improvements would, however, be worthless without the ability to prevent

separation of tl're flow from the inner wall of the diffuser. In order to achieve this in such

a compact diffuser geometry where jet flow would be expected, boundary-layer control
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was required. Two methods were explored: annular jets by Grumman, arrd jet vortex

generators by Igra. The latter technique, by lgra, adcled significant design complexity

with skew angle, pitch angle, velocity ratio, relative size and geometry of the jet, nozzle

orientation ancl jet location all needing to be prescribed. Grumman's annular slot clesign

therefore appeared much more suitable for commercial DAWT application.

There were, however, benefits in the methoc{ employecl lry Igra for supplying the bleed

air. The use of a rirrg-wing type diffuser with hollow profile enabled the bleed air to be

supplied by an intake positioned on the external diffuser surface towards the inlet of the

DAWT. This allowed the pressure differential between the intake and discharge holes to

be controllecl and therefore provided a means of controlling the slot flow rate. It also

presented an advantage under yaw as the intake slots would not fall into the shadow of

the diffuser as would be dre case for the leewarcl slots on Grumman's design. The rather

complex nature of lgra's ducting would, however, appear to have significant

aerodynamic losses as well as cost penalties ancl therefore, its suitability for commercial

DAWTs is questionable.

Grumman's studies into boundary-layer control indicated that an initial inlet slot

together with corrstant area section in which the blade-plane n'as centrally located were

trecessary to provide enough momentum for the flow to negotiate the start of the

diffuser. Grumman suggested that this was a Coanda type effect. No general rule,

however, was established by Grumman as to the "correct" number, position, or size of

the secondary bounclary-layer control slots. Too few or too many both hacl negative

effects, a result also shown by Igra. Grumman, in conjunction with North's [52] work,

did conclude that more frequent but smaller cluanfities of'slot flow were more eff-ective

than premature or large injection amounts of secondary bleed air. Grumman also

identified that little or no slot overlap together with blunt leading and hailing edge

profiles produced the highest augmentations. This resulted from the fact that the other

geometries investigated caused separation in or around the slot consequently destroying

the boundary-layer control.

Even with the use of boundary-layer control, separation could be triggered bv

obstructions within tl're diffuser. Such a situation arose from the support struts used to

Iocate the gauze screens in Grumman's initial study. The exit f1ow, typically on the point

of stall, showed distinct regions of low velocity fluid immeciiately downstream of the

gauze screen supports. Grumman was unable to determine if these were inherent in the

DAWT system and simply manifested themselves at the weakest point or if they were a

cylindrical wake effect. If the latter, Grumman recommended streamlining of the struts.
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One aspect of DAWT design not investigated by Grumman was an inlet contraction.

However, Grumman, like Lilley & Rainbird and Lewis et al, did consider that the

steadiness, uniformity of flow and performance under yaw would be improved through

the addition of an inlet contraction and therefore the ability to control the flow into the

blade-plane. Lilley and Rainbird suggested that in order to maximise this benefit, the

inlet contraction ratio should be at least 1.5, although it should not exceed the exit-area-

raho.

The final geometric influence observed by Grumman did not relate to the diffuser

geometry per se but rather the centrebody used in conjunction with the DAWT.

Grumman found that the centrebody should have a hub-to-rotor diameter of 'l /3 or less

and that discontinuities in the centrebody profile should be avoided. For all other

centrebocly geometries, Grumman observed the diffuser flow to oscillate severely or to
form an annular jet attached to the diffuser wall with recirculation along the centreline.

Grumman dicl suggest that a sudden expansion immediately downstream of the blade-

plane enhanced the available augmentation. However, it is considered that due to
Grumman's inlet velocity measurement technique, the benefit of such an expansion in
terms of shaft augmerrtation is questionable.

It is therefore evident that there are a number of geometric influences on performance.

These must, however, not be considered in isolation as the success of the DAWT concept

is dependent on the overall economics of the system. Flaps, for instance, add complexity
and cost as clo aclditional boundary-layer control slots, complicated ducting and diffuser
designs that require high ctesign tolerances to avoid separation. It is therefore important
when assessing any aspect of the DAWT design that economic and aerodynamic

calculations are made. An example of such an evaluation was given by Grumman when
they considered that although the addition of a third bounc{ary-layer control slot
increased the augmentation over the Baseline DAWT, the benefit was outweighed by the

cost penalty associated in incorporating it.

3.7.3 The influence of flow characteristics and operational parameters on
DAWT performance

'I'hrough investigation of the various geometries, an understanding has been gained as to

the flow characteristics of DAWTs and the operational parameters influencing their

performance. These includec{ the variation in axial velocity across the blacle-plane, the

optimal disc loading ancl diffuser exit pressure.

The velocity profile across the blade-plarre was found to increase towards the periphery,

its magnitude related to the length-to-diameter ratio of the diffuser and the disc loading
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coefficient. A retluction in length-to-diameter ratio and/or a reduction in disc loac{ing

exaggerated the radial variation. This variation in blade-plane velocity had a positive

effect on augmentation, although, as indicated by Lilley & Rainbird, it added complexity

to DAWT blade design.

An optimal disc loading was shown to exist above which the mass-flow rate through the

blade-plane reduced at a greater rate than the aclditional energy absorbed. Although the

optimal local disc loading varied with DAWT geometry, it was shown by the present

author that the optimal disc loading when referred to the free-stream velocity was up to

5% greater than the theoretical optimum of 0.89 for a conventional bare turbine. It
therefore appears that DAWTs are able to withstand a larger pressure drop across the

blade-plane anc{ therefore draw more energy per unit of mass-flow passing through the

rotor than optimal for a conventional bare turbine. Van Holten [9] suggests the

mechanism by which this occurs is the ejector effect where the high-energy external flow

passing around the diffr-rser draws out the slow moving wake flow.

The disc loacling was observed by Grumman to also have an impact on the slot

performance, diffuser efficiency and exit pressure. Higher disc loadings improved the

slot flow due to the increase in pressure difference driving them. It was also observed

that higher diffuser efficiencies were found under higher disc loadings. Such a

correlation would be expected given the fact that the slot performzurce ancl therefore

effectiveness of boundary-layer control improved under such conditions. The exit

pressure was, in contrast, found to be the most sul>atmospheric when the disc loading

was slightly below optimum.

Typically, the exit pressure coefficient was between -0.5 and -0.6 or in other words,

around twice as negative as that occurring in the near-wake of a conventional bare

turbine. Any shift in exit pressure caused a uniform translation of the entire diffuser

pressure profile and consequently macle a significant change to the augmentation. This

hanslation appeared to be irrdependent of diffuser performance. The exit pressure ibelf,

however, was shown by Grumman to be affecteci by exit-area-ratio, diffuser included

angle, use of exit flaps, disc loading and separation within the diffuser. Although not

specifically spelt out by Grumman, the diffuser includecl angle has two impacts on exit

pressure. The first is on separation within the diffuser, the seconcl is on the external

flow. Other observations, such as the independence of disc loacling and the significantly

lower exit pressures, are consiclerecl by the author to have lreen caused by the artificial

acceleration of flow around the periphery of the DAWT clue to high levels of wind

tumel blockage ancl wall interference. In order to maximise the sub-ahnospheric exit

pressure, it appears that the exit-area-ratio should be the largest possible without
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separation and that the external flow should be projected as rac{ially as possible by

having the maximum included angle of the external surface in coniunction with an exit

flap.

3.7.4 The impact of real-world effects

Grumman examined the influence of real-world effects such as ground proximity, wind
shear and yaw in their first phase of work. Surprisingly, with the diffuser trailing edge

touching the ground, the mass-flow through the lower half of the diffuser increased

improving the available augmentation. This positive effect was srill present with the

diffuser exit half a rotor diameter above the ground. An onset boundary-layer or shear

flow had tlre opposite effect with a minor reduction in available augmentation of around
'lYo. When both the ground-plane and shear flows were combined, the net effect was

merely a combination of the two individual effects and an overall increase in available

augmentation.

Testing of DAWTs uncler yaw indicatecl that the degradation of performance was less

significant than that found on conventional bare furbines. Both lgra and Grumman
noted little or no variation in the diffuser flow for angles up to +15o to *10" respectively.

In Igra's third phase, this reduced sensitivig was extendecl aII the way up to yaw angles

of +30o, although the exact performance was dependent on the specific geometry

investigated. Igra's suggestion for the yaw insensitivity was that DAWTs saw an

increased angle of attack under the incic{ent flow, the effect of which was to increase the

lift and therefore augmentation oi the DAWT until the stall angle was reachecl.

There were, however, a number of questions surrounding the testing under yaw. High
wind tunnel blockage and wall interference appear to have impacted lgra's results, while
Grumman's resulb appear to have been influenced by the measurement technique used

as well as the large upsheam centrebody employed. Gmmman concluded that a

definitive result was rrot obtained although it was felt that with the incorporation of a

sufficiently large inlet contraction, a reduced sensitivity to yaw compared to that seen on

conventional bare turbines could be achieved.

Finally, Grumman considered the impact of drag on the diffuser structure. ln summary,

it would appear that the clrag coefficient of a DAWT was approximately 1.1 with the

diffuser aligned to the flow. At a yaw angle of 90", the drag coefficient was found to
range from 0.77 to 1.15 witlr the behaviour being similar to that of a circular cylinder in

cross-flow. As a result, Grumman considered that under full-scale conditions the drag

coefficient would reduce to around 0.3, a value typical for circular cylinders in turbulent

cross-flow conditions.
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Although a reduction in drag coefficient may occur at full-scale, the underlying fact

identified by Lilley & Rainbird was that an interdependence between drag and

augmentation exists. That is, an increase in augmentation requires an increase in drag

and therefore increases cost. This becomes particularly important under extreme wind

events as these define the structural design requirements. In order to overcome the cost

penalty associated with having to meet storm load survival criteria, Grumman

recommended the use of tie-downs or other innovative concepts such as the double wall

conshuction, profiling of the cliffuser, or use of non-metallic construction materials.

Through these concepts, Grumman consic{ered improvements could be gained both

structurally as well as through the reduction in the clrag loads themselves.

3.7.5 The design of rotors and their influence on DAWT performance

The design of rotors suitable for a DAWT application has followed two paths. The first

usecl a free vortex clesign method where the procluct of the local tangetrtial velocity and

radius were kept constant across the blade-plane. The second patlr used a modified

Glauert vortex theory in which momerltum considerations were used to ascertain the

flow conditions at the rotor. ln order to account for the effect of the diffuser, both design

methocis used a semi-empirical approach based on the conditions measured at the blade-

plane of DAWTs during wfurd tunnel testing where gauze screens were usec{ to simulate

the rotor.

Neither design approach was found to accurately predict the flow conditions at the rotor.

Consequently the rotor designs only achieved efficiencies between 39% and 66%, values

significantly below best practice for cornmercial wind turbines. The corresponding peak

shaft power augmentations were 1.10 ancl 0.72. It was apparent that the rotors benefited

irom reduced blade tip-losses due to their close proximity with the diffuser wall. The

potential therefore exists for DAWT rotors to match or exceed the efficiency of bare

rotors. The highest rotor efficiency was obtained with a rotor/stator combination,

however, the perforrnance was limited to a narrow bancl of operation around the tip-

speed ratio for peak performance.

The rotor/stator combination was also shown to produce a lower diffuser efficienry.

The swirl remaining in the wake of the rotor-only combinations reducec{ separation

within the diffusers and therefore resulted in diffuser efficiencies up to 50% greater than

those achieved by the rotor/stator DAWT combinations even though they were

associated with more compact diffusers. Wherr the additiorral cost associated with the

stator and larger number of blades is couplecl with the acidecl complexity of hub design

and pitch actuatiott, it would appear that a rotor-only design with two or three blades

woulc-l be the rnost suitable for commercial scale DAWTs. This is under the present
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author's assumption that trends displayed in the wind tunnel existed at full-scale.

However, the significantly greater augmentation attained by lgra's 3 m diameter

prototype in comparison to his corresponding wind tunnel model may suggest that this

assumption does not hold.

Two major impacb on diffuser performance were observed under rotor operation. The

first was an increase in diffuser efficiency. The research suggested that this resulted

from the enhanced momentum transfer to the boundary-layer caused by the turbulence

and swirl impartecl on the flow in the rotor wake. The second was a more positive exit

pressure. However, it is suggested by the present author that the changes in exit

pressure observed by each researcher were instead created by either the change in the

external geometry, the change in wind tunnel blockage or the change in measurement

location in each case.

3.7.6 Factors in wind tunnel testing that influence DAWT performance

Throughout the work of Igra, Grumman and Lewis et al, it is clear that the validity of the

results is dependent upon the wind tunnel testing techniques used. The majority of
testing appeared to be influencecl by wind tunnel blockage and wall interference. Tlre

instrumentation ancl measurement techniques employed are also seen to have a

significant influence on the results and therefore conclusions obtained.

3.7.7 Recommendations for further DAWT development presented in the
research to date

The research cited has provided answers but also raised questions. The questions raised

in the DAWT research to date relate to aerodynamic performance and cost sensitivity for
all aspects of the DAWT geometry and rotor design. The researchers have suggested

experimental programmes which include: parametric studies of exit-area-ratio, included

angle and external geometry, for instance exit flange size, minimum requirements for
boundary-layer control such as the slot size and their exact placement to prevent
separation, further understanding of real-world influences such as the inJluence of snow

and ice, and the wind farm characteristics of DAWTs.

Although such programmes could be performed through wind tunnel investigations,

Grumman considered that only through field testing could credibility, acceptance anc{

commercialisation of the DAWT concept be created. Field testing would also address

Reynolcls number questions ancl allow for realistic turbine tip-speed ratios to be

examined. Additionally the sensitivity to gust and yaw effects as well as the steady state

performance in the turbulent environment could be investigated. This would provide
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vi,tal infoinaation 6n the effect of these dynamic interactions on the control cys@nlr€ and

elecbical output Overall, the reliability and uraintainability of the DAWI system could

be established.

However, in order to move to full-seale testing, advanceurcnt in rator de"tgn

urethodology was needed including hrcorporation of the variatitrn in axial veloeity

acroso ttre b-lade-plane. To accomplish this. Grqmfiiqn propo$ed that the local velocity

profile at the btad,e-plane be measured as a function of diffuser design eenbebody sfue

and dise troading. T_his would then allow significant irnprovernent in the rotor design, for
instance, through the indugion of twist and taper along the blade length"
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Chapter 4

Theoretical Analysis of DAWTI

The clesign evolution ancl performance of the diffuser augmented wincl turbine was

tracecl in the previous chapter. Analysis of that work showed through experimental

investigations that the DAWT performance was dependent upon a number of geometric

influences, f-low characteristics and operational parameters. However, the relationship

between these variables and how they impact overall DAWT performance was not

ascertained. It is therefore essential to c{evelop a theoretical basis of DAWT performance

from which answers to questions on the relationships existing between various

governing pararneters can be obtained.

The following chapter presents the well known one-dimensional momentum analysis for
axi-symrnetric flow of a conventional L'rare turbine. A similar approach is then

undertaken for the DAWT concept, lrowever, it is shown that a closed theory cannot be

established like that for the conventional bare turbine. Notwithstanding, the various

relationships impacting on DAWT performance are revealed along with tlreir relative

influence on augmentation. The most prudent c{irection for DAWT development is thus

revealed.

4.1 One-dimensionol onolysis of a conventional bare wind turbine

The one-dimensional analysis of a conventional bare turbine is basecl around the

assumption that the turbine is represented as an actuator c1isc. The disc is considerecl

ideal, that is, it is frictionless ancl there is no rotational velocity component in the rvake.

The entire process is assumed to occur at a small Mach rrumber and the air density is

thus constant. The flow is also assumed to be steady, incompressible, frictionless and

there are no external forces acting on the fluid up- or down-stream of the turbine.

The depiction in Figure 4.1 shows that the achrator disc acts as a drag device slowing the

wind speed down in a continuous nallner from V' far upstream of the rotor, to V, at the
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rotor and eventually Vs far downstream in the wake. The retardation of flow gives rise

to a divergence in the streamtube passing through the periphery of the disc. There is an

associated pressure rise on the upstream side of the rotor to a value P:. Downsheam of

the rotor the opposite occurs with a gradual pressure recovery continuing until the level

retums to atmospheric, P,, in the far wake. Across the acfuator disc itself there is a

discontinuous pressure drop from Pz to P:.

2r3

V.

P-

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the streamtube passing through a conventional bare turbine.
Atmospheric pressure exists at stations ,r and 5, well up and downstream of the rotor respectively.

These changes in pressure and velocity upsheam and clownstream of the acfuator disc

can be describecl by the Bernoulli equation under the assumptiorrs used in the one-

dimensional analysis. The equation for the streamtube beginning far upstream and

ending at station 2 iust in front of the rotor is given by

=Pz (4."t)

Likewise, the equatiorr describing the flow

downstream in the wake is given by

from just behind the rotor at station J to far

=P. (4.2)

Across the rotor, the thrust, Fr, that is the force in the streamwise direction resulting from

the pressure drop across the turbine, can be written as

F,=(p.-p.)A,,

1.,.
+ tpv;7,, +lor|

+)orrip. * )nri

ffi ,,,to
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4.1.1 Energy balance

It is now possible to determine the power output of the actuator or in other words, the

rate of energy loss across if by combining equations (4.1), (4.2) & (a.3) and rnultiplying
by V, This represents the energy balance between stations m and 5. It should be noted
that A. -- A, = l. and therefore as volume flux across sections of the bounding

streamfube, Q = A,V,, is constant due to conservation of mass, V, = V" = Z, . The power

output of the actuator is therefore given by

aE pv; - ! pr/i)= v.F, :- Pu,, (4-4)

written in terms ofThe energy absorbed by the turbine can then be normalised and

('p,,,,, by c{ividing equation g.\ by } nV } e. yielding

PCp..,-==-+
! PV,,A,

4.1.2 Axial momentum balance

=?(, r,) (4.5)

Considering the cylindrical control volume shown in Figure 4.1, the axial momentum

balance can be written in integral form as

pUd (vol) + l[.,upV. dA = P.,, + F po, (4.5)

where dA is a vector pointing in the normal direction of an infinitesimal part of the

control surface with a length equal to the area of this element. Fp*, is the axial

component of the pressure forces acting on the control volume and d(aol) denotes an

incremental part of the control volume.

Under the assumption of steady flow, the first term of (a.5) becomes zero. As the

pressure on the upstream and downstream ends of the control volume are equal to the

same atmospheric level and act over equal areas, Fp,.. is also zero. There is no axial

contribution from the pressure on the lateral boundary of the control volume. Using the

simplified assumptions of an ideal rotor, equation (4.6) then yields

pVr= A, + pV:(A,.,. - A,)+ h,,,,,,v. - pv; A,,. : -p, (4.7)

The mass-flow rate through the lateral boundary can then be found from the

conservation of mass to be

h,,,t" t pVrA, + pV"(A,.,. - Ar)= pV, A,

*fft,

9'l

(4.8)
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(4.11)

Conpari;ng eqtradon (4.10) wi*r ttre,er€tgy badance (4,4) yields,the well known result

yielding

h"^k = par(tr. -vr)

Equations (4.4 & (49) can be combined to define

conventional bare fulbine to be

p, _ p(Ir* _vr)

or in caefficientform by dividing by I pfjrt",

(4,e)

tte momentum balanee for the

(4.10)

(4.12)

{4.1s)

ct-=z|(r-#)

vr=f,(v* +rtu)

ct- -z@\(r-'?v'-\)Lto --[r*A' v- )
= +a(t -a)

that is, the velocity at the rotor ie equal to the nrean of the wind speed far upstream, V*
and the finalvelocity in the wake; Vs.

By reananging (4.12) in terms of the wake velocily, Vs, and substituting the result ihto

(4.L1). the ttuust coefficient can be defined in terms of the velocity speed-up rati,o, e, that

io the ratio of veloeity across the blade-plane, Vr, to thevelocjty far u1rctrean, V;

The,same,substitution this tirne into quation (a.5) yields the porrrner eoefficient defined in

the same terrts:

(4.14)

When the velocity at the actuator d.i#,, Vn is defined as is hdidonally done for the

conventional txue turbine case in terme of the axial induetion factor, a:

v, -v*(l - a'1,

,r* -h:(t -@v, -v-)')
=4a'(l - e)
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cPu,, = 4a(1- a)'1 (4.r4

are obtained.

Fro"m this point, it is now possible to determine the theoretical maximurR power output
oS a corwentonal bate tutrbine by differentiating Cpor with respect to a. The resu-lt yields

the classic sslutions for the thrust coe_fficient

Ct.=4u11-=oY

alo-ng with that for the power coefficient

ff"=+(-afir - la)

.1_ Pr-F- . Pr-P,
-F3= 

-T
,ev: ,ori
( vz\

=lr-lil+Cr*\ r;)

(4.16)

(4.20),

(4.18)

from whieh it can be seen that a maximum is obhined far a =f . Srrb"U*tion of this
3

into (4.17) yields the theoretical maximum power output of a conventional ba.re trrrbine,
l6

CPrr^* =1, known as the Betz limit. Similarly, substitution into (aJ6) shows this

maxirnum to be obtaine.d at a thrust coefficient of Ct- = 
g.*9

For later eomparison, the pressure irnrnediately downstream of the rotor at station 3 will
be forrnulated. Using Bernou,lli's equatiron for the flow upetrean of the rotor, the
pressure difference between statior 2 artd stafion oo relative to the dynarric pressure ln
the upsbeam flow for a convenfional bare turbine operating at the Betz limit is

(4.1e)

Adding to this the p.ressure drop across the rotor, the press.ure cqefficient immediately
donrnstrearn of th€ rotor is fuund to be

P,-P^:[,_E]=l
!ovj t v:) e

2',

I

3
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4.2 One-dimensional anolysis of a DAIItT

The author would like to acknowledge Herman Snel [a6] for development of the DAWT

theory and discussions surrouncling it.

A similar approach can be taken for the analysis of a DAWT using the same assumptions

of an ideal actuator disc with a non-rotational wake with steady, incompressible and

frictionless flow at small Mach numbers. The clifference, however, is that external forces

act on the fluid upstream and clownstream of the turbine as shown in Figure 4.2. It is
also assumed that the flow remains attachecl throughout the diffuser separating only

from the diffuser's hailing edge.

Figure 4.2: Illustration of the streamtube passing through a ducted turbine rotor. Atmospheric

pressure exists at stations r and 5, well up- and down-stream of the rotor. Stations 1 and 4

correspond to the duct inlet and exit respectively.

The flow upstream of the rotor can be described by the Bernoulli equation assuming that

there are no inlet losses for a well designed DAWT.

I _.. I _..p, +-pv; =p:*tpr; (4.21)

Similarly, the Bernoulli equation holds for the flow downstream of the diffuser exit

=n (4.22)

The thrust on the rotor is again given by

F" =(pt - pt)A,.

p. * lov; +)nlr,'
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4.2.1 Enerry balance

The energy balance cim now be formulabd for the DAWT. Unlike the conventional bare

turbine case, dre energy balance for the DAWT must include the losses through the

diffuser which are given by

LHd6 = Ft - p- *!pVi -t i) (4.24)

The enerry balance for the ducted ease is therefure

aE pri - * pvi)= r,F, + eaT d$ (4.25)

A, more uqeful fom of thi-s can be obAined by relating the diffr,rser Lossee, AtlaW to the

diffuser efficiency, ?ap where 4a,yis defined ru

(4,26)

The diffuser lssEes therefore treconre

Mtdjr =(t-r?r,,)+p|:-roa)or : LHo*:(p, - r,t+) (4.27')

Incorporating this into equation @.25) yields the power output fsr the DAWT in terrns of
diffuser efficiency:

F* = V,F, : g* p(vJ -V: -(n - rt*V: -y:D (4.28l

As per the eonventional bare hrrbine casen this can be described in a non-dimensional

form by dividing W IeVle, where

A = L is the reciprocal of the diffuser exit-area-ratio and
Ao

" =! is the velocity speed-up ratio.
V

Thus, the power coefficienttor the DAWT is given by

*,,, ="[, # (r-,tn*ft-r')"'J
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Rather than having the power output defined in terms of the velocity in the far wake, Vs,

it is preferable to use the diffuser exit pressure coefficient, Cp* where Cp+ is defined as

cPo
(4.30)

By using mass conservation between stations 3 and 4, it can be shown that

V, = )"tV. (4.31)

Substituting (4.31) into the Bernoulli equation downstream of the diffuser exit (4.22), the
velocity in the far wake, V, can be shown to be given by the relationship

= ,1= t= + C'p, (4.32)

Pt-P'=- t^
: PV;
z

(v,\=
tvl

When combined with equation (4.29), the final result becomes

Cpu,, =(t - cp,b r (qu*( - l' )- t)r'

It is at this point that several authors I'12, 21,37, 4'1,44] have carried out exploratory

calculations assuming that the exit pressure is indepenclent of velocity speed-up and disc

Ioading. This can be shown to be incorrect by apptying the same method to the

conventional bare turbine case with r = (l - a) and 2 : I in equation (4.33). This simply

implies that the diffuser does not expand, but is a constant area duct.

cp,,, =+a(l -a)' =(t -c'p, [l - o)+(qu,o(t - t')- rlr -a)'

which yields

cp, = a(la -z) (4.35)

This fact is presented in [a3] ancl [46] where Snel states that the physical evidence that

there is dependence between exit pressure and speed-up can be noted by the fact that the

magnitude of the pressure drop over the diffuser clepends on the through flow, that is on

6. Such a relationship was demonstratecl in Grumman's [25] first phase of research

(Figure 3.11). The dependence shown in equation (a.35) is obtained after consiclering the

momentum balance across a control volume surrounding the conventional bare turbine.

Consideration of the momentum balance must therefore be undertaken to ascertain the

theoretical maximum performance for a DAWT.

(4.33)

(4.34)
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4.2.2 Axial momentum balance

Momentum considerations have been included in the analyses of Lilley & Rainbird [44],
Lewis et al [40], van Holten [9], Dick [10], van Bussel [43], and Snel [a6]. Typically, the

diffuser exit condition is assumed, for example an exit pressure coefficient of -'l /3, along

with a value for the thrust on the diffuser or the ratio between it and the turbine thrust.

The approach taken by van Bussel [43] considered a simplified form of the momentum

balance. He assumed that the induction in the far wake (station 5) was equal to twice the

induction at the diffuser exit (station 4). This parallels the result found for a

conventional bare turlrine shown by equation (4.12). It should be noted, however, that

this result for the bare turbine evolves from using the energy equation in conjunction

with the momentum equation and the fact that there is no net contribution to axial

momentum from pressure forces on the free-streamlines. If, however, the axial pressure

forces on the bounding streamfube upsheam of the turbine and these on the

downstream part are considered separately, they can be shown to be non-zero; equal in

magnitude and opposite in sign. Their magnitude is obtained by considering a small

perturbation in pressure from the free-stream pressure acting on the control volumes

upsheam ancl clownstream of the turbine respectively and using v, = \(V" * Vrl.
z

Thus for a bare turbine, if we first consider the momentum balance upstream of the

rotor, then the upstream force, F,,., is given by

F,, -(p= - p.)A= = pg(V. -V,)
Pt-P,,=+p(vi -vi)
F,,, = pQ(V= -V")* + p(v) -tr;)e,

arrd in terms of the induction factor a:

F"':!Pv')A=a:

Similarlv, clownstream of the furbine the momentum balance is

(p, - p,.)A, + Fu" = pg(v, -Vr)
P:- P,.:+p(rr; -r;)
F,,, = pQ(V, -L'.)-+ p(Vi -V,.)A,

and again in terms of the induction factor a:

Fu, = -I pv| A,a'

(4.36)

(4.37)

(4.38)
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These expressions can then be described in terms of different areas and/or velocities by

the well-known relations between them.

For the DAWT, the magnitude and sign of the axial pressure forces on the bounding

streamline are not necessarily equal and opposite. In fact, the sifuation can exist in
which the axial component of the pressure on the upstream free-streamline equals zero
(for =l), while there is still post expansion/ that is Cpr<0. This will lead to a net

pressure force on the free-streamline between stations 4 and 5. [t can therefore be seen

that assuming the induction in the far wake to be equal to twice the inc{uction at the

diffuser exit may be incorrect and rather the summation of the momentum balances

between each station should be combined with the energy balance as performed on the

conventional bare furbine in determining the theoretical maximum performance of a
DAWT.

In a similar manner as that undertaken for the conventional bare furbine, mornenfum

balances can be formed for a DAWT for the upstream free-sheamtube, across the

turbine, through the diffuser and in the post-expansion free-streamtube. Again the

magnitude of the axial pressure forces on the bounding streamtube is obtained by

considering a small perturbation in pressure from the free-stream pressure acting on the

control volurnes.

For the upstream free-streamtube

F,,,* p,.A,.- pr.Ar- p,(A., - A.)= pQ(V.-V,)
F,,, -(p,.- p,)A, = pQ(q-V,)= pViep(e -t)
p: - p, = + p(vi -v:)= i pv;(t - i)
F,,,:!pv|.A.(l-")'

This is identical to equation (a.36) with € = | - a .

Across the rotor, the force on the air is

(4.40)

F,=-{p.-p,)A,. (4.41,)

The force from the diffuser on the skeamtube passing through it is obtained from the

integral of the axial component of pressure forces over the inner surface given by

r,,* = lpa,ae

which can be shown to be
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(4.43)

for a diffuser with an efficiency of 100o/o. For realistic efficiency values, this formula has

to be corrected.

For the post-expansion free-streamline

poAo- p,,\+ p,(Ar- A,)+ Fu, = pQ(Vr-Vo)

Ipvi -Ipt';

- Es'
(4.44)

and finallv

F,ur =(p*ipv'\e, - n,)-!N'(+*)

P,'-:!: 
= cpt =

: pv; !pvi
= _( ,,\' (v, v=)' _ ( r, )'-lr. ) -\4r, ) -l\)

ft
F,,, = ! pV j Arl ZtfE e'

L

,r.=(on)' -(+)

?,:bo, 
* t"'I''

(4.4s)

The final momentum balance is obtained bv summation of all terms:

F,,, + F, + Fr,, + Fu, = p6V,.Ar(V, -V,,) (4.46)

Multiplication by Vz and substitut:'ng VzF,=Prir from the energy equation (4.28), a relation

between e and CTra is obtained. To cast this in a useful form, (4.43) must first be

expressed including effects of diffuser efficiency.

Difficulty arises in determining the pressure force on the external surface of the diffuser,

without which a solution is not obtainable. This can be seen as the reason why previous
authors have used various assumptions or semi-empirical approaches to evaluate the

DAWT problem. Alternatively, compuiational means have been used to determine the

performance of various DAWT geomehies. However, such techniques are not without
limitations and depending on the technique used, may not account for total losses or

separation. Even when such effects are included, there is often difficulty in accurately

predicting separation within the diffuser. The theory can, however, be used to examine

the relative influence of each parameter on DAWT performance, as is done in the

following section, and in so doing, identify those parameters on which to focus during
the development of DAWT designs.

*cpu]"'-^"1-+l
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4.3 The relationships between geometric, operational and IIow
parameters

Although it has been shown that it is not possible to analytically calculate the optimum

performance of a DAWT, the theoretical analysis can be used to highlight the

relationships that exist between the geometric, operational and flow parameters as well

as their relative impact on DAWT performance. The understanding gained from this can

then be used to guide the direction of DAWT development.

The key parameters relating to DAWT performance are shown in equation (4.33) to be

the exit pressure, Cp.r, the velocity speed-up, a the diffuser efficiency, ry,r'1, and the

diffuser exit-area-ratio, the reciprocal of which is 2. It is also important to note that the

power output is dependent on the rotor thrust, referred to as the free-stream disc loading

coefficient, Ct.. However, due to the use of gauze screens in DAWT experimental

research, the disc loading is typically referred relative to the local velocity at the blade-

plane, V:. The local disc loading coefficient is therefore defined as

with the relationship between free-stream and local disc

Ct, = (t^c'

(4.47)

loading coefficients being

It has also been common for the DAWT performance to be

augmentation relative to the Betz limit, that is

(1.48)

described by the

C0..,"
f =-'dtr 

0.s93
(4.4e)

To ascertain the influence of each DAWT performance parameter, it is possible to

produce a range of augmentation curves by using the theoretical analysis above along

with prescribecl values for the exit pressure coefficient, diffuser efficiency, cliffuser exit-

area-ratio ancl disc loading coefficient, an example of which is shown in Figure 4.3. The

values for the exit pressure coefficient and exit-area-ratio used in this example are those

obtained by Grumrnan's DAWT 451321.

It can be seen in this figure that the augmentation is critically dependent upon the

diffuser efficierrcy. It is also apparent that the diffuser efficierrcy impacts upon the

optimal local disc loading coefficient with a lower disc loading coefficient occurring for

increased diffuser efficiency. Such a trend was in fact evident in the experimental work
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of Igra [20, 241and Grumman [25, 27,32f, where reduced diffuser length-to-diameter

ratios corresponcled to an increased optimal local disc loading coefficient, the reason for

which would have been the reduction in diffuser efficiency for the more compact

designs.

Diffuser efficiency

+0.2 -?F-0.4 -a 0.6 -e-0.8 -+-1

+ r'. bl-5ir*-* -A I

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Local disc loading coefficient (Ct2)

't.2

Figure 4.3: lnfluence of diffuser efficiency on DAWT augmentation over a r.rnge of local diec
loading coefficients.

It is therefore of interest to investigate the impact each parameter has on augmentation

along with the relationships between them. The influence of diffuser efficiency touched

on above is discussed first followed by that resulting from exit-area-ratio and exit
pressure coefficient.

The cliffuser efficiency can be seen in Figure 4.4 to have a marked impact on

augmentation. It is apparent that this increase is due to the significant increase in

velocity speed-up that occurs for diffuser efficiencies above about 80%. Although a

positive linear trerrd between optimal local disc loading coefficient is shown with
increased diffuser efficiency, the free-stream disc loading coefficient appears to be

independent of diffuser efficiency. This suggests that the optimal operating conditions
within the DAWT are unaltered by diffuser efficiency and that the increase in

augmentafion is a result of increased mass-flow through the blade-plane.

Increased exit-area-ratio also produces an increase in augmentation due to enhanced

mass-flow through the DAWT. Figure 4.5 shows that velocity speed-up increases as the

exit-area-ratio increases whilst the free-stream disc loading coefficient remains constant.
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Exit pressure coefficient = -0.6
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The trend, houreveri s-hows that unl,ike the e-xponential s, y'le growth ih au,grnentation

evident with inereased diffuser efficiency, the rate of increase in au,grnentation reduces

for larger etcit-area-ratios. This hints bwardc tu opdriral exit-area-ratio exie,ti,tg for
DAWTs beyond which cost inereases o-utweigh the increase in augmentation.
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Finally, the influence of exit pressure can kre seen to not only have linear relationships

with augmentation and velocity speed-up but also with the free-stream disc loading

coefficient (Figure 4.6). This relationship between exit pressure coefficierrt and free-

stream disc loacling is of significance as it suggests that if a DAWT is capable of creating

an exit pressure coefficient more sul>atrnospheric than that found in the near-wake of a

conventional bare turbine, i.e. -0.33, the corresponding optimal free-stream disc loading

coefficient will be greater than the theoretical value of 0.89 for a conventional bare

turbine. An increase in free-stream disc loading equates to an increase in pressure drop

across the blade-plane and therefore an increase in the energy captured per unit of mass-

flow passing through the DAWT. This situation is supported by Grumman's [25,27,32]
results, however, it is contrary to the argument suggested by numerous authors 19,43,
44, 46, 79] that augmentation is proportional to the velocity speed-up or mass-flow

increase through the blade-plane and therefore, that the energy capture per unit of mass-

flow is unchanged.

Augmentation

- - - Ambient disc loadi- - - Ambientdisc loading - - -' Local disc load

2.5
la

F't
U

..F

E r.s
U

7

0.5

0 l

0.2

ll

0.4 0.6 0.8
Exit pressure coefficient GCp*)

7.2

Figure 4.6: Influence of exit pressure coefficient on augmentation, velocity speed-up, free-stream
and local disc loading coefficients.

Having demonstrated the relationships between the various parameters, it is of interest

to examine the relative impact a change in each parameter has on augmentation.

Following the analysis of Flay [95], the impact was ascertained by varyirrg each

parameter individually whilst using constant reference values for the other parameters.

Figure 4.7 shows that the two parameters having the most significant influence on

augmentation are the cliffuser efficiency and the exit pressure coefficient. In contrast, the

Diffuser efficiency : 0.6

Exit-area-rafro = 2.78
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exit-area-ratio shows only a minor influence on augmentation above a value of

approximately 3. This concurs with the result obtained experimentally by Grumman

[25] where the optimal exit-area-ratio was identified to exist arouud a value of 3. Figure

4.7 also shows that although an optimal disc loading exists, the impact on augmentation

of DAWT operation either side of this disc loading is relatively small, particularly so for

disc loadings above optimal.

- 

Exit pressure coefficient ' - o ' 'Diffuser efficiency 
I

- 't ' Exit-area-ratio - tr Local disc loading coefficientl
.>--l

Reference Values
CP+=-o'o

l.riir:0'6
EAR=2.78

Ct2=1.0

o.s 1 1.5

Relative change in parameter

Figure 4.2 Effect of relative changes of the parameters governing DAWT performance [95].

4.4 Summary

A theoretical analysis of both a conventional bare turbine and a DAWT has been

undertaken. Unlike the conventional bare turbine case, where a theoretical limit was

derived using both energy and momentum considerations, the inability to determine the

pressure field on the exterior surface of a DAWT meant that a similar limit could not be

defined. In an attempt to overcome this, prior authors have made assumptions

regarding the exit conditions of the DAWT. It was shown that the often used

assumption of independence between exit pressure and velocity speed-up or disc

loading was incorrect.
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Rather than make similar assumptiotls,

geometric, operational and flow parameters

diffuser efficiency and exit pressure have

augmentation. This therefore provides

an analysis of the relationships between

is presented. It is evident from this that the

the most significant impact upon DAWT

a clear path for development of DAWT
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ge.our€ftriesi ttre fueus of which should be to maxinrise the diffuser efficienc.y along with
the sub-annospheric pressure at trhe diffuser exie Xt was also apparent tha,t an optOal
exit arca-ratio wsrrld exist the value of which would depend upon economie argurnentsr'

however, it appears unlikely that the 
"*i1-x1sd:rdtio 

would exceed a value.around 3,
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Chapter 5
Development of a Generic Diffuser Geometry

In reviewing the research on DAWTs to date, it has been shown that numerous

geometries have been explored. The most advanced of these employed boundary-layer

control techniques as a means of maintaining performance in the compact diffuser
geomehies. However, with peak diffuser efficiencies of only around 60% attained,

significzurt augmentation gains remained potentially available given the sensitivity of
augmentation to diffuser efficiency.

Chapter 5 details the development of a generic diffuser geometry capable of attaining

such gains in augmentation. It follows the computational fluid dynamic modelling,

wind tunnel and full-scale testing of the Vortec 7, its sutrsequent modifications, a second

generation DAWT and finally, the multi-slotted DAWT. At each stage, the

understanding gainecl in terms of the geometric and operational parameters influencing
augmentation is presented.

5.1 Analysis of the Vortec 7

The performance analysis of the Vortec 7 was undertaken both at full-scale under field

conditions and through computational fluid dynamic modelling (CFD). As shown in
Figure 5.1, the Vortec 7 design was based upon the Grumman Aerospace [35] DAWT 45

model. It comprised a cylindrical inlet ring, a primary diffuser and secondary diffuser

with exit flange all surrounding a 7.3 m diameter rotor. Structural requirements, as

iclentified in Grumman's [32, 35] earlier work, necessitated the inclusion of an aclditional

inlet ring in conjunction with a triangular inlet truss to support the inlet and primary
diffuser. These are visible in Figure 5.1 at the periphery of the Vortec 7 inlet and are

indicated along with the main diffuser features in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.1: The Vortec 7. Flow is from left to right. The structural inlet ring and triangular truss are

visible at the inlet on the left with the curved boundary-layer slot seen near the outlet on the right.

Structural inlet ringa / 
- 

Secondary slot

L/
Inlet trtrss

--.-\
f-_l -Inlet slot

Turbine blade
Transition from circular spinner to

,ar- 
p""tagon cross-sectiolr centrebody

---q------
Figure 5.2: Axi-symmetric cross-section of the original Vortec 7.

The final details of the Vortec 7 design such as the diffuser exit flange size, ground

clearance, centrebody and drive-train geometry, were finalised by Foreman under

contract to Vortec Energy'. The Vortec 7 had an overall length-to-diameter ratio of 0.55

with an exit-area-rano of 2.70. The wiclth of the exit flap equalled 6.25o/o of the diffuser

exit cliameter which resulted in an overall exit-area-ratio including the exit flap of 3.41,.

ln keeping with Grumman's [25] first phase finc{ing, the centrebody diameter was one-

third the rotor cliameter, however, the profile consisted of a blunt nosecone ancl

truncated end as clepicted in Figure 5.2 (c.f. Figure 3.17). Its location also differed from
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Grumman's 127, 321 experimental work with the Vortec 7 centrebody extending

downstream of the blade-plane.

5.1.1 Full-scale testing of the Vortec 7

The Vortec 7 was installed at Waikaretu, 110 km south of Auckland, New Zealand. The

site was situated approximately 2 km from the west coast amongst steep complex

terrain. Monitoring was undertaken by The University of Auckland [68] in conjunction
with Vortec Energy ancl Industrial Research Limited using a variety of anemometry

equipment as shown in Figure 5.3, and flow visualisation using streamers and smoke.

Site wind and atmospheric conditions were measured via a 20 m anemometry tower.

The instrumentation selected enabled the shaft and electrical power outpub together

with the various flow parameters to be ascertained over a variety of tip-speect ratios and

blacle pitch angles.

(b)

Figure 5.3: Instrume","::" booms at the inlet (a) and exit (b) of the Vortec 7 showing the various
pieces of anemometry equipment used to assess its performance.

A number of clifficulties arose in the performance assessment of the Vortec 7. In
particular, the fluctuating pressure fields associated with the rotor were damped by the

long tubing lengths required on the full-scale machine. There was also difficulty in
measuring the shaft torque due to the conservative structural design and consequently,

the limited deflection in the oversized drive-hain elements. However, it is considered

that these difficulties did not alter the performance trends of the Vortec 7 nor the

conclusions drawn from them.
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5.1.2 Computational fluid dynamic modelling of DAWTs

A computational fluid dynamic (CFD) moc{el of the Vortec 7 was developed using the

fully viscid finite volume code PHOENICS. As described in detail in Appendix A and

references 159,66,761, the rotor was modelled by body forces applied to the cells over the

blade-plane with the inlet truss modelled by a shear stress applied to the cell walls

representing the inlet boundary-layer control slot. In either case, a pressure drop was

created across the respective cells proportional to the product of the local dynamic

pressure and either the specified tlrrust or loss coefficient. The k-e turbulence model was

used with the values for k and e calculated for the hub height and terrain in which the

Vortec 7 was situated following the methocl outlirrecl by Richards & Hoxey [96]. In total

25,000 cells were used in the axi-symmetric model.

5.1.3 Performance of the Vortec 7

The VortecT attained a peak shaft augmentation of 1.08. This occurred at a local disc

loading coefficient of 1.1 or 015 'tf defined in terms of the free-stream dynamic pressure.

The flow parameters corresponcling to this peak performance were an average velocity

speed-up across the blade-plane of 0.82 and an exit pressure coefficient of -0.43 as shown

in Figure 5.4.

The CFD model in comparison predicted the peak augmentatiorr of the Vortec 7 to be

1.78 (Figure 5.4). This occurreci at a local disc loading coefficient of 1.0 or a free-stream

disc loading coefficient of "l|1,2. The sigrificance of this is that it is greater than the

optimal value of 0.89 for a conventional bare turbine ancl therefore implies that the

DAWT is able to capture a greater amount of energy per unit of mass-flow passing

through the rotor than a conventional bare turbine.

The discrepancy lretrveen the Vortec 7 data ancl the CFD prediction can be attributed to

two factors. First and foremost is the fact that the augmentation presentecl in the CFD

prediction is the available augmentation as opposed to the Vortec 7's shaft

augmentation. As such, it represents the energy available in the flow rather than the

energy captured by the rotor. The Vortec 7 results can be expected, as is the case, to be

less than that of the CFD prediction as they include losses associated with the rotor's

efficiency.

The second factor in the t{iscrepancy between the CFD prediction and full-scale results is

that the CFD model w'as found to underestimate the flow separation olrserved on the

Vortec 7. This is considerecl to be due to the turbulence model usecl. This lack of flow

separation consequently meant that the CFD moclel predicted more pressure recovery
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though the diffuser which in turn produces an increased mass-flow, a higher velocity

speed-up at the blade-plane and therefore an increased augmentation.

Despite the under-prediction of flow separation in the CFD model, the performance

trends predicted by the CFD model agree with the results obtained on the full-scale

Vortec 7. Consequently, a level of certainty not achieved by previous researchers has

been established from which definitive performance figures of the DAWT concept can be

based.
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Figure 5.4: Summary of the full-scale Vortec 7 performance and CFD prediction. Area weighted
averages have been used for all variables except for the Vortec 7 velocity speed-up which
corresponds to the value at 0.72of the tip radius.

Relating this level of performance (an augmentation of 1.08) back to the performance

figures publishec{ by Grumman [32] for the DAWT 45, an augmentation of 3.25, it is
evident that the DAWT 45's performance appears to have been overestimated. It is
suggested in 53.4.5 that the error wir's introduced into the Grumman results primarily
because the velocity figure used in the calculation of augmentation was measured via a
static pressure manifold located on the leading edge of the cylindrical inlet ring. Three

factors are identified as possible causes for this overestimation: the non-uniform velocity

distribufion across the blade-plane, the acceleration of flow through the blade tip-gap

and the localisecl reduction in static pressure around the leading edge of the cylindrical
inlet ring.

V7 shaft augmentation ---{- CFD available augmentation
V7 velocity speed-up at 0.72R - a - CFD average velocity speed-up
V7 inlet slot velocity speed-up 'r CFD inlet slot velocity speed-up]
V7 exit pressure coefficient - {3-' - CFD exit pressure coefficient 

I
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Confirmation that each of these factors is indeed present is provided in Figure 5.4, Figure

5.5 and Figure 5.6. Firstly, Figure 5.5 shows the velocity across the blade-plane to be

non-uniform with the velocity being greatest near the periphery of the rotor. Secondly,

Figure 5.5 shows that the velocity speed-up is accelerated tfuough the tip-gap to a level

far in excess of the average velocity speed-up across the blade-plane. Despite this, the

inlet slot velocity speed-up of 1.50 measured on the Vortec 7 is still 18% less than the

figure of 1.82 published by Grumman as representative of the average velocity speed-up

across the blade-plane of the DAWT 45. Finally, the third factor is confirmed in Figure

5.6 by the sudden contraction of flow into the blade-plane of the Vortec 7 and hence the

likelihood of a localised reduction in static pressure at the leading edge of the cylindrical

ring's inner surface. The presence of each of these three factors therefore supports the

conclusion that the published results of the DAWT 45 overestimated its actual

performance. This also provides justification for restating the performance of the

Grumman work based on a reduced inlet velocity speecl-up as is done in the review of

historical DAWT research in $3.6.2.

Further evidence to support the fact that Grumman's restrlts were artificially elevated is

given by the fact that the shaft augmentation of 1.01 calculated from the available

augmentation and rotor efficiency presented by Grumman in [32] is within 7o/o of the

shaft augmentation measured on the full-scale Vortec 7.

Local disc loading coefficient (Ct2)
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Figure 5.5: CFD predicted radial variation of the velocity speed-up across the blade,plane of the

Vortec 7 for various local disc loading coefficients.
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5.1.4 Flow behaviour associated with the Vortec 7 geometry

Irr establishing the performance of the VortecT, it was identified through flow
visualisation on the full-scale machine and in the CFD prediction, that there were several

areas of stalled, separated or reversed flow. These areas are highlighted in Figure 5.6

and can be seen to be associated with the diffuser inlet geometry, the boundary-layer

control slots and the centrebody. ln acldition to these geometric influences, it was also

observed and shown in the CFD modelling, that the location of flow separation varied

with disc loading coefficient.

Figure 5.5: CFD streamline plot for the original Vortec 7 design showing flow reversal through the
inlet truss, separation adiacent to the primary and secondary diffusers as well as along the
centrebody, for a local disc loading coefficient of 0.15.

The most startling result shown in the CFD modelling and subsequently observed on the

Vortec 7 (Figure 5.7) was the reversal of flow through the inlet boundary-layer control

slot. Without the benefit of an inlet contraction to direct the flow into the blade-plane,

the sub-atmospheric pressure downstream of the rotor caused a sudden conhaction of
the flow streamlines into the diffuser as shown in Figure 5.6. The flow passing through
the boundary-layer control slot was therefore drawn around the inlet structural ring

with a vena contracta effect occurring at the leading edge of the primary diffuser. This

effect chokes the slot flow and therefore reduces the effectiveness of the boundary-layer
control slots in delaying separation within the diffuser, a potential problem previously
identifiecl by Grumman [25].
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Figure 5.7: Flow visualisation showing flow reversal around the inlet structural ring and into the

inlet boundary-layer control slot on the Vortec 7. Modifications to give directional stability to the

slot flow are evident on the secondary boundary-layer control slot.

Along with the reversecl flow arouncl the structural inlet ring, separation was otnerved

emanating from the cylindrical inlet ring. It was identified that when the bluff nature of

the inlet geometry was combined with one or more of the following; tlre rapid

contraction of flow into the DAWT, yaw misalignment or large-scale turbulence in the

onset flow, separation resultecl. This situation is in many ways not unexpected given

that the flow is analogons to having incident flow over a flat plate. As depicted in Figure

5.8, this either created separation directly within the diffuser (Figure 5.8(a)) or it caused

chocking of the boundary-layer slot flow (Figure 5.8(b)), the result of which was also

separation within the diffuser. In either case this led to degradation in the performance

of the Vortec 7.

lj ''.|_-:-.
,-==--!. I+ --.-

(a) (b)

Figwe 5.8: Schematic diagram indicating separation generated from the cylindrical inlet ring on the

Vortec 7 as a result of yaw misalignment or large-scale turbulence.
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The same situation was present at the secondary boundary-layer control slot as a result

of its bluff geometry and the axial alignment of the uailing eclge of the primary diffuser

with the leading edge of the secondary diffuser. Consequently, incident flow angles

resulting from yaw misalignment or large-scale turbulence either starved the boundary-

Iayer control slot of flow or caused separation at the leading edge of the secondary

diffuser. ln either case, intermittent separation over the inner wall of the secondary

diffuser resultec{.

In moving to the centrebody geometry, it would be anticipated that separation occur at

the discontinuity between the circular spinner and pentagon shaped nacelle. This is
because the flow is effectively presented with a backward facing step. It is then not

surprising that when combined with the adverse pressure gradient within the diffuser

and the fact that diffusers magnify flow instabilities [108], that this separation grows

rapidly, its presence being clearly eviclent on the full-scale Vortec 7 and in the CFD

prediction (Figure 5.9)

Figure 5.9: CFD streamline plot showing flow separation from the nacelle of the original Vortec 7 at
a local disc loading coefficient of 0.3.

The flow separation along the centrebody was exacerbated by the fact that the bluff
nosecone encouraged an outward radial flow at the entrance to the DAWT.
Consequently, the likelihood of separation at the periphery of the nosecone was

increased much like that of the incident flow upon the cylindrical inlet ring or the flow
occurring on the side wall at the windward edge of a bluff building. The likelihood of
separation was further increased by the fact that there was then a reduction in the axial

,19
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flow velocity adjacent to the centrebody, as is evident in Figure 5.5. As a result, the

momentum of the fluid adjacent to the centrebody reduced along with its ability to resist

the adverse pressure gradient through the diffuser.

The final factor found to influence the flow behaviour through the Vortec 7 was disc

loading. Under a low disc loading coefficient the tendency was for the flow to pass

through the DAWT in an axial jet, that is, with separation occurring along the diffuser

wall. Conversely, at higher disc loading coefficients, the flow behaved as an annular jet

with separation occurring along the centrebody. This change in flow behaviour is

illustrated by comparing Figure 5.6 with Figure 5.9.

Although not modelled in the CFD, an additional geometric factor on the Vortec 7 was

founcl to influence the flow behaviour. This was namely the eight circular centrebody

support columns, some of which are visible in Figure 5.3(b). The wakes they procluced

formed a point of separation which then grew rapidly in the adverse pressure gradient

within the diffuser. This sensitivity to supports with the diffuser flow was also shown in

Grumman's [25] first phase of work where the gauze screen support pins were found to

cause large areas of separated flow (Figure 3.9). At that time, Grumman recommended

that support columns be streamlined to avoid separation, however, this was not

incorporated into the Vortec 7 design.

5.2 Enhancement of the Vortec 7 geometry

With the performance of the Vortec 7 aclversely affectecl by separation caused by a
number of the diffuser's geometric elements, a development programme was

undertaken using the CFD model to explore modifications to the inlet of the Vortec 7, the

secondary boundary-layer control slot and the centrebody geometry. The modifications

found to reduce separation, and as a result to enhance the augmentation, were retrofitted

to the full-scale Vortec 7. These modifications/ as depicted in Figure 5.10 and later in

Figure 5.11, included an elliptical nosecone, enclosure of the inlet structural ring with an

asymmetrically profiled bull-nose, extension of the secondary diifuser upstream with an

elliptical bull-nose, the effect of which was to create a colrstant area section in the

secondary boundary-layer control slot and finally, streamlining of the entire centrebody.

It should be noted that the removal or modification of the cylindrical inlet ring was not

possible for strucfural reasons, because of its close proximity to the blade tips and also

due to the limited size of the inlet troundary-layer control slot.
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lnlet huss ---t:\\ l--l \Inlet slot

Streamlining of centrebody cross-section
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Turbine blade

Elliptical nosecone -----r ----- ----f.,,...'-

t_____-_.

Figure 5.10: Schematic diagrarn of the modifications made to the Vortec 7 geometry.

Figure 5.11: The full-scale modified Vortec 7 with nosecone, streamlined cenhebody, inlet and
secondary boundary-layer control slot modifi cations.

The effect of the various modifications on the predicted performance is shown in Figure

5.12. A number of poinb of discussion are apparent in these resulb, the most notable of
which is that the greatest incremental increase in augmentation is associated with the

addition of the nosecone and streamlining of the centrebody. As indicated in Figure

ffiI
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5.12, this increase in augmentation is the result of an increase in diffuser efficiency along

with the creation of a more subatmospheric exit pressure. Of note also is the change in

local disc loading coefficient at which peak augmentation occurs, where in general, it can

be seen to reduce with increasing augmentation as would be expected from a theoretical

perspective ($4.3).

-e Original Vortec 7
-*- Modified Inlet Nosecone
-x- Foremarl's DAWT 45

--+- Modified tnlet
-e- Modified Inlet Nosecone Centrebody

- 1D Theorv
3r- -----

ryirr = 70%

1.5

0.5

N

U
.=

U

0,

hn

qriff

Cpt
= 40%

= -0.62

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 'I 7.2 7.4 1.6
Local disc loacling coefficient (Ctz)

Figure 5.12: Comparison of available augmentation for the original Vortec 7, the subsequent

modifications predicted from CFD modelling and the one-dimensional theoretical calculation

using average exit pressure coefficients taken from the respective CFD predictions.

The 39o/o increase in the predicted peak augmentation to a value af 2.48 for the fulty

modified Vortec 7 can be predominantly attributed to the alleviation of separation along

the centrebody as mentioned. There are two explanations why removal of separation in

this region has a more significant impact on augmentation than the modification of the

diffuser. The first is that the extent of the separation along the centrebody was far

greater than that adjacent to the diffuser wall as is eviclent in the CFD predictions of the

original Vortec 7 (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.9). The second is that the separation observecl

along the diffuser wall on the full-scale Vortec 7 was aggravated by yaw misalignment.

As the CFD model is an axi-symmetric representation of the Vortec 7, yaw misalignment

cannot be examined and therefore the degradation of performance associated with it is
not exhibited to the same extent in the predictions.

The separation along the centrebody was removecl with the addition of an elliptical

nosecone and the removal of the discontinuity between the spinner and centrebody. The
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nosecone can be seen in Figure 5.13 to alleviate the low velocity flow over the inner radii.

As a result, gross separation from the centrebody was eliminated up to a local disc

Ioading coefficient of 0.5. However, as evident in Figure 5.14, separation remained

downstream of the discontinuity between the spinner and centrebody. At a local disc

loading coefficient of 0.7, there was once again insufficient momenfum in the flow to
prevent gross separation from the centrebody (Figure 5.15). Consequently, a dramatic

reduction in augmentation occurs as shown in Figure 5.12, although the extent of this

separation, and therefbre its impact on augmentation, is less than that observed on the

original Vortec 7 due to the benefit gained by the addition of the nosecone.

Original Vortec 7

Vortec 7 + nosecone
2.2

2

^ 1.8

x 1.6

i 7.4
"6
a't.2
t') 1

'E 0.8

€ o.o> 0.4-
0.2

0

Local disc loading coefficient (Ct2)

] 0.0 -.r- 0.7 -o-1.3
+0.0 --'+-0.7 -+1.3

0.4 0.6 0.8
Normalised rotor radius (r/R,in)

Figure 5.13: CFD predicted radial variation of the velocity speed-up acrosc the blade-plane for the
Vortec 7 and the Vortec 7 with elliptical nosecone for various local disc loading coefficients.

It was only through the removal of the discontinuity irr the cerrtrebody that separation

was essentially mitigated over the range of disc loading coefficients bracketing peak

augmentation. This is demonstrated in Figure 5.16 where the streamlines through the

fully modified Vortec 7 indicate attached flow along the centrebody under a local disc

loading coefficient of 1.3 until aft of the diffuser exit-plane.

7.20.2
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Figure 5.16: CFD streamline plot for the fully modified Vortec 7 with a local disc loading
coefficient of 1.3.

At this point it is worth recalling that the Grumman model employed a cenhebody that
was located upstream of the diffuser and truncated immediately downstream of the

blade-plane (Figure 3.17). Grumrnan's [27] rational behind this centrebody design was

that it created a suclden reduction in static pressure and therefore increased the mass-

flow and augmentation of the DAWT. Having demonstrated in this analysis of the

Vortec 7 the sensitivity of DAWT flow to bluff features or discontinuities, it would
appear unlikely that the Grumman centrebody design actually aided the DAWT 45's

performance. This Grumman geometry was therefore examined in the CFD model.

Referring back to Figure 5|12, it is apparent that the centrebody design of the DAWT45
would have indeed been detrimental to its performance with the CFD results hdicating
it would achieve an augmentation of only 1.62 and the lowest diffuser efficienry of
approximately 40o/".

Before completirlg this section on the modifications to the Vortec 7, it is important to note

the circular relationship that exists on DAWTs with regard to a reduction in separation

encouraging further reduction in separation. This is best explained by first recalling that
flow separation occurs within the diffuser when the fluicl has insufficient momentum to

resist the adverse pressure gradient and friction. It should also be noted that the

removal o[ separation within the diffuser leads to increased augmentation as a result of
an increase in mass-flow through the DAWT (Figure 5.1Q. There therefore exists a
circular response where, for example, a reduction in separation leads to an enhancement

in mass-flow, this in turn enhances the fluid momentum, the effect of which is to further
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delay separation. This suggests that a design void of separation is likely to be

significantly rnore stable and robust than a design with separation, particularly when it
is considered that the latter design might develop the detrimental reverse reaction and as

a result, cause growth in separation.

Local disc loading coefficient (Ct2)

Original Vortec 7
Fully modified Vorbec 7

:, 0.0 ., 0.7 -4-1.3
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Figure 5.17: CFD predicted radial variation of the velocity speed-up across the blade-plane for the

Vortec 7 and the fully modified Vortec 7 for various local disc loading coefficients.

Following the CFD modelling of the Vortec 7, modifications were macle to the full-scale

machine, the final configuration of which is shorr"n in Figure 5.11. Flow visualisation

showed a reduction in separation along both the diffuser wall and along the centrebody,

however, some intermittent separation did remain. It was identified that the cause of

this separation was the lack of guidance of the flow into the diffuser and the fact that

modification or removal of the truss structure and cylindrical inlet ring were not

possible. As a result, the diffuser was subject to inclined or non-uniform flows both of

which are documented [97] to encourage separation within diffusers and were the reason

behind Lilley & Rainbird's [44] ancl Lewis et al's [40] suggestion to employ contractions

on DAWTs. Given that such conditions are inherent in the real-world environment, it is
unlikely that a DAWT clesign along the lines of the Vortec 7 would be commercially

viable. The alleviation of these weaknesses therefore formed the focus for the

development of a second generation of cliffuser geometry.

A final note in this section is that due to technical difficulties, full-scale data for the fully
modified Vortec 7 are not available.
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5.-3 Exploration of o second generation of dilfuser geometry

The analysis of the Vortec 7 and its subsequent modifications highlighted a number of
areas in which performance enhancement could be obtained. These related to control of

the flow into the blade-plane in a turbulent wind environment, separation from bluff
body components and the clesign of the boundary-layer control slots. It also became

apparent when analysing the Vortec 7 performance that to be commercially feasible, a

DAWT design must have stable, robust flow that is relatively insensitive to disturbances

such as those associated with changes in onset flow conditions or geometric variation

due to manufacturing limitations or deformation when under operation.

To obtain the desired performance increase, a second generation of diffuser geometry

was developed. The design employed an inlet contraction, modified boundary-layer

control slots including the removal of the cylindrical inlet ring, a streamlined centrebody

and an increased exit-area-ratio of 4. Whilst developing these aerodynamic features,

economic factors were also consiclered such as: shuctural integrity, material quantity,

manufacturability, ease of construction and erection. For these aspects, expert advice

was provided by M.A. Corkery & Associates. The resulting ring-wing type geometry

with ie overall length-to-diarneter ratio of 1.0 is shown in Figure 5.18. lt should be noted

that the length-to-diameter ratio for the diffuser alone is equal to 0.70.

Secondary d iff user-____*,-,r.,

..'1.i'

,.r'r''
/J

'/./.
(J/----S"condary slot

4

f' Exit radius

Inlet slot/Blade tip-gap
dius

Turbine

Figure 5.18: Schematic cross-section of the second generation DAWT.
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The performance predicted by the CFD model for the second generation DAWT was a

peak augmentation of 3.53 at a local disc loading coefficient of 0.3 (Figure 5.19). This

corresponded to an area weighted average velocity speed-up across the blade-plane of

7.92, an average exit pressure coefficient of -0.56 and a theoretically calculated diffuser

efficiency of 94o/o. The second generation DAWT was therefore predicted to attain a 46"/o

increase in augmentation and a 34o/o increase in diffuser efficiency over the modified

Vortec 7.
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Figure 5.19: Predicted augmentation of the second generation DAWT. Comparison is made with
the predicted performance of the modified Vortec 7 and one-dimensional theory.

The second generation DAWT design also appeared to fulfil the aerodynamic

requirement of a controlled acceleration of flow into the blade.plane (Figure 5.20) and to

disprove the need to have a channelled inlet flow together n'ith a constant area section in

which the blade-plane was centrally located h order to enable the flow to negotiate the

start of the diffuser as concluded by Grumman[25,27].

The new design also showed the secondary boundary-layer control slot geometry to

overcome the separation and lack of directional control seen by the slot flow on the

Vortec 7. Having been guided by the design of slotted-aerofoils [98], the geometry of the

secondary boundary-layer control slot can be seen in Figure 5.20 and depicted in Figure

5.21 to encolrrage the onset flow to stagnate on the leading edge of the secondary

diffuser and then to be directed via a contraction, along the inner wall of the secondary

cliffuser. Consequently, entry losses are minimised [98, 99] along with the possibility of

1,.4't.2
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flow separation as a result of bluff features or the generation of adverse pressure

gradienb within the slot, a point raised in Grumman's [25] first phase investigation. It
should also be noted that the overlap between primary and secondary diffusers in this

slot design differs from those of Igra and Grumman, whose designs instead located the

secondary diffuser either downstream of or in the same axial plane as the trailing edge of
the primary diffuser, respectively.

o

i.
rlr f.r i.!r r a.ln r s{ d{{

Figure 5.20: CFD streamline plot of the second generation DAWT showing controlled contraction of
the flow into the blade-plane at the throat of the DAWT and through the secondary boundary-layer
control slot at a local disc loading coefficient of 0.3.

Large inlet followed by
contraction into slot

Secondarv diffuser

Slot flow directed
toward secondary
diffuser surfac'e

Primary diffuser Overlap of primary &
secondary diffusers

Figure 5.21: Schematic diagram of the second generation DAWT boundary-layer control slot
highlighting the contraction of flow through the slot and direction of slot flow towards and

tangentially along the inner surface of the secondary diffuser.
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Despite the apparent geometric improvements of the second generation DAWT, when

examined in the University of Auckland Twisted Flow Wind Tunnel in its Open Jet

3 m x 3 m configuration, cletails of which are provided in Appendix B, its peak

augmentation of 2.3 was well below the initial CFD predictions (Figure 5.22). Thjs was

seen to be a result of separation throughout the secondary diffuser as well as over the

external surface of the primary diffuser.
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Figure 5.22: Available augmentation comparison for the original CFD model, the refined CFD

model and wind tunnel data for the second generation DAWT.

Remodelling of the second generation DAWT using the lam-Bremhorst low-Reynolds

number extension to the k-e turbulence model and a more refined grid, the details of

which are presented in Appendix A.2.2, corroboratecl the wind tunnel results (Figure

5.22) and pointed to the size of the inlet contraction as the main culprit for the poor

performance. Referring to Figure 5.23, it can be seen from the fact that the stagnation

point is located on the inner surface of the diffuser as opposed to on the leading edge,

that the inlet-area-ratio of the contraction is larger than that required to capture the

mass-flow passing through the second generation DAWT under operating conditions.

Consequently, separation is created over the DAWT's outer surface. This inhibie the

secondary bounclary-layer control slot flow and therefore its ability to prevent separation

within the diffuser which in turn exacerbates the situation.

The lesson drawn frorn this is that the inlet-area-ratio of the contraction must match the

mass-flow through the DAWT at the peak augmentation operating point. A larger
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contraction simply incurs unnecessary cost and has been shown to be as detrimental to

the aerodynamic performance as none, or too small a contraction, was on the Vortec 7.

This differs from Lilley & Rainbird's [44J recommendation that the inlet-area-ratio of the

contraction be equal to or greater than 1.5, the value of which was based on their

theoretical calculation that this would maximise steadiness and uniformity of the flow.

I
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Figure 5.23: Streamline plot for the refined CFD model of the second generation DAWT at a local
disc loading coefficient of 0.7.

Figure 5.24: Velocity vector plot for the refined CFD model of the second generation DAWT at a
Iocal disc loading coefficient of 0.5.
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Although the actual performance of the second generation DAWT was suboptimal,

several positive aspecb can be taken away from the clesign. Foremost is that the ring-

wing type diffuser design presents a number of economic benefits. Primarily these are

derived from the structural advantages associated with the increased cross-sectional

thickness of the diffuser which lencls itself to use of a light internal truss structure clad

by fabric or a lighfweight metal. As a result, the cost penalties associated with the

single-skin design of the Vortec 7 such as its lirnitation on material choice, its

manufacturability or formability, and the difficulties associated with transportation of

large prefabricated sectors as well as their erection, were eliminated. It also presented

benefits in economies of scale by virtue of the ability to use large numbers of identical

components within the truss structure.

Another economic benefit of the design is the elimination of the cylindrical inlet ring.

Not only does this provide a simple reduction in material quantity, it presents the ability

to reduce strucfural costs as the larger blade tip-gap, equal to 4o/o of the rotor radius on

the second generation DAWT, enables a greater degree of eccentricity or deformation of

the cliffuser to occur without the possibility of contacting the rotating blades.

Finally, it can be noted that the design trenefited aerodynamically from both the new

secondary boundary-layer control slot desigrr and the streamlined centrebody. ln both

cases, the separation evident on the respective Vclrtec 7 components was eliminated.

There was, however, no benefit shown in increasing the exit-area-ratio. When it is

considered that it becornes progressively more difTicult to ensure attached flow in larger

exit-area-ratio diffusers and that the diffuser cost increases with exit-area-ratio, it
suggests that it is unlikelv that a comrnercial DAWT would have an exit-area-ratio

exceeding three.

5.4 Development ond performonce of a third generation DAWT -
the multi-slotted DAWT

The multi-slotted DAWT built upon the lessons learnt in the modification of the Vortec 7

and development of the second generation DAWT. It was, however, its unique and

patented use of the internal cavity in the boundary-layer control system that enablecl an

evolutionary leap in DAWT performance ant{ cost effectiveness.

The bounclary-layer control system works by opening the nose of the diffuser, as seen in

Figure 5.25, to form a cavity which becomes pressurised to a level approximately equal

to the stagnation pressure. This procluces two advantages: firstly, it maximises the

pressure differential driving the boundary-layer control slots and secondly, it avoids
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Iosses associated with high velocities in restricted passages as would have been the case

for lgra's [22] boundary-layer control design (Figure 3.20).

Figure 5.5: Schematic diagram showing the generic flow behaviour through the multi-slotted
DAWT.

The boundary-layer control system of the multi-slotted DAWT also provides immense

flexibility in the shape of both the inner and outer DAWT surfaces as well as the number
and placement of the boundary-layer control slots. It was therefore possible to employ
more frequent but smaller quantities of slot flow which North [52] found to be more

effective than fewer large slots.

The single element structure, rather than separate primary and secondary diffusers, is

also advantageous in that it enables a light truss and claclding structure to be utilised
with its inherent advantages in bending and torsion, whilst avoiding the complexity

associated with linking multiple diffuser elements.

The pertinent details of the multi-slotted DAWT are: length-t+-diameter ratios of 0.478

and 0.385 for the overall geometry including inlet contraction and the diffuser only

respectively, an exit-area-ratio of 3.0 and an included angle for both the irurer and outer

surfaces at the diffuser exit of 110o. Tlre multi-slotted DAWT therefore has a 30%

reduction in the length-to-diameter ratio of the diffuser component compared to the

Vortec 7 and overall is'13% antT 52o/o shorter than the Vortec 7 and second generation

DAWT respectively. It is also the most aggressively flared, a feature made possible by
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the cavity boundary-layer control system and use of five boundary-layer control slots.

This makes the multi-slotted DAWT the most compact DAWT design to date. The

ability to employ additional boundary-layer control slots enables the size of the blade

tip-gap/inlet slot to be reduced to 1.57o of the rotor radius. The smaller size therefore is

expected to reduce blacle tipJosses whilst maintaining sufficient clearance from the

diffuser so that strucfural cost penalties are not incurred.

The performance of the multi-slotted diffuser lvas first assessed using a simplified CFD

model (Figure 5.25). Due to the H-type grid definition used in PHOENICS version 2.L,

sufficient resolution of the cells normal to the diffuser walls for accurate separation

prediction was unobtainable before the simulation became numerically unstable.

Consequently, detailed analysis of the multi-slotted DAWT concept was undertaken

with physical experiments using gauze screens to simulate the presence of rotating

blades in both the wind tunnel (Figure 5.27) and field investigations of the Y2 2m
diameter truck-testing-prototype (Figure 5.28).

Figure 5.26: CFD velocity plot of the third generation multi-slofted diffuser concept.

The key dependence examined in the wind tunnel ancl field testing was the effect of the

local disc loading coefficient on augmentation. This was measured in two ways: firstly

with gauze screens having a uniform disc loading across the blade-plane and secondly

with gauze screens having a radial distribution of disc loading across the blade-plane.

For the uniform screens, disc loading coefficients ranging from 0.5 to 2.6 were examined,

examples of which are shown in the figures below. In the case of the non-uniform
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screens, three differing distributions were examined each having an area weighted

average disc loading coefficient of 1.0, an example of which is shown in Figure 5.29.

Figure 5.27: Wind tunnel model of the mu,lti-slotted DAWT shown with a gauze screen having a

local disc loading coefficient of 1.0.

Figure 5.28: The Y2 2m diameter truck-testing-prototype of the multi-slotted DAWT. A gauze
screen having a local disc loading coefficient of 1.0 is shown. The measurement boom mounted at

the 180'position from the rear of the centrebody is also visible.
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pressures in the sarne ada,l plme.

The velocity, oltained through eithe,rhofinrire or ptesure measErement, v*ae- then uged

te calqqla@ the po-wrx absorb.ed by fhe screens or rotor fur three ways: firctly:, bE

mrirlfiplying the eube oJ the velodty epeed.rrp by the ca.liblated disc loading etleffieient of
the sc,r,eefg seeondly, ;b,y nlul,fiplying the velocity speed-up by bo0r thesereen or rotpr

srvepta@ and e me.asured ptes.$.ure drop across the blad,e-plane and thitd$, hy

urultiplyrirrg the veloeity speed;up bf the thrust o4 the screen o1 rotor nrtasured by a

etrairrgauge coupling housed within the centrebodnr. These ihree ihdependent

ealc.tdationc providd Corrobo@tirOin of the muld'clotted DAWT perf::::::::::::::::ornurnoer $rsr-

further defaits of the instrumentatiron, calibration and data acquioition, the reader is

dhected to Appendix B. The varlous calculation definitions are provided in dppendix C,

-t
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5.4.1 Performance of the multi-slotted DAWT using g uze screens having a
uniform local disc loading

The performance of the multi-slotted DAWT as a function of the local disc loading

coefficient is shown in Figure 5.30. The salient details for the multi-slottect DAWT are ar"r

average peak augmentation of '1..73 occurring at a local disc loading coefficient of 1.0, an

average exit pressure coefficient of -0.41 and an average velocity speed-up of 1.01. The

corresponding free-stream disc loading coefficient is 1.03. Based on the geometry of the

multi-slotted DAWT and the average exit pressure coefficient, the diffuser efficiency is

69Yo. The augmentation obtained on the Y2 2m cliameter truck-testing-prototype is

marginally lower at around 1.56, even though the average exit pressure coefficient is

more negative than that measured in the wind tunnel at -0.55.

Wind tunnel data o 90" Sector

V22m diameter truck testing data

T

X

270" Sector

0" Sector

lD Theo

330'Sector

180" Sector

A

o

n - \an= 82%, CP+ = -0'+-t

1,111 = 697o, Cpr = -0.4t

I

\,6= 427o, Cpr = -0.+1

00.5 11.522.53
Local disc loading coefficient (Ct2)

Figure 5.30: Augmentation of the multi-slotted DAWT with uniform local disc loading gauze

screens, together with one-dimensional theoretical predictions using the area weighted average exit
pressure coefficient measuled under peak augmentation conditions. The V2 2 m diameter truck-
testing-prototype data has been offset from the 1.0 disc loading coefficient examined to aid clarity.

The variability in the augmentation, demonshated by the diffuser efficiency ranging

from 42o/o to82%, is considerecl to be a consequence of the calculation method ernployed

rather than a significant variability in the performance ibelf. That is, when calculating
augmentation from the cube of the velocity speed-up, a 1o/o variatron in the measured

velocity leads to a 3o/o variation in augmentation. 'Io illustrate this, if comparisorr is

insteacl macle of the velocity speed-up data itself, as is the case in Figure 5.31, it is
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apparent that the flow through the multi-slotted DAWT is in fact highly repeatable and

uniform around all sectors.

+ 90" sector o 270" sector o 330o sector Average 
]
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Figure 5.31: Velocity speed-up distribution across the blade-plane of the multi-slotted DAWT

operating under a uniform local disc loadingcoefficient of 1.0.

Comparing the performance of the multi-slotted DAWT against previous DAWT

investigations (Table 3.5), it is found that the diffuser efficiency is greater than that

achieved by the clesigns of lgra, Grumman and Lewis et al. The highest efficiency

demonstrated by Igra f22lwas 64%. This, however, was achieved with a DAWT four-

and-a-half times the lengthto-diameter ratio of the multi-slotted DAWT. Comparison

with Grumman's [32] equivalent length-to-diameter ratio DAWT 45 shows the efficiency

of the multi-slofted DAWT to be on average 23o/o greater.

A similar comparison, this time in terms of the augmentation, shows the multi-slotted

DAWT to achieve levels slightly below that of previous researchers' designs (Table 3.5).

It must be recalled, however, that the investigations of lgra, Grumman and Lewis et al

were all influenced by wind tunnel blockage. As discussed in S4.3, the effect of this was

to falsely lower the exit pressure in those investigations and therefore to enhance their

augmentations in the closed wind tunnel test sections. Supporting this is the fact that the

multi-slotted DAWT's exit pressure coefficient is slightly more positive than those

recorded by the previous researchers for their models.

There are two further points that come to the fore when examining the performance of

the multi-slotted DAWT. However, only cursory comments will be made here. The first

is that the augmentation for a local disc loading coefficient of 1.0 in the wind tunnel is on

1,.2
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average greater than might be anticipated given the augmentation trend clisplayed by

the other disc loadings examined. This is considered to be a result of the relative

coarseness of the 1.0 screen mesh compared to the other screen meshes used in this

investigation, details of which are discussed in S7.1. The second is that a considerably

larger range in augmentation is shown for the 180o sector on the Y2 2m diameter truck-

testing-prototype. This is athibutecl to instability caused by the centrebody support

struts, further details of which are presented in S8.5.

5.4,2 Performance of the multi-slotted DAWT using gauze screens having a

radial variation in local disc loading

The performance of the multi-slotted DAWT was examined using screens having a linear

dishibution of local disc loacling coefficient across their radius. This was motivated by

the fact that unrler off-design rotor operation, the loacling over the rotor will be non-

uniform, and also by the possibility that an improvement in DAWT performance might
be achieved.

The possibility of increased performance comes from the idea that by reducing the disc

loading at particular radii, the local flow velocity at that radii can be increased, along

with its ability to resist separation. This could potentially be used for the improvement

of diffuser pressure recovery as was demonstrated by Wolf & Johnston [100], Kachhara

et al [101] and Kaiser & McDonald [102] using wake-type flows in diffusers (i.e. flows
with greater velocity over the outer radii). There is also evidence to support the benefit

of a localised increase in velocity fronr the earlier development of the Vortec 7 where a
local increase in velocity created by the addition of the elliptical nosecone was used

effectively to delay separation from the centrebody.

Three variable disc loacling screens were examined, each with an area weightecl average

Iocal disc loading coefficient of 1.0. The screens are referred to as 51, 52 and 53, and each

approximated a linear distribution of disc loacting by using a series of annular rings of
various gauze screen meshes. Screen 51, with three annular elements, had a local disc

loading coefficient distribution varying from 1.24 at the centrebody to 0.9 near the screen

periphery. 'Ihe distribution on screen 52 (Figure 5.29) was created with five annular
elements with local disc loading coefficients varying from 1.5 at the cenhebody to 0.5 at

the periphery. The third screen, 53, was the antithesis of screen 52 with the distribution
varying from 0.5 at the centrebocly to 1.5 at the screen periphery.

The average augmentations obtainecl for the three non-uniform disc loading screens can

be seen in Figure 5.32 to be below that of the uniform 1.0 local disc loading screen. The
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highest average augmentation obtained with a non-uniform screen is 1.59 for screen 51.

This reduces to 1.49 for screen 52 and '1.42 for screen 53.

It is also apparent in the results that screens 51 and 52, with their reducetl disc loading

towards the screen periphery, show two different levels of performance between the 90o

and 270o sectors. Given the inherently unstable nature of the flow in the rapidly

diverging diffuser, the generallv lower performance of the 270o sector is athibuted to the

tendency for instabilities to manifest at points of weakness possible brought about by

variances in the model geometry (e.g. discontinuities on the diffuser surface or

irregularities in the boundary-layer control slob).

Screen 53 on the other hand had a consistent, yet lower performance in both sectors.

This result is typical of the performance expectecl from a jet-type flow in a cliffuser, the

likes of which would have been encouraged by the loading distribution of screen 53 with
its lower loading at the centrebody and progressive increase towards the screen

periphery.

r 51 (90" sector)

tr 51 (270" sector)

XUniform disc loadilg

. 52 (90" sector)

o 52 (270" sector)

e 53 (90" sector)

a 53 (270" sector)
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Figure 5.32: The augmentation obtained for three different non-uniform disc loading distributions.

The distributions from root to tip are 1.2+0.9, 1.5-0.5 and 0.S1.5 for screens 51, 52 and 53

respectively. The non-uniform scleen data has been offset from their average local disc loading

coefficient of 1.0 in order to aid claritv.

The overall conclusion drawn from the gauze screen investigation is that the multi-

slotted DAWT obtains a peak augmentation under a uniform local disc loading

coefficient of 1.0. Given that it is not possible to maintain a uniform distribution under
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all operation conditions, it has been shown that a distribution favouring a lighter loading

at larger radii is preferable over the opposite distribution.

5.5 FIow phenomenon ond operstionol churacteristics of DAWTs

Through developing the multi-slotted DAWT, an understanding has been gained as to

how a number of geometric features influence DAWT performance. To build upon this

understanding, the following section examines three key feafures of DAWT flolv and

operational behaviour, namely: the velocity across the blade-plane; the influerrce of disc

loading; and the DAWT exit pressure.

5.5.1 Distribution of velocity across the blade-plane

The velocity across the blade-plane of a DAWT differs from that on a conventional bare

turbine in a number of ways. Tl'rere is the obvious fact that the velocity can exceed the

free-stream velocity. There is also the fact that it is non-uniform with the velocity speed-

up increasing towarcls the periphery. In examining this non-uniformity, it will be shown

in the following section that the compactness of the diffuser alters the clegree of non-

uniformity whilst disc loading predominantly affecb the overall magnitude of the

velocity speed-up. lt will also be shown that disc loading can, however, be used to alter

the velocity speed-up distribution if applied in a non-uniform manner across the rotor

radius.

For each of the three DAWT geometries examined in this investigation, a clear trend has

emerged which indicates an increase in the axial velocity speed-up at greater radii, as

shown in Figure 5.33. This velocity distribution trend concurs with that found by

Grumman [25] in their first phase work (Figure 3.8) as well as with the theoretical

predictions of Litley & Rainbird [,14] and de Vries [12].

Typically, this non-uniformity in velocity distribution through the blade-plane is
described as being a function of the length-to-cliameter ratio or chord-to-diameter ratio

of the diffuser. If this were the case, the second generation DAWT would display the

most uniform velocity profile with the non-uniformity increasing as we move to the

Vortec 7 and then to the multi-slotted DAWT. This, however, is shown in Figure 5.33 not

to be the case.

The velocity profile instead appears to be influenced by what will be referred to in this

investigation as the compactness of the DAWT. This compactness is defined as the ratio

of the length-to-diameter ratio to the exit-area-ratio. For the three DAWTs examinecl it
has values of 0.204,0.175 and 0.159 for the Vortec 7, the second generation DAWT and
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the multi-slotted DAWT respectively. Relating these to the average velocity speed-up

distributions for the three geometries shown in Figure 5.33, it clearly demonstrates that

the more compact the diffuser, the greater the variation in velocity speed-up across the

blade-plane.

I Multi-slofted DAWT (wind tururel)
''o "Second generation DAWT (CFD)

Modified Vortec 7 (CFD)
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Figure 5.33: Comparison of the relative velocity speed-up distribution across the blade-plane for
CFD prediction of the second generation DAWT and modified Vortec 7 along with wind tunnel
data for the multi-slotted DAWT at local disc loading coefficients corresponding to peak

augmentation of each geometry.

Although the preserrce of this type of velocity speed-up distribution is likely to
complicate blade design as pointed out by Litley & Rainbird [44], it does present three

distinct benefig for DAWT performance. Firstly it increases the augmentation as flow

near the rotor periphery contributes more to torque and therefore augmentation;

secondly, this wake-type flow is known to aid diffuser pressure recovery [100-102]; and

finally, the third benefit is that there is a cost saving on the blades as they require less

twist and taper due to the reduced variation in the angle of the apparent velocity vector

over the rotor radius.

A final point with regard to the non-uniform velocity profile is that it is not possible to

determine the augmerrtation of a compact DAWT simply be measuring the velocity

speed-up at one radial location across the blade.plane as was done by Grumman[27,32].

1.20.2
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The second aspect under consideration in this section on velocity speed-up is the impact

of disc loading. In general, it would be anticipated from the observations made by

Grumman and the work by Schubauer & Spangenberg [103, 104] on flow through

diffusers employing gauze screens, that the velocity speed-up magnitude reduce as the

disc loading increase and that the distribution become more uniform. The former point

is confirmed in Figure 5.34, however, there is no significant change in the velocity

distribution profile. It is concluded that this is because the static pressure distribution

across the blacle-plane is dominated by the circulation created by the diffuser and that

although disc loading coefficients above the optimal value of unity are shown in $5.5.2 to

alter this static pressure distribution towards increased uniformi$r, this is opposed by

the tendency for the flow to form an annular jet at these same high disc loadings.

Local disc loading coefficient (Ct3)

t "ry9fe91D0.5jj]l8l!4 ._o: :l_!_t.z_:_1.+ o7.5 x1.7 .2.3 : 2.61

1.8
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0 0.2 0.,{ 0.6 0.8 l 1.2
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Figure 5.34: Averaged velocity speed-up across the blade-plane of the wind tunnel multi-slotted
DAWT for all uniform disc loading screens wind tunnel tested.

Having shown that the velocity speed-up magnitude is altered by disc loading, it is of
interest to examine the velocity distributions associated with the non-uniform disc

loac{ing screens,

Apparent in Figure 5.35 is that the general veloci$ speed-up behaviour with disc

loading is held. That is, for screen 52 with its reducing loading towards the screen

periplrery, the non-uniformity of the velocity distribution is emphasised. It would
therefore be anticipated that adclitional momentum coulc{ be supplied to areas of stalled

or separated flow through manipulation of the disc loading distribution, the result of
which should be increased diffuser efficiency and augmentation. The augmentation
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results of the variable disc loading screen tests, however, do not indicate that such an

improvement in diffuser performance occurs.

r 51 (1.24 - 0.9 disc loading)

' 53 (0.5 - 1.5 disc loading)

r 52 (1.5 - 0.5 disc loatting)
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Figure 5.35: Effect of different variable disc loading distributions on radial velocity speed-up for
the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT.

The relatively poor performance of screen 53 can be attributed to the encouragement of a

more jet-type flow, the converse of a wake-type flow. Such tlows, with low velocities

near the diffuser wall, develop bi-stable two-dimensional stall that can be switched from

one diverging wall to the other by a large disturbance [100]. Although not truly a jet-

type flow, the performance of screen 53 with its consistent but poor relative

augmentation exhibits the same stable yet inefficient characteristics suggesting that this

level of flow uniformity in such compact diffusers is cletrimental to their performance.

The trend displayed for screens 1 and 2 indicate, as expected, progressively more non-

unifbrmity for a more pronounced radial disc loading clistribution. The distribution for

screen 51 is, however, more uniform than that of the 1.0 disc loading screen. The lower

augmentation of both screens compared to that under a uniform 1.0 local disc loading is

attributec{ to a reduction in diffuser performance and therefore less incremental gain in

velocity speed-up than required to offset the loss in energy absorbed by the lower disc

loading at the screen periphery.

As pointed out in Figure 5.30, the augmentation of the uniform 1.0 local disc loading

coefficient screen appears elevated in comparison to the general augmentation trend

with disc loading. This is attributed to the coarseness of this particular mesh where it is

consic{ered that the larger turbulence passed by the screen as well as the larger
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turbulence it generates itself, particularly that created by the jagged outer edge, aided the

diffuser pressure recovery. When moving to the variable disc loading screens, this

benefit is lost ancl hence it is considered that this may belie the possible performance

benefit a slight reduction in disc loading towards the rotor periphery may in fact have.

There is also the possibility that the discontinuities associated with the step changes in

disc loading between the different annular gauze screen elements in the variable disc

loading screens had a detrimental effect.

5.5.2 The influence of disc loading on DAWT flow

The second feature affecting DAWT flow and operational behaviour is the disc loading

coefficient. As shown above in 55.5.1, the velocity speed-up through the DAWT is
dependent on the disc loading coefficient. Also indicated in the analysis of the Vortec 7

in $5.1 is the fact that the flow regime through the DAWT differs with clisc loading. This

change in flow regime is illustrated in the following section along with its impact on the

pressure recovery through dre cliffuser and therefore cliffuser efficiency. [t is then shown

that three factors contribute to these changes in flow behaviour, namely: the change in
boundaryJayer control effectiveness; the radial pressure gradient within the diffuser;

and the overall mornentum in the flow. Finally, it is confirmed that DAWTs are able to

withstand a disc loading coefficient that exceeds the optimal for a conventional bare

turbine and therefore, are able to exh'act more energy per unit mass-flow passing

through the blade-plane.

As touched upon in $5.1.3 and shown in the comparison of Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.9, the

DAWT flow transforms from an axial jet-type flow for low disc loadings to an annular
jet-type flow for high disc loadings. This was clearly demonstrated on the Vortec 7

where flow separation adjacent to the diffuser wall and centrebody can be seen in Figure

5.36 under low disc loading operation. This can be seen in Figure 5.37 to change under a

high disc loading to a flow regime displaying increased recirculation along the centreline

and no flow separation in the vicinity of the diffuser wall.
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Figure 5.3G Flow vieualisation at the exit-plane of the Vortec 7 under low disc loading indicating
separation frorn the diffuser wall and a recirculation zone at the centrebody:

Figure 537: Flow uisualisation at the exit-plane of the Vortec 7 under high disc loading indicating a

strong radial flow conrponent at the diffuser exit with no separation in the vicinity of the diftfuser

wall and a pronounced recirculation zone at the centtebody.

With ftis change in flow regirne, there is an associated change in the pressure recovery

through the DAWT and therefore, a change in diffuser efficiency. This is demonstrated

in Figure 5.38 tfuough to Figure 5.41 for progressively higher disc loading coefficients.

Firstly, with no screen present in the multi-slotted DAWT, there is little if any pressure

reeovery through the diffuser (Figure 5.38). It is also evident that the flow is highly
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uniform around all sectors. The multi-slofted DAWT can therefore be seen to display

characteristics of axial jet-type flows through diffusers [88, 89].
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Figure 5.38: Static pressure distribution along the inner surface of the wind tunnel multi-slotted
DAWT with no screen.

As the disc loading increases, firstly to a value of 0.68, Figure 5.39 shows that there is
improved pressure recovery through the diffuser, however. there is a significant degree

of variability between the different sectors. This is indicative of a transitory flow regime

where separation switches from sector to sector with time.

A further increase in disc loading to the optimal value of unity demonstrates yet another

change in flow behaviour with minimal pressure recovery shown in Figure 5.40 to occur

at the 180" and 271" sectors whilst substantially more pressure recovery is shown by the

remaining sectors. This is characteristic of a shear flow, where unlike a jet-type flow, the

flow is asymmetric with high velocity on one side of the duct and low velocity on the

other.

Finally, at the highest disc loading examined, the flow in Figure 5.41 once again shows

stability around the various azimuthal sectors and a reduced pressure recovery, both of
which are indicative of the formation of a large recirculation region along the centreline

of the diffuser.
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Figure 5.41: Static pressure distribution along the inner surface of the wind tunnel multi-slotted
DAWT under a local disc loading coefficient of 2.3.

It should be pointec{ out that these changes in flow behaviour are not totally unique to

DAWTs. Schubauer & Spangenberg [103, 104], Selbam [105] ancl Metha [97] all show

increasing clisc loading to have an steadying effect on diffuser flow, to aid diffuser

pressure recovery as a result of moving the boundary-layer further from the point of
separation, and to result in flows displaying more uniformity across the screen radius.

What is different, however, is tlre fact that the DAWT flows form a recirculation zone

under high disc loading coefficients.

As mentioned, the change in flow behaviour can be attributed firstly to a clelay in
separation from the diffuser wall as the boundaryJayer control effectiveness increases

with an increase in disc loading coefficient. This is most clearly demonstrated by

examining the ratio of the inviscid velocity at the outer edge of the thin boundary-layer,

V., to the average velocity across the blade-plane, V:, derived by substituting the surface

pressure coefficient, Cp, into the Bernoulli equation and then dividing by the velocity

speed-up.
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As seen in Figure 5.42, the resulting ratio of the local velocity at the diffuser wall to the

average velocity across the blade-plane indicates that with the addition of a gauze

screen, the velocity near the wall in the initial part of the diffuser is significantly greater

than the average velocity passing through the blade-plane. As separation is related to

fluid momentum which in turn relates to the fluid velocity, it can therefore be concluded,

as did Grumman [25], that an increase in disc loading coefficient improves the boundary-

layer control, however, these results also indicate it is not the sole determinant of their

performance.

Local disc loading coefficient (Ct2)
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Figure 5.42 The local velocity adiacent to the diffuser wall of the wind tunnel multi-slofted DAWT

for various disc loading coefficients relative to the average velocity across the blade-plane.

The second factor identified to influence the DAWT flow regime is the static pressure

distribution across the blade-plane. Referring to Figure 5.43, the relative difference in

static pressure, or gradient, between the innermost and outermost radial positions is

unchanged for local disc loading coefficients up to the optimal value of unity. Only once

the disc loading is increased above this is there a change with a progressive reduction in

the static pressure gradient across the rotor radius shown for increasingly higher disc

loadings. This reduced gradient would be anticipated to result in a more uniform

velocity distribution across the DAWT blade-plane and therefore to encourage axial jet-

type flow as opposed to the annular jet-type flow observec{.
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Local ctisc loading coefficient (Ctz)
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Figure 5.43: Static pressure dishibution of the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT immediately
downstream of the gauze screen for various uniform disc loading coefficients.

It is at this point that the third and final factor, the reduction in overall fluid momentum

under high disc loaclings, is introduced to explain the occurrence of annular jet-type flow
at these disc loadings. It has already been shown in 55.5.1 and is clearly demonstrated in

Figure 5.44, that the velocity speed-up reduces as the disc loading increases. Associated

with this reduction in velocity speed-up, is a reduction in fluid momentum. Recalling

that the velocity speed-up is lowest near the centrebody and that there is no boundary-

layer control applied to the flow passing over the centrebody, it is therefore not

surprising that at these high disc loarling coefficients. the flow is most susceptible to

separation from the centrebody and therefore the formation of an annular jet-type flow
through the diffuser.

Therefore the observed transition from axial jet-type flow to annular jet-type flow can be

initially attributed to the increased effectiveness of the boundary-layer control brought
about by a growing pressure differential across the blade-plane associated with the

increased disc loading. Despite the fact that as the disc loading coefficient increases

further there is a change in the static pressure dishibution across the blade-plane which

should encourage more flow towards the DAWT centreline, a transition to arrnular jet-

type flow is created by an overall reduction in mass-flow through the DAWT and

therefore the inability of the fluid momentum to resist flow separation from the

centrebody where the momentum is lowest and there is no boundaryJayer control to

delay its onset.
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Figure 5.t14: The inlluence of disc loading on the average velocity speed-up through the blade-plane

of the multi-slotted DAWT.

The net effect of the change in flow regime with disc loading is that an optimal disc

loading exists where augmentation is maximised (Figure 5.30). ln comparing all

experimental investigations on DAWTs to date, it is found that the optimal local disc

loading coefficient varies depending upon diffuser efficiency and therefore the various

investigations have shown optimums ranging from 0.2 to 1.0. These values have little

meaning unless they are described in terms of the free-stream dynamic pressure as is

done when describing disc loading on conventional bare turbines. The corresponding

optimal free-stream disc loading coefficients are then found to range from 0.89 to 1.12

and are therefore notable for being equal to or greater than the optimal value of 0.89 for a

conventional bare furbine.

The explanation for such free-stream disc loadings comes in the form of van Holten's [9]

ejector effect, that is, the ability of DAWTs to use the external flow to draw out the

retarded rotor wake. This interaction between intemal and external flow permits an

increased pressure drop across the rotor to be sustained thereby enabling more then

59.3Yo of the energy per unit of mass-flow passing through the blade-plane to be

captured.

Figure 5.45 confinns the existence of this aclditional energy capture. In comparing the

relative energy captured by a DAWT to that of a conventional bare turbine against the

relative mass-flow of each, it can be seen that the DAWT augmentation is at worst equal

to 95o/o of the increase in mass-flow-through the blade-plane and at best, exceeds it by

approximately 24'/". Correspondingly, this higher energy capture per unit of mass-flow
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is associated with higher disc loading coefficients and can therefore be attributed to the

ejector effect. Interestingly though, this differs from the conclusion arrived at by Hansen

l79l through CFD modelling and a theoretical analysis, which showed DAWT
augmentation to result solely from an increase in mass-flow through the blade-plane.
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Figure 5.45: Available augmentation ratio to mass-flow ratio of the wind tunnel multi-slotted
DAWT.

A final point of note with regard to disc loading is that the higher optimal free-stream

disc loading coefficient of DAWTs will in fact result in a higher thrust loading on the

rotor compared with a conventional bare furbine operating at the same freesteam

velocity. In the review of DAWT benefits in $2.3.3.2 it was highlighted by Lilley &
Rainbird [tt4], c{e Vries [12] and Grumman [25] that DAWTs benefit from lower thrust

Ioading. The distinction here is that the comparison was made against a conventional

bare turbine producing the same power output. This remains valid, however, for
strucfural design, it is more appropriate to consider the loading in terms of the free-

stream wind velocity ancl in that case, it has been shown that the DAWT will be more

heavily loaded.

5.5.3 Factors Influencing DAWT exit pressure

The final f-eature of DAWT flow and operational behaviour relates to the exit pressure

coefficient. In all of the historical work on DAWTs to date, and in the analysis of the

three different geometries in this investigation, it has been found that DAWTs exhibit a

sub'ahnospheric exit pressure, the like of which is clearly clisplayed in Figure 5.46. This
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sub-atmospheric exit pressure has also been found to be more negative than the ideal

theoretical value of -0.33 in the near-wake of a conventional bare turbine.

What has been unclear, however, is whether or not the exit pressure coefficient varies

with disc loading. Figure 5.46 answers this question by showing the exit pressure

coefficient to become around 50% more negative as the disc loading coefficient is

reduced from around 2.4 to 0. This is therefore confirmation of the theoretical

relationship described in 54.2.1 and also evidence to sholv that in using the assumption

of independence, the conclusions arrived at in the majority of theoretical investigations

of DAWTs to date I"12,2'1,37,41,44], would be invalid.
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Figure 5.46: Area weighted average exit pressure coefficients for the wind tunnel multi-slotted

DAWT under gauze screen testing for various disc loading coefficients.

ln examining the source of this sub.atmospheric exit pressure coefficient, it can be

theoretically shown that the influencing factors are the size of the diffuser wake and the

velocity at the exit of the DAWT. Following the one-dimensional analysis developed in

$4.1, equation (5.2) shows this relationship between exit pressure, Cp+, velocity speed-up,

4 the reciprocal of diffuser area ratio, 1", and the velocity in the far wake, Vs.

: tr: e: + Cp, (5.2)
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By rearranging for the exit pressure coefficient and

the wake velocity to the diffuser exit velocity by,

the throat velocity to the diffuser exit velocity by, tr'a=

mass continuity to relate both

( v"\'( e,\'
=l _r- | lr | , and similarly,

\v,, ) \A, )

: [a)', it is founct that the
\v, )

usng
(v,\=
l-l
\v" )

diffuser exit pressure is a function of the exit velocity and wake expansion:

(s.3)

This implies that the larger the diffuser wake or the higher the diffuser exit velocity, the

more negative the exit pressure. This relationship with exit velocity is confirmed by the

multi-slotted DAWT data where in Figure 5.47 the exit pressure coefficient is shown to

become more negative as the diffuser exit velocity increases. From a design perspective,

this suggesb that the more the high energy, and relatively high velocity, external flow
can be used to draw out the retarded wake flow the better, or in other words, the greater

the "ejector" effect the higher the augmentation. It should be noted that the "ejector"

effect occurs due to the existence of Reynolds stresses in the shear layer. The above

theoretical analysis can therefore be seen as a simplification with regard to this.

However, it remains illustrative of the influence of diffuser wake size and exit velocity

on exit pressure.
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Average exit velocity ratio squared (Vn/V")'

Figure 5.47: The relationship between the diffuser exit pressure coefficient and exit velocity ratio
squared for the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT at varioue local disc loading coefficients.
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Having gained an understanding of the exit pressure coefficient and the factors

influencing it, it is appropriate to relate this back to the influence wind tunnel blockage

has on DAWT performance and therefore the question raised in 53.7.6 as to whether the

results of previous researchers were in fact erroneous due to the high levels of wind

tunnel blockage in their investigations.

Simply put, the florn' through a closed section wind tunnel must pass either through the

DAWT or around its periphery in order to fulfil mass conservation. It then follows that

if an obiect is placed within this flow, in order to continue to fulfil mass conservation, the

flow passing around the object must be accelerated as the flow cross-sectional area at this

point is reduced because of the object's presence. As the size of this object increases, so

to will the influence it has on the acceleration of flow around it. Assuming Bernoulli's

equation holds, this increased velocity arounc{ the object will then be associatecl with a
more negative static pressure.

If we now consider the flow situation for a DAWT, the same flow acceleration and

therefore static pressure reduction would be expected, although the severi$ will depend

not only on the size of the blockage it preserrts, but also the clisc loading coefficient. This

is because, as shown in 55.5.1 and 5.5.2, the mass-flow through the DAWT diminishes as

the clisc loading coefficient increases. Consequentlv, for mass conservation to holcl, the

mass-flow passing around the DAWT must increase as the disc loac{ing increases.

If the flow passing arouncl the DAWT is accelerated ciue to blockage so that its velocity is

greater than the free-stream velocity, it follows that the static pressure will be more

negative than that in the free-stream. As a result, it is expected that the DAWT exit

pressure would be artificially lowered, and that this would become more pronounced as

the disc loading coefficient increased.

This is indeed shown to be the case in Figure 5.48 where wind tunnel results anc{ CFD

predictions for the seconc{ generation DAWT having an'11.-7u/" blockage are compared

against the CFD prediction for the same diffuser without any influerrce from blockage.

Both the more sub-atrnospheric exit pressure coefficient due to blockage arrd its reduced

variation with disc loading are displayed. That is, the exit pressure coefficient is

maintained at a more sub.atmospheric level as the disc loading increases due to the

effective increase in blockage it presents, and therefore reduction in the static pressure at

the diffuser exit.

This influence on exit pressure as a result of wind tunnel blockage is shown in Figure

5.49 to dramatically elevate the augmentation and therefore overestimate the DAWT's

performance. This overestimation of augmentation as a result of wind tunnel blockage
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concurs with the work of Loeffler [851. It can therefore be concluded that significant
,error was introduced into Srre work of [ga [20, 2,z4'l,Grumman 125,27] alrd l,ewis et al

[r10], due to the high levels of blockage present in their experimental investigations and

that the effect of bloekage may have influenced Grumman to incorrecily conclude that

exi,t prescure was indep.endentof disc loading.
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5.6 Summory

The multi-slotted DAWT has been developed following the understanding gained

through computational fluid dynamic (CFD) motlelling and full-scale testing of the

Vortec 7, as well as the CFD modelling and wind tunnel testing of the second generation

DAWT. In comparison to previous DAWT designs (Table 5.1), the multi-slotted DAWT

has the highest efficierrcy for the most compact geometry ancl therefore presents a

significant reduction in DAWT cost of energy.

Table 5.1: Comparison of the experimental results of lgra, Lewis et al and Grumman with those of
the multi-slofted DAWT. Included is the author's interpretations for Gtumman's DAWT45 based

on averaged data and correction for the inlet velocity measurement error. Table headings iue:
Iength-to-diameter ratio, exit-area-ratio, available augmentation, diffuser efficiency, exit pressure
coefficient, local disc loading coefficient, free.stream disc loading coefficient and velocity speed-

The performance of the multi-slotted DAWT has been established unequivocally in this

investigation through the use of multiple, independent measurements in both the wind

tunnel and field prototype scale as well as by the fact that its results are in line with those

obtained from wincl tunnel, CFD modelling and full-scale testing of the Vortec 7 ancl

second generation DAWT.

uP.

Research Phase
& Model w EAR Iair Tldiff cpn Ctz ct, t

Lewis
Small-scale screen

I 2.56 -0.4

lgra5Model 3ttt 2.27 4.5 2.02 &o/o -0.56

Grunrnran 5

DAWT45 il)
0.488 2.62 3.8

80%
to

907o

-0.4
to

-0.65
1.10 7.82

DAWT 45 Author's
interpretation

0.488 2.62 2.02 5696 -0.65 0.94 1,18

Full-scale Vortec 7 0.55 3.41 1.09 12) -0.43 1.1 0]5 0.82

Second generation
DAWT

1.0 overall

0.70 diffuser onlv
4.0 2.3 81% -0.49 1.0 1.03 1.01

0.48 nr dianreter
Ir,lulti-slotted

DAWT

0.478 overall

0.385 diffuser onlv
3.0 1.73 690h -0.41 1.0 1.03 1.01

Y22m diarneter
Multi-slotted

DAWT

0.478 overall

0.385 diffuser only
3.0 1.56 4'li6 -0.55 1.0 0.94 o.97

It) pslfsrm6nce enhancecl bt' wind tunnel blockage
(2) Shaft augmentation
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The geometric feahrres incorporated into the multi-slotted DAWT which lead to this

performance are: an inlet contraction sized to match the mass-flow passing through the

DAWT under optimal operating conditions, a unique boundaryJayer control system

employing a pressurised cavity within the DAWT to supply the slot flow, a combined

inlet slot/blade tip-gap, a streamlined centrebody and an exit-area-ratio of 3.0. These are

all based around a single-element ring-wing type cliffuser that lends itself to an internal

truss structure clad with fabric or light-weight metal ancl therefore structural and cost

benefits.

The inlet contraction is incorporatecl to mitigate against yaw misalignment and large-

scale turbulence. Although srnaller than Lilley & Rainbird's [.14] recommended inlet-

area-ratio of at least 1.5, it has been shown that a contraction larger than that required to

match the mass-flow through the DAWT under optimal operating conditions simply
incurs unnecessary cost and is as detrirnental to the aeroclynamic performance as none,

or too small a contraction.

The passive bounc{ary-layer control system presents a number of advancements over

previous designs. It provides flexibility in the number and location of slots and therefore

the ability to incorporate more frequent but smaller slots, as recommended by North

[52], without placing any restrictions on the overall DAWT geometry. The system

maximises the pressure differential driving the slot flow due to the near stagnation

pressure achieved in the internal cavity and for the same reason, minimises losses within
the system. The system also provicles a constant boundary-layer control both in terms of
slot mass-flow ancl direction even under yawed conditions. Consequently, the key

requirements identified in this investigation for effective boundary-layer control are

fulfillecl.

Along with showing features to be incorporated into DAWT design, this investigation
has shown that any geometric elements that initiate or encourage flow separation, for

instance, bluff diffuser elements, norl-streamlined centrebodies or centrebody supports,

must be eliminated. This is because the adverse pressure gradient within the diffuser
causes any separation to grow rapidly which in turn results in significant performance

degradation. One such feature was the cylindrical inlet ring on the DAWT 45 ancl

Vortec 7 due to its propensity to initiate flow separation as a result of incident flow
approaching its bluff geometry. In removing this feature it was also shown that a
channellec{ inlet flow together with a constant area section in which the blade-plane is

centrally located in order to enable the flow to negotiate the start of the diffuser as

concluded by Grumman [25,27], is not required.
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As a result of this susceptibility to separation from bluff geometries the conclusion was

drawn that Grumman's upstream centrebody, truncated immediately downstream of the

blade-plane, woulcl have produced a large recirculation zone along the DAWT centreline

and therefore would have in fact degraded its performance rather than edhance it as

suggested hy Grumman.

Along with the geometric understanding, three key features of DAWT flow and

operational behaviour have been analysed: the velocity across the blade-plane and

f'actors influencing it; the influence of disc loadinp and the DAWT exit pressure.

It has been shown that the velocity speed-up can exceed the free-stream velocity, that it
is non-uniform and behaves as a wake-type flow with the highest velocities occurring

over tlre outer radii of the blade-plane, that this non-uniformity is a function of the

compactness of the DAWT, and that its rnagnitude is preclominantly affected by disc

loading with higher loadings resulting in lower velocities and vice versa.

Although suggested by Lilley and Rainbird [aa] to complicate blade design, the non-

uniform velocity distribution has been identified to produce three benefits: increased

augmentation, improvecl pressure recovery through the diffuser, ancl cost saving for

blades due to a reduction ilr twist and taper required. However, further enhancement of

this wake-type flow through use of a non-uniform disc loac{ing screen was not shown to

aid augmentation.

The optimal disc loading found was one that is uniform across the blade-plane. Given

that it is impossible to maintain a uniform clistribution under all operating conditions, it
has been shown that a distribution favouring a lighter loading towarcls the diffuser wall

or screen periphery is preferable over the converse distribution.

Along with its influence on velocity speed-up magnituc{e, disc loading was also shown

to alter the flow regime through the DAWT with axial jet flow occurring at low disc

loading coefficients ancl annular jet flow occurring at high disc loadings. Corresporrding

with this change in flow regime is a change in pressure recovery through the diffuser

anel therefore diffuser efficiency. Not surprisingly, the peak augmentation was found to

occur at the disc loading which proc{ucecl the greatest overall pressure recovery through

the diffuser.

Three factors were identified as the underlying cause for the change in flow regime.

These are: an increase in boundary-layer control eff'ectiveness as the local disc loading

coefficient is increased from zero; a change in radial static pressure gradienb and the

general reduction irr flow momentum ior higher disc loaclings coupled with the location
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of the lowest velocity across the radius at the centrebody and the lack of boundary-layer

control over the cenhebody.

When the optimal local disc loading coefficient is referenced to the free-stream rather

than the local dynamic pressure, it is notable that it exceeds the optimal value of 0.89 for
a conventional bare turbine. This is shown to be the case for all DAWTs examined to

date. It therefore implies that DAWTs are able to extract more energy per unit of mass-

flow passing through the blade-plane as the interaction created between the internal and

external flow enables the more highly retarded wake flow to still be drawn ouL As such,

DAWTs are shown to obtain augmentation both from increased mass-flow as well as

increased energy capture, a point that disputes the conclusions of Lilley & Rainbird [44],
de Vries [12], van Bussel [43] and Hansen [79].

The third key feature of DAWTs shown in the development of the multi-slottect DAWT
is that they are capable of maintainir-rg exit pressure coefficients more sub-atmospheric

than the -0.33 found in the near-wake of a conventional bare turbine. The two key

variables found to influence this sub'atmospheric exit pressure are the size of the DAWT
wake and the exit velocity. By maximising either, a more sub-atmospheric exit pressure

and therefore increased augmentation is achieved. Confirmation is also shown that exit
pressure coefficient varies with disc loading coefficient and therefore the assumption

nrade in f72, 27, 37, 41, tt4] that the two are independent renders these theoretical

investigations inconclusive.

Another significant feature of exit pressure is that wind tunnel blockage has been shown
to influence both its magnitucle and variation with disc loading. In closed wind tunnel

test sections, a large blockage accelerates the velocity around the DAWT, lowering the

exit pressure coefficient and enhancing augmentation. This effect is shown to increase as

disc loading increases as a larger volume of air is forced arouncl the DAWT. The net

effect is the false appearance that exit pressure coefficient is independent of disc loading

coefficient.

Overall, the investigation showed that in order to be commercially feasible, a DAWT
clesign must have stable, robust flow that is relatively insensitive to disturbances such as

those associated with changes in onset flow conditions or geometric variation due to
manufacturing limitations or deformation when under operation. The clifficulty
highlighted was that a positive feedback loop existed where an increase in separation

leads to a reduction in mass-flow through the DAWT which in turn worsens the

separation as the flow now has less momenfum to resist the aclverse pressure gradient.

Although the opposite situation also holds, it is pointed out that in order to achieve the
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best economics, DAWTs will always employ the most compact diffusers possible and

will therefore always be inherently unstable.

Having established an unclerstanding of the performance, geometric and operational

characteristics of DAWTs, a number of conclusions can be drawn in reference to

previous investigations.

First and foremost is that it is evident that significant error was introduced into the work

of Igra [20, 22,24], Grumman [25, 271 and Lewis et al [40], due to the high levels of

blockage present in their experimental investigations and measurement error. It is also

evident that additional error was introduced into Grumman's 127,321 results as the

velocity they used to represent the average across the blade-plane was elevated by its
location at the inlet of the diffuser. The three factors leac{ing to this elevation are: the

non-uniform velocity across the blade-plane, the acceleration of flow through the blade

tip-gap and the localised reduction in static pressure around the cylindrical inlet ring.

It is also suggested that Grumman's [28] predictions of exit pressure coefficients as low

as -1.4 and augmentations of I are implausible and were based on false assumptions as

no investigation to date has attairred anything but a fraction of these values. This is

further emphasised by the fact that there is a high level of confidence in the performance

of the multi-slotted DAWT presented herein and that this corroborates with the

performance attained by the Vortec 7 and second generation DAWTs.

Finally, it has been shown that DAWT rotors are in fact subject to higher loads than

conventional bare turbines at any given free-stream wind speed. This is because the

optirnal free-stream disc loading for a DAWT exceeds that for a conventional bare

turbine. This does not dispute Litley & Rainbird [44], de Vries [12] and Grumman's [25]

suggestion that the loads are lower for a given power output but rather clarifies that it is

the comparison at a given free-stream wind speed that determines the structural

requirements and therefore cost.
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Chapter 6
The Design & Performonce of a DAWT Rotor

The multi-slotted DAWT has been shown to present a significant advancement in
reducing the cost of energy produced by a DAWT on the assumption that cost of energy

is reduced if the size of a DAWT is reclucecl. However, in order to be commercially
viable, this available augmentation must be translated into electrical energy via a rotor.

To c{ate, the modelling techniques and designs developed by lgra, Lewis et al and

Grumman have only achievec{ rotor efficiencies of 32% to 660/o. Such efficiencies

substantially negate the augmentation benefit provided by a DAWT.

The question is therefore raised as to whether a method can be developed to design a

DAWT rotor whose efficiency matches the best practice efficiencies achieved by

conventional bare turbines. In addition, what influence does the operating rotor have on

diffuser performance?

The following chapter explores these questions in four parts. In the first section, the

development of a modifiec-l blade-elenrent method together with the design and

production of a rotor for the multi-slotted DAWT is presented. The second section

details the performance of the blade design and multi-slotted DAWT under rotor
operation. This leac{s to an evaluation in the third section of the impact an operating
rotor has on the operational characteristics of the multi-slotted DAWT with the fourth
ancl final section presenting an assessment of the modified blade-element methocl.

6.1 Development of a rotor design method for DAWTs

In the review of DAWT rotor development in 93.4, it was concluded that a rotor-only

design similar to that of a conventional bare turbine not only had practical as well as

economic benefits over an axial rotor/stator type design, it appeared to enhance the

diffuser performance and to have a wider performance range. This is supported by

Schaffarczyk's [106] Cordier diagram analysis which shows the DAWT operating
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conditions are equally well matched by either type of design and therefore economic

arguments bias the selection towards a conventional bare turbine type design.

Due to the speed and accuracy of the blade-element method (BEM), it is a popular

engineering design tool used in the analysis and design of horizontal-axis wind turbirres.

Consequently, it was considered to be an ideal platform from which to develop a method

for DAWT rotor design.

6.f .1 The blade-element method

The blade-element method equates the axial force generated from momentum

considerations to the axial force predicted from aerodynamic considerations for each

blade-element along the length of the blade. A similar equality is used to equate the

angular momentum and blade torque. Knowing the geometrical relationships between

these forces (Figure 6.1), it is then possible to determine the well known equations

describing the flow conditions at the blade-plane in terms of the axial, n, and tangential,

n', induction factors. The variables usecl to derive these equations are the lift, L, and

drag, D, forces on the blade element, the resultant wirrd vector, W, the local axial and

tangenfial velocities, Vz and Vr respectively, the local angle of attack of the blade

element, a, which is set at a local pitch angle, 0, and is rotating at speed, (?.

Plane of rotation

Ir,=r{)(l+u')

v. 
------->

Figtrre 5.1: Velocities and local forces acting on a blade-element.

v= =v.(t - o)
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The equations for the axial and tarrgential inductions (equations (6.1) and (6.2)) can be

seen to be functions of the local blade-element solidity, o the lift & drag coefficients, Cr

& Cn, and the resultant flow angle, /. The axial induction factor is given by:

a _ o(C, cosd + C,,sind)
(6.1)l-a 4sin2 Q

and the tangential induction factor i^s given by:

a' o,(c sin/- C,,cos{)

-=
l+a' 4sinQcosQ

where the solidity is defined by the product of the number of lrlades, B, and the element

chord, c, divided by the circumference at radius, r, i.e.

(6.2)

Bc
O=-

2n'
(6.3)

By assuming that the flow through the rotor occurs in non-interacting annular

streamtubes, the flow conditions at the rotor can be determined on an elemental basis.

An iterative procedure is required to establish the flow conditions for each blade-

element. An initial guess for the induction factors allows the flow conditions at the blade

to be calculated, which are in turn used to calculate lift and drag forces on the element.

The process is repeated until convergence is obtained whereupon the sectional flow
properties are known. Summation of the resulting local torque and axial force

confributions establishes the overall performance of the rotor.

In order to determine the power ouput accurately for a conventional bare turbine using

the blade-element method, two corrections are required. These are known as the Prandtl

and Glauert corrections. The Prancltl tip-loss model accounts for the finite number of

blades, while the Glauert correction accounts for the break-down of the simple

momentum theory for axial induction factors larger than approximately 0.4. With these

modifications to the standard blade-element method, it is possible to determine the

power curve of a conventional bare turbine with a high degree of accuracy.

6.1.2 Implications of a diffuser - the modified-blade-element method

The question arises as to how to incorporate the effect of the diffuser into a blade-

element model. The optimal performance of the multi-slotted DAWT is shown in S5.4 to

occur at a local disc loading coefficient of 1.0 with an average velocity speed-up of 1.01;

the corresponding free-stream disc loading of which equals 1.03. These conditions

therefore differ significantly from the optimal conditions of a conventional bare turbine,
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whose velocity speed-up equals 0.66 at a free-stream clisc loading coefficient of 0.89.

Consequently, the flow conditions at the rotor of a DAWT camot be calculated following

the formula outlined in 56.1.1. A relationship must therefore be developed to describe

the conditions experienced at the blade-plane of a DAWT.

The axial induction factor used in the standarcl BEM is a function of the axial loading and

local radius of the blade section. These same parameters have been chosen to clefine the

axial velocity at the blade-plane of the multi-slotted DAWT. Under the standarct BEM

assumption that the flow through the rotor occurs in non-interacting annular

streamtubes, an empirical relationship for the velocity speed-up at the blade-plane of the

multi-slottecl DAWT was derived from the uniform disc loading hotwire velocity speed-

up data (Figure 5.34).

Modification of the standard blade-element method is achieved by replacing the local

axial velocity calculation:

v. =v,.(r - o) 6.4)

with the empirically-derived velocity equation incorporating the effect of the diffuser:

y. = .1(Thrust Coefficient. Relative Rudius)

= 
[' [;))"r 

. 
I 
n[a))"' . 

['[;)J", 
. 
^[;J

(6.s)

which is a function of the local disc loading coefficient, Cfz, and the local radii of the

blade element, r, normalised against the rotor tip radius, Rrrp, with functions,f to/+ given

bv:

(6.6)

where ai, bi, ct and d, are the respective coefficients for the frl' functions. The required

4 x 4 matrix of coefficients is derived from the velocity speed-up data measurecl in the

wirrd tunnel under the uniform disc loading gillrz,e screen conditions.

The resulting prediction of the velocity speed-up across the blade-plane for various local

disc loading coefficients can be seen in Figure 6.2 to accurately match the hotwire

measurements for the uniform gauze screen conditions. Following on from this, close

agreement is observed in Figure 6.3 between the available augmentation from both the

wind tunnel measurements and the calculation using tl're empirically-derived velocity

,[;) = ,,[;J' .o[;)' ..{"). o
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speed'up equation. For disc loading coeff,icients oubide the range examined (Ctt>2.6),

the empirical equation breaksdown. However, such disc loadings would represent

severe off-design operation and are therefore considered to be outside the required

modellingrange.

Local dim coefficient
r 0.68

-Eqn

t1,

-Ego

o 1.5

-E$r

0,2 0.4 0i.6 0.8 7 "t.?
Nomtalised rotor radius (r/Rup)

Figue 6t Comparison of the empirically-derived velodty Epeed.up for vatioue diac loading
cqcfficlents wifh winditunn€l data for the multi-slotted DAWT.

X Uniform gauze scneen wind tunnel data

- 
Empirical velocity speed-up equation

00.5 11.522.s3
Local disc loading coefficient (Ct2)

Figure 6.3: Comparison of,tfie augmentation derived fronthe enpiilcal veloclty epeed-up equation
l.vlth data obtained from wind tunnel testing using uniform disc loading gauze $cr€€ns ov€r a ringe
of local dicc loading codficients fol the nrulti-slotted DAWT.
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In comparing the empirically-derived velocity speed-up prediction for a non-uniform

clisc loading distribution with wind tunnel data, the predicted velocity speed-up can be

seen in Figure 6.4 to be generally overestimated. This reflects the reduced performance

noted in 55.4.2 which occurs under operation with a non-uniform disc loading

distribution.

r 51, (1.24 - 0.9 disc loading)
t 32 (1.5 - 0.5 disc loading)
o 53 (0.5 - 1.5 disc loading)

Predicted velocity speed-up 51

- ' - Predicted velocity speed-up 52
Predicted velocity speed-up 53

1.8

1,.6

a 1.4

Srr
tT'

n-r 16r
3 o.s

E 0.6
6> 0.4

0.2

0

0.4 0.6 0.8
Normalised rotor radius (r/R,ro)

Figure 6.4: Comparison of the empirically-derived velocity speed-up against wind tunnel data for
the multi-slotted DAWT with non-uniform disc loading screens.

Having defined the axial velocity at the blade-plane of the multi-slotted DAWT over the

range of disc loadings of interest, it is therefore unnecessary to account for the Glauert

correction employed in the standard BEM. Similarly, the Prandtl tip-loss model is not

incorporated in the modified BEM. This is because although the gap between blade tips

and diffuser wall is large in comparison to that employed on turbomachinery blades,

where typical tip-gaps are of the order of 7o/o to 3o/o of blade tip chord [107], it can be

surmised using the analysis method outlined by Lilley & Rainbircl [tt4], that the loss in

rotor efficiency associated with the tip-gap on the multi-slotted DAWT would be around

1% and therefore negligible. This benefit of DAWTs to blade performance has also been

noted by Iwasaki 1471, de Vries [12], Grumman [32] and Yeung as referenced in [a0].

The modified BEM can therefore be seen to be analogous to the standard BEM with it
cliffering only in the calculation of the axial velocity and in the omission of the Prandtl

and Glauert corrections. As such, the flow conditions at the blade-plane of the multi-

slotted DAWT can be calculated in the same iterative manner as described for the

"1.20.2
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standard BEM. This therefore presenb a significarrt advancement over the design

methodology employecl by Grumman [25, 32] as it allows the radial variation in axial

velocity to be accounted fbr; the importance of which was noted by Lilley & Rainbird

t44l Consequently, twist and taper can be incorporated into the blade design, both

features not present in the Grumman I25,321or the Vortec 7 rotor design.

6.1.3 Blade design methodology

A single point optimisation approach has been used in tl're initial design of blades for the

multislotted DAWT. In order to maximise augmentation, the design approach must

firstly create the DAWTs optimal conditions and secondly, maximise rotor efficiency.

This is achieved by designing for a uniform disc loading coefficient across the blade-

plane equal to 1.0 at the design tipspeed ratio (TSR).

For commercial wind turbines, the TSR is dictated both by noise constraints and

efficiency. Typically the resulting blac{e tip velocity for a three-bladed rotor is around

60 m/ s - 65 m/ s. A design TSR of 6.0 was therefore used for the V2 2 m diameter truck-

testing-prototype with testing performed at free-strearn wind speeds ranging from 6 m/s
to12m/s. In order to account for the structural limitations of the wind tunnel multi-
slotted DAWT blades, the design TSR was recluced to 5.2.

With the operating conditions clefined, the twist and chord of each blade section is
calculatecl so that the desirecl local thrust loading at the optimum angle of attack in terms

of the sectional lift-to-drag ratio is achieved. For exarnple, this corresponds to a disc

foading coefficient of unity and an angle of attack of 7" for the SELIG 93021-095-84 blade

section.

For the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT, the thrust loading and local angle of attack

were chosen to be constant over the entire blade. This resulted in a blade design with a

large twist and chord variation from root-to-tip which are less desirable commercially

due to cost, however the thicker root section that resulted had strucfural benefits on the

small-scale wind tunnel blades. As these shuctural benefits were not required on the

larger YZ 2 m diameter truck-testing-prototype blades, a more cost-effective design with
less twist and taper was producerl by incorporating a small increase in the thrust loading

from root-to-tip.

A description of the resulting blacle clesigns is shown in Table 6.1. Of note is their
relatively high solidity of approximately 60% to 5% root-to-tip [a6]. This emerges from

the fact that the flow velocity through the DAWT blade'plane exceeds the free-stream

flow velocity, whereas on a converrtional bare turbine the reverse sifuation occurs with
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the flow velocity reduced below free-stream. Consequently, with both the DAWT and

conventional bare turtrine rotors having the sarne tip-speed limit due to noise

constraints, the DAWT rotor will be subject to relatively lower tip-speed ratios and non-

optimal flow angles. This has two implications: a reduction in rotor efficiency and an

increase in thrust loading under extreme wind evenb as noted by Snel [a6] in his review

of this investigation. This is further aggravated by the fact that the DAWT accelerates

the flow through the blade-plane and therefore the velocity at the blade-plane will
exceed that present on conventional bare turbines during the same extreme winc{ events.

Table 6.1: Blade geomekies investigated on the 0.t18 m diameter wind tunnel multi-slofted DAWT
and the Y22 m diameter truck-testing-prototype. The table headings, Vc and Ctz are the section

The final aspect of the blade design is the tip geometry. The DAWT rotor clesign

developed uses an unaltered section with the tip simply truncated. This differs from a

conventional l-rare turbirre clesign where noise mitigation is the primary focus and

therefore, the tip sections are normally detwisted and taperecl. Consequently, the

DAWT rotor has been designed to remain heavily loaded at the tip and to generate

strong tip vortices. The rational behind this is that the larger pressure differential

created across the blacle-plane provides greater power, it enhances the boundary-layer

control slot flow and the vorticies created encourage mixing of the slot and core flows

which in furn enhances cliffuser performance. These factors are therefore consiclered to

outweigh the noise issue at this stage of development.

6.1.4 Blade profiles and lift & drag data

The blade section, design tip-speed ratio and number of blades used in the wind tunnel

model were dictated by wincl tumel testing practicalities. The Reynolcls number based

on blade tip chord was of the order of 1x105. A SELIG5-3021-095-84 low Reynolds

number profile was therefore selected, with lift and drag data available in Simons [108]

up to an angle of attack of 13". In order to accommodate the steel shaft used to mount

the blade to the hub, the SELIG section profile was scaled from its design thickness-to-

chord ratio of approximately "10'/o to a ratio of 25o/o for the blade root sections. The

profile was then scalecl in a manner such that the thickness distribution varied linearly

thickness-to.chord ratio and local disc loading coefficient respectively.

Model
Twist
(cleg)

Section
t/c

(root-tip)
Ctr

(root-tip)
Chorcl

(root-tip)

Wind tunnel 21..3" Selig 3021 257o-707o 1.0 42.6 -23.5 mm

Y27m diamter truck-
testing-prototype

25.6" NACA 634XX 21Vo-"lsyo 1.2-1.0
0.209 -

0.095 m
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until reaching the SELIG design thickness over the outer blade sections, details of which

are presented in Appendix 8.1.1.

Although the section thickness varied along the blacle sparr in the wind tunnel multi-
slotted DAWT, the published [108] lift and clrag data for the SELIG section were used as

representative for all sections as they were the only data available. Despite this

inaccuracy, it is considered that it is in fact somewhat compensatory for the omission of

three-dimensional rotational effects which occur on wind furbines and therefore alter the

lift and drag data from the two-dimensional data.

At the wind tunnel scale, it was also necessary to extend the available lift and drag data

for angles of attack beyond the stall point. This was achievec{ by using the Viterna-
Corrigan moclel described by Spera [109], with a slight moclification made to ensure a

positive tangential force coefficient existed for all positive angles of attack [110].

The resulting lift and drag data are shown in Figure 6.5. The characteristics shown are

considered to fit with the "rules of thumb" often used to assess the appropriateness of
lift and drag data for wind turbines. These rules of thumb include: a lift coefficient

greater than the drag coefficient at an angle of attack of 45", a maximum drag coefficient
of approximately 1.3 at 90" angle of attack, a constant normal force coefficient for angles

of attack greater than 45" and a drag coefficient of approximately 0.2 at an angle of attack

of 20".

-Cl 
Re=100,000 Cd Re:100,000
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Figure 5.5: Lift and drag data for the SELIG 5-3021-095-84 profile using the Viterna-Corrigan [l{Dl
model extrapolation for post-stall data for a Reynolds number of 1 x 10s.
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For the Y22m diameter truck-testing-prototype, NACA 634XX blade profiles were used.

The typical Reynolds number of the controlled field testing was 5 x 105. The lift and drag

data used in the development of the V2 blades was for a Reynolds number of 1 x 106 and

therefore the data may differ from the actual lift and drag characteristics of the

NACA 634XX blade profiles present during fielc{ testing elue to the lower Reynolds

number [111]. The data had been modified frorn two-dimensional lift and drag data at

the Technical University of Denmark [112] to account for the three-dimensional

rotational effects present on wind turbine blades. The thickness distribution used in the

design varied from 15% in the tip region to 2'l,o/o at the root. Again, details of the blade

geometry are presented in Appendix 8.1.1.

6.1.5 Blade production

A five-axis computer numerically controlled (CNC) machine was used to produce the

blade sets for the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT and V2 2 m diameter truck-testing-

prototype. The tool path used by the CNC machine was generated from a three-

dimensional CAD model of both blade designs, ofl example of which is shown in Figure

6.6. Although this ensured a high degree of geometric accuracy, the small physical

dimensions of the wind tumel blacles, with a maxinrum tip thickness of 2.35 mm, meant

that exact reproduction of the SELIG profile was not possible and therefore additional

uncertainty in the actual lift and clrag data of this blade set was introduced.

For longevity, th" surface of the timber blades was finished with an epoxy vanish in the

case of the wind tunnel blades anc{ with a layer of glass fibre on the V2 2 m diameter

truck-testing-prototype blades.

ar -^

rt

Figure 6.6: Three-dimensional CAD model of the DAWT wind tunnel blade.
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6.2 Performance of the malti-slotted DAWT under rotor operation

Having developed a methodology and blade clesigns for the wind tunnel multi-slotted

DAWT and VZ 2m diameter truck-testing-prototype in the first section, their

performance is evaluated in this second section at several blade pitch angles ranging

from 4.7o through ta 29.7" under various wind speeds and turbulence levels. For each of

these configrrrations, multiple tests were conducted so that any variability associated

with the model set-up, pitch angle or in the case of the controllecl field testing, test

conclitions, was removed through averaging of the results. It should be noted that the

pitch angle stated is the angle, d, shown in Figure 6.1 with respect to the chord line of the

blade tip.

6.2.1 Instrumentation validation

Further assurance as to the accuracy of the results was obtained by first examining the

instrumentation r,r'ith the rotor operating as a conventional bare turbine. It should be

noted that the DAWT rotor presents a non-optimal design for operation as a bare turbine

ancl as such, little credence is placed on the augmentation obtained by the bare rotor
(Figure 6.7). However, the trencls associated with the rotor and the point at which

optimum performance is obtainecl should align with those of a conventional bare turbine

and therefore provide verificafion of the instrumentation accuracy.

Tip-speetl ratio (TSR)

Figure 6.7: Variation in shaft power coefficient with tip-speed ratio for the wind tunnel DAWT
rotor operating as a conventional bare turbine at 6.7' pitch.
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The reule shown in Figure 6.7 to Figure 6.9 indicate that the irutnrmentation used in
th-is investigation accurately recorded the rotor performance and flow conditions. This

eonclusion is drawn from the faet that the velocify speed-up (Figure 6.8) and local disc

loading coefficient (Figure 6,9) approach the theoreticall'y optimum values for a

conventional bare turbine of 0.56 and 2.0 respectively at the TSR corresponding to peak

augrne.ntatiorn as shown in Figure 67-

'"'--..--o. -' "'o'-"'*" -o
l
f .., __-"-t..-

' "'l-'--.r--'-l
aa

0 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.8 | 't..2

Normalfued rotor radlus (r/Rup)

Figure 6.8: Radiat variation in the velocity speed-up immediately downstredn of the DAWI rofor

operating ae a conventional bare turbine at tL7o pitch,

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0,8 1 7.2
Normalised rotor radius ("/R,ip)

Figure 6.9: Radial variation inthe local disc l,oading coefficient acrose the blade-plane of the DAWT
rotor operating as a convenfional bare turbine at 4'7' piteh.
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6.2.2 Performance of the multi-slotted DAWT under rotor operation at the
design pitch

The peak average shaft augmentation achieved by the multi-slotted DAWT is 1.52. This

is the same for both the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT (Figure 6.10) and the V2 2 m

diameter truck-testing-prototype (Figure 6.11) despite their differing blade designs, scale

and the Reynolds number at which each was tested. To avoid confusion, it should be

noted that the shaft augmentation is the product of the measured torque and rotational

speed of the rotor and therefore differs from the available augmentation which is the

product of the rotor thrust and velocity across the blade-plane.

Note:different I

I

svmbols indicate I

different data sets

246810'.tz
Tip-speed ratio (TSR)

Figure 5.10: Variation in shaft augmentation with tip-speed ratio for the wind tunnel multi-slotted
DAWT at 6.7' pitch for free-stream wind speeds ranging from 7.5 m/s to 9.5 nr/s.

In examining the results of the multi-slotted DAWT it is apparent that there is a high
level of repeatabili$. This is clespite the fact that data sets were recorded on different

occasions and with expected minor differences in set-up, for instance due to the limited
pitch setting accuracy of 10.5o on the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT and around +1.0n

on the Y2 2 m diameter truck-testing-prototype. This consistency in resulb therefore

provides further confidence in the accuracy of the performance stated.

lf this performance is compared against previous researchers' shaft augmentations, the

mufti-slotted DAWT's shaft augmentation is 23870 greater than the published

performance of Grumman's [32] similarly sized DAWT 45, is 49"/o greater than Lewis et

al's [40] DAWT even though the multi-slotted DAWT is half the length-to-diameter ratio,
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and is 38% greater than that achieved by lgra's [23] design even with its eleven times

longer diffuser and exit-area-ratio over twice that of the multi-slotted DAWT.

-Best 
fit line for all data sets

Note: different
symlrols indicate

' different data sets
x

6810
Tip-speed ratio (TSR)

Figure 6.1.1: Variation in shaft augmentation with tip-speed ratio for the V2 2 m diameter truck-

testing-prototype multislotted DAWT at 7.0' pitch at a free-stream wind speed of 12m/s.

Not only does the multi-slotted DAWT's shaft augmentation surpass the performance of

all previous DAWTs, the rotor efficiency is also superior. Defined as the ratio of the

average measured shaft augmentation to the average measured available augmen[afion

(Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13), the rotor efficiency is 77o/o for the wind tunnel multi-slotted

DAWT at the peak shaft augmentation TSR and 77o/o at the same respective operating

point for the V2 2 m diameter truck-testing-prototype. These efficiencies are therefore

over twice that of Grumman's [32] published results and are on average 11% greater

than that achieved by lgra [23], however, they remain below best practice for wind

turbines. Snel [46] suggests this presents the possibility of around a 10% further gain in

augmentation.

The final point drawn from this analysis of the multi-slotted DAWT's performance is

that there is little difference in moving from the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT to the

Y2 2 m tliameter truck-testing-prototype. The slightly greater rotor efficiency of the V2

2 m diameter huck-testing-prototype can be attributed to the more precise geometry of

the lrlades at the larger scale and the likely Reynolds number benefits that go along with

the increased size. This does raise the question as to why lgra's [24] field prototype
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achieved a substantial irnprovement in augmentation. Unfortunately with only minimal
informati,on published by Igra on the field prototype, this question remains unanswered.
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Figure 6.12: Variation in available augrnentation with tip'speed ratio for the wind tunnel multi-
slotted DAWT at 6.70 pitch for free-streanr wind epeede ranging fron 7 ,5 n/e to 9.5 ny's.
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F,igure 6J3: Variation in available augmentation with tip.speed ratio for the V2 2 m diarneter truck-
testing-prototype nrulti-slotted DAWT at 7.0o pitch at a freestream wind cpeed of ll2 mle.
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6.2.3 Performance of the multi-slotted DAWT under rotor operation at off-
design pitch angles

The performance of the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT and the Y2 2m diameter

truck-testing-prototype was examined over a range of blade pitch angles. The results

shown in Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 indicate that the peak average shaft augmentation

is obtained with the blade set at the design pitch for both DAWTs. In general, the design

pitch setting also produces the highest augmentation over the broadest tip-speed ratio

range. Although the blade designs differ between the wind tumel multi-slotted DAWT

and the Y2 2m diameter truck-testing-prototype, in both cases a shift in pitch angle

away from the design pitch results in a reduction in the tip-speed ratio at which the

respective peak augmentations occurs.

The significance of these results is that the clesign methodology produces rotor designs

that maximise performance and that the modified BEM must capture the global flow

behaviour of the DAWT. The results also indicate that power regulation could be

obtained through either a stall regulated design or through pitch control.

o4.T t6.7 r'8.8" 110.8" t14.7" +20.7 -29.7
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Figure 6.1rt Variation in shaft augmentation with tipspeed ratio for pitch angles ranging from 4.7"

to29.7" on the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT.
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Figure 6.15: Variation in shaft augmentation with tipspeed ratio for pitch angles ranging from 0'5'

to 15.0" on the V2 2 m diameter truck-testing-prototype'

6.3 The inltuence of an operoting rotor on DAWT performance

When examining the performalrce of the multi-slotted DAWT under rotor operation in

the wind tunnel, it has been shown that the available augmentation reaches a peak

average value of 2.',,4. In comparison, under gauze screen operation, the peak available

augmentation obtainecl is'1..73. The same shift in available augmentation is seen on the

Y2 2m cliameter truck-testing-prototype with values of 1.98 and 1'56 being obtained

under rotor operation and gauze screen simulation respectively' Evidently' there is an

increase in performance of the multi-slotted DAWT under rotor operation' This

improvement is clearly clisplayed in Figure 6.76 for the wind tunnel multi-slotted

DAWT.

In this thircl section, the answer to the question as to what causes the improvement in

DAWT performance is adtlressecl. Is the ejector effect enhanced? Does swirl, imparted

on the wake flow under rotor operation, improve the Pressure recovery of the diffuser as

it c{oes in conventional diffusers 127,40,56,113-1151? Is the incteased performance

related to the fact that not only can turbulence Pass through the blade-plane rather than

being dampect by the gauzescreens [105, 1161, it is also generated from the vorticity shed

at the tips and trailing eclges of the blades, again, the presence of which is known to aid

cliffuser pressure recovery [90, 117, 118]. Opposing these beneficial effects is the
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possibility that, as observed by Igra [23], Grumman ['19, 25-27,30] ancl Lewis et al [40],

the exit pressure coefficient becomes more posifive under rotor operation.

Wind tunnel blade results
Note: different symbols indicate different data sets

nnel gauze screen results

OD
0 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Local disc loading coefficient (Ctr)

Figure 6.16: Comparison of the available augmentation for the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT

under rotor operation at the design pitch angle of 6.7" and under gauze screen simulation.

Using the wind tumel results from the multi-slotted DAWT, it is shown in Figure 6.17

that there is no increase in the ejector effect under rotor operation. That is, the

augmentatiorr obtained in relation to the mass-flow passing througlr the blade-plane,

although capturing up to 20% more energy per unit mass-flovv than that achieved by a

conventional bare turbine, this level of energy capture is cornparable to that shown by

the multi-slottec{ DAWT unc{er gauze screen simulation. The increased augmentation

can instead be seen to result from an increase in the overall mass-flow through the multi-

slottec-l DAWT under rotor operation compared rvith tltat achieved under gauze screen

simulation.

This increase in mass-flow under rotor operation can be athibutecl to an increase in

pressure recovery through the multi-slotted DAWT diffuser as shown in Figure 6.18.

Correspondingly, the diffuser efficiency increases from 69o/o trncler gauze screen

simulation to 77o/o under rotor operation in terms of a one-dimensional analysis. This

suggests that swirl and/or turbulence are the influences that aid DAWT performance

under rotor operation.
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Ftgute 6.17: Arrailable augmentation ratio to mass-flqw ratio of the multi-slotted DAWI wtnd

tunnel data and ideal conventional bare turbine calculation'
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Figure 5.I8: Comparison of the statlc Pfessure distribution along the irmer eurface of the multi-

slotted DAWT under lotof operation at 6.f pitch and with gau:Be $creen simulation
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Firstly, the impact of swirl will be examined. Considering that angular momentum is

conserved, the magnitude of angular momentum imparted on the wake flow is directly

proportional to the rotor torque. From Figure 6.19 it is shown that the torque divided by

the local velocity squarec{, and therefore the swirl generated, is greatest for local disc

loading coefficients ranging from approximately 0.8 to 1.2. If swirl were the

predominant factor in increasing the cliffuser pressure recovery, the relative increase in

available augmentation under rotor operation compared to that under gauze screen

simulation would be greatest over this range of local disc loading coefficients. This,

however, is not shown in Figure 6.16 to be the case. A more significant increase in

available augmentation under rotor operation occurs for local disc loading coefficients in

the lower range of 0.4 to 0.8. As such, the increase in available augmentation cannot be

solelv attributed to swirl.

I r Data sets at 6 m/ s
I

x Data sets at 8 m/s o Data sets at 9.5 m/s

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2
Local disc loading coefficient (Ct2)

Figure 6.1* Variation in shaft torque divided by the local velocity squared (swirl) with local disc

loading coefficient for the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT at 6.7o pitch at various free-stream

wind velocities.

The third and final influence, and therefore the factor that must be the most predominant

cause of the increased DAWT performance under rotor operation, is turbulence. Under

rotor operation, turbulence is able to pass through the blade-plane as opposed to being

clamped by the gauze screens. Additional turbulence is inhoduced through vorticity

shed from the blade tips and trailing edge. Although the level of turbulence passing

through the blade-plane is expected to remain relatively constant for various tip-speed

ratios, the turbulence introduced into the flow from the shed vorticity would alter. An
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increase in vorticity occurs as the rotor circulation distribution becomes less uniform,

that is, at tip-speed ratios away from the design point' On top of thaL as the blade enters

stall, the size of the turbulent wakes emanating from the blades increases, thereby

further increasing the turbulence levels passing through the diffuser at the

corresponding TSRs.

In analysing Figure 6.10, the performance trend indicates that the rotor is stalled for tip-

speed ratios below approximately 5.5. Comparing this to Figure 6.20, it is evident that

the local disc toading coefficient range relating to stalled rotor operation is

approximately 0.4 to 0.8. It is over this range of local disc loading coefficienb that the

relative available augmentation under rotor oPeration is greatest compared to that

produced under gauze screen simulation (Figure 6'16). This therefore implies that

although swirl is likely to have a positive impact upon diffuser Pressure recovery and

therefore augmentation, furbulence and mixing of the core and slot flows within the

diffuser have a more significant benefit on DAWT performance.

1.4--
't.2 -

'l

0.8

0.6

Note: different
symbols indicate
different data sets

I

2 4 '12

Tip-sPeed ratio (TSR)

Figure 6.20 Variation in the average local d"isc loading coefficient with tip-speed ratio for the wind

tunnel multi-slotted DAWT at 6.7o pitch.

Before continuing with the analysis of the DAWT flow characteristics, it is worth noting

that although swirl may aid the diffuser performance. it carries away kinetic energy,

Er.,,i,r which cannot be recovered for power as shown in equation (6.7) where z is the

mass-flow and Vfour is the tangential velocity.
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LI/ x
(6.7)

Ek n,,"1

As such, an optimum swirl angle must exist where the product of rotor efficiency and

diffuser efficiency is maximised, thereby maximising the annual energy output of the

DAWT.

If, however, swirl can be generated by some other means, for instance with contoured

centrebody support struts as first envisaged by Grumman [25], it may be possible to

have both the improved diffuser efficiency from swirl as well as high rotor efficiency.

Having said that, it must be recalled that Grumman [25] found such an idea to limit the

peak performance range of the rotor. It might also expose the DAWT to the negative

effect of separation which would be generated from the support struts during off-clesign

operation as discussed in 58.6. Consequently, any such system would have to tre
examined over the entire operational range in order to assess its overall merit.

In returning to the comparison of available augmentation under rotor operation and

gauze screen simulation, it has been shown that both turbulence and swirl have

beneficial effects on DAWT performance and that the former is the predominant factor.

It is also considered that the disc loading distribution across the blacle-plane plays a part

in the improvecl DAWT performance under rotor operation, as now described.

The variation in disc loading distribution with changes in TSR is such that the loading

over particular radii is reduced and vice versa, and consequently, flow is encouraged

into the regions where separation would normally occur. That is, at a Iow TSR, the

overall average disc loading coefficient is low as demonstrated in Figure 6.20. It has also

been shown in 55.5.2 that this results in flor.r' separafion from the diffuser wall. What is

apparent in Figure 6.21 is that the disc loading distribution at this low TSR is such that it
reduces towards the rotor periphery. Therefore, the disc loading clistribution will

encourage more mass-flow near the diffuser wall and as a result, the increased

momentum in this fluid will reduce the diffuser's natural tendency for separation in this

region.

The reverse is also true with higher TSRs equating to higher overall disc loadings, a

distribution that reduces in loading ton'ards the centreline and therefore encourages

mass-flow into the inner radii which in turn opposes the DAWTs natural tendency at

these high overall disc loadings to promote recirculation along the centreline.

!i,vr,*,
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The net effect is that at any off-clesign TSR, the clisc loading distribution created will

ctissuacle the multi-slotted DAWT's natural separation tendency and therefore result in

increasecl available augmentation over a wider range of overall local disc loading

coefficients uncler rotor operation compared tn uniform Sauze screens'

O TSR2 O TSR4.5 I TSR6 A TSRS x TSR 10
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Normalised rotor radius (r/R6n)

Figure 6.21: Variation in local disc toading distribution across the rotor blade-plane of the wind

tunnel multi-slotted DAWT for various tip-speed ratios. Tip-speed ratios of 4.5,6 and 8 correspond

to average local disc loading coe ficients of 0.7O 1.0 and 1.3 respectively.

An analysis of the exit velocity profiles for the multi-slotted DAWT supports the

suggestion that the disc loading distribution at off-design operation improves the

cliffuser performance. In Figure 6.22comparison of the exit velocity profile for the peak

performance TSR of 6 and a lower TSR of 4.5 indicates the profiles to be more uniform

and at a higher velocity for the lower TSR.

Having examined the influences of an "ejector effect", swirl, turbulence and disc loading,

the final aspect to examine in relation to the difference in DAWT performance under

rotor operation versus gauze screet'r simulation is exit Pressure coefficient. In the

investigations of lgra [23], Grumman [19, 25-27,30] anct Lewis et al [40], each researcher

observed a more positive exit pressure coefficient under rotor oPeration than that

recorcled when using gauze screens to simulate the presence of the operating rotor'

However, their conclusions that this was a result of rotor operation is questioned in S3'4,

as in each case, an alternative hypothesis is presented to explain the change in exit

pressure coefficient.
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Figure 6.22: Comparison of the exit velocity distributions of the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT
under gauze screen simulation and rotor operation at 6.7' pitch.

The data obtained in this investigation on the multi-slotted DAWT support the fact that

rotor operation does not raise the sub-'atmospheric exit pressure coefficient. Figure 6.23

clearly shows that the exit pressure is in fact more negative under rotor operation than

for gauze screen simulation. This is also in line with the fact that the augmentation is

greater under rotor operation.

The source of this more negative exit pressure coefficient is considered to be increased

wake expansion [119] and enhanced mixing of the wake flow with the external flow

[120], both due to the swirl introduced under rotor operation.

AIso apparent in the exit pressure results of the multi-slotted DAWT is a strong

relationship between exit pressure coefficient and disc loading coefficient (Figure 6.23).

This supports the gauze screen simulation results presented in 55.5.3 and the theoretical

analysis derived in 54.2.1 which shows the two variables to be linked. It can therefore be

concluded without doubt that it is incorrect to assume that the exit pressure is

independent of disc loading ancl as such, the conclusions drawn in [12, 27,37, 41, Mf are

likely to be in error.

A conclusion that cannot be drawn from this investigation is whether or not the

significant variation in exit pressure coefficient for low disc loading coefficients is a

feafure of rotor operation only and not present uncler gauze screen simulation as only a

limited range of disc loading screens were available for testing. However, for lhe
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comparative clisc loading coefficients shown, the relative difference in exit pressure

between the gauze screen ancl rotor data is approximately the same' This might imply

the exit pressure ffend would exist uncler Sauze screen simulation at the lower clisc

loading coefficients. Consequently, it is considered that this change in exit Pressure

coefficient is not a factor in the improved relative augmentation found under rotor

operation at lower disc loading coefficients (Figure 6'16)'

i o Average under rotor operation
r Average untler uniform gauze screen simulation
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Figure 5.23: Comparison of the area weighted average exit pressure coefficients for the wind tunnel

multi-slotted DAWT under rotor operation at 6.7o pitch with those obtained under uniform gauze

screen simulation.

6.4 Evaluation of the moditied blade-element method

ln arriving at this fourth and final section on the design and performance of a DAWT

rotor, it has been shown that a moclel and methodology have been developed that

produce blacle clesigns for a DAWT which are far superior to those developed by

previous researchers. It has also been shown that under rotor operation the DAWT

performance cliffers from that under gauze screen simulation. In light of this, and the

fact that the moc{ifiecl blacle-element method is based on gauze screen data, an

evaluation of its precliction accuracy is presented in this fourth section'

In first evaluating the moclifiecl BEM prediction against the measured augmentation

from the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT (Figure 6.24) anct the V2 2 m diameter truck-
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testing-prototype (Figure 6.25) at their design pitch angles, it is apparent that the

rnodified BEM is capable of predicting the performance oi the 2 m nrachine with a high

degree of accuracy. However, for the wirrd tunnel multi-slotted DAWI' there is an

apparent TSR offset even though the prediction models the peak augmentation

magnitucle and general trencl with TSR well. This inaccuracy in moclelling at the wind

hrnnel scale is attributed to the fact that the lift and drag data used in the modified BEM

do not accurately represent the characteristics of the actual manufactured profiles on the

rvind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT blades. This is deduced frorn the fact that the

modified BEM is identical on all accounts in Lroth the wincl tunnel multi-slottecl DAWT

prediction and the Y2 2 m cliameter truck-testing-prototype prediction apart from the lift
ancl drag data inputs used.
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Figure 6.24: Comparison of the shaft augmentation for the modified blade-element prediction and

wind tunnel data for the multi-slotted DAWT at the design Pitch of 6.f.

Having said the modified BEM model accurately predicts the augmentation of the V2

2 m diameter truck-testing-prototype, on closer irspection it is apparent that the

measured data ciiffers between tip-speed-ratios of approximately 3.5 and 7.0 and that the

pred ic ted shaft a u grnentation is sli ghtl y over-estima ted.

A possible explanation for the differerrce in predicted and measrrred performance

between tip-speed-ratios of approximately 3.5 and 7.0 is that in practice, the V2 2 m

cliameter truck-testing-prototype blades appear to be operating in partial stall at these

tip-speed-ratios. T'his would be in contrast to the modified BEM prediction where the

majority of the blade sections enter stall at approximately the same tip-speed-ratio of 4.0.
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t Y22m diameter truck testing prototype data
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Figure 5.25: Comparieon of the shaft augmentation for the modified blade-element prediction and

Yl2mdiameter truck-testing-prototype at the design pitch of 7'0e'

In moving to the second point of difference, it is suggested that there are two possible

sources for the slight overestimation in predicted performance: the first is the presence of

tip loss and the second is Reynolcls number influence. In regard to tip loss' if reference is

made to Figure 6.27, itcan be seen that the local disc loading of the blade tip element is

reduced in comparison to the toadings occurring over the remainder of the blade. This

inability to maintain the loacling at the blade tip is construed as the existence of tip loss,

the effect of which is to lessen the power output of the rotor. Therefore in omitting the

Prandtl tip loss correction in the modifiecl BEM, its predicted augmentation will be

slightly overestimated.

In regard to the Reynolds number influence, the Reynolds number of the Y2 2m

diameter truck-testing-prototype was aPProximately hau the Reynolds number that the

lift and clrag data used in the modified blade-element model were based on. Given that

at a lower Reynolds number the tendency is for the profile's lift slope to lower, the drag

to increase, and for it to become more sensitive to laminar separation [98], these too

would conhibute to the clifferences observed between predicted and measured results.

In moving to the evaluation of the modified BEM at off-design pitch angles, it is

apparent in Figure 6.26 through to Figure 6.29 that the prediction accuracy is somewhat

diminished compared with that shown at the design pitch. The source of this error is

considered to be the velocity speed-up equation used in the modified BEM as both the
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wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT and the V2 2 m diameter truck-testing-prototype

comparisons are equally poor.

There therefore appears to be errors introduced into the modified BEM prediction due to

inaccuracies in the lift and drag data, the velocity speec{-up equation, and to a lesser

degree, the omission of tip loss correction, confirmation of which is giverr in the

following sections.
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Figure 6.26: Comparison of the shaft augmentation for the modified blade-element prediction and

wind tunnel data for the multi-slofted DAWT at the finer pitch of 4.7'.
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Figure 6.27; Compatison of the shaft augmentation for the modified blade-element prediction and

wind tunnel data for the multi-slotted DAWT at the coarser pitch of 10.7'.
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6.4.1 Modelling error introduced through lift and drag data

The fact that a discrepancy is shown between the predicted perfonnance and measured

results for the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT, and not on tlre Y2 2 m diameter truck-

testing-prototype at their respective design pitch angles, indicates that error is

introduced into the prediction by the lift and drag data usec{ in the modified BEM. T'his

is not surprising, as the accuracy of the stanrlarc{ blade-element method is known to be

strongly dependent on the available aerofoil clata [121] and that the physical size of the

wind tunnel blades meant it was not possible to accurately reproduce the SELIG profile.

To test the accuracy of the lift and drag c'lata for the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT,

comparison can be made betlveen the performance of the rotor operating as a

conventional bare turbine agairrst the prediction derived from the standard blacle-

element method including in it both the Glauert arrd Prandtl corrections. Given the fact

that such a rnodel is capable of accurately preclicting the performance of a conventional

bare turbine with known lift and clrag data over the erttire operating range, the

c{iscrepancy shown in Figure 5.30 between the preclicted results and wind tunnel data for

the bare rotor confirms the SELIG lift and drag clata used to represent the wind tururel

blade profile were inaccurate.

o Results from wind tunnel testing using bare blades

- 
Predicted result using starrclard BEM

6810-12
Tip-speed ratio (TSR)

74

Figure 6.30: Comparison of shaft augmentation for the wind tunnel DAWT rotor operating as a

conventional bare turbine at 5.7" pitch against the standard blade-element prediction using lift and

drag data from Simons [108] (Figure 6.5).
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The non-representation of the SELIG lift ancl drag data presented in Simons [108] is

understandable given that: testing was performed at lower Reynolds numbers in the

range of 1 x 10a to 1 x 10s; the manufactured profiles of wind tunnel blades differ from

the SELIG profile; the same lift and clrag have been used over the entire blade span

despite the change in profile thickness from the design value of approximately 10% at

the btacle np b ZSoh at the blacle root; the omission of three-dimensional effecg in the lift

and clrag data; and the fact that data were available only up to the blade stall point and

therefore the estimated post-stall characteristics used might differ from the actual

behaviour.

Confirmation of the lift ancl drag error can be obtained by adjusting the lift and drag

data so that reasonable agreement is shown between the standard BEM prediction and

measured bare rotor performance, and then making a comparison of the modified BEM

employing these acljustecl lift ancl clrag data against the multi-slotted DAWT wind tunnel

results.

The assumptions macle in adjusting the lift and drag clata are considered to reflect the

inaccuracies introduced into the manufactured profiles and the lower Reyrrolds number

operation; the initiation of stall at a lower angle of attack. The resulting lift and drag

data are shown in Figure 6.31. When applied to the standard BEM, the recalculated

prediction can be seen in Figure 6,32to be markeclly improvecl, with the free-wheel and

stall characteristics well captured.
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Figure 6.31: Comparison of the original and modified lift and drag data for the SELIG 5-3021-09$84

profile. The modified data assumes an earlier onset of stall. Extrapolation of the post-stall data has

been made following the Viterna-Corrigan model.
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Figure 6.32 Comparison of shaft augmentation for the wind tunnel DAWT rotor operating as a

conventional bare turbine at 6.7" pitch against the standard blade-element prediction using the

modified lift and drag data presented in (Figure 6.31).

Reassessment of the modified BEM prediction using the acljusted lift and drag data also

shows an improved prediction with respect to the TSR. However the augmentation is

underestimated by around 30% (Figure 6.33). As the adjusted lift and drag data only

attempt to account for the possible Reynolds number and manufacturing factors, a

number of other influences are unaccounted for and could therefore be the cause of this

underestimation.

Although it is not possible to ascertain the actual lift and clrag data for the manufactured

blade sections on the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT, both the bare rotor analysis and

the remodelled modified BEM analvsis indicate the lift and drag data used in the

prediction of the wind tunnel multi-slottecl DAWT performance contribute to its
inaccuracy.

A final point of note before examining the error associated with the empirical velocity

speed-up equation is that the behaviour of the DAWT rotor can be predictecl, as is shown

for the Y22m diarneter truck-testing-prototype, using standard two-ciimensional lift and

drag data. It can therefore be concluded that the sub-atmospheric pressures in which the

DAWT rotor operates do not cause super-stability of boundary-layers or an increase in

the effective camber of the protile as postulated by Grumman [35]. It is therefore

without doubt that the anomalous results obtained by Grumman between their
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predictecl ancl measurec{ rotor performance are attributable to the measurement error

iclentifiecl to exist in the Grumman work.

Wind tunnel blade results

/ Note: differerrt sYmlrols

,1,^ indicate different c{ata sets
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Figure 6.33: Comparison of the predicted shaft augmentation for the modified blade-element

method using modified lift and drag data against results from the wind tunnel testing of the multi-

slotted DAWT at 6.7o Pitch.

6.4.2 Modelling error introduced by the empirical velocity speed-up

equation

It has been iclentified that the accuracy of the moclified blade-element methoc{ can be

aclversely affectec{ by the lift ancl clrag clata employed in the model. This, however, does

not explain the precliction inaccuracies shorvn to exist at off-clesign pitch angles' It is

therefore apparent that the empirically-derivecl velocity speecl-up equation does not

fuly elrbody the flow characteristics of the DAWT under all operating conditions and

that the flow conclitions are not solely a function of the overall disc loadirrg as has been

assumec-l. Other factors could inclrrc{e swirl, turbuletrce, the non-uniform disc loading

clistribution across the blacle-plane, anci hub and tip loss, all of which are present under

rotor operation and not c{uring gauze screen simulation. An illustration of this is given

by Figure 6.34 where it is shovvn that the velocity speed-up across the blade-plane cannot

be cleterminec"l solely from the overall clisc loading coefiicient.

What is shown in Figure 6.34 is that the velocity speecl-r.rp is significantly less for pitch

angles below the clesign pitch even though the overall average disc loac{ing coefficient is

the same. This therefore explains the increased cliscrepancy between the modifiecl BEM

precliction ancl the measureel augmentation at finer pitclr angles (Figure 6'26) compared

with at coarser pitch angles (Figure 6.27)-
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Figure 6.34: Comparison of the velocity speed-up across the blade-plane of the wind tunnel multi-
slotted DAWT at pitch angles of 4.7",6.7" and10.7".

An explanation for this difference lies in the fact that the flow conditions through the

DAWT differ when operating at the different pitch angles despite the overall average

disc loading coefficient being the same. This is demonstrated in Figure 6.35 which shows

the exit velocity profile of the multi-slotted DAWT flow varying between axial jet-type

flow and annular jet-type flow with changes in blade pitch angle.
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Figure 6.35: Comparison of the exit velocity ratios for the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT at pitch
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6.5 Summory

In the analysis of the design and performance of a DAWT rotor it has been shown that a

method has been successfully developecl which enables the design of blades for a

DAWT. The model used to achieve this is based on a modified version of the standard

blade element method commonly used in the performance assessment of rotors on

conventional bare turbines. This moclified BEM differs from the standard BEM in that it

uses an empirically-derivetl equation to calculate the velocity across the blade-plane of

the multi-slottecl DAWT ancl as such, the Glauert correction is macle redundant' The

Prancltl tip loss correction has also been omitted. However, it is found that a degree of

tip loss is still present on DAWTs c'lespite the relatively close proximity of the trlade tips

to the diffuser wall.

To achieve maximum augmentation the blade design must first produce the optimal

operating conditions for the DAWT. For the multi-slotted DAWT this is a uniform disc

toading coefficient of unity. The second objective is to then maximise the rotor

efficiency. It is also suggested that unlike a conventional bare turbine, it is aclvantageous

to have a highly loatled blade tip and strong tip vortices as these are considered to

enhance cliffuser performance. Such features will, however, have to be balanced against

the noise generation they could incur on a commercial machine.

The peak average shaft augmentation of 1.52 achievecl by the multi-slotted DAWT under

rotor operation surpasses the shaft augmentations achieved on any previous DAWT' In

comparison to Grumman, l,ewiS et al, ancl lgra, this is an increas e by 238o/o, 49o/o and 38%

respectively. The multi-slottecl DAWT's rotor efficiency of 77o/u is also the highest

achieved to date at arouncl twice that of Grumman's and around [17o greater than lgra's'

Flowever, this efficierrcy remains trelow best practice and therefore offers the possibility

of a further 10% gain in augmentation.

In assessing the performance of the multi-slottecl DAWT under rotor operation it has

been clemonstrated that the diffuser efficiency is increased to77% from the 69% achieved

under gauze screen simulation ancl that the exit Pressure coefficient is more sub-

atmospheric. 'Ihe result is a 21o/o increase in available augmentation to a peak of 2.14 fot

the wincl tunnel multi-slotted DAWT. The predominant factor causing this improved

diffuser performance is identified as turbulence, with swirl considered to be the major

contributing factor lbr tlre more negative exit pressure coefficient. One feature of DAWT

performance shown not to change under rotor operation is the energy extraction per unit

of mass-flow through the multi-slottecl DAWT, with this remaining around 207o greater

than that obtainable by a conventional bare turbine'
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Also identified in this analysis is the fact that at off-design tip-speed ratios, the

distribution of disc loading across the blacle-plane aids diffuser performance by the fact

that it encourages additional mass-flow into the regions, either the diffuser wall or along

the centrebody, susceptible to separation due to a change in the overall disc loading

coefficient. Consequently, the performance of the DAWT under rotor operation is kept

elevated over a broader range of disc loading coefficients compared to gauze screens

with uniform disc loading coefficient.

The analysis also clearly demonstrates that the exit pressure coefficient and disc loading

coefficient are related, with more negative exit pressure coefficients occurring at lower

disc loadings. This is significant h that it shows that the assumption often used in the

theoretical analysis of DAWTs, that the two variables are independent, is false.

In the final part of this investigation into the desigrr and performance of a DAWT rotor, it
is shown that the modified BEM is able to accurately predict the performance of the

multi-slotted DAWT at the design blade pitch angle. This accuracy was/ however,

dependent upon the accuracy of the lift and drag data employed in the modified BEM

model. Two factors were also found to cause discrepancy between the preclicted and

measured results. The first is that the omission of a tip loss correction led to a slight

over-prediction in augmentation, and the second is that the empirically-derived velocity

speed-up equafion based on uniform gauze screen data does not fullv capture the flow

behaviour of the multi-slotted DAWT at off-design pitch angles.

The overall conclusion drawn from this investigation is that the modified blade-element

model captures the global flow behaviour of the multi-slotted DAWT ancl therefore is a

significant advancement in the development of DAWT rotors. However, its limitation is

that it is based on empirical data and is therefore applicable only to the specific DAWT

geomehy for which that data is obtained. The analysis also shows that unlike the

standard BEM for a conventional bare turbine, the assumption that the flow through the

rotor occurs in non-interacting annular streamtubes does not strictly hold.

Consequently, the accuracy of the off-design performance prediction of the modified

BEM is limited.

A final note is that the modified BEM model does not take account for yaw misalignment

and therefore the azimuthal variation in onset flow direction that will be present under

such conditions. It is also considered that this variation will differ from that experienced

on conventional bare turbines as the channelling ability of a DAWT is anticipated to

reduce its yaw sensitivity.
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Chapter 7

The Inflaence of Real-World Conditions

ln the investigation into DAWT design thus far it has been shown that not only does the

multi-sloftecl DAWT achieve the highest diffuser efficiency to date, but also this has been

successfully translated into shaft augmentation through the development of a rotor

design moclel ancl methodology that produces blades with the highest efficiency seen on

any DAWT. However, these results have been obtained under wind tunnel or controlled

field testing and therefore the question is raised as to what impact do real-world effects

have on this performance.

This chapter examines in three parts the impact of real-world aspects on DAWT

operation:

. Reynolds number, turbulence and scaling;

. yaw; and

. ground proximity and boundary-layer influence.

The chapter concludes with a brief cliscussion ou general environmental considerations

from a commercial perspective. In so cloing, an area of research recommended but not

undertaken by authors such as Grumman 127,28,32], is addressed.

7.1 Reynolds number, turbulence intensity and scaling

The phenomena associated with Reynolds number and turbulence intensity are

frequently interrelatec{. Consequently, it is difficult to separate out their individual

effects [90]. However, it is generally accepted [88, 89] that the Reynolds number does not

affect diffuser performance providing it is large enough that transition phenomena are

absent, i.e. Re > 5 x 10a. There are, however, examples as stated in [88, 89] where conical

cliffusers operating in the transitory separation regime have shown a systematic increase
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in pressure recovery coefficient of about 5o/o as the Reynolds number increases from 105

to 106. This is athibuted to changes in inlet velocity profile along the entrance ducts

upstream of the diffuser due to the increase in Reynolds number. With the short inlet

contraction employecl on the multi-slotted DAWT, it is considered that such effects are

unlikely to be present.

Of the research specifically on DAWTs, only Grumman touched on the issue of Reynolds

number. Grumman [27,301 attributed an increased mass-flow, a lower exit pressure

coefficient and an improved diffuser kinetic energy recovery to the increase in Reynolc{s

number from 4.3 x 10a in their first phase of investigation to around 1.5 x 106 in the

second phase. Grumman makes no mention, however, of the turbulence intensities

present in these investigations and therefore the differences observecl between

investigations cannot categorically be associated with one or the other influence.

It is therefore prudent to investigate the effect of Reynolds number on the performance

of the multi-slotted DAWT. As shown in Figure 7.1, botlr the available augmentation

and shaft augmentation on the wind hrnnel multi-slotted DAWT display little variation

with Reynolds number. This is despite the fact that the rounded inlet of the design

increases the likelihood of transitional effects [122] and that the Reynolds number range

in which it was examinecl, 1.9 x 105 to 3.3 x 105, is within the range of 105 to 107 known to

cause transitional effects on streamlined boclies l'123,1241.

As with the winc{ tumel multi-slotted DAWT, the V2 2 m diameter truck-testing-

prototype displays no obvious Reynolds number dependence over the range examined

(Figure 7.2). Such a result is, however, expectecl given the turbulent flow environment

[125] and higher lteynolds numher range of 8.1 x 105 to ?.0 x 106 based upon the diffuser

throat diameter in which the conh'olled field testing was performed (Appenctix B).

There is also no noticeable variatiorr due to Reynolcls number between the shaft

augnrentations of the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT and those of the Y22 m diameter

truck-testing-prototype. This therefore presents further evidence of Reynolds number

independence. It also suggests that Reynolds number effects that might be associated

with the rotor itself [126] can be mitigated by the incorporation of suitable trlade profiles

such as those developed by Giguere anc{ Selig 11271, one of which is employed in the

wind tunnel multi-slottecl DAWT.
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The Reynolds number invariance over tlrc range eramined is also confirmed by the

eonsistent staticpressure distribution through the wind tunnel multi-slotted DA.WT with
changes in freerstrearn wind speed. This is the case both without a gauze sereen or rotor,

as shown in Figure 7.3, as well as under rotor operation, as displayed ih Figure 7.4.
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Figure 73: Influence of Reynolde number on the pressure eoefficient on the inner eruface of the

wind tunnel multi+lofted DAWT with no ccre€n or rotor present in the diftfuser.
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Figure 7.4: InXluence ofrReynolds number on the pressure coefficient on the inner surlace of the
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Further evidence to support the insensitivity to Reynolds number is provided in Figure

7.5 where the exit pressure coefficient can be seen to remain at a relatively constant level

for both the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT and the V2 2 m diameter truck-testing-

prototype.
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Figure 7.5: lnfluence of Reynolds number on the exit pressure coefficient for the wind tunnel

multi-slotted DAWT and V2 2 m diameter truck-testing-prototype under rotor operafion at their

respective optimal pitch and tip-speed ratio'

With Reynolds number showing no influence on the multi-slofted DAWT behaviour

over the range examined, the question is raised as to whether Grumman's 127, 301

observations were in fact related to a change in turbulence'

In moving 1ow to examine the influence of turbulence, it is evident in the literature that

turbulence has a more profouncl effect on diffuser performance than Reynolds number.

Klein's [90] review on the effect of inlet conditions on conical diffusers shows that an

increase in inlet turbulence intensity results in an increase in diffuser Pressure recovery.

This was drawn from numerous examples including those of Sharan 1117f, Pozzorini

[118] and Braclley & Cockrell [128], where increases in pressure recovery of up to 257o

were created by the adclition of turbulence into the onset flow. Similarly, aerofoils are

notecl, as is the case in I'117,'Lzgl, to benefit from the addition of turbulence in the onset

flow with an increase in lift coefficient and a delay in separation.

that low-intensity turbulence has is to induce critical transition at

below that for smooth flow [125]. Sprenger [90] found the most
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effective manner in which to cause this transition is through the use of turbulent entry

flow rather than simply tripping the boundary-layer. An example of this is Hoffmann's

[130] experimental work on two-dimensional djffusers where it is shown that an increase

in pressure recovery of 23.9o/o was achievable in a 20o includeel angle diffuser when the

turbulence intensity (TI) was greater than 3.5%.

Importantly though, the ESDU data item [89] indicates that diffuser performance shows

irnproved static pressure recovery only up to turbulence intensities of about 8%. As

DAWTs will be situated in an atmospheric wind environment, they will typically

encounter turbulence intensities around 12%-757o. Altl"rough such turbulence intensities

exceec{ 8o/o, it can be expected that the turhulence levels entering the diffuser will be

below that in the free-stream due to the damping effect of the inlet contraction on the

multi-slotted DAWT [1311. Therefore, the turbulence intensities will potentially be

around the ideal level in terms of maximising diffuser pressure recovery and as a result,

the free stream turbulence is anticipated to enhance the multi-slotted DAWT

performance.

Confirmation of this is shown in Figure 2.6, where a significant improvement in the

pressure recovery through the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT is apparent with the

turbulence intensity increasec-l from 2o/o to 15%. A rec{uction in separation within the

diffuser is associated with the increase in pressure recovery. The net effect is therefore

an increase in the mass-flow passing through the DAWT which presents itself as an

increase in velocity speed-up at the blade-plane as evident in Figure 7.7. ltcan be noted,

however, that separation is still present within the cliffuser as indicated by the minimal

pressure recovery shown in the last half of the diffuser for either level of turbulence.

Only a negligible improvement in performance is clisplayed under gauze screen

simulation (Figure 7.8) or rotor operation (Figure 7.9). Rather than indicating turbulence

to be less effective uncler these operational conditions, it is considered that turbulence is

damped under gauze screen simulation [105, 116] and that under rotor operation, an

improvement in the DAWT performance is already present due to the generation of

turbulence, swirl, disc loading distribution and exit pressure effects as discussed in 56.3

and therefore there is less incremental benefit created by atldition of turbulence in the

onset flow.
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The damping of turbulence by gauze screens is also seen as the reason why the screen

having a uniform clisc loacling coefficient of unity displays a somewhat elevated level of

performance in comparison to tl're trend established by the other screens examined

(Figure 5.30). With its three times larger wire diameter, and therefore aperture sizell32l,

larger scale turbulence would be able to pass through into the diffuser- At the same

time, the coarser mesh also meant this screen had a more irregular and jagged edge

which in itself would generate a higher level of turbulence at the screen's periphery than

would have been the case for the finer mesh screens'

The final aspect of interest with regard to turbulence intensity is its impact on exit

pressure. The results shown in Figure 7:1,0 f.or the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT

inclicate that turbulence intensity, like Reynolds number, has little, if any, impact upon

exit pressure coefficient. It is therefore concluded that the change in exit Pressure

observed by Grumm an f27,301 is solely due to the differences in wind tunnel blockage

occurring between their investigations as discussed in $3'4'5'
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Figure 7.10: Influence of turbulence intensity on the exit pressure coefficient for the wind tunnel

multi-slotted DAWT under both gauze screen simulation and rotor operation at the optimal pitch

and tip-speed ratio.

Overall, there appears to be little, if any, influence from Reynolds number on the

performance of the multi-slottecl DAWT and a small positive inf-luence from the addition

of turbulence in the flow. The implication therefore is that a similar or marginally

improvecl performance is expected when up-scaling the multi-slotted DAWT to the size

required for commercial gricl generation applications. There is also the potential that
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frictional effects in the diffuser will be reduced in up-scaling as the relative size of

surface imperfections and manufacturirrg defaults reduces, the result of which would be

a further improvement in diffuser pressure recovery.

7.2 Yaw

On a conventional wind turbine, yawed operation results in a skewecl wake, modified

induced velocities, and large cyclic changes in the rotor blacle's angle of attack. These

cause dynamic stall, differential loading of the rotor and therefore a loss of yaw stability

and the creation of excessive yaw induced loads. It has been observed that even small

yaw errors (10" or less) can reduce the power output of a conventional bare turbine

significantly due to the fact that the effective nonnal wind speed is equal to VNosY and

therefore the power output varies with the cube of the cosine of the yaw error [109].

DAWTs, on the other hand, are anticipated to have a reduced sensitivity to yaw as a

result of the charurelling effect created by the diffuser. This is the indication presented

by the investigations of both lgral22,2ill and Grumman I27,32,35], where little or no

variation in the diffuser flow was noted for yaw angles up to t15o and 110" respectively.

However, in reviewing these investigations, it appears that wind tunnel blockage and

wall interference impacted upon lgra's studies while measurement technique ancl the

use of a large upstream centrebody by Grumman left their results open to scrutiny. In

fact Grumman [32J themselves concluded that a definitive result could not obtained from

their investigation. The question therefore remains as to how a DAWT performs when

its centreline is yawed with respect to the mean direction of the wind.

In answering this question, the investigation of the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT

(Figure 7.11 and Figure 7|12) and the V2 2m diameter truck-testing-prototype (Figure

7.13) confirm that DAWTs show a reduced sensitivity to yaw misalignment. This is

particularly the case under the higher turbulence intensity in the wind tunnel and in the

field resulb where the shaft augmentation normalised against the augmentation at 0o

yaw can be seen to exceed the theoretical cosine-cutred relationship of a conventional

bare turbine. This improvement in augmentation is evident even with the DAWT

misaligned by 40'.

A point of interest in the results is the slight asyrnmetry shown. Although possibly due

to irregularities in the geometries of the DAWTs themselves, the fact that the same

asymmetry is shown by both the wind tunnel and the field prototype suggests instead

that it is in fact elicited by the rotational direction of the rotor.
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It should be noted that in assessing the yaw performance of the Y2 2 m diameter truck-

testing-prototype, the yaw angle stated is the nominal yaw angle and represents data

within 110" of this angle.

The multi-slotted DAWT's improved performance under yaw misalignment is attributed

to its double-skin design which enables the pressure within its cavity, and therefore the

boundary-layer control slot flow, to be maintainec{ even at large yaw angles. This is

clearly demonstrated in the following figures which show the static pressure within and

around the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT at various yaw angles.

In Figure 7 J1.4, tlrre pressures within the multi-slottecl DAWT cavity can tre seen to

approach the stagnation pressure coefficient of unity. The pressures are also shown to be

relatively uniform around the azimuthal sectors. Upon reaching a yaw angle of 15o,

these pressures can be seen in Figure 7.75 to remain at nearly the same level and to again

be consistent around the entire diffuser. It is in fact not until the multi-slotted DAWT is

severely misaligned with the flow that the cavity pressure begins to reduce. As

illustrated in Figure 7.'16 with the multi-slotted DAWT yawed to 45", the cavity pressure

on the leeward half of the diffuser (91" sector) has reduced to only around half the

dynamic pressure in the free-stream. At worst, the pressure within the cavity for the
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windwartl half of the diffuser (271o sector) is shown to be at a level equal to that on the

inner surface of the diffuser.
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Figure 7.14: Comparison of presoure coefficients at various azimuths on the inner surface, within

the diffuser cavigr and on the external surface of the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT at 0o yaw

under rotor operation at the optimal pitch and tipspeed ratio'
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Figure 7.15: Comparison of pressure coefficients at various azimuths on the inner surface, within

the diffuser cavity and on the external surface of the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT at 15o yaw

under rotor operation at the optimal pitch and tipspeed ratio.
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Figure 7.16: Comparison of pressure coefficients at the leeward (91") and windward (271')

azimuthal sectors on the inner surface, within the diffuser cavity and on the external surface of the

wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT at 45" yaw under rotor operafion at the optimal pitch and tip-
speed ratio.

The net effect is that the multi-slotted DAWT design provides boundary-layer control

that remains essentially uniform around the diffuser even when substantially misaligned

to the flow. This therefore enables the multi-slotted DAWT to sustain augmentations

with little or no loss for yaw angles up to t15'. Beyond such yaw angles, although

reduced in overall magnitude, the multi-slotted DAWT still achieves relatively more

power than that theoretically available on a conventional bare turbine.

The benefits of this reduced sensitivity to yaw are twofolcl. Firstly there is the direct

benefit of reduced energy loss drre to the inability of wind turbines to exactly track the

continually varying site wind direction. Secondly, DAWTs would require fewer yaw

realignments and therefore reduced energy usage.

7.3 Ground proximity and boundaryJoyer influence

Under real-worlcl operation, wincl turbines are subject to the influence of ground

proximity and the presence of a boundary-layer profile in the onset flow. Wind turbine

hub heighe are therefore chosen to mirrimise these influences. For DAWTs, however, it

may be infeasible to design machines with hub heights equivalent to those of
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conventional bare turbines due to the large aerodynamic loads cleveloped by the diffuser

structure. This has two implications. The first is that annual energy output is governed

by the annual mean wincl speed. As mean wind speed increases with height above the

grounci, a reducecl hub height may limit the overall energy production of a DAWT' The

second implication is that post-diffuser expansion of the DAWT wake may be impeded

by the proximity of the grouncl. If so, the performance of the DAWT is potentially

impairect. The cumulative effect of both could substantially reduce the viability of the

DAWI' concept. As such, the influence of ground proximity and the presence of a

bou.dary-layer profile in the onset flow are of particular interest in the DAWT

application.

Interestingly, howevet, these real-worlcl effects have only been investigated by

Grumman [25] in their first phase work. Somewhat surprisingly, Grumman found that

the mass-flow, ancl therefore available augmentation, increased by around 7% in the

lower half of the diffuser with the exit of the DAWT resting on the ground' This

increasecl augmentation was shll present with the DAWT exit half a rotor cliameter

above the grouncl. Conversely, Grumman found a shear or bouudary-layer flow

degradecl the DAWT performance by around 17o. When both the ground-plane and

shear-flows were combinecl, the result was a slight overall increase in augmentation' In

an attempt to explailr the anomalous result, Grumman suggested that it was due to

distortion of the exit-plane pressure profile created by the presence of the ground-plane'

However, Grumman noted that no evidence of this was apParent from static pressure

surveys.

An analysis of ground proximity both with ancl without a boundary-layer profile in the

onset flow was undertaken in The University of Auckland Twisted Flow Wind Tunnel in

the Open Jet configuration. To simulate conditions found at a typical wind turbine site,

the wincl tunnel was configured to give a boundary-layer profile representative of a

Terrain Category 2 site as clefinecl in the New Zealand wind Loading standard

NZS4203:1992 [133]. This corresporrds to flow over rural terrain or the sea in the

ultimate limit state condition, and has a full-scale roughness length of 0'02 m'

Testing was performetl at three different heights to determine the inJluence of ground

proximity uncler rotor operation. In all tests, the reference Pressure probe was placed at

tl"re hub height of the cliffuser. This therefore enabled comparative augmentations to be

cletermined at each height. For further details of the wind tunnel configuratiorr and test

conditions, the reader is ref'errecl to Appendix B'

The resulb of the multi-slotted DAWT investigation presented in Figure 7.17 show that

there is rro particular trencl in augmentation with ground proximity under uniform onset
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flow conditions. With a boundary-layer profile present in the onset flow, there is a
marginal increase in augmentation as the DAWT hub height is increased.

The results also suggest that although an onset boundary-layer profile will present the

DAWT with a non-uniform inlet flow, the turbulence accompanying it is more beneficial

in terms of diffuser performance and therefore the DAWT does not suffer the

degradation in diffuser pressure recovery normally found on conventional diffusers as a

result of non-uniform inlet flows [89].

An important consideration that must be taken into account is that although these results

show the augmentation to be unaltered with respect to the free-stream velocity at the

DAWT hub height, this free-stream velocity increases with height above the ground and

therefore so will the annual energy output. Balanced against this is the additional cost

incurred in achieving a greater hub height. Consequently, the optimal hub height for a

DAWT will depend on the site wind conc{itions and this will probably differ from that of
a conventiorral bare turbine due to the different cost structures of the two machines.
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Figure 7.17: Influence of ground proximity on the peak average shaft augmentation for the wind
tunnel multi-slofted DAWT under rotor operation at the optimal pitch and tipspeed ratio for both

a uniform onset flow with 2'% turbulence intensity and a boundary-layer profile with 15rh nominal
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7.4 llnsteatly loading due to envifonmentol conditions

Although not investigatecl specifically, a trumber of key points regarding DAWT

operation uncler real-world conclitions have been identified in the currettt investigation'

These include the inherently unstable nature of the diffuser flow, the interrelationship

between rotor operation and diffuser flows, and the effect of separation under extreme

wind conditions.

In an aftempt to recluce the cost of DAWTs, it is necessary to employ very compact

cliffusers with large exit-area-ratios. Fur-rclamentally, this presents an inherently unstable

system. As a result, it has been iclentifiecl in this investigation that dramatic sl'rifts in

flow regime ancl performance can be triggered. This has implications for the

functionality of DAWTs in the real-world in terms of power quality and structural

loacling. The possibility exists that a clynamic interaction could be set-up between the

rotor anc{ cliffuser. Depending upon the control system used and the system response' it

is possible that in the worst case, this clynamic interaction between diffuser flow ancl

rotor operation coulcl incluce a resonant response within the DAWT' Not only would

this result in poor Power quality, such a response could be dehimental to the diffuser

structure due to the variable loading it would create'

It shoulci also be considerecl that such a situation may be triggered by changes in the

diffuser geometry or the blockage of the boundary-layer control slots clue to self-weight,

deformation under loacling, temperature variation, the aggregation of ice or snow, or the

inl.rabitation of insects or bircls $,ithin the multi-slotted DAWT. This clearly necessitates

that for cornmercial operation, any DAWT design must be sufficiently insensitive to such

changes or must employ an operation and maintenance programme that takes this into

accour"tt.

The seconcl aspect iclentifiecl as a possible area of concern for DAWT success is the

aeroelastic behaviour of the structure under extreme wind conditions. As the rotor is

statiolary in such a situation, the flow through the diffuser will reflect a low disc loading

case with large amounts of separation persisting from the diffuser wall' This would be

further aggravated by the wakes emanating from the stationary blades' The oscillatory

nature of such a flow again presents the potential for aeroelasfic instabilities to arise.

In order to mitigate such a situation, several options exist. To begin, the development of

an aeroelastic rnoclel of the rotor and entire DAWT structure would be required. From

that, it may be possible to clesign the structure to withstand these events by either

designing for the oscillatory loading or by allowing the structure to respond in a passive

manner in order to reduce the overall load. An alternative approach might be to rotate
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the DAWT perpendicular to the wind and thereby reduce the loading and/or improve

the DAWT dynamic response characteristics. It is Iikely though, that any of these

options would incur further cost and therefore these aeroelastic and environmental

aspects are an important consideration in determining the economic viability of the

DAWT concept.

7.5 Summary

The aerodynamic sensitivity of the multi-slotted diffuser to various real-world operating

conditions has been examined. Variation in Reynolds is shown to have little effect on the

performance of the diffuser despite the susceptibility of the rounded inlet and small scale

of the wind tunnel multi-slottecl DAWT to transitional effects.

Turbulence in the onset flow is seen to produce greater flow attachment through the

diffuser. This is particularly the case uncier non-operating conditions as is the case with

no screen or rotor present in the diffuser. Under operational conditions, the benefit is

less obvious for two reasons: under gauze screen simulation the furbulence is damped

by the screens; and under rotor operation there is already enhanced pressure recovery

compared to the non-operational case or with gauze screens as a result of turbulence,

swirl and disc loading distribution effecb and therefore there is less incremental benefit

from the addition of turbulence in the onset flow

The multi-slotted DAWT has been shown to have a reduced sensitivity to yaw

misalignment with little variation in augmentation shown for yaw angles up to +15".

Even beyond such yaw angles, the multi-slotted DAWT shows relatively less reduction

in augmentation comparecl to the theoretical cosine-cubed relationship of a conventional

bare turbine due to the ability of the boundary-layer control system to maintain its

functionality at these angles. Consequently, the multi-slotted DAWT benefits from

reduced energy loss as a result of vaw misalignment under fielcl conditions and reduced

energy usage as it requires fewer yaw realignments.

The multi-slotted DAWT is also shown to be uninfluencecl by ground proximity for hub

heights one rotor diarneter or more above tl're grouncl. The addition of an onset

boundary-layer also has little influence with only a minor increase in augmentation

shown as the DAWT hub height increases. In spite of this, the optimal DAWT hub

height, as with conventional bare turbines, will be determined through a cost-benefit

analysis which weighs up the additional annual energy output captured at increased

hub heights compared with the cost incurred in raising the hub height.
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Chapter I
Analysis of Diffuser Geometric Features

ln leacling up to this chapter, the multi-slotted DAWT has been developed, its

performance has been shown to surpass all previous DAWT designs and this has been

shown to be achievable under real-worlcl effects. Along with its aerodynamic benefits, it

has also been shown that the multi-slotted DAWT geometry has shuctural as well as

economic benefits. The next step therefore is to ask the question as to how this

performance can be further enhanced.

In this phase of work, the influence of each geometric component of the DAWT

geometry is examinecl. Although interrelated, parametric investigations of the external

surface geometry, inner surface geometry, exit-area-ratio, inlet contraction, centrebody

geomehy and centrebocly supports are each examined in isolation (as far as possible)'

The understanding clrawn from these investigations is subsequently employed in

designing a fourth generation DAWT, which when compared with the original multi-

slotted DAWT, attests to the design clirection taken, and establishes a new precedent in

DAWT performance.

8.1 External surfoce geometrY

Of the parameters impacting upon DAWT augmentation, the exit pressure coefficient

has been demonstratecl in S4.3, and previously by Liltey & Rainbird [aa] and van Bussel

[43], to be one of the two most influential parameters. For a fixed exit-area-ratio and

cliffuser efficiency, the more negative the DAWT exit pressure, the greater the mass-flow

through the rotor and therefore the greater the DAWT Power output.

In order to enhance the exit pressure effect, a number of techniques have been suggested

and/or examined by previous researchers. In each case, the idea has been to alter the

DAWT external flow through modification of the external surface geometry. Lilley &

Rainbird [44] suggested that the diffuser exit be placed in the lee of an obstacle or that a
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flow augmenter be incorporated into the design. Loeffler fr's [53,57] inviscid analysis of

the Grumman DAWT iclentified that both larger included diffuser angles and the use of

a radial exit flap lowered the sub-ahnospheric exit pressure. These results were

confirmed in Grumman's t19] precursory experimental work on the DAWT45.

Similarly, Igra [20, 22,24] showed DAWT augmentation to increase with the addition of

an exit flap.

lgra[24], however, concluded that although a significant increase in augmentation could

be obtained with the incorporation of a slender, aerodynamically profiled exit flap, the

cost penalty incurred outweighed the performance gained. Grumman 119,25,321 drew a

similar conclusion with regard to the use of a separate flap having a NACA profile.

However, Grumman suggested that a split-flap arrangement with a flap width equal to

1.5o/o of the DAWT exit diameter presented the most cost effective solution. Loeffler Jr's

[53, 577 computational irrvestigations substantiated Grumman's conclusion, with their

results indicating that the raclial exit flange presentec'l a more economic option than

extension of the conical diffuser structure to an equivalent exit-area-ratio.

In summary, it appears that the most economical options for producing a more sul>

atmospheric exit pressure on DAWTs are to increase the included arrgle of the external

surface and to incorporate a split-flap type arrangement. This investigation thus

explored various external cliffuser geometries and exit flap combinations.

8.1.1 Experimental investigation

The parametric investigation into external geometry explored a total of five external

surface combinations along with various exit flap sizes on the wind tunnel multi-slotted

DAWT. Usirrg a cubic polynomial to describe the external surface profile, three

geometries having included half-angles at the diffuser exit of 40o,20" and 0" - i.e. parallel

with the onset flow, were defined. These, together with the standard configuration with

its included half-angle of 55o, are shown in Figure 8.1. A further experiment was

performed with the extemal surface removed, ir-r effect converting the multi-slotted

DAWT into a single-skin diffuser, the included half-angle of which equals the 55o of the

c{iffuser inner surface. A single-skin diffuser is one in which both the DAWT inner

surface and external surface are formed by the same single surface, an example of which

is the Vortec 7.

For the standard multi-slottecl DAWT configuration, exit flaps witl-r wiclths equal to

0.5o/o, 1o/o,2o/o,5o/o,'10% and 15% of the exit cliameter were examined in two orientations:

either radially outward (0" to the vertical exit-plane as shown in Figure 8.2) or

perpendicular to the exit surface (inclined upstream 55o from the vertical). Rac{ial flap
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combinations were also examined in cornbination with the 0o external surface' Due to

tlre relatively minor influence createcl by the 0.5o/o,196 and 2"k flaps and to aid clarity of

presentation, their results have been omitted from the figures in this clrapter'

(a) 0" external shell (b) 20'external shell

(c) 40o external shell

Figure 8.1: Various external surface geometries examined

(d) 55" external shell

on the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT.

(a) Front view

Figure 8.2: An example of a radial exit

(b) Side view

flap incorporated onto the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT'
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Given the increase in projected area created by the addition of flaps, The University of

Auckland's Twisted Flow Wind Tunnel test section was operated in its 3.5 m x 3.5 m

open jet configuration so that even with the largest flap examined, the wind tunnel

blockage was at most 5.9% of the test section area and therefore negligible.

In first examining the influence of the external shell geometry, Figure 8.3 shows that the

exit pressure becomes approximately 50"/" more negative with the included half-angle of

the external surface increased from 0o to 55o both under gauze screen simulation and

rotor operation. Correspondingly, the augmentation shown in Figure 8.4 can be seen to

increase by around 25% for the same increase in the external surface included angle.

This relationship between the external surface included angle, exit pressure and

augmentation therefore concurs with the observations of Loeffler Jr [53, 5fl, Grumman

I19,25,32J and van Bussel [43] and supports the present author's explanation for lgra's

[23] more positive exit pressure coefficient in his fourth phase of work (53.4.3).

r Screen simulation o Rotor operation o Rotor operation, single-skin

10 20 30 40 50
Included half-angle of external surface (")

Figure 8.3: Comparison of exit pressure coefficient with variation in external surface geometry on

the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT under gauze screen simulation and rotor operation at the

optimal pitch and tip-speed ratio.

The increase in augmentation can be seen in Figure 8.5 to result from the overall

translation of the more sub-atmospheric exit pressure throughout the entire static

pressure profile along the diffuser's inner surface. In so doing, this result implies that

the performance of the diffuser in terms of pressure recovery is independent of the exit

pressure itself, a conclusion also drawn by Grumman [25].
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Figure E.4: Comparieon of augmentation with variation in external sluface Seometry on the wind

tunnel multi*fotted DAWT under garue screen simulaHon and rotor oPeratlon at the opttmal pitch

andtipspeed ratio.
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An observation notable in Figure 8.5 is the reduced pressure recovery for the single-skin

diffuser case compared with those of the doutrle-skin diffuser geometries. Although

producing the most negative exit pressure coefficient (Figure 8.3 & Figure 8.5), the

boundaryJayer control of the single-skin geometry is hampered by the loss of the

diffuser cavity as such a large pressure differential driving the boundaryJayer control

slots is not created. Consequently, the cliffuser pressure recovery is reduced (Figure 8.5)

along with the augrnentation (Figure 8.4). This therefore confirms the benefit derived

from the double-skin design of the multi-slottecl DAWT for boundaryJayer control.

An initial interpretation of these results supports the conclusion drawn by Grumman

I1,9,327 that the exit pressure coefficient is linked to the radial projection of the external

flow. Concepfually, the increase in external surface included angle can be interpreted as

generating a more negative exit pressure coefficient by either increasing the wake

diameter, its theoretical relationship vr'ith exit pressure coefficient being defined in

equation (5.3), or by developing an enhanced radial pressure gradient at the diffuser exit,

the effect of which is to maintain the wake diameter but to lower the exit pressure with
respect to the constant atmospheric pressure in the far field.

It can therefore be anticipated that the addition of a radial exit flap will result in the

enhancement of this effect. This is indeecl the case as demonstrated in Figure 8.6. What

can be noted, however, is that there appears to be a peak sub-atmospheric exit pressure

coefficient at around an exit flap width equal to "|'0% of the cliffuser exit diameter. The

reason for this peak has not been established as a detailed analysis of the DAWT wake

was not undertaken i:r the current investigation.

As can be expected, this peak in the sub-atmospheric exit pressure coefficient translates

into a peak in the multi-slottecl DAWT augmentation as is evident under rotor operation

in Figure 8.7. Interestingly, under gauze screen simulation, this peak appears to occur at

a flap width equal to 5% of the diffuser exit diameter. The indication therefore is that a

flap n'ic{th around 5'/o to 70% of the diffuser exit diameter produces the greatest benefit

in terms of the multi-slotted DAWT augmentation. It shoulcl be noted that this is larger

than the 1.5% flap width identified by Grumman [19,25,32].

If these flap widths are described in terms of the DAIVT chord length, that is the straight

line length between leading ec{ge and trailing edge of the DAWT cross-sectional profile,

the 5% ancl 10% flaps correspond to chorcl percentages of 15.3% and30.7o/o respectively.

These therefore bracket the 20% to 25o/o chord lengths found to offer the greatest benefit

for split-flaps on conventional aerofoils [98]. Confidence in the results of the current

investigation are c{rawn from this and it is corrsiderecl that this presents a useful

guideline for the optimal flap width on DAWTs.
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Figure 8,6: Comparison oJ exit pressure coefficient with variation in exit flap width for the 0o radial

flaps on the wind tunnel multi-s,lotted DAWT under gauze screen simulation and rotor operation

at the optinral pitch andtip+peed ratio.

I 
r Screen simulation o Rotor operation

05101520
Exitflap width (% of D66"^x)

Figure 8.7: Comparison of augmentation with valiation in exit flap width for the ff radial flaps on

the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT under gauze scredn eimulation and totor operation at the

optimal pitch and tip,speed ratio.
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As with the external surface profile, the reduction in sutsabnospheric exit pressure

created by the exit flaps is seen in Figure 8.8 to be uniformly translated throughout the

entire diffuser static pressure profile. From this independence between exit pressure

coefficient and diffuser pressure recovery, it is evident that the overall DAWT

augmentation can be increased both through the creation of a more sub-atmospheric exit

pressure as well as the enhancement of the diffuser pressure recovery.

An additional point that can be noted in Figure 8.8 is that the exit pressure becomes

progressively more negative with increasing flap width. This differs from the area

weighted average exit pressure coefficient and suggesb a shift in the distribution of exit

pressure with radii at the diffuser exit.
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Figure 8.8: Influence of exit flap width for the 0" radial flaps on the pressure coefficient on the

inner surface of the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT under rotor operation at the optimal pitch

and tip-speed ratio.

The final geometric variation examined with regard to external geometry is the flap

angle. As displayed in Figure 8.9, the radially oriented flaps produce a more negative

exit pressure coefficient than the 55o flaps. The two factors considered to lead to this

result are the larger overall frontal projected area of the radial flaps for a given flap

width and the fact that the forward inclination of the 55' flaps moves their sphere of

influence slightly upstream thereby allowing a degree of pressure recovery to occur prior

to the exit plane of the DAWT. Figure 8.9 is indicative of this latter effect where it can be

noted that the exit pressure coefficient becomes more positive with increasing flap

width.
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An interesting point with regard to the radial flaps producing a greater performance is

that their displacement with respect to the chord line of the multi-slotted DAWT'S cross-

section is withil the 60" and 70" known to be optimal in terms of maximising the lift

coefficient on conventional two-climensional split-flap aerofoils [98]. However, this is

considered coincidental and therefore in designing a DAWT, the recommendation is to

use a raclial flap irrespective of the clisplacement angle it makes with the chord line of the

particular DAWT geometry.

u 0o Shell 0o Flap a 55'Shell 55o Flap I 55u Shell 0'Flap 
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Figure 8.9: Comparison of augmentation with variation in exit flap width and orientation on the

wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT under rotor operation at the optimal pitch and tip-speed ratio.

Before completing this section on external geometry, it is worth making a note of the

magnitude of the exit pressure itself, ire effect on boundary-layer control and the stability

created by the exit flap. In this investigation, the most negative pressure coefficient

measured at peak augmentation for any configuration was apProximately -0.77 (Figure

8.6). This is around two-and-a-half times more negative than the exit Pressure coefficient

founcl in the near-wake of a conventional bare turbine and therefore can be seen to be a

major source of DAWT augmentation. The indication, however, is that the exit Pressure

coefficient magnitude asymptotes to around -0.8. This asymptotic nature of the exit

pressure coefficient was also noted by lgta 1221. As such, it is concluded that

Grumman's [28] preclicted exit pressure coefficients of -'1..4, and their corresponding

augmentations of over 6, are unobtainable'
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Apart from increasing augmentation, the more negative the exit pressure coefficient, the

more effective the boundaryJayer control becomes and therefore tJre more robust and

stable the DAWT's operation. This is due to the translation of the more sub-atmospheric

exit pressure throughout the entire static pressure distribution within the di-ffuser whilst

the positive cavity pressure remains unaltered. Consequently, the pressure differential

driving the boundary-layer control slots increases which increases their effectiveness.

Stability in performance is also perceived to come from forcing separation to occur at the

diffuser exit as a result of employing the split-type exit flap. This is drawn from the

analogy with truncatecl diffusers where higher pressure recovery is achieved than in

plain diffuser equivalents when operating in a significantly transitory flow regime [89].

The only caveat to this is that with the DAWT's free discharge, some of this stability rnay

be lost due to the interaction of the core flow with the potentially unsteady external flow.

Overall, the parametric examination of the external surface geometry and exit flaps can

be seen to have demonstrated that the greater the radial projection of the external DAWT

flow, the more negative the exit pressure coefficient. This in turn c{irectly increases the

DAWT augmentation as it has also been identified that the pressure recovery within the

multi-slotted diffuser is unaltered by the exit pressure magnitude itself. From this

observation of independence, a concept is now postulated with regard to cause and

effect relationships within the DAWT system.

It is considered that the external flow is the overriding factor in determining the

magnitude of the exit pressure coefficient. Variations about this exit pressure coefficient

are then created by factors such as disc loading or separation within the diffuser. These

factors also dictate how efficiently the diffuser is able to translate this exit pressure into a

substantially more negative pressure immediately downstream of the blade-plane. This

behaviour is clearly illustrated in the comparison of the original multi-slotted DAWT

configuration with that of the single-skin variant in Figure 8.5

This concept therefore demonstrates the significance of exit pressure coefficient orr

augmentation. That is, the maximum potential augmentation is governed by the exit

pressure coefficient. From this upper limit, the translation into available augmentation

at the blade-plane is then dependent upon the diffuser efficiency. It should also be noted

that this presents a reversal in the way diffuser flow is conventionally viewed, where

typically, the diffuser inlet conditions are set anc{ the exit conclitions are dependent upon

the diffuser efficiency.
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8.2 Inner surface geometry and slot pedormance

Along with the exit pressure coefficient, the other significant determinant of DAWT

augmentation is cliffuser efficiency. This is governed by the diffuser geometry and its

ability to provicle pressure recovery. The difficulty in DAWT diffuser design is that on

the one hancl, a long c{iffuser with small included angle is required for high aerodynamic

efficiency [90, 134-136]. On the other hand, a compact diffuser with large exit-area-ratio

is clesirable economically, however, such designs are typically characterised by poor

static pressure recovery, non-uniformity of the exit profile, high energy losses and often

noise and vibratiorr [89]. Solving this conunclrum is therefore the key to developing a

commercially feasible DAWT.

The path taken in c{eveloping the multi-slotted DAWT, as outlined in the following

sections, firstly examines the plethora of research on diffuser design' From this

backgrouncl, it is identifiecl that a trumpet-shaped cross-sectional profile in conjunction

with bounclary-layer control via annular slots appears most suitable for the DAWT

application. The effectiveness of this clesign was then tested in a wind tunnel

investigatipn and the results errabled recommendations for further development to be

derivecl.

8.2.1 Background to diffuser design and performance

Ullike the other DAWT geometric components, there has been a considerable amount of

research previously undertaken into diffuser design. ln this regard, the reader is

referred to the reviews presentecl in ESDU Data ltems 73024 and 76027 [88, 89], by

McDonalcl & Fox [137] and by Azard [13S]. In the context of optimisation, reference can

be macle to the work of Ghose & Kline [139], Savkar [1a0], Strawn & Kline [141], Cabuk

[142], Modi [142] and more recently, both Lai et al [143] and Madsen et al [1'14].

Referring to the experimental work of Gibson [134, 135] as well as that of Kline and his

co-workers [90, 1361, it can be summarised that efficient conical diffusers should have

total clivergent anglm of 6o- 8". With such a geometry, sufficient energy remains in the

fluicl to overcome the ac{verse pressure gradien! the viscous dissipation along the flow

path and the energy loss due to the change in momentum within the diffuser 199' 1'45'

146]. As a result, the flow regime achieved is one of attached flow charact'erised by

steady behaviour throughout the diffuser.

More oftel that not, such conservative geometries are impractical in practice. This

promptecl stuclies by Ashjaee & Johnston [147] and Cockrell & Marklanct [148], which

examinecl cliffuser geometries with included angles greater than 8"' From these
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investigations, performance maps, such as those presented in [88], were generated which

enable the flow characteristics of various diffuser geometries to be predetermined.

Evident in these diffuser performance maps is the existence of two further flow regimes

for progressively more divergent and compact diffusers: transitory f-low followed by jet

flow. Transitory flow is characterised by separation, typically showing onset near the

diffuser outlet, the size and furtensity of which varies with time. Conversely, jet flow

presents a relatively stable regime in which separation occurs around the entire

circurnference of the diffuser with large eddying recirculating flow adjacent to the

diffuser wall. In both cases, the presence of separation in conical diffusers was found by

McDonald & Fox [137] to be non-optimal for maximum pressure recovery and as such,

diffuser efficiency. It is therefore apparent that separation must be avoided in the

DAWT diffuser if possible in order to obtain the best aerodynamic performance.

Typically, two techniques are employed to avoid separation, as outlined in [149-15U.

The first technique utilises various geometric features to maintain a sufficiently high

energy level along the flow path in the neighbourhood of the wall. Examples of these

include the use of wall shaping, vortex generators, notches, splitter plates or vanes, or

various olrstructions, for instance star-shaped bodies. The seconcl technique augmenb

the energy level of the fluid at a suitable position along the flow path via sucking or

blowing the boundary-layer flow, or through the use of moving walls.

Lr either situation, the optimal result is one in which the energy level equals the work

done by the fluid to overcome the pressure rise and friction. Hence, the flow is ideally

on the brink of separation but still in an attached state throughout the diffuser [152, 153].

This would, however, present a precarious sifuation for a real-world DAWT. It can

therefore be conclucled that a successful DAWT diffuser design must sacrifice some

efficiency in order to achieve a robust flow regime that is without separation. It can also

be concluded that any such design will need to employ one or other, or a combination of

the aforementioned techniques in order to achieve this in a diffuser that is sufficiently

compact from an economic perspective.

8.2.2 Diffuser geometry

In exploring the various geometric alternatives that provide separation control, a number

can be immediately ruled out on practical and economic grounds. These include the use

of splitter plates or vanes as the addition of such features would have significant cost

implications. Therefore, of primary interest in the DAWT application is the use of wall

shaping to prevent separation within the diffuser.
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For a given cliffuser exit-area-ratio and length-to-diameter ratio, four simple diffuser

wall shapes exist: straigh! bell-shapecl, trumpet-shaped and inflected-wall as depicted in

Figure 8.10. Wall shaping works to prevent separation by altering the longitudinal

pressure gradierrt ancl the boundary-layer development through the diffuser.

Of the four generic geometries, a trumpet-shaped diffuser was chosen for the multi-

slottecl DAWT. The reasons for this are that the trumpet-shape has the greatest

performance benefits^ Separation would occur early on in the equivalent straight-walled

diffuser [89]. The trumpet shape aids in yaw insensitivity and it matches the external

geometry requirement for maximisation of a sub'atrnospheric exit pressure as identified

in Sg.1. Its use also fulfils the criterion identified by Mehta [97] that curved walls should

be used if the total included angle of the diffuser is greater than ten times the exit-area-

ratio minus one, i.e. 10*(3.0-1) or 20" for the multi-slotted DAWT. Having said that,

Gibson [135], Henderson [154] and Carlson et al [153] suggest that trumpet-shaped

diffusers produce a reduction in pressure recovery compared with a straight-walled

diffuser for overall geometries in the upper part of the transitory regime'

Figure 8.10: The four simple diffuser wall shapes: (a) straight, (b) bell-shaped (c) trumpet-shaped

and (d) inflected-wall.

Other desirable characteristics of trumpet-shaped diffusers are their reduced

performance reduction and loacling variation if separation occurs and their ability to

return to attached flow. These exist as trumpet-shaped diffusers tend to produce

(b)(a)

(d)(c)
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separation growth which begins at the trailing edge of the diffuser as opposed to the

sudden transition to separated flow throughout the entire diffuser as would be the case

in a bell-shaped diffuser.

The next step in diffuser design is to prescribe the specific trumpet-shaped profile.

Gibson [135] suggests that the most effective profile is one giving a linear irrcrease in
static pressure along the diffuser length. However, in designing the multi-slotted DAWT

geornetry, a profile producing a more inIlected-wall type longitudinal pressure

distribution has been employed (Figure 8.11). I'he rational for this is that it reduces the

initial pressure gradient within the cliffuser and therefore should be more

accommodating of yaw misalignment, something that traditional diffusers are typically

not subject to. The profile then takes advantage of the high energy level of the flow in
the diffuser's mid section to allow a rapid increase in cross-sectional area after which a

reduced rate of increase is employed in the latter half of the diffuser in order to
accommodate the increased tendency for separation towards the diffuser exit.

Multi-slotted DAWT ' - - " 'Ideal distribution for a trumpet-shaped diffuser

0-
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Relative axial distance from diffuser inlet (x/L.1;1)

Figure 8.11: Comparison of the theoretical static pressure distribution for the multi-slotted DAWT

diffuser with the ideal linear distribution of a trumpet-shaped diffuser.

Although these features are employed in the diffuser geometry of the multi-slotted

DAWT, dre economic requirements driving compactress push these profiles beyond the

point where the geometry alone can be used to prevent flow separation. For instance,

Mehta [97] suggesb that a safe limit for the total included angle of a two-dimensional

channel is 55o, well below the 90 clegree included angles desirable from an econornic
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perspective on DAWTs. Consequently, it is evident that some form of boundary-layer

control is also required in DAWT diffusers.

8.2.3 BoundaryJayer control for DAWTs

As identified in the introcluction to this section, a number of techniques are available to

enhance the energy level of tl're boundary-layer. As with the diffuser geometry, several

of these can be rulec-l out as unfeasible for DAWTs on both practical and economic

grouncls. Specifically, these include the use of external Power for instance in suction,

forced blowing or moving walls.

passive systems such as trappecl vortices, vortex generators or passive blowing have also

been consiclered. T'he trapped vortex approach is, however, considered unsuitable for

DAWTs as the inherent energy loss within the cusp leads to instability in its functioning

[9\ or in orc{er to maintain functionality, external Power must be used to overcome the

energy loss [155,156].

Similarly, vortex gerrerators are considerecl inadequate for the boundary-layer control

requirements of DAWTs. Although used successfully to improve flow non-uniformity

ancl total pressure recovery in aclverse pressure gradients 1757-1'591, their ability to

transport energy into the bounclary-layer is critically dependent on the strength and

c{ispositiol of the incliviclual vortices in the adverse Pressure graclient [99]. The

indicatiop from Senoo & Nishi [157] is that this is limited to prevention of separation in

conical cliffusers with includecl angles of up to only 30". Although multiple rows of

vortex generator rnay be used to extend this included angle, Chang [145] notes this to be

fraught with clifficulties, for example where a mismatch between rows can instead

nullify their effect.

Fortunately passive blowing of the boundary-layer has been shown in numerous studies

lgg, '1.60,1611 to be an effective mear$ of preventing separatiorr in highly divergent

diffusers. It also lencls itself more readily to being employed at multiple points

throughout the diffuser and therefore is the technique considered most suitable for the

DAWT application.

8.2.4 Blowing for boundary-layer control

The conventional approach to blowing is through the use of a two-dimensional annular

slot placed upstream of the separation poht. There are, however, several different

techniques that can be employed including blowing downstream of the separation point

but within the recirculation zone as shown by Viswanath et al [162] or the use of discrete

slots of which there are numerous variants.
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Blowing downstream of the separation point is considered to be problematic with an

increased potential of gross separation in the unstable flow environment in which a
DAWT will operate. As such, it is considered unsuitable for DAWTs.

Discrete slots on the other hand, have been demonstrated by Mclean & Herring [163],

Kwong & Dowling 11641, Zhang I92l, Selby et al [93] and Johnston & Nishi [94], to

achieve the same effectiveness in separation prevention as a two-dimensional annular jet

with only about half the mass-flow requirements. Their main disadvantage lies in their

complexity, the fact that their performance can vary dramatically as the pressure

differential driving them changes arrd that, as with vortex generators, it is difficult to

match multiple rows particularly in the varying conditions that will occur on commercial

DAWTs, a failing demonstrated in lgra's [22] final phase of work. Other drawbacks of

discrete jets are their limitect ability to produce the beneficial Coanda effect [163]

identified by Grumman [25], and the inherent losses incurred in the associated ducting

system. As a result, it is apparent that an annular two-dimensional jet presents the

greatest probabiliw of success in providing boundary-layer control for compact DAWT

diffusers.

8.2.5 Annular jets for boundary-layer control

A voluminous body of research exists on the study of walljets, overviews of which are

provided in [165, 166]. It is apparent from those studies that essentially two types of

annular jet exist: axial and tangential. In both cases, their effectiveness is related to the

momentum they provide to the boundary-layer flow with the corresponding velocity

and mass-flow being of less importance [164,167-1,691. Chang [99] suggests that it is

much more profitable to generate the required momentum coefficient with the least

possible mass-flow and I'righest possible blowing velocity. In this regard, the blowing

momenfum coefficient, C,,, is defined by

C (8.1)

where ,,,i is the jet mass-flow rate per unit span, U; is the jet velocity, q' is the free-stream

dynamic pressure and A is a reference area per urrit span. Ihis suits the DAWT

application as excessive mass-flow tfuough the bounc-lary-layer control slots would

reduce the diffusion of the core flow passing through the diffuser and fierefore the

augmentation. However, the limited pressure driving the boundary-layer control slot

flow, approximately equal to 807o of the free-strearn dynamic pressure, places a limit on

the slot velocity although the mass-flow can be altered by changing the slot lreights

themselves.

=*'u'
q.A
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The question that follows from this is, what level of momentum is required to suppress

separation for a given aclverse pressure gradient? Again, a significant bocty of research

has been devoted to trying to answer this question, for instance those by Newman &

Irwin [170], Dvorak [71], Patel [172l,Gartshorel773-'-175], Kind [176] and Thomas [77].

Unfortunately, a universal result does not exist. What is evident in [52, "174,'1751,

however, is that multiple wall jets suPPress separation over a greater distance than a

single iet for a given overall total kinetic energy flux.

The ilference drawn is that it is likely to be advantageous to employ both an axial slot at

the tfuoat of the diffuser as identifiect in [67-169], effectively the blade tip-gap, as well

as multiple tangential slots throughout the diffuser itself. The question remains,

however, as to what the required momentum is for the multi-slotted DAWT, or in other

words, what slot height is required?

T6e specific slot geometry ancl their locality were therefore guided by the ratios found to

be optimal on slottecl-aerofoils as presented in Abbott & van Doenhoff [98] and Hoerner

& Borst [78]. These references indicate optimal flap lengths to be equal to 25% to 40% of

the wing chord with slot heights of the order of "L% of the chord. At the same time, given

that separation is related to the longitudinal pressure gradient within the diffuser, it was

arguecl that the slots should be evenly distributed in terms of the pressure recovery

occurring between each. In order to fulfil both these criteria, a total of five boundary-

layer control slots were utilised on the multi-slotted DAWT'

8.2.6 Effectiveness of the multi-slotted DAWT's boundary-layer control

To examine the effectiveness of the boundaryJayer corrtrol on the multi-slotted DAWT, a

wind tunnel investigation was carried out with the slots taped closed so-as to produce a

smooth inner surface geometry. It is immediately apparent in Figure 8'12 through to

Figure 8.16 that the performance of the multi-slotted DAWT with boundary-layer control

is superior to that without bounclary-layer control.

Both under operating (Figure 8.12) and non-operating conditions (Figure 8.13) there is

greater pressure recovery through the diffuser although it is still apparent that there is

Iittle or no pressure recovery in the aft third of the diffuser in either case which indicates

separation to be present. Flowever, the extent of this is reduced by boundary-layer

control.

This improvement in diffuser pressure recovery, and hence separation reduction, is

clearly clemonshated in Figure 8.'14 where without boundary-layer control, the velocity

profile indicates that the flow is stalled for radii beyond about 80% of the exit diameter.
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Figure 8.16: Impact of boundary-layer control on the shaft augmentation of the wind tunnel multi-
slotted DAWT under rotor operation at the optimal pitch and tip-speed ratio.

In returning to Figure 8.12 to Figure 8.14, it is evident that although the boundary-layer

control employecl on the multi-slotted DAWT inhibits separation, it is unable to

completely eliminate it. This implies that either the boundary-layer control slots are

unable to provide sufficient momentum to prevent separation, particularly in the lafter

slots, or that the momentum provided by the slots is not effectively transferred to the

core flow. To explore this, the slot height, and therefore momentum, was altered on the

Y2 2 m diameter truck-testing-prototype.

On the YZ 2m diameter truck-testing-prototype three slot heights were investigated:

3 mm, the nominal slot height of 6 mm, anc{ a slot height of 9 mm. It is considered that

varying slot height directly varies the slot flow momentum under the assumption that

the cavity pressure of the multi-slotted DAWT remains essentially constant for such

relatively small changes in boundary-layer slot height. Consequently, the slot velocity is

unchanged whilst the mass-flow is increased. The justification for a constant cavity

pressure is that the inlet slot area equates to three times the sum of tlre boundary-layer

control slot areas anc{ as such, results in a low intake speed and near stagnation pressure

within the DAWT cavitv.

The result for the Y22m diameter truck-testing-prototype in Figure 8.17 shows that an

increase in slot height leads to an increase in augmentation. For the slot heights

examined, the peak performance of the multi-slotted DAWT and the corresponding
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optimal slot flow momentum is not reached. It is anticipated that a peak exists after

which increased mass-flow through the boundary-layer control slots would have the

detrimental effect of lessening the diffusion of the core flow due to the increased volume

of the diffuser taken up by the slot flow itsetf. This result does, however, indicate that

increasirrg the slot height is an immediate avenue for increased augmentation of the

multi-slotted DAWT.

0246810
Slot height (mm)

Figure 8.17: Variation in peak shaft augmentation for 3 mm, 6 mm and 9 mm boundary-layer

control slot heights on the V22m diameter huck-testing-prototyPe under rotor operation at the

optimal pitch and tip-speed ratio.

This result does not preclude the possibility that the performance of the multi-slotted

DAWT could also be increasecl through enhancement of the momentum transfer from

the slot flow to the core flow. It was observed in the CFD modelling (Figure 5'24 to

Figure 5.26), during flow visualisation of the various DAWTs and also by Lewis et al

[40], that the slot flow would remain attached to the diffuser wall (possibly aided by a

coanda type effect) whilst the core flow formed a iet-type flow with stalled or

recirculating flow in between as depicted in Figure 8.18. This is despite the fact that wall

jets on convex surfaces have enhanced turbulent mixing due to increased centrifugal

instability [179]. It is consicleretl that this flow pattern is created either as a result of

insufficient momentum transfer from the slot flow to the core flow/ or from separation

createc-l at the slots' trailing edges which split the slot and core flows' In either case, this

situation can be overcome, as suggested by Gartshore l'174, 1751, by either blowing at

some angle to the surface or by blowing past vortex generators'
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Slot flow attached

to cliffuser surface

I ,,:

Core flow separates from slot

flow with stalled or

recirculating flow in between

Figure 8.18: Schematic diagram depicting the flow pattern observed on the multi-slotted DAWT
where the slot flow remains attached to the diffuser wall whilst the core flow forms a iet-type flow
with stalled or recirculating flow in between.

The latter technique of incorporating vortex generators was also shown by Ball [180] to

be effective in improving pressure recovery as well as flow uniformity in diffusers.

Studies by Mi & Nathan [181], Bohl & Foss [182] and Reeder & Zaman [183] also show

the benefit that vortex-generating tabs placed at a nozzle exit have in enhancing the rate

of mixing between a iet anc{ its surroundings. It is therefore recommended that both

primary (placed within the slot) and seconclary tabs or vortex generators (placed on the

diffuser inner surface) be investigated in conjunction with the bounclary-layer slots as a

means of enhancing mixing of the core and slot flows and therefore reducing separation

within the cliffuser.

In summary it has been argued that the use of a trumpet shaped diffuser together with

boundary-layer control via an axial jet at the diffuser inlet (i.e. a blacle tip-gap) and five

tangential jets in the 3:1 exit-area-ratio diffuser of the multi-slottecl DAWT with its
inclucled half-angle of 55o, is an effective approach for suppressing separation in what

would otherwise be a diffuser clesign that should exhibit a jet-type flow regime. It is
apparen! however, that although the passive blowing technique employed on the multi-

slotted DAWT presents the most applicable boundary-layer control technique, its exact

implementation on the multi-slotted DAWT is not optimal. It has been identified that an

increase in slot f-low mornentum will yield increased augmentation, although an optimal

level has not been ascertained. It has also been proposed that the inclusion of vortex
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generators in conjunction with the existing passive blowing shoulcl further enhance the

multi-slotted DAWT performance.

8.-r Exit-area-ratio

The selection of exit-area-ratio represents a compromise between augmentation and cost.

That is, a larger exit-area-ratio produces an increased augmentation although at a

diminishing rate, while at the same time, the larger structure results in an increase in

material, transport arrd erection costs. This is compounded by the fact that the larger

structure has increasecl mass ancl produces more drag, both of wl"rich further increase the

overall cost. It can also be assumed that the larger the exit-area-ratio, the more difficult it

will be to avoid separation within the cliffuser and therefore the higher the probability

that the augmentation gains wilt not be reached. These interrelationships therefore

imply an optimum exit-area-ratio exists both aerodynamically as well as economically,

but they may well be different values.

To clevelop an understancling of the aeroc{ynamic characteristic of the multi-slotted

DAWT with changes in exit-area-ratio, a parametric investigation was undertaken. The

variation in exit-area-ratio was achievecl by truncating the multi-slotted DAWT at

successive bounclaryJayer control slots as depicted in Figure 8'19. Consequently, i^

addition to the original exit-area-ratio of 3.0 for the multi-slotted DAWT, exit-area-ratios

of 2.5,1.83 a1cj "1.42 were investigated. The advantage in developing the different exit-

area-ratios in this manner is that the flow up to the truncation point should remain

esseptially unaltered. As such, a change in DAWT behaviour can be attributed to the

change in exit-area-ratio rather than a change in diffuser performance, as could be the

case if the cliffuser profile were altered by instead electing to maintaiu the length-to-

diameter ratio of the DAWT.

In varying the exit-area-ratio of the multi-slotted DAWT, invariably the external

geometry is altered. Based upon the relationship identified in S8.1 between extemal

geometry and exit pressure coefficient, the smaller exit-area-ratios can Lre expected to

have progressively less negative exit pressure coefficients due to the correspondingly

smaller includecl angles of the respective external surfaces. This variation in external

surface geometry is clearly seen in Figure 8.19, where for the smallest exit-area-ratio of

1.42, the inclucled angle of the external surface can be seen to have reduced to 0".

Variati6n in the exit-area-ratio was also produced by the addition of radially orientated

exit flaps. For each cliffuser, exit flaps having widths equal to 5o/o,10Yo and 15% of the

respective exit diameters were investigated. From this, it can be ascertained as to
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whether it is more advantageous to achieve a specific exit-area-ratio through a

combination of diffuser and exit flap or through the diffuser alone.

Exit-area-ratio of 3.0 --r>

\
Exit-area-ratio of 2.5

t-\\ 
Exit-area-ratio of 1.83

\

Exit-area-ratio of 1.42

Figure 8.19: Schematic diagram of the multi-slotted DAWT cross-sectional geometry for the original

exit-area-ratio of 3.0 and the truncated exit-area-ratios ol!.42,1'83 and 2.5.

Before discussing the results of the exit-area-ratio investigatiory it is of interest to discuss

the optimal exit-area-ratio with regard to disc loading coefficient by examining the

following relationship established by Schubauer & Spangenberg [104]

o" 
=(0,

Ao
+ r)i(r. + r)i.....(t,, + r)i (8.2)

where the k terms are the loss, or disc loading, coefficienb of the individual screens

employed through the diffuser. In exploring this further, Mehta [97] hypothesized that

the exit-area-ratio for successful wide'angle diffuser operation should be less than

EAR<1.14k,,,,+l (8.3)

where k r,, is the sum of the loss, or disc loading, coefficients. For the multi-slotted

DAWT with ib optimal disc loading coefficient of unity, this suggests the maximum exit-

area-ratio to be 2.14. Therefore, in analysing the results of the exit-area-ratio

investigation, this figure should be kept in mind.

In returning to the results of the wind tunnel investigation, it is clearly displayed in

Figure 8.20 that augmentation varies with exit-area-ratio in the invertedquadratic-type

relationship identified in the theoretical analysis in S4.3. Consequently, it can be seen
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that there is little benefit to be gained in terms of augmentation by increasing the exit-

area-ratio above about three, a result also obtained by Grumman [25].
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Figure 8.20: Variation in available augmentation with overall DAWT exit-area-ratio for the various

wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWTs and flap combinations in terms of diffuser exit-area-ratio under

rotor operation at the optimal pitch and tip-speed ratio.

The exit-area-ratio results also display an "efficient frontier". That is, a bounding line

inside which the geometries present a less efficient design combination in terms of the

augmentation they produce for a given overall exit-area-ratio. This efficient frontier is,

in general, held by the diffuser with an exit-area-ratio of 1.83 both with and without

flaps.

If the same clata are this time grouped by flap size, as is the case in Figure 8.21, the

results support the finding attained in the external surface geometry analysis in S8.1 that

the peak augmentation with respect to a given exit-area-ratio is obtainecl by a diffuser

incorporating a flap that has a width of the order of SYo to'l}o/o of the diffuser exit

diameter. Taking the interpretation of the results a steP further, it is apparent that the

5% flap achieves a more consistent benefit over the exit-area-ratios exarnined. The

suggestion for future development would be to base the design around this flap size.

From this exit-area-ratio analysis, it can be concluded that the DAWT with radial exit

flap is a more effective option in achieving a specific exit-area-ratio than it is to achieve

the same exit-area-ratio through the extension of the conical difTuser section.
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Another interesting result is that the optimal overall exit-area-ratio including exit flap is

2.22 and is obtained for the 1.83 exit-area-ratio diffuser with 5% exit flap width as this

configuration presents the largest augmentation to exit-area-ratio ratio. This is therefore

in close agreement with the figure of 2.74 obtained through the disc Ioading method of

Mehta [97].

] o No flap I 5o/o Flap l.10% Flap o 15% Fhp 
I

23 4
Exit-area-ratio (A.r/ A=)

Figure 82t Variation in available augurentation with overall DAWT exit-area-ratio for the various

wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWTs and flap combinations in terms of flap width under rotor

operation at the optimal pitch and tipspeed ratio.

As well as the effect on augmentation, it is also of interest to examine how exit-area-ratio

influences the exit pressure coefficient, the diffuser pressure recovery and the velocity

speed-up. Firstly, in examining the exit pressure coefficient, a similar inverted-

quadratic-type trend with respect to exit-area-ratio is seen in Figure 8.22. It is also

evident that the superior augmentation of the 1.83 exit-area-ratio diffuser is in part due

to ib ability to achieve a relatively more negative exit pressure coefficient at any given

exit-area-ratio.

The exit pressure results also show that the ilap has a more pronouncec'l effect on the

smaller exit-area-ratio diffusers than it does on the larger diffusers. That is, for the 1.42

exit-area-ratio diffuser, the exit pressure coefficient goes from -0.24 with no flap to -0.67

with the 'l5o/o flap added, an increase of 779%. In comparisory the 3.0 exit-area-ratio

diffuser shows the exit pressure coefficient to change from -0.59 to -0.75, only a 27o/o

increase with the addition of the 75o/o flap despite the same relative increase in exit-area-
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ratio. This result is not surprising given the inherent reduction in extemal surface angle

for smaller exit-area-ratios. It cloes suggest though that the optimum design for smaller

exit-area-ratio diffusers is more likely to include a radial exit flap than is the case on

larger exit-area-ratio diffusers'
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Figure 822: Variation in exit pressrue coefficient with overall DAWT exit-area-ratio for the various

wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWTs and flap combinations in terms of diffuser exit-area-ratio under

rotor operation at the optimal pitch and tip-speed ratio.

In moving to examine the pressure recovery within the multi-slotted DAWT, there are

two points of note. The first is that as anticipated, the relative Pressure recovery of the

cliffuser is unaltered with exit-area-ratio (Figure 8.23) and therefore the augmentation

trend shown is independent of this. The second is that the pressure recovery through the

diffuser can be seen in Figure 8.24 to increase with increasing flap size. However, this

effect is explainecl by the fact that the exit pressure coefficient becomes more sub'

atmospheric at the same time. As a result, the Pressure differential driving the

bounclary-layer control slots is increased which in tum increases the momentum

supplied by them ancl, as shown in $8.2.6, enhances their effectiveness.

The significance of this is that not only does augmentation increase with a more negative

exit pressure coefficient, it is further enhanced for the current multi-slotted DAWT

geometry by the improvecl boundary-layer control. Altl'rouglr this latter benefit would

be lost with a more ac{vantageous choice of slot height on future DAWTs, it would still
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enlianee the robustness of the system and it does reitente the significance of aftempting

to aihieve thenrost negative exit pressure possible.
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The final characteristic of interest is how exit-area-ratio influences the velocity speed-up

through the multi-slotted DAWT. As expected, Figure 8.25 shows the average velocity

speed-up across the blade-plane increases for larger exit-area-ratios' However, what is

unexpected is the fact that the velocity speed-up distribution with respect to radius is

unchanged with exit-area-ratio and this is the case with or without exit flaps as

illustratecl by Figure 8.26, Figure 8.27 andFigure 8.28. An explanation for this invariance

is not readily available as the DAWT compactness varies for the diffuser exit-area-ratio

and flap combilations. However, some influence may be generated by the interaction of

blade design on flow behaviour. This invariance in velocity speed-up distribution is

therefore an area of particular interest in future DAWT development due to its impact on

blac{e design and the overall DAWT performance.
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Figure 8.25: Variation in average velocity speed-up with overall

various wind tunnel multi-slofted DAWTs and flap combinations
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Figure 8.28: Influence of flap width on the velocity speed-up distribution across the blade-plane of

the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT with diffuser exit-area-ratio of 7.42 under rotor operation at

the optimal pitch and tip-speed ratio.

In summary, the analysis of exit-area-ratio has shown that incrementally there is little

augmentation to be gained by increasing the exit-area-ratio above three. It is also

apparent that a radial exit flap is a more effective means of reaching a particular exit-

area-ratio than extension of the generic diffuser geometry to the equivalent exit-area-

ratio. This is particularly the case as the diffuser exit-area-ratio reduces as the external

surface geometries associated with the smaller diffusers are unable to produce as sub

atmospheric exit pressure coefficients without the addition of a radial exit flap. The

resulbs from this investigation show that the diffuser efficiency ancl the velocity speed-up

clistribution remain essentially unaltered with changes in exit-area-ratio. Consequently,

basecl on tfie augmentation and exit pressure coefficient trends, it is shown that the most

efficient geometry in terms of the augmentation produced for a given exit-area-ratio is

one having a diffuser exit-area-ratio of 1.83 with an exit flap width equal to 5% of the

diffuser exit diameter.
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8.4 Inlet controction

A parametric investigation into inlet design has not been undertaken in the current study

due to a limitation on resources. It is possible, however, to clraw recommendations for

the inlet design from the understancling gained through the development of the multi-

slotted DAWT as well as from literature 190,137,184-1891 surrounditrg the influence of

inlet conditions on diffuser performance.

tn the development of the multi-slotted DAWT in Chapter 5, it is evident that

incorporating an inlet contraction into the DAWT design reduces yaw sensitivity and

lessens the impact of large-scale turbulence on diffuser performance anci hence,

augmentation. These benefits result from the ability of a contraction to reduce flow

asymmetry, the presence of which is identified in [89] as degrading diffuser pressure

recovery. The addition of an inlet contraction is also considered to improve the spatial

uniformity of the florn'entering the diffuser along with its steadiness, both reasons why

contractions are employed in the design of wind tunnels prior to the working section as

outlined in the work of Mikhail [190], Hussain & Ramjee [191] and Morel [192,193]. The

creation of these beneficial conditions is of particular importance in the DAWT situation

as extremely compact diffusers and those with a free-discharge are particularly serrsitive

to changes in inlet conditions [90, 140, 186].

The question therefore is what inlet geometry will maximise DAWT performance. As

the inlet contraction design is defined in terms of three parameters: the inlet-area-ratio,

the axial length and the cross-sectional profile, each is now acldressed fur turn.

In assessing the optimal inlet-area-ratio there are several factors to consider: the flow

asymmetry and steac{iness it creates; the ability to compensate for yaw misalignmenU the

effect on the external flow and therefore exit pressure coefficien! and also the influence it
has on maximising the DAWT cavity pressure and therefore boundary-layer control

effectiveness.

With all these factors in mind, the optimum inlet-area-ratio is considered to be one that

causes the streamline dividing the core flow from the external DAWT flow to stagnate on

the nose of the DAWT. In so cloing, the pressure within the DAWT cavity is maximised

while the beneficial core flow conditioning in terms of directional control and stability

created by a large inlet is balanced against the c{esire to maximise the included angle of

the external surface, i.e. the angle between DAWT inlet and trailing edge. The result,

therefore, is the maximisation of the boundary-layer control slot flow effectiveness, the
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creation of the most conducive conditions for energy extraction at the DAWT blade-

plane arrcl reduction of cyclical blade loading, and the minimisation of the DAWT exit

pressure.

An important realisation from this is that all these benefits can only be achieved

simultaneously by the double-skin multi-slotted DAWT concept. That is, if a contraction

large enough to have a beneficial impact on performance were incorporated on a single-

skin DAWT clesign, like that of Grumman's DAWT 45, flow separation over the external

surface would be inevitable. This would therefore limit the effectiveness of the

bouldary-layer control slots, as iclentified in S5.3 on the second generation DAWT, and

result in fluctuating loading ancl augmentation. Conversely, these latter factors could be

remecliecl by reclucing the inlet contraction. However, the flow instabilities and

separation evident on the Vortec 7 would result ($5'1).

11 moving to the second clesign parameter, axial length, a definitive recommendation

like that for illet-area-ratio camot be made. It can, however, be pointed out that the

short length-to-diameter ratio of 0.093 on the multi-slotted DAWT is of benefit in terms

of minimising bounclary-layer growth prior to the diffuser. This therefore aids diffuser

pressure recovery [88] ancl as identified by Gartshore & Newman [173], reduces the

blowing requirecl for bounclary-layer control. The short inlet length is also a cost benefit.

However, as the length recluces, so too does its ability to realign the flow entering the

diffuser.

The final clesign aspect of the inlet contraction geometry is the cross-sectional profile. In

the design of the multi-slotted DAWT, a profile described by an ellipse has been utilised

as opposed to employing a cubic arc profile as has been used in defining the remainder

of the DAWT geometry. Although Morel [191, 193] showed that cubic arc profiles

minimise the bounclary-layer thickness and therefore allow shorter contractions to be

employecl before separation occurs [94], their ability to join two parallel sections is not

requirec{ arrcl therefore the elliptical cross-section is considered to provide similar

benefits to the cubic arc as well as a suitable geometry for the nose of the DAWT'

The overall geometry therefore provic{es a rounded entry into the diffuser often referred

to as a bell-mouth. This has several benefits for DAWT performance. It produces a

wake-type flow where the centreline velocity is less than the mean velocity. This reduces

the possibility of separation or lessens its impact if separation were to occur [89] and

consequently increases the pressure recovery in diffusers as compared to that under a

near uniform flow [100]. It also produces a symmetrical or near-symmetrical inlet

velocitv profile into the cliffuser which is stated in [89] to result in peak diffuser

performance unlike those of asymmetric flow where premature separation is often
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created on the low velocity side. Finally, the smooth transition into the DAWT diffuser

presents the possibility that a Coanda effect, as identified by Grumman [25], may be

initiated, the benefit of which would be a reduction in the tendency for the flow to

separate from the diffuser walls.

In summary it has been argued that the most effective inlet contraction design is one in

which the inlet-area-ratio matches the mass-flow througl-r the DAWT under optimal

operating conditions. This is the situation when the streamline dividing the core flow

from that of the external flow stagnates on the nose of the DAWT. The contraction

length balances the beneficial stabilising effect of a long inlet contraction needed to

overcome yaw misalignment against the cost this length incurs. Finally, the elliptical

profile presents a geometry that enables a smooth transition both into the DAWT cavity

as well as into the diffuser itself, minimises boundary-layer growth and creates

symmetry in the flow entering the DAWT diffuser. The resulting geometry is therefore a

bell-mouth type which has inherent benefits for diffuser performance.

8.5 Centrebodycontiguration

In developing a commercial DAWT, along witlr the diffuser design, the centrebody

geometry must be addressed. Although variants such as right-angled gearboxes with
ground located generators have been devised in the past, the inefficiencies of these

systems have precluded them in practice as discussed by Harrison et al [6]. Another

variant made possible in the DAWT application is rim generation, where the generation

equipment is housed within the diffuser as opposed to a central nacelle. To c{ate,

however, rim generation has not been demonstrated at a scale comparable to that

required by a commercial DAWT. It is therefore apparent that a centrebody is an

inescapable feature which must be either designed so as to minimise any negative

inf'luence or if possible, designed to enhance DAWT performance.

Typically negligible on conventional bare turbines, the relatively smaller rotor diameter

of a DAWT for the same power output means that the centrebody is proportionally

larger and therefore has the potential to impact the flow passing through the DAWT.

Coupled with this is the fact that the centrebody is subject to strong adverse pressure

gradients. Its design must therefore account for the susceptibility this creates for flow

separation, the effect of which has been shown on the Vortec 7 (S5.1) as well as in the

work of Grumman [25], van Holten [11], ancl Manoni [95].

To examine the influence of centrebody clesign, three different geometries have been

investigated, the details of whidr are given in Table 8.1. The NACA0024 profiled
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centrebocly formetl the reference geometry in the examination of the multi-slottecl

DAWT. The similarly proportionecl slotted cylinder is based on the work of Zaryankin

& Kasilov [196]. The design behaves rnuch like that of the multi-slotted DAWT'in that it

errtrains air inter an internal cavity trefore being ejectec-l from the surface, however, in this

case the slot flgw is radial as opposed to the cliffuser's tangential slot flow. Zaryankin &

Kasilov's idea was tlrat a pseuclo centrebocly of larger diameter would be produced with

the researchers perceiving this to recluce the longitudinal pressure graciient withirr the

cliffuser. Although also having a larger c{iameter, the intention of the third centrebody

geometry rlifferecl in that it was examined in orc{er to answer the question often

proposecl as to whether it is possible to enhance the DAWT augmenbation by

concentratilrg the mass-flow passing through the blade-plane over the outer blade raclii.

Table 8.1: Description of centrebody configurations.

fcentr"t oay/fiip Lcentr"tody/0tip Profile

0.19 0.80 NACAOO2.T

0.25 0.88 Slotted Cylinder

0.46 2.08 Joukowski

Figure 8.29: The standard NACA0024 centrebody used on the mutti-slotted DAWT (a), the slotted

centrebody (b) and the large diameter foukowski profiled centrebody (c)'

The results of the hotwire velocity traverses across the blade-plane of the multi-slottecl

DAWT for the three centrebody corrfigurations are shown in Figure 8.30. The rnost

strikipg result is that there is no significant variation in the velocity speed-up for radii

greater than 80% of the tip raclius, that is, in the intended regiorr of interest. 'Ihe larger

cliameter Joukowski centrebotly shows a marginally greater velocity speec'l-up over the

ipner raclii in comparison to the velocity speed-ups at the same physical radii for the

other two geometries. However, this marginal increase in velocitv speecl-up is offset by

(a) (b) (c)
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the reduction in rotor swept area and therefore indicates no benefit to be derived from
increasing the centrebody dia meter.

This conclusion makes sense in that although focusing the flow in the outer radii, the

larger centrebody itself presents increased resistance to the flow. This can be likened to

an overall increase in disc loading coefficient, the effect of which is to reduce the mass-

flow through the DAWT. This therefore highlights the flaw in the thinking behincl the

concep! which is that the mass-flow passing through the DAWT remains unchanged

with centrebody size.

In tuming to the performance of the slotted centrebody, it is apparent that there is no

positive benefit derived from such a design. The reasons for this are twofold. Firstly, as

stated above, a larger centrebody merely presents a larger blockage to the flow and in

effect, negates the redistributiorr of mass-flow. Secondly, in order to have a marked

impact upon the adverse pressure gradient through the diffuser, a significant change in

the relatively small radii of the centrebody is required. This is because the diffuser

pressure gradient is a function of the flow cross-sectional area. It can therefore be seen

that if a modification to the longitudinal pressure distribution is desired, it is much more

productive to achieve this through modification of the diffuser profile itself rather than

attempting to create this same pressure change through modification of the cenbebody

profile.
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Figure 8.30: Comparison of the velocity speed-up profiles in the multi-slofted DAWT for different

centrebody geometries.
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I1 summar|, the recgmmendation drawn frorn this itrvestigation is that the centrebody

shoulc{ be the smallest practical size that adequately houses the generation systern' Its

profile must be streamlinec{ to avoicl triggering separation, however, the specific profile

is of less importance clue to its comparatively small radii ancl therefore impact on the

lolgituclinal pressure gradient through tt-re DAWT. Suclr a design requirement also has

the benefit of minimising cost.

8.6 The impact of structures within the diffuser flow

The final geornetric aspect founcl to influence DAWT performance are structures within

the diffuser flow, in prarticular, the cenheboc{y support columns. Grumman [25] first

identifiecl this sensitivity when they otrserved that the separation created by the Sauze

screen supporbs grew rapidly through the cliffuser. This was then highlighted in the

present investigation of the Vortec 7, in tests of the second generation DAWT, and on the

multi-slotted DAWT.

In the initiat testing of the second generation DAWT, the diffuser was mounted as shown

in Figure 8.31 (a) r.r,ith a central colurnn and three aclditional supports located at 0", 90"

anc-l 270". Although streamlinecl so as to avoid the generation of vvakes observed by

Grumman, these supports clicl trigger flow separation ancl therefore degraded the

8.32.ormance as showtr in re

(a) Internal support column (b) External supports

Figure 8.31: Wind tunnel model of the second generation DAWT showing initial mounting with

central column and tfuee aerodynamically profiled internal struts (a) and the subsequent mounting

using external supPorts (b).
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Figure E.32 Comparison of diffuser performance when mounted with streamlined supports located

within the diffuser flow against the performance with the diffuser mounted via external supports.

The lesson learnt from this is that simply streamlining support structures within the

diffuser flow, as suggested by Grumman [25], cloes not necessarily prevent separation.

The columns themselves can locally cause enhancement of the adverse pressure

gradients within the diffuser, the magnitude of which is determined by the cross-

sectional profile of the support. It is therefore clear that the geometry of support

structures within the diffuser flow should be such that the local pressure gradient over

the support is less than that which would cause separation without boundary-layer

control.

In developing the multi-slotted DAWT, care was taken in this regard. Supports with a

reducecl cross-section were employed and in order to mitigate any adverse effect that

might still result, the supports were mounted from as far aft in the diffuser as practical.

ln spite of this, the surface pressure results for the multi-slotted DAWT in the wind

tunnel in 55.5.2 (Figure 5.38 to Figure 5.41) still indicate that less pressure recovery

occurs at the 180" sector (the sector subtended by the supports) than shown in any of the

other sectors.

For the Y22m diameter truck-testing-prototype, the performeulce at the-180o sector is

shown in Figure 8.33 to be more variable than that recorded in the opposing sector. The

feature of the centrebody support struts identified as the source of this is their chord. In

order to provicle sufficient structural integrity, the supports require a minimum

thickness. To then mitigate against separation, the supports require a large chord-to-
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thickness ratio which resulb in a relatively long streamlined profile within the diffuser

flow. Uncler the fluctuating flow conclitions found under field testing, flow past the

supports at inctined angles caused separation to occur on the low pressure side. To

further compouncl this problem, it is considered that horseshoe vortices [197] were

createcl at the junction of the supports and diffuser. The net result is the bi-stable flow

regime exhibited by the velocity speed-up at the 180" sector (Figure 8'33) and the

variability in the augmentation previously shown in Figure 5.30 for the V2 2 m diameter

truck-testin g-pro to tY Pe.

The support of the centrebocly therefore presents a challenge for DAWT design. [n order

to minimise their irnpact upon DAWT performance it has been identified that the

supports must be streamlined. In so cloing the local adverse Pressure gradients must be

less than that which might cause separation. The supports shoulcl be placed either as far

aft in the diffuser as possible in order to minimise any separation growth or upstream of

the blade-plane where the presence of a favourable pressure gradient would diminish

any separation generatecl by the supports. However, in streamlining the supports, the

resultant chorcl length must be consideree{ which raises the question as to whether it is

more aclvantageous to use multiple small supports or fewer larger supports in order to

provide the structural requirements to support the centrebody. In other words, is it

more aclvantageous to have a number of minor losses over a greater portion of the

diffuser or to have a large loss at a single location?

+ Y22 m diameter truck testing prototype 0" sector

l.V22 m diameter truck testing prototype 180o sector
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Figure 8.33: Comparison of the velocity speed-up distribution across the blade-plane for the 0" and

180o sectors of the V2 2 m diameter truck-testing-prototyPe under a uniform local disc loading

coefficient of 1.0.
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8.7 Performance of afourth generation DAII/T - Mo

With the inlluence of each geometric parameter ascertained, a fourth generation DAWT

was developed based on the recommendations drawn in each of the preceding sections.

The "Mo" multi-slotted DAWT, shown in comparison to the original multi-slotted

DAWT in Figure 8.34, is based on the same diffuser profile huncated at an exit-area-ratio

of 1.83. To maximise the sub-atmospheric exit pressure ancl to reduce cost, a radial flap

equal to 5o/o of the exit diameter has been incorporated. The double-skin portion of the

diffuser has also been altered with it moved radially inward and terminated just

downstream of the third and final bounclary-layer control slot. This remains feasible in

terms of maximising the cavity pressure as the number of slots is reduced and the cavi$
intake has been modifiecl so that the ratio of the inlet area to the total slot area is

maintained at three. The result is a DAWT design with significantly less surface area

and volume, both of which trzurslate to cost saving.

-Mo 
multi-slotted DAWT

'- .-- Original multi-slotted DAWT
.i

Originalmulti-slotted DAWT- ..:1"-\"r'

Mo multi-slotted DAWT

Figure 8.34: Schematic diagram comparing the Mo multi-slotted DAWT geometry with that of the

original multi-slotted DAWT.

With the benefits of the design highlighted, it is worth considering possible drawbacks.

The most significant of these in the Mo multi-slotted DAWT surrouncls the single-skin

"tail" geometry. As identified in the evaluation of geometries in Chapter 5, a single-skin

structure necessitates the use of a structural material, the use of cables or beams to tie the

"tail" to the bulk of the structure, or the use of an external, exposed truss structure.

However, the benefig of the design in terms of performance and reduction in material
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are considered to outweigh this potential downside. It is also considered, as is

highlightect in Chapter 9, that this single-skin "tail" has the potential to provide a novel

avenue for drag recluction under extreme winds, currently a limiting aspect for the

commercial feasibility of the DAWT concept.

Having summarised potential cost benefits of the Mo multi-slotted DAWT, an evaluation

of its performance is of interest. The key features therefore are the Pressure recovery

through the diffuser and the exit pressure coefficient as these directly relate to the

augmentation obtainecl. Both under non-operating conditions (Figure 8.35) and

operation at the optimal pitch and tipspeed ratio (Figure 8.36), the Mo multi-slotted

DAWT shows a greater pressure recovery throughout the diffuser with a more negative

exit pressure being produced immediately downstream of the blade-plane. Under

operating conditions, the continual pressure recovery throughout the diffuser implies

little or no separation to be present, a significant improvement over the original multi-

slotted DAWT performance.

- O- Orieinal multi-slotted DAWT
I

--* -' Mo multi-slotted DAIM'
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Figure 8.35: Comparison of the pressure recovery through the wind tunnel Mo multi-slotted DAWT

and the original multi-slotted DAWT with no screen or rotor Present.

Unfortunately, test data for the average exit pressure coefficient are not available. Under

the assumption that the cliffuser surface pressure coefficient at the most downstream

location is representative of the overall exit pressure coefficient, it is evident that the Mo

multi-slottect DAWT displays an exit pressure coefficient equivalent to that of the

original multi-sloftec.t DAWT at the same absolute axial location. When compared in
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Analysis of Diffuser Geometric Features

terms of the respective exit pressure coefficients of both DAWTs, the Mo design can be

seen in Figure 8.35 and Figure 8.36 to create a more sub-atrnospheric level despite its

reduced exit-area-ratio.

--l-- Mo multi-slotted DAWT

15% Turbulence intensitv

- Blade Plane

Axial position (x/D,,,,o,)

Figure 8.36: Comparison of the pressure coefficient on the inner surface of the wind tunnel Mo

multi-slotted DAWT and the original multi-slotted DAWT under rotor operation at the optimal
pitch and tip-speed ratio.

With both an improved pressure recovery through the diffuser and a more sub-

atmospheric exit pressure coefficient, the Mo multi-slotted DAWT would be expected to

achieve an equal or greater augmentation than that produced by the original multi-

slotted DAWT. Figure 8.32 however, shows the averaged slraft augmentations of the

two DAWTs to be similar with a marginally lower peak augmentation obtained by the

Mo multi-slottecl DAWT. The same figure also shows that the augmentation trend with

tip-speed ratio differs slightly between the two with the Mo multi-slotted DAWT

performance curve displaced slightly towards higher tip-speed ratios. The conclusion

drawn frorn this is that the increased mass-flow through the Mo multi-slotted DAWT

(Figure 8.38) results in a mismatch between it and the blade design, which should be

noted as being the same blac{e set for both rnodels. As a result, the ideal condition of a

uniform local disc loading coefficient of unity across the blade-plane is not achieved by

this blade design in the Mo multi-slotted DAWT as shown in Figure 8.39 which in turn

adversely effects the augmentation.
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Figure 8.39: Comparison of the radial variation in the local disc loading coefficient across the blade-

plane of the wind tunnel Mo multi-Elotted DAWT and the original multi-slotted DAWT under

rotor operation at the optimal pitch and tip-speed ratio.

The overall conclusion drawn with regard to the Mo multi-slotted DAWT is that its

performance should exceed that of the original multi-slotted DAWT when operated with

a matched blade design. This is drawn from the fact that it achieves a more negative exit

pressure coefficienb an improved diffuser pressure recovery and an increased mass-flow

through the blade-plane. ltVhen coupled with the significant cost savings obtainable

given its substantially smaller geometry, the Mo multi-slotted DAWT potentially sets a

new precedent in the cost of energy for a DAWT. The final question that remains,

however, is whether this presents a more cost effective wind turbine.

8.8 Summary

The performance of a DAWT is shown to result from the cumulative effect of each

geometric feature. Therefore in order to optimise the DAWT design, the following

recommendations on the external surface, inner surface, exit-area-ratio, inlet contraction,

centrebody design and support can be made.

The DAWT's exit surface geometry should have the largest included angle possible and

should incorporate a radial exit flap the size of which is optimal when around 5% of the

diff user exit diameter.

7.20.2
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of Diffuser Geometric Features

To balance the conflicting requirements of a high efficiency yet low cost diffuser, it is

identified that the most suitable geometry is one employing a trumpet-shaped profile

with bounclary-layer control implemented through annular blowing via multiple

tangential slots along the c{iffuser's inner surface. To enhance the boundary-layer

control it is also recommended that tabs or vortex generators are incorporated into the

slot clesign in orcler to enhance the mixing of the boundary-layer slot flow with the core

flow passing through the DAWT'

The exit-area-ratio shown to produce the highest augmentation relative to DAWT size is

arould 2.2. This is achievecl with a diffuser having an exit-area-ratio of approximately

1.8 and a radial exit flap whose width equals 5% of the cliffuser exit cliameter.

The inlet contraction clesign recommended to be optimal has an inlet-area-ratio that

results in the onset flow stagnating on the nose of the DAWT and is formed with an

elliptical profile. Although a definitive result has not been identified for contraction

length, the shortest contraction that still produces flow uniformity and mitigates against

yaw misalignment is considered optimal.

For the DAWT centrebocly, the optimal design is one which is streamlined in a manner

such that the local aclverse pressure graclient along the surface is less than that which

would result in flow separation. This is best achieved with the smallest diameter

centrebody that encloses the generation equipment.

Finally, the centrebody and its supports must be streamlined so that the local adverse

pressure gradients over them are also less than those which would cause flow

separation. Tlre cenh'ebody supports shoulc{ also be located either as far downstream as

possible in the diffuser or upstream of the blade-plane in the inlet contraction. In so

cloing, the impact of any separation that might occur will be minimised. The quesfion

remains unanswered, however, as to whether a greater number of small supports or

fewer large supports shoulcl be used in order to achieve the centrebody structural

support requirements.

By incorporating each of these geometric lessons into a fourth generation Mo multi-

slottecl DAW'I, a design is proc{ucecl that achieves a more sub'atmospheric exit presslrre

ancl greater pressure recovery in a more compact DAWT than that achieved in any

design to clate. Consequently the Mo multi-slotted DAWT confirms the

recommenclations established in the analysis of the DAWT geometric feafures and

presents another significant advancement in the reduction of DAWT cost of energy.
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Chapter 9

Drug & its Impact on DAWT Cost of Energy

The development of DAWT design in this investigation has made significant

aclvancements in the aeroclynamic performan"lce of the DAWT concept. The question

unanswered, however, is whether or not these advancements enable the DAWT concept

to achieve a lower cost of energy comparecl to that produced by a conventional bare

turbine.

Although DAWT economics are not the focus of this investigation they form an

underlyilg consic{eration ancl as such, insight into the cost of energy of DAWTs is gained

through clevelopment of a simplifiecl cost model. The major cost elements to be

consiclerecl are the quantity of cladcling material, the quantity and size of the internal

truss structure and support structure. These factors are implicitly related to the DAWT

size ancl the loads on them. As such, this final chapter explores the drag characteristics

of the multi-slotted DAWT, ib interrelationship with augmentation and therefore cost of

energy.

9.1 Experimentalinvestigation

Investigation of the aerociynamic loading on the multi-slotted DAWT was undertaken in

The University of Aucklancl Twistecl Flow Wind Tunnel for both non-operating and

operation conclitions. For the non-operating case, that is the multi-slottec{ DAWT

without gauze screen or rotor present, measurements were taken over the complete

range of yaw angles from 0n to 180". Uncler operating conditions, a reduced range of

yaw angles is of furterest and therefore only angles within t 30" have been examined,

To cletermine the drag coefficient, two independent techniques have been usecl: direct

measurement via the 6-component wind tunnel load balance; and integration of the

static surface pressures recorded over the DAWT's inner surface, within its cavity and

over the external surface at five azimuthal locations. In general, a high degree of
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Drag & its lmpact on DAWT Cost of Energy

consistency is shown between the two techniques. Where a difference is shown, it is
recommended that more creclibility is placed on the wind tunnel load balance results as

they encompass the overall loading as opposed to being based on discrete measurements

as is the case with the pressure integration technique. The only caveat is that in
deterrnining the loading on only the multi-slotted DAWT, the tare drag associated with

supports must be subtracted. As the tare drag is determined by measuring the loading

on the support strucfure without the DAWT present, a small degree of error may be

introduced due to the fact that the flow around the support structure will differ with and

without the DAWT present.

For this work the drag coefficient is referenced

the definitions of drag and lift (or side) force

description of the testing configuration and

Appendix B.
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Figure 9.1: Schematic diagam of The University of Auckland Twisted Flow Wind Tunnel showing

the location of the model, reference instrumentation and naming definitions for yaw, tift (or side)

force and drag forces.

9.2 DAWT lift and drag characteristics

The general drag behaviour of the multi-slottecl DAWT with yaw is shown in Figure 9.2

and Figure 9.3. The key figures drawn from Figure 9.2 are a clrag coefficient based on

the projected frontal annular area of around 1.10 at 0n yaw, a reduction to around 0,23

when yawed to 90" and finally an increase to between 1.16 ancl1.43 in the reversed flow

case depending on the turbulence level in the onset flow. At the same time, the lift force

coefficient based on the same reference area can be notecl in Figure 9.3 to remain within

li..
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+0.2 fol the majority of yaw an$les, however, it significantly increases to b€twen about

0.6 to 0.8 wher'r the yaw angle of the DAWT is between 135" and 165'. It should be noted
that the drag coefficient at 90p when referenced to the actual projeeted frsntal area at that

yaw angle is 0.54.
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Figwe 9.2 Variation in drag coefficient with yarr angle for the wind tunnel multi-dotted DAWT
under non-op,erating conditions.
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Figrrre 9.3: Variation in lift force coefficient with yaw an$e for the wind tunnel multi-slofted
DAWT under non operating conditions.
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There are two factors that contribute to the drag behaviour of the multi-slotted DAWT:

the actual projected area, and the change in clrag coefficient as the apparent geometric

profile changes with yaw. For the multi-slotted DAWT at 0" the actual frontal projected

area is 0.373 m?. At 90", this reduces 2.36 times to 0.158 m2 and therefore a similar

reduction in drag would be anticipated. However, a more substantial reduction in drag

coefficient of around 4.8 times is shown inclicating that the apparent geometric profile

also has an influence.

The geometric profile of the multi-slotted DAWT at 0" yaw can be considered analogous

to either an annular plate (large washer) or a three-dimensional cone (Figure 9.a (a) & (b)

respecfively). At 90o yaw, the apparent profile is more like a cylinder in cross-flow

(Figure 9.a (c)) and finally, in the reversed flow case, the multi-slotted DAWT presents a

hemispherical cup like geometry (Figure 9.4 (d)). From Hoerner [110], the drag

coefficient for the annular plate is shown to be 1.2. Sirnilarly, a three-dimensional cone

with inclucled angle of 110" has a drag coefficient of around 1.3 at 0" yaw. Depending on

the Reynolds number, flow regime and length-to-diameter ratio, a cylinder in cross-flow

has a drag coefficient ranging from around 0.3 for turbulent flow to 1.2 under laminar

flow conditions. For a length-to-diameter ratio of 1, the smallest value provided, the

drag coefficient is around 0.64. Finally, a l'remispherical cup with lengtlr-to-diameter

ratio matching that of the multi-slottecl DAWT has a drag coefficient w'hen facing

directly into the flow of 1.42. In each case, these coefficients match those measured on

the multi-slotted DAWT for the testing Reynolds numbers of 10{ to 10b and therefore

confirm that drag is influenced by the projected area as well as the apparent geometric

profile.

Turning now to consider the overall drag magnitude, that is the vector summation of the

lift and drag forces, the highest loading occurs at a vaw angle of 165o while the smallest

loac{ing occurs with the DAWT yawed 90o from the onset flow. The significance of this is

that under an extreme wind event, the loading on the DAWT can be minimised by

yawing it to 90n, a suggestiorr also presented by Grumman[27]. The danger in this is that

if the yaw system failed or if the approach flow suddenly shifted to a less desirable

angle, for instance due to turbulence, the DAWT may fail structurally due to the

significance difference in loading founc{ at different yaw angles.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9.4: Three-dimensional bodies analogous to the multi-slofted DAWT when yawed from 0o to

l80o relative to the on6et flow. Shown in relation to the onset flow are: a washer (a), a three-

dimensional cone (b), a rylinder in cross-flow (c) and a hemispherical cup (d).

Also of interest for a commercial scale machine is the impact of turbulence. Generally

speaking the drag coefficient is shown in Figure 9.2 to reduce when the turbulence

intensity is increased to the level representative of a wind turbine site at around 15%.

This is in line with what would be anticipated given the beneficial influence turbulence

has on reducilg flow separation. It also indicates, as suggested by Grumman [27], that

the drag coefficient should be no greater when upsizing the DAWT concept to a

commercial scale within a fully turbulent flow regime.

The next aspect of interest is the variation irr drag between notr-operating and operating

conditions as well as its variation for different operating conditions. Understandably,

Figure 9.5 shows the overall drag coefficient to increase under operating conditions as

there is the additional drag load associated with the rotor ibelf.
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Figure 9.5: Comparison of overall drag coefficient for the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT for
non-operating and operating conditions using gauze screens to simulate the presence of an

operating turbine.

lf the drag load on the diffuser ibelf is separated out from the overall load, as is the case

in Figure 9.6, it is evident that the drag coefficient reduces as the disc loading coefficient

increases. Two factors c€ur be noted to cause this: the variation in exit pressure

coefficient and the variation in the static pressure profile along the diffuser surface. In

Figure 9.7 it can be noted that the diffuser-only drag coefficient varies in the same

manner as the exit pressure coefficient with disc loacling coefficient. Simplistically, this

might be expected if it is assumed that the drag will equal the pressure difference

between the inlet and exit of the DAWT multiplied by the projected frontal area. As the

reference area and pressure on the upstream side of the DAWT will remain essentially

constant, the drag will therefore vary as the exit pressure changes.

The influence of the second factor on drag loading is dernonstrated in Figure 9.8.

Bearing in mind that the elemental drag contribution of a particular point along the

DAWT surface is the vector component of the pressure differential acting in the drag

direction, it can be noted that surface pressures near the exit of DAWT will have a

greater conhibution to drag than those near the DAWT's throat. Referring to Figure 9.8,

the sub-atmospheric pressure coefficienb on the inner surface near the exit of the multi-

slotted DAWT are greater under non-operating conditions and therefore this too

explains the reduction in diffuser-only drag with increased disc loading.

Operating
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Figrrre 9.8: Comparison of the pressure coefficient on the inner surface of the wind tunnel multi-
slotted DAWT under non-operating conditions and operation at the optimal pitch and tip-epeed

ratio.

Although the characteristics of the DAWT's drag coefficient have been shown, what is

really of interest from a strucfural, and therefore cost, perspective is not the drag

coefficient but rather the drag magnitude. This therefore includes not only the drag

coefficient but also the dynamic pressure for the case in question. Firstly considering a

DAWT operating at peak power, the corresponding wind speed would be around

74 m/ s or a dynamic pressure of approximately 120 Pa. The appropriate drag coefficient

for this case is 1.47 and therefore the DAWT would have a drag magnitude proportional

to 176 Pa. Now considering the non-operating DAWT, the drag coefficient is somewhat

less at around 1.10, however, this would occur during an extreme wind event where the

design wind speed may be as high as 70 m/s for a Class I site [198]. The resultant drag

magnitude would therefore be approximately proportional to 3290 Pa or nearly 19 times

greater than the operating case.

This demonstrates a very important point for DAWTs. From a structural, and therefore

also a cost, perspective, the extreme wind event is the oueriding ilesign criterion.

Unfortunately, the benefit of the diffuser is only derived up to the DAWT's rated wind

speed, assumed here to be around "14 mf s, #ter which energy is spilled until the turbine

is shut down. Therefore significant cost is incurred in having to design the diffuser for a

condition where the DAWT augmentation is not utilised.
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9.3 The inteffelationship between drag and augmentotion

In this investigation on DAWT design it has been shown that augmentation is created

because DAWTs are capable of increasing the mass-flow passing through the blade-

plane ar.rcl because they are capable of maintaining an exit pressure coefficient more sub-

atmospheric than that obtainable on a conventional bare turbine ($5.5). Therefore in

assessing the interrelationship between drag and augmentation, in effect it is the

relationship between drag ancl mass-flow, and drag and exit Pressure that must be

examined.

These three parameters are all shown in Figure 9.9 in terms of their variation with local

disc loading coefficient. What is clearly demonstrated is that the drag, velocity speed-up

(and therefore mass-flow), and exit pressure all vary in the same manner and roughly to

the same clegree with disc loading. The inference taken from this is that there is an

interrelationship between clrag and augmentation, a conclusion also drawn by Lilley &

Rainbird [44]. Conceptually it says that in order to induce augmentation, the DAWT

must exert a radial force on the fluid. Associated with this radial force is an axial force

and therefore in creating augmentation, DAWTs are subjectecl to an increase in drag.

r Diffuser only clrag r Average velocity speed-up O Exit pressure coefficient 
I
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Figure 9.9: Comparison of diffuser-only drag coefficient, averag€ velocity speed-up and exit

pressure coefficient against local disc loading coefficient for the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT

under gauze screen simulation.
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This same interrelationship between drag and augmentation is shown in the exit-area-

ratio analysis of the multi-slotted DAWT under peak operating conditions. [n Figure

9.10 the drag coefficient defined in terms of the rotor swept area can be seen to increase

with increasing DAWT exit-area-ratio. This is again a positive correlation with

augmentation, where its relationship with exit-area-ratio is shown in Figure 8.20-
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Figure 9.10: Comparison of drag coefficient in terms of rotor area against exit-area-ratio with
augmentation overlaid for the multi-slotted DAWT under non-operating conditions.

Further confirmation of the interrelationship between drag and augmentation is

provided by Figure 9.11 and Figure 9.12 where the drag coefficients with respect to the

rotor swept area are plotted for the multi-slotted DAWT and the Mo multi-slotted

DAWT for both non-operating and operating conditions. These figures show that for

non-operating conclitions, the Mo multi-slotted DAWT with its considerably smaller

frontal projected area has a reduced drag load. However, under operating conditions,

the Mo multi-slotted DAWT has a higher overall drag coefficient. This is in line with the

fact that it has a greater augmentation potential than the original multi-slotted DAWT

due to a more negative exit pressure coefficient and higher diffuser efficiency.
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9.4 The cost of energy of DAWTs

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the fbcus of this investigation has been

the aeroc{ynamics rather than the economics o[ tl-re DAWT concept. However, economic

considerations underlie the clevelopment of the Mo multi-slotted DAWT as they are the

final determinant in deciding whether or not DAWTs will be a commercially feasible

form of energy generation.

In oreler to provide an insight into DAWT econornics, a simplified cost moclel has been

developed. It has been developed to capture the major cost elemenbs of a DAWT which

are the diffuser, the support structure including foundations and the generation

components, blades, drive-train etc. The assumption is made that for a given blade

diameter and power output, the cost of the generation components will remain constant

and therefore they are not included in the simplified cost model.

The cost model is therefore clefined by cliffuser cost ancl support shucture cost. For the

diffuser, the major cost elements are the cladding material and the internal truss

structure. The claclding material cost can be defined in terms of the surface area of the

diffuser. For the internal truss structure, its cost relates to the amount of truss structure,

or in other words the volume within the DAWT cavity, and its structural requirements,

that is the loading placed upon the DAWT. This latter factor, i.e. drag, is also the driver

for the support structure cost. Combining each of these costs, the simplified cost model

can therefore lre described bv:

Cost 6- a x Surfuce Areu + b x Non Operating Drag + c x DiffilserVoltrne (e.1)

Where the coefficients rr, lr and c have values of 0.10, 0.50 arrd 0.40 respectively based on

costing ratios for a full-scale multi-slotted DAWT [1991.

An insight into the cost of energy of a DAWT can now be obtained by dividing the cost

derived from the above equation by the augmentation measured during wincl tunnel

testing for the various exit-area-ratio diffusers. The result of this is shown in Figure 9.13.

The message it delivers is that the cost of energy reduces as the exit-area-ratio reduces in

a linear manner which indicates that the minimum cost of energy will occur when the

exit-area-ratio is zero, that is, with no diffuser - a conventional bare turbine.

What is drawn from this is that with the current rigid stmcture and the dominance that

drag has on the economics, the cost incurred in meeting the extreme wind loading on a

DAWT is prohibitive. However, this does not preclude the possibility that with a novel

engineering solution, for instance the use of a compliant "tail" on the Mo multi-slotted

DAWT, the DAWT concept may in fact still be commercially feasible. This is
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demonstrated in Figure 9.14 where the drag is assumed to be only one-fifth the current

Ievel and shows that a minima exisb in the cost of energy at around an exit-area-ratio of

2.5.

o EAR:1.42 diffuser r EAR=1.83 diffuser r EAR=2.5 diffuser r EAR-3.0 diffuser

Exit-area-ratio (fu / A2)

Figure 9.13: Variation in DAWT cost of energy with exit-area-ratio for the nulti+lotted DAWT

under peak operating,eonditions.
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Figure 9.14: Varlation in DAWT cost of energy with exit-area-ratio for the multi-slotted DAWT

under peak operating conditions asouming the drag coefficimt ie reduced to one-fifth at the
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9.5 Summary

Although significant aeroclynamic performatrce advancements have been made in this

investigation into DAWTs, the question yet to be answered is whether or not the concept

is commercially viable. To address this, an analysis of DAWT drag characteristics has

been undertaken.

In this analysis, the drag coefficient is shown to vary from 1.10 to 0.23 to 1.43 for the

DAWT at aligned at 0", 90n and 180o degrees to the low turbulence intensity flow. The

variation with yaw angle is shown to be due to the change in actual frontal proiected

area and the change in the shape with yaw i.e. the DAWT is more like a cylinder in cross-

flow at 90" as opposed to a washer or three-dimensional cone when aligned at 0". In

general, these drag loads are found to reduce when the turbulence intensity in the onset

flow is increased due to the beneficial effect it has on delaying flow separation.

Given that the lowest overall loading on the DAWT occurs with it orientated 90o from

the onset flow, an option to minimise the drag load would be to orientate the DAWT to

this angle during an extreme wind event. However, the danger is that due to turbulence

or failure of the yaw system, the DAWT may be subjected to loads up to five times

greater with only a relatively small change in yaw angle, and therefore might fail

structurally if not designed for a higher loading conclition.

With regard to the structural design conclitions, it is shown that the overall drag load

increases unc{er operating conditions, however, the load on the diffuser itself reduces

due to a change in the exit pressure coefficient and a change in tlre static pressure

distribution through the DAWT. However, the non-operating condition during an

extreme vvind event presents the highest overall drag, as opposed to drag coefficient, and

therefore will be the struchrral design condition. This is the main downside of the

DAWT concept as it means that cost is dictatecl by the necessity to withstand an extreme

wind event even though augmentation is only required up to the rated wind speecl.

This leads to the fact that in orcler to create augmentation, it is shown that DAWTs incur

drag and that to achieve a certain augmentation requires a certafur amount of drag

irrespective of the DAWT geometry used to obtain it. Consequently, when the DAWT

concept is considered from a cost of energy perspective it is shown that the most cost

effective option is to remr:ve the diffuser so that it beconres simply a conventional bare

turbine. However, this conclusion only holds for the current rigid DAWT structure. It is

shown that if somehow the drag can be reduced, for instance with a compliant-type

structure, the optimum cost of energy is achieved by a DAWT with an exit-area-ratio in

the vicinity of 2.5.
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Chapter 10

Principal Conclusions of the Investigation

The principal conclusions of this investigation on DAWT design are presentecl in this

chapter. Following the outline of the overall thesis, they have been grouped into eight

sections: Background ancl Historical Review; Theoretical Analysis; DAWT Performance

ancl Augmentation; Flow Characteristics; Rotor Design and Performance; Real-world

Influences; Geometric Inlluerrces; anc{ Economic Considerations.

I0.I Background and historical review

In examining the state of wincl energy it has been shown that it is the worlcl's fastest

growing energy source. This has primarily been brought about by supportive political

conc{itions as opposecl to economic competitiveness in the current environment. To

enhance the cornpetitiveness of wind energy a plethora of concepts have previously been

investigatecl to augment the power for a given blacle diameter of which an assessment in

this investigation of the relative merits and drawbacks has shown the Diffuser

Augmentecl Wind Turbine (DAWT) to present the concept most likely to be

commercially viable.

Arnbiguities ancl confusion surrourrding the performance of DAWTs in historic

investigations have been highlighted. Three factors have been shown to be the cause of

these: performance figures that were in error clue to excessive levels of wind tunnel

blockage anc{ inappropriate measurement technique; varied ciefinitions of power output

or augmentation; ancl in Grummalr's work, the extrapolation of measured c{ata to preclict

peak performance levels using incorrect assumptions, for instance, that the velocity

clistribution across the blacle.plane was uniform. This investigation has adclressed these

issues ancl answered the questions raised in those previous studies.
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10.2 Theoretical analysis

A one-dimensional analysis of the DAWT concept has been presented. It is shown that a

closed theory analogous to that used in deriving the Betz limit for a conventional bare

turbine cannot be easily established for DAWTs. In an attempt to solve this, numerous

historic analyses have incorrectly assumed the exit pressure and velocity speed-up or

disc loading to be independent, however, evidence from this investigation has refuted

this assumption. It has also been highlighted that momentum considerations have been

omitted in a number of prior theoretical evaluations, which has again lead to incorrect

conclusions.

In this investigation, a theoretical analysis of the parameters governing DAWT

performance has shon'n diffuser efficiency and exit pressure coefficient to have the

greatest influence on DAWT augmentation. To maximise augmentation the diffuser

efficiency and the sub-atmospheric exit pressure must both be maximised.

10.3 DAWT performonce ond augmentotion

The augmentation created by a DAWT has been shown to be produced by two means:

enhanced mass-flow due to the exertion of cross-wind forces by the diffuser; and

additional energy capture per unit of mass-flow passing through the blade-plane as a

result of the DAWT's ability to maintain a more sub-atmospheric exit pressure and

therefore, a higher disc loacling coefficient than that obtainatrle by a conventional bare

turbine.

The fourth generation Mo multi-slotted DAWT developed in this investigation presents

the most cost effective DAWT design to date. The peak performance attained by the Mo

multi-slotted DAWT with ib overall length-to-dianeter ratio of 0.35 and exit-area-ratio

of 2.22 was a shaft augmentation (shaft power coefficient relative to the Betz limit of

0.593) of 1.38.

The use of multiple, independent measurements at both the wind tumel and field

prototype scales as well as the corroboration of results with those obtained from wind

tunnel, CFD modelling and full-scale testing of the Vortec 7, second generation and

original multi-slottec{ DAWT provide irrefutable evidence of the DAWT performance

attained in this investigation.

It has been concluded that excessive levels of wind tunnel blockage led to the

overstatement of performance by Igra and Grumman. Adclitionally, Grumman's

velocity measurement technique at the DAWT blade-plane has been identified to have
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given a falsely elevatecl velocity due to three factors: the non-utriform velocity

distribution across the blade-plane, the acceleration of flow through the blade tip-gap

and the localisecl recluction in static pressure around the leading edge of the cylindrical

inlet ri1g. An estimate of the actual performance of the most advanced DAWT design

prior to this investigation, Grumman's DAWT 45 with its larger length-to-diameter rafio

of 0.488 and exit area ratio of 2.62, is that it attained an available augmentation of 2.02, a

shaft augmentation of 0.54 and a diffuser efficiency of 56o/o'

10.4 FIow characteristics

Three key features of DAWT flow and operational trehaviour that differ from a

conventional bare turbine have been identified and analysed. These are: the velocity

across the blacle-plane and factors influencing iU the influence of disc loading; and the

DAWT exit pressure.

It has been shown that a DAWT's velocity speed-up can exceed the free-stream velocity,

that it is non-uniform and behaves as a wake-type flow with the highest velocities

occurring over the outer raclii of the blacle-plane, that this non-uniformity is a function of

the compactness of the DAWT (the exit-area-ratio to length-to-diameter ratio) and that

its magnitude is predominantly affectecl by clisc loading with higher loadings resulting

in lower velocities and vice versa.

The non-uniform velocity speed-up distribution produces three benefits for DAWTs:

increasecl augmentation, improved pressure recovery through the diffuser and cost

savfurg for blades due to a reduced twist and taper requirements. Further enhancement

of this wake-type flow has, however, been shown to provide no additional augmentation

or performance benefit.

The optimal local disc loading coefficient of the multi-slotted DAWT was a uniform

loading of urrity across the blade-plane. Given that it is impossible to maintain a uniform

clistribution under all operating conditions, it has been shown that a clishibution

fav6uring a lighter loading towards the diffuser wall or screen periphery is preferable to

the opposite distribution.

Along with its influence on velocity speecl-up magnitude, disc loading was also shown

to alter the flow regime through the DAWT with axial jet flow occurring at low disc

loading coefficients and annular jet flow occurring at high disc loaclings. Correspolrding

with this change in flow regime is a change in pressure recovery through the diffuser

and therefore in diffuser efficiency. Not surprisingly, the peak augmentation occurs at
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the disc loading that produces the greatest overall pressure recovery through the

diffuser.

Three factors have been identified as the underlying cause for the change in flow regime.

These are: an increase in boundary-layer control effectiveness as the local disc loading

coefficient is increased from zero; a change in radial static pressure gradient; and the

general reduction in flow momentum for higher disc loadings coupled with the location

of the lowest velocity across the radius and absence of boundary-layer control occurring

at the centrebocly.

When the optimal local disc loading coefficient is referenced to the free-stream rather

than the local dynamic pressure, it has been shown to exceed the optimal value of 0.89

for a conventional bare turbine. This has been slrown to have been the case for all

DAWTs to date and as mentioned, results in the additional energy capture per unit of

mass-flow passing through the blade-plane.

The third key feature of DAWTs is their ability to maintain an exit pressure coefficient

more sub-atmospheric tharr the -0.33 founcl in the near-wake of a conventional bare

turbine. The two key variables found to inf-luence this sub-atmospheric exit pressure

were the size of the DAWT wake and the diffuser exit velocity. By maximising either, a

more sub-atmospheric exit pressure and therefore increased augmentation can be

achieved. It has also been confirmed that the exit pressure coefficient varies with disc

loading coefficient disputing the assumption, and therefore conclusions drarvn, in the

tlreorefical investigations of [12, 27,37, 4'1, 411.

Exit pressure coefficients have been shown to asymptote to a minimum sub'ahnospheric

pressure coefficient of around -0.8 and from this result and the results obtained in prior

investigations, it is concluded that the figure of -1.4 predicted by Grumman is

implausible. It is suggested that the excessive levels of wind tunnel blockage in the

Grumman investigation, the effect of which has been shown to falsely lower exit

pressure, misled them towards that prediction.

A final conclusion drawn with regarc{ to DAWT flow is that economic drivers require

compact design which in turn results in an furherently unstable systern. Consequently,

once separation has been instigatec{, it grows rapidly withfur the aclverse pressure

gradient in the diffuser. This has been shown to be compounded by a positive feedback

loop which either reinforces attached flow behaviour or causes a separated condition to

degrade further.
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10.5 Rotor design and Performonce

The rotor clesign for a DAWT cliffers from that of a conventional bare turbine due to the

increased axial velocity and non-uniform distribution across the blade-plane. However.

for aerodynamic anc{ economic reasons, the general form considered most suitable for

the DAWT application is one along similar lines to that of a conventional bare turbine

witl.r a two- or three-bladecl rotor-only clesigrr as opposed to a more turbo-machinery-like

multi-bladecl rotor/stator combination.

A modifiect blade element method has been developed to design rotors for the unique

flow colditions experiencecl by the multi-slotted DAWT. Based upon the standard blade

element methocl for conventional bare turbines, it differs in that it employs an

empirically-derivecl axial velocity equation based on witrd tunnel data and omits the

Prandtl tip loss ancl Glauert correctiotrs'

To rnaximise augmentation the blac{e design must first produce the optimal operating

conclitions for the DAWT. For the multi-slotted DAWT this is a uniform local disc

loacling coefficient of unity. The second objective is to then maximise the rotor

efficiency. It has also been suggested that unlike a conventional bare turbine, it is

aclvantageous to have a highly loaded blade tip and strong tip vortices as these are

consirlerecl to enhance c{iffuser performance. Such features will, however, have to be

balancecl against the noise generation they incur on a commercial machine.

The resulting blacle design developed for the multi-slotted DAWT showecl a peak

augnrentation 238o/o,49olo and 387o greater than that achieved by the designs of

Grumman, Lewis et al ancl lgra respectively. The multi-slottecl DAWT's rotor efficiency

of 77o/o was also the highest achievecl to date at around twice that of Grumman's and

around 11% greater than Igra's. This efficiency, however, remains below best practice

and therefore offers the possibility of around a further 10% gain in augmentation.

These results attest to the suitability of the modified blac{e element method and design

approach taken. The moclel and methodology therefore present a significant

advancement over previous approaches. It can also be concluded that the sub-

atmospheric pressures in which the DAWT rotor operates do not cause super stability of

boundaryJayers or an increase in the effective camber of the profile as postulated by

Grumman.

Although proclucing accurate performance predictions at the rotor's design pitch, a

number of limitations were identifiect in the modified blac{e-element method. Firstly, as

with all blade element methods, the accuracy of prediction was limited by the accuracy
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to which the lift and drag data employed represented the actual Iift and drag data of the

manufactured blade sections at the operating Reynolds number. Secondly, the omission

of any tip loss correction led to a slight over-prediction in augmentation. Thirdly, the

cliff-ering diffuser performance under non-uniform disc loading distributions across the

blade-plane indicated that the assumption used in blacle-element methods of non-

interaction between the annular streamtubes forming the blade-plane did not strictly

hold and therefore accurate performance predictions were not shown at off-design pitch

angles as a result of using uniform gauze screen data to derive the empirical velocity

speed-up equation under this assumption. The fourth limitation was that with the

velocity speed-up equation based on empirical clata, the rnodified blade element method

is only applicable to tl're specific DAWT geometry for which those data were obtained.

Finally, the fifth limitation was that yaw eft-ects have not been accounted for in the

current version of the modified blade element method.

Accurate performance prediction using the modified blade-element method was

hampered by the fact that the operating rotor had a beneficial effect on DAWT

performance and therefore altered the flon' conciitions at the blade-plane. Diffuser

efficiency was increased to 77% from the 69% achieved under gauze screen simulation

and the exit pressure coefficient became more sul>atmospheric. The net effect was a24n/o

increase in available augmentation to a peak value of. 2|1,4 for the wind tunnel multi-

slotted DAWT. It was conclucled that turbulence created by the rotor was the

predominant factor leading to the improved diffuser performance, and that swirl was the

major contributing factor for the more negative exit pressure coefficient.

Also identified in this analysis was that at off-clesign tip-speec{ ratios, the distribution of

disc loading across the blade-plane aided diffuser performance by encouraging

additional mass-flow into the regions, either the diffuser wall or along the centrebody,

naturally susceptible to separation as a result of the overall disc loading coefficient.

Consequently, the performance of the multi-slotted DAWT under rotor operation was

shown to remain elevated over a broader range of disc loading coefficients.

One feature of DAWT performance unchanged under rotor operation was the energy

extraction per unit of mass-flow passing through the multi-slotted DAWT. This

remained arouncl 20% greater than that obtainable by a conventional bare turbine. The

interdependence lretween disc loading ancl exit pressure coefficients was also unchanged

under rotor operation. This confirmed that geometric, wind tunnel blockage and

measurement location changes as opposed to rotor operation were the reasons for the

more positive exit pressure coefficients recorded by Igra, Grumman and Lewis et al

when moving from their respective gauze screen to rotor test programmes.
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Finally, it has been shown that DAWT rotors are subject to higher loads than

conventional bare turbines at any given free-sheam wind speed due to the higher

optimal free-stream disc loading coefficient at which they operate.

10.6 Reol-world intluences

The aerodynamic sensitivity of the multi-slotted diffuser to various real-world operating

conditions has been examinecl both at wind tunnel as well as fielc{ prototype scale.

Variation in Reynolds number has been shown to have little effect on the performance of

the diffuser clespite the susceptibility of the rounded inlet and scale of the wind tunnel

multi-slottecl DAWT to transitional effects. This result confirmed that differences in

wilcl tunnel blockage as opposed to Reynokls number were more likely the reason for

the differirrg performance attained by Grumman between successive testing phases.

Turbulence i1 the onset flow has been shown to produce greater flow attachment

through the cliffuser compared with low-turbulent onset flow. This difference was

particularly apparent unc{er non-operatirrg conditions as the benefits of turbulence, swirl

and disc loadirrg distribution effects ir-rtrocluced by an operating rotor were not present.

A reclucecl sensitivity to yaw misalignment has been shown by the multi-slotted DAWT

comparecl to tl're theoretical cosine-cubed relationship of a conventional bare turbine and

therefore is the first DAWT study to provide conclusive evidence of this. Little variation

in augmentation for yaw angles up to 115" was found with relatively less reduction in

augmentation for yaw angles beyond this when compared against the theoretical bare

turbine performance. The inclusion of an inlet contraction on the multi-slottect DAWT

ancl continued functionality of the Lroundary-layer control system at these yaw angles are

the factors attributed to this performance insensitivity.

The multi-slottecl DAWT was shown to be uninfluenced by ground proximity for hub

heights one rotor diameter or more above the ground. In addition, a boundary-layer

profile in the onset flow has been shown to have little influence on DAWT performance

with only a minor increase in augmentation occurring as the DAWT hub height

increases. It is therefore concluc{ed that the performance of DAWTs would not h
clegradecl by typical wind turbine site conditions. However, it was noted that the annual

energy output from a DAWT will be subject to the same considerations, for instance the

variation in mean wind speed with height above the grouncl, as convelltional bare

turbines.
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10.7 Geometric influences

The Mo multi-slotted DAWT with ie single element structure and patented boundary-

layer control system has been shown to present the most efficient and commercially

viable DAWT design to date. The features incorporated in the design are based upon the

following conclusions drawn from parametric investigations of each geometric feature.

The sub-atmospheric exit pressure, and therefore augmentation, is maximised when the

external flow is directed raclially at the diffuser exit. This is best achieved by maximising

the exit angle of the external surface and by incorporating a radially orientated flap at the

diffuser's hailing edge. The flap size shown to be optimal on the multi-slotted DAWT

had a flange width equal to 5o/o of the diffuser exit diameter. This is in line with optimal

flap sizes on conventional aerofoils indicatirrg that the DAWT exit flap wiclth shoulcl be

between 20o/o and 25o/o of the DAWT chorcl.

The diffuser profile most suitable for DAWTs is trumpet-shaped. To mitigate against

flow separation in the highly divergent diffuser, boundary-layer control irnplemented

via annular blowing using multiple tangential slots along the diffuser's inner surface has

been demonstrated to be most applicable. The number of slots, their location and

geometry, can be guicled by conventional slotted-aerofoil design. For the Mo multi-

slotted DAWT a total of three tangential slots were employet{ in coniunction with an

annular slot (the tip-gap between the blade tips of the DAWT rotor and diffuser wall) at

the inception of the diffuser. Shown to be unnecessary in terms of assisting in boundary-

layer control is the need for a constant area section in which the blade-plane is centrally

located as recommended by Grumman.

The passive boundary-layer control system which rvas developed provided almost

unlimited flexibility in the number and location of slots along with the diffuser profile

itself. In so doing, it overcame the limitations identified in previous DAWT designs. It
allowed more frequent but smaller slots to be incorporated, as recommended by North,

and at the same time, the near stagnation pressure within the cavity feeding the

bounclary-layer control slots meant that losses were minimised ancl functionality was

rnaintained even under severe yaw misalignment.

Alr asymptotic relationship between augmentation and exit-area-ratio was found with

little gain in augmentation evident trevond an exit-area-ratio of 3.0. The most effective

means of attaining a particular exit-area-ratio was shown to be through the inclusion of a

radial exit flap due to its beneficial influence on exit pressure. For the Mo multi-slotted

DAWT, peak relative augmentation was obtained at an exit-area-ratio of 2.2 (inclucling
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5% exit flap) which is notable for beirrg less than the recommendations of Lilley &

Rainbird, Igra and Grumman.

To mitigate against yaw misalignment ancl to maximise the uniformity and steadilress of

flow entering the blacle-plane an inlet contraction was incorporated into the multi-slotted

DAWT design. It was shown that the optimal inlet-area-ratio was one that matched the

mass-flow passing through the DAWT under peak operating conditions' This

maximised the cliffuser cavity pressure driving the bounclary-layer control slob and

balancecl the opposing requirements of providing guidance to the flow passing through

the btade-plane and the maximisation of the external surface included angle for the flow

passing externally around the DAWT.

Along with showing features to be incorporated into DAWT design, this investigation

has shown that any geometric elements that initiate or encourage flow separation. for

instance, bluff cliffuser elements, non-streamlined centrebodies or centrebody supports,

must be eliminatecl. This is because the adverse pressure gradient within the diffuser

causes any separation to grow rapidly which in turn results in significant performance

degradation. This applies in particular to the centrebody design and its support system.

The centrebody shoulc-l be the minimum required to house the generation equipment- It

shoul6 be streamlined in such a maruler that the adverse pressure grac{ients created do

no cause flow separation ancl it shoulcl employ a nosecone that directs the f'low axially

through the blacle.plane. Due to its relatively small diameter, it has been shown that

varying the centrebody geometry is ineffective in modifying the overall Pressure

gradient through the c{iffuser. In addition it has been shown that the flow cannot be

conceltrated into a small annulus near the periphery of the rotor by enlarging the

cliameter of the centrebody as the additional blockage created instead reduces the overall

mass-flow through the DAWT. It was also shown that truncating the centrebody

immecliately aft of the btade-plane irritiated separation early-on within the diffuser and

resulted in severe c{egradation of DAWT performance.

Finally, like the centrebocly, it has been shown that the centrebody suPports must be

streamlinecl so that the local adverse pressure gradients over them are also less than

those which would cause flow separation. The centrebody supporb should also be

locatecl either as far downstream as possible in the diffuser or upstream of the blade-

plane in the inlet contraction. [n so doing, the impact of any separation that might occur

is minimised.
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10.8 Economic considerations

In developing the Mo rnulti-slotted DAWT, economic factors have been considered such

as: structural integrity, material quantity, manufacfurability, ease of construction and

erection. In this regard, the ring-wing-$pe design employed has numerous benefits

over the single-skin design of the Vortec 7.

A rudimentary economic analysis has clearly shown that drag is the dominant economic

driver for the DAWT concept. It impacts hugely upon the diffuser and supporting

structure, the founclations and also the feasible hub height which in turn influence costs

and annual energy output.

An investigation of the Mo multi-slotted DAWT's drag characteristics has shown that the

variation in drag coefficient with yaw is analogous to its effective change in geomehy.

That is, with the DAWT aligned at 0n to the flow, its drag coefficient of 1.10 matches that

of a annular disc or tlrree-dimensional cone. At 90" yaw, the drag coefficient of 0.23 is

instead in-line with a cylinder in cross-flow. Finally, in the reversed flow case, the

DAWT with its drag coefficient of 1.43 is analogous to a three-dimensional cup. It has

also been shown that the change in projected area with yaw has a similar impact on drag

area with both reducing as the DAWT is yawed towards 90".

For DAWT structural design, it has been shown that the overall drag load increases

under operating conditions, however, the load on the diffuser itself reduces due to a less

sub-atmospheric exit pressure coefficient ancl improved static pressure recovery through

the diffuser. However, the non-operating condition during an extreme wind event

presents the highest overall drag force, as opposed to drag coefficient, and therefore

dictates the structural design condition. Consequently it lras been shown that cost is

driven by the necessi$r to withstand an extreme wind event despite the fact that

augmentation is only requirecl up to the rated wind speed.

Underlying this drawback is the fact that drag and augmentation have been shown to be

interdependent as suggested by Lilley & Rainbird. That is, to attain a given

augmentation, the diffuser must impart a given force on the flow and therefore incur the

associated clrag irrespective of the overall geometry.

The conclusion drawn from this investigation into drag and DAWT economics in terms

of the optimal diffuser size is that for the current rigid DAWT structure, the most cost

effective option is to remove the diffuser, i.e. revert to a conventional bare turbine. II,
however, creative approaches such as tethering, the use of compliant strucfures,

sacrificial panels, circulation control, or active vaw control can be used to reduce the
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drag forc.e, for instance by ure-fifth, the lonrest cost of energlr is obtained by,a DAWT
with edt-area-ratio of the srder of 2.5.

10.9 Sammary

vet'all this sfudy has determined the performance sf several DAWT designs and

ob dned reliable augmentation estinates which re,fute very optimistic claims made in
some of the earlier literature.

By investigafing and then understanding how variouE desigp features 6ff€t DAl4l'I
perfomance, it ha$ developed a DAWT where performance is superion to any whoEe

performance has been published.

Desp-ite having developed the bect perforrning DAWT to date, the economic analysis- has

shovtn that due to DA.WT eost betng determined by the peak design loa{ DAWTs are

urrccsnonic conpared to I{AIdTs,, and will rernaih so tutil there is a breakfiuough in
thedestgn to reducedrag attLre peak wind speed.
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Chapter I I
Recommendations for Further Research

Inevitably any investigation identifies areas of research that require further development

or refinement. For this investigation into DAWT design, four such areas come to the

fore. The first of these areas surrounc{s diffuser drag. Avenues for performance

enhancement are then considered in the second section. This is followed in the third
section by recommendations into blade design and modelling, and finally, the fourth
section identifies further real-world issues for the DAWT concept.

I L I DAIYT drag loading

In order to commercialise the DAWT concept it has been identified that the DAWT drag
loading during an extreme wind event must be reduced. With clrag shown to be

interdepenclent witl'r augmentation and therefore a necessary evil, the focus of any future
work should be on relieving the drag load beyond the rated wind speed where the fuU

extent of the augmentation is no longer required. As mentioned, this opens a realm of
possibilities for creative approaches such as tethering, the use of compliant structures,

sacrificial panels, circulation control, ar,d/or active yaw control to reduce the drag force.

I1.2 DAW performance

The performance of the Mo multi-slottect DAWT has been shown to surpass any prior
DAWT design in terms of its efficiency and augmentation. The levels attained, however,

still leave room for furtl-rer improvement ancl three specific areas that may provide such

improvement have been identified in this investigation.

The first area concerns the effectiveness of the boundary-layer control system. On the
wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT and V2 2 m diameter multi-slotted DAWTs separation

of the boundary-layer control slot flow frorn the core flow passing through the blade-
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plane was observed. It was suggested that wakes emanating from the trailing eclge of

the slots or simply the lack of mixing of the two flows led to this observation. To

overcome this it is recommended that vortex generators or tabs placed within the slots

and/ or on the inner surface of the diffuser be examined.

The second suggested area for further research is to explore whether the ability of

DAWTs to extract more energy per urrit of mass-flow passing through the blade-plane

than that attainable by a conventional bare turbine can be enhanced. It has been shown

that this results from the fact that the external flow is able to draw out the more retarded

wake flow. It is therefore recommended that van Holten's [9] suggestion of employing

vortex generators placecl on the external surface of the DAWT lre examined as a means of

enhancing this ability.

The third and final area iclentified as a possible means of improving DAWT performance

surrounds the support of the centrebody. It has been shown in this and prior

investigations that separation within the diffuser is easily triggered by the centrebody

supports. Recommendations made in this investigation to alleviate this problem were to

place the supports either as far aft in the diffuser as possible or to locate them upstream

of the blade-plane in the favourable pressure gradient of the inlet contraction. It was

also shown that simply streamlining the supports did not address the separation issue as

either the resulting local adverse pressure gradient still instigated separation or

alternatively, a profile suificiently elongated so as to avoid this was shown to become

susceptible to yaw misalignment. This area of centrebocly support should therefore be

addressed in any future research.

I1.3 DAWT blude design ond modelling

The moclified blade element method and blade designs developed in this investigation

have been shown to present a significant advancement over the methocls and designs

employec{ in prior investigations. It has, however, been pointed out that the rotor

efficiencies attained remain below best practice for conventional hare turbines. It has

also been shown that the modified blade-element method contains a number of

limitations. It is therefore recommended that the following five areas be addressed in

order to enhance DAWT blade design.

Firstly, the use of an empirically-derived axial velocity speed-up equation limits the

applicability of the modified blade-element model to the geometry for which the data

was obtained. Ideally a generic representafion shoulcl be developed that employs inputs

from the DAWT geometry, for example the exit-area-ratio and length-to-diameter ratio.
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Seconclly, tfue fact that DAWT performance varies depending on the disc loading

clistribution across the blacle-plane implies that the flow passing through the blade-plane

cannot be assurnecl to be formed by non-interacting streamtubes. It therefore aPpears

that this coupling must be incorporated in some fornr into the modified blacle-element

method in orcler to enable accurate performance prediction at off-design points.

Thirdly, the current blade design employs a highly loaded blade tip in an effort to

enhance the power output of the rotor and the diffuser efficiency. This potentially

presents an issue for noiSe generation as well as an avenue for performance

enhancement and therefore warrants further investigation.

The fourth area recommended for further research concerns the incorporation of yart'

misalignment into the moclified blade-element model. Due to the aligning effect of the

rdiffuser it is considered that the means of accounting for yaw in the standard blade

elemerrt methocl for conventional bare turbines would not be applicable in the DAWT

situation. As such, investigations of this effect would be required in order to extend

DAWT performance precliction to off-axis flow.

The fifth ancl final area identifieci for fuhue development is the extension of the modified

blacle-element methocl to account for dynamic inflow, that is, the change in flow

conditions with time due to such things as pitch change. It should be noted that this is

likely to be complicatecl by the fact that DAWT performance is coupled with rotor

performance. Consequently, the possibility exists that aerodynamic instabilities may

arise clepending upon relationship between diffuser and rotor performance, that is,

whether or not they are in or out of phase.

I 1.4 Real-world considerstions

Several issues relating to real-world conditions have been adc{ressed in this

investigation. In acldition to these, three areas are presented that should be considered

prior to commercialising the DAWT concept.

The first of these areas is associated with the geometric sensitivity of a DAWT design. A

value-engineering programme would be expected to yield a light-weight structure with

the potential for significant cleformation away from an iclealised diffuser shape. This

cleformation may not only result in impact between the blades and diffuser but may also

result i1 performance variation due to changes in diffuser shape, particularly in the

vicinity of the boundary-layer control slots. Deformation of the blades under operating

conclitions would also be expected, The result of flap deformation in the axial direction
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would be a variation in tip-gap size and therefore the possibility of a change in diffuser

performance. For a commercial DAWT, the influence of such deformations and the

establishment of design tolerances would need to be determined.

The second area presented for consideration is associated with environmental factors.

The large, static DAWT structure presenb a number of problems not inherent in a

conventional wind turbine. Environmental factors such as rain, snow and ice together

with wildlife must be addressed. The build-up of snon' or ice would increase the

loading on the structure, reduce the aerodynamic efficiency and may block the

boundary-layer control slots thereby destroying the DAWT performance. Various

tecluriques are available to alleviate such problems, however, these incur additional cost

and must therefore be considered in the value engineering process.

The protection from wildlife, such as birds, should also be considered in a commercial

DAWT design. The DAWT structure would provide an ideal nesting site or vantage

point for wildlife. This may endanger the wildlife as well as have an undesirable effect

on DAWT performance. Although a simple solution such as the installation of wire

mesh over the cavity inlet and slots could be employed, these too would impact on

performance and cost and would therefore need to be included in determining the true

DAWT cost of energy.

The third and final area concerns DAWT wind-farm design. A popular suggestion is

that the power output per area of land from a DAWT wind farm is greater than that for

conventional wind turbines. This arises from the fact that a DAWT of comparative

power output has a smaller rotor diameter. It is, however, the size of the wake that

determines the spacing density of wind turbines and the energy loss associated with

turbine shadow [200]. It is therefore recommended that an investigation analogous to

that undertaken on convenbional bare turbines by Magnusson and Smedman [201,,202]

for example, be performed on DAWTs to determine the optimal DAWT spacing.
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Appendix A

Computational Fluid Dynamic Modelling

A computational fluid dynamic (CFD) model was developed to provide understanding

of the flows present in a DAWT and to aid in the advancement of DAWT design. As the

fully viscicl, finite volume code PHOENICS was used for the CFD modelling, a number

of features inclucling the rotor had to be incorporated into the commercial code.

Appendix A details the modelling of the rotor including its validation against the

theoretical performance of a bare turbine. The techniques used to model the DAWT

geometries are then presented together with specific features associated with modelling

the Vortec 7. The final section deals with improvement of separation precliction in the

CFD modelling.

A.I Computationalfluid dynomic modelling of the rotor

The approach taken to model the rotor was analogous to the use of a gauze screen in

wind tunnel testing [24,351. The flow was assumed to have no swirl and only the global

effect of the blades was modelled, that being the pressure drop across the rotor' The

rotor was therefore modelled as a flow resistance ancl hacl a specified local thrust

coefficient, Cf:, that producec{ a pressure drop across the blade-plane, AP:-:, proportional

to the local clynamic pressure, ! OVi, where V: is the local velocity through the blade-
L

plane:

clt -
M,_:l
I

- pV]'r'
(A.1)

from the controlThe energy absorbed or power output of the rotor, P, was computed

volume around the rotor disc using
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Computational Fluid Dynamic Modelling

where p, p nnd u=(u,u,ur) denote the pressure, density and velocity

with dA the normal vector of an infinitesimal part of the surface of

CV, with a length corresponding to the area.

Once normalised against the power available in the streamtube

upstream, the power coefficient of the rotor could be calculated:

n = IL (;.+,. *I,;*i.,,.b oo

P
I

, pv) A,,,,,,,

(A.2)

vector respectively

the control volume,

of equal area well

CI, o,,
(A.3)

It is recognised that such a model of the rotor is a simple one which ignores the features

of flow swirl and vorticity caused lry an operating turbine as well as the effects of

turbulence dissipation and flow refraction associated with the use of gauze screens in

wincl funnel testing. It is thought, however, that these effects either counteract one

another or are mitigated by the diffuser and therefore the model provides a good

representation of the overall influence of the rotor.

lf the effects associated with an operating rotor are considered, the addition of swirl

within the diffuser would have a beneficial effect on performance through a reduction of

flow separation along the cliffuser wall [115]. Additionally, vorticity shed at the blade tip

would be anticipated to enhance mixing within the c{iffuser, particularly in the vicinity

of the wall. Although swirl and vorticity in the flow would be expected to improve the

performance of the cliffuser, they would reduce the efficiency of the blades [82] and

therefore to some extent, ignoring them in the CFD model is self compensating.

Likewise, when considering the influence of gauze screens in wind tunnel testing, it can

be seen that the screen creates two basic effects: a local pressure drop, which has been

modelled, and a reduction in flow turbulence. Given that the focus of the modelling was

to predict the performance of an operating DAWT where turbulence scales less than the

distance between consecutive slices of the air by the blades would be expected to pass

through the diffuser relatively unaltered, it was chosen not to include a turbulence sink

at the blade-plane.

Another possible effect associated with gauze screens is flow refraction where the flow

bends when approaching a screen at a direction other than normal to it. This was not

thought to be significant in the current sitrration since the flow can be expected to be
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essentially normal to the blade-plane and is contained within a closed duct, the effect of

which would be to impede refraction'

Although it is possible to construct a more complex turbine model which could inclucle

secondary effects associated with either the rotating turbine or the gauze screen, but

probably not both, it is uncertain wlrether such refinements would improve the overall

moclel. The assumptions used, simplified the computational model whilst retaining the

most important features of the flow and allowed the CFD modelling to be used for rapid

clevelopment of diffuser designs.

A.l.l Validation of the CFD rotor model

To assess the validity of the CFD turbine model, a case was constructed for a

conventional bare turbine using the rotor modetling technique outlined above. fur axi-

symmetric domain was modelled with an overall length of seven rotor diameters. The

blade-plane was located two rotor diameters downstream of the inlet boundary with a

distance of two-anc{-a-hatf rotor diameters between the centreline and the radial

bounclary. The choice of domain size and rotor location was such that the solution was

not influenced by the boundaries themselves. A single irrlet and outlet were specified

with the centreline and radial boundaries defined as having slip boundary conditions. A

silgle cell was used in the azimuthal direction with the boundaries displacecl 2" thereby

creating a cylindrical domain. In tobal, 135 cells were used in the streamwise direction

alcl 75 cells in the radial clirection. The rotor body force's were implemented over a

single cell in the streamwise direction and 25 cells radial direction. The cells were

ctistributed radially using a half-sine spacing with the cells concentrated towards the

rotor tip in order to capture the mixing between the flow passing through the turbine

and the ambient flow beyond the rotor tip.

The analysis of the conventional bare turbine was undertaken at a number of local disc

loacling coefficients. Although the local disc loading coefficient was specified to be

colstant over the rotor radius, as would be the case when testing with gauze screens, a

variation in the axial velocity over the radius of the rotor woulcl result in a radial

variation in free.stream disc loacling coefficient. This differs from the constant free-

stream disc loading assumed in the one-dimensional actuator disc theory for a

conventional bare turbine (S4.1).

The variation in axial velocity over the rotor radius results from the fact that unlike the

discontinuity present in acfuator disc theory, the variation in axial velocity must h
continuous across the blade-plane ancl into the ambient flow beyond the rotor.

Therefore, with the external flow having a higher velocity than that of the retarded flow
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through the rotor, it would be expected that a variation in velocity occur over the rotor

with higher velocities near the periphery.

These viscous effects relating to the mixing of the external flow with the flow passing

through the rotor would also be expected to enhance the power output of the bare rotor

compared to that predicted by actuator disc theory. This was indeed found to be the

case with the power coefficient of the CFD moclel exceecling that predicted by actuator

disc theory particularly at higher disc loacling coefficients. (Figure A.1). The more

pronounced difference between the CFD model and actuator disc theory at higher disc

loadings is due to the increased velocity graclient between the flow passing through the

rotor and that of the external flow under such conditions. In this comparison, the power

coefficient for the icleal actuator disc was calculated using the well know relation

(lp 
o,,

-\
.,!l - ct, ) (A,4)

r CFD rotor model Ideal actuator disc I

a o1

0.0 |
0.0 0.2 0.'1 0.6 0.8 1.0

Ambient disc loading coefficient (Ct)

Figure A.1: Comparison of available air power coefficient against turbine pressure drop coefficient

for the CFD of a conventional bare turbine model and the one-dimensional actuator disc theory.

Overall, the technique used in the CFD model to represent the influence of a rotor is

capable of creating the flow conditions present for a conventional bare turbine. The

slight overestimation of power coefficient and optimal disc loading coefficient was due

to viscous interaction of the flow passing through the rotor with the extemal flow. Such

a result is present in operating wincl turbines.

=f c,. (r *2'

0.8
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: 0.4
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A.2 CFD modelling of DAI{Ts

To create the complex shape of the different DAWT geometries in PHOENICS version

2.1, a matchecl multi-block grid was utilised with an H-tyPe grid around the diffuser

geometry. An axi-symmetric moclel was used having a single cell in the azimuthal

ciirection again with the planes displaced 2" in order to produce a cylinclrical domain.

The clomain was chosen to extend fifteen outlet diameters from the DAWT in all

clirections. This was to isolate the area around the diffuser from any possible

interactions with the domain boundary conditions and therefore avoid the blockage-tyPe

effects shown to alter the performance of DAWTs in wind tunnel testing. A total of

25000 cells were used in order to minimise any grid dependence'

To reduce non-orthogonality in the grid, an algebraic mesh with cubic splines defining

the block bounclaries was developed. tn the flow direction, care was taken to ensure the

grid was aligned to the flow so as to reduce numerical diffusion. Cell spacing in the

lormal direction around the diffuser was described by sine and cosine functions with a

geometric progression used to expand the mesh out to the domain boundaries. A hybrid

second-orcler upwind differencing scheme was used to solve the flow with a first-order

approacl'r employed to solve the turbulence variables.

The k-e turbulence model was used with uniform inlet boundary conditions specified for

k ancl e. The approach outlined by Richards & Hoxey [96] was used to calculate the

values of k and e. In so doing, a roughness height of 0.02 and a hub height of 10 m were

chosen as representative of the site conditions experienced by the Vortec 7. This is

referred to as Terrain Category 2 in the New Zealand Wind Loading Code NZS4203:1992

[133] ancl corresponcls to flow over rural terrain, or the sea in the ultimate limit state

conditions. Following equation (A.5) where r'is the friction velocity, K is von Karman's

constant, z is the ctiffuser hub height and zo is the surface roughness length, the values of

k and e were fien obtained.

k :3.334-: (A.s)

The diffuser surfaces were specified as non-slip boundaries with the viscous sub-layer

acljacent to the walls bridged by wall functions. These assume that the velocity profile

near the wall is logarithmic. Although the k-e turbulence model has a number of well-

rr(z)=?'"[;)

u

Kz
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known limitations, the proposed computational method was not proposed for extreme

accuracy but rather for guiding proposed changes in design.

A.2.1 CFD modelling of the Vortec 7

A feature of the Vortec 7 geometry was the additional structural inlet ring and triangular

truss necessary to support the cylindrical inlet ring and primary diffuser. As the truss

structure would impede the flow through the inlet boundary-layer control slof it was

necessary to incorporate this feature into the CFD model. This was achieved through the

application of shear stresses acting in both the axial and radial directions over the cells in

the inlet boundary-layer control slot.

The shear stress can be calculated by considering the pressure drop, Lp, through the

truss in coefficient form:

(A.6)

where/is the friction factor, L is the length of duct and Dr, is the hydraulic diameter and

is defined in terms of the cross-sectional area of the truss, A, and its wetted perimeter, P,

as

Lp 
-.fL

QDn

4A
Dt, =i

together with the relationship for the c{rag on the duct:

LpA = rP

Rearranging for the shear force, t, and substituting (A.7), it follows that

SfL A
T =--D,P

-qtn

(4.7)

(A.8)

(A.e)

It is then necessary to match the CFD model to the Vortec 7. This is achieved by

equating the pressure drop through the inlet boundary-layer control slot for both model

and full-scale, that is

LPr'r.t; = LP,'t

or in terms of the shear stress and respective areas:
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(A.11)

The shear stress is therefore obtained by combining (A.9) with (A.11) yielcling

T r't.1, (A.12)

The appropriate friction factor can be obtained from the Moody chart given a roughness

value for the construction material which, for the Vortec 7, was concrete.

4.2.2 Refinement of the CFD model

It is notoriously clifficult to accurately predict the point of separation in an adverse

pressure gradient. Consequently, for the CFD modelling of DAWT geometries,

overestimation of the power output resulted. This was particularly evident when flow
visualisation of the second generahon geometry developed by the author was compared

againstCFD predictions. This inaccuracy in separation predictiorr is normally associated

with the turbulence model used along with the treatment of the boundary-layer, for
instance, the use of wall functions in the current modelling. This is demonstrated in
Kral's [203] review of various turbulence models where the strengths and weaknesses of
each is highlighted along with their applicability to different internal and external flows.

The k-e turbulence model together with wall functions was used in the modelling of the

Vortec 7 and second generation DAWT clesign. Although the high Reynolds number k-e

turbulence model has been shown by the likes of Xu et al [204], Shuja & Habib [205] and

Lai et al [1a3] to reproduce the gross features in the flow, it is somewhat deficient in the

prediction of separation and reattachment lengths particularly when combinec{ with wall
functions.

To improve the prediction of separation and agreement with wind tunnel results, it was

chosen to use the Lam-Bremhorst low-Reynolds number extension to the k-e furbulence

model available in PHOENICS 2.1. This moclel gives improved prediction of separation

in flows with large adverse pressure gradients comparecl with the standard high-
Reynolds number turbulence moclel. Details of the model ancl its implementation are

available in the PHOENICS On Line Information System (POLIS). As the low-Reynolds

number turbulence model does not employ wall functions, the flow field had to be

meshed into the laminar sublayer and down to the wall with the first grid point normal
to the wall not exceeding Y+ :4.0 with Y+ defined as

rP) rP)lr-l :lr-l
\ A),,, \ A),,

,tl (P) f l)tt-l
4 \.4)r,\P),.,,,
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Y+=wr
U

t-
v li-l'1 P

(A.13)

u

where 3t is the height of the eell adjacent to the surfece and r' is the sh.ear stress in dre

flow direction, Consequently, * increage in the eomputational nesh from around

25,000 eells to 37;000 cells,was rwuired.

An irnprovernent in separaffon prediction wae- obbined at {re €xpenise of gleater

numerical instabitity,and eomputational time. Althorgh further inrprovement would be

possible by the uoe of alternate turbulence ntodels euch as the k-o, SST model [20ti], the

Sgalart-Allmaras model or the Baldwin-Barth model 1727,73V,11,as well as the inclupion of

such effeeb as transitiorr, internrittency and swirl the foc.us of fhe research was on

DAWT des.ign rrather than CFD modelling. Conseqrrtently. the refuierd rtrgdellihg

technique and tools used were found to be sufficiently accurate to prov,ide insi,ght into

the flows fields of DAWTs and to enable developmant of alterniitive gemnetuies.
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Appendix B

Investigstion of the Multi-Slotted DAWT:

Models, Instrumentstion and Tbst Facilities

Winci tur'urel testing, controlled field testing as well as full-scale site measurements have

formec{ the basis of research into DAWTs. As highlighted in Chapter 3, the results

obtainecl from these test programmes can be markeclly influenced by the testing and

measurement techniques used. It is therefore imperative that the models,

ilstrumentation ancl testing simulation are carefully selected. Appendix B describes the

clesign ancl manufacture of DAWT models together with the instrumentation and test

facilities used for the multi-slottecl DAWT experimental programme.

B.I Tesl model description

The testing programme of the multi-slottect DAWT has been formed around the analysis

of two rnodels. The models are referred to as:

. wind tururel multi-slotted DA\AII

o V2 2 m cliameter truck-testing-prototype

Consideration of the practicality, functionality, iustrumentation and testing facilities

were taken into account when selecting the model size. The 0.48 m diameter wind

tunnel multi-slottecl DAWT with an exit-area-ratio of 3 minimisec{ any wind tunnel

blockage effect. The blockage, basecl on exit diameter was only 6.0% in the 3 m x 3 m

operr jet test section. The Y2 2m diameter huck-testing-prototype not only allowed

testing to be untlertaken at Reynolcls numbers around 9.2x"1101 compared witl'r 2.4 x 105

in tl're wind tunnel, it also removed manufacturing tolerance limitations and allowed

testing of a commercial scale unit.
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Both models were examined using gauze screens or operating rotors under various

conditions. In each case, a streamlined centrebocly extended downstream of a three-

bladed rotor positioned in the throat of the diffuser. Both centrebodies were mounted

from the rear of the diffuser with twin profiled struts. This mitigated any wake effects

created by the struts or centrebody.

8.1.1 Blades

A single blade set for both the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT and the Y2 2 m

diameter truck-testing-prototype have been investigated in this stucly. Both blade sets

have been designed by the present author following the methodology described in

Section 6.1.2. Descriptions of both blade sets are presented Table 8.1

The manufacturing process used in the production of both wind tunnel and prototype

blade sets ensured accurate reproduction of the prescribed geometries. A three-

dimensional solids model, as shown in Figure 8.2, was used to create tool paths for the

Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) machine. Timber blade sets were produced

and finished with either an epoxy varnish for the 0.48 m diameter wind tunnel sets or a

glass fibre surface for the 2 m diameter prototype sets.

This process produced a high degree of accuracy for each individual blade. It should be

noted, however, that the small physical climensions of the wind tunnel blade meant that

some variation from the desired section profiles was unavoidable.

/

(a) (b)

Figure 8.2: PIan view (a) showing chord distribution and rear view (b) showing the

distribution of the V2 2 m diameter truck-testing-prototype blade.
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Table 8.1: Blade geometries investigated on the 0.48 m diameter wind tunnel multi-slofted DAWT
and the Y22m diameter truck-test-prototype.

Wind tumrel blacles

Radius
(**)

Chord
(mm)

Twist
(cleg)

t/c
(%)

58 42.6 21.3 25

76 42.6 1.6.9 25

94 37.5 11.8 25

112 33 8.1 22

130 30.3 5.4 18

148 27.8 3.3 15

1.66 25.6 7.6 t2

184 24 0.3 10

202 23.5 -0.6 10

220 23.5 -0.8 10

238 23.5 0 10

V2 prototype blades

Radius
(m-)

Chord
(mm)

Twist
(due)

t/c
('/,)

0.1625 0.209 25.60 2L

0.2044 0.200 22.00 21

0.2881 0.180 "15.70 21,

0.371,9 0.1il 11.10 2l

0.4556 0.134 7.85 18

0.5394 0.115 5.32 18

0.623/. 0.105 3.75 15

0.7069 0.097 2.55 15

0.7906 0.095 1.80 15

0.8744 0.095 "t.25 15

0.958 0.095 0.50 15

1.000 0.095 0.00 15

8.1.2 Diffuser

Both the 0.48 m diarneter wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT and V2 2 m diameter truck-
testing-prototype had double surface diffusers of similar design. The schematic diagram

in Figure B.3 highlights the salient features of the double-skinned multi-slotted diffuser.
The outer skin is formed of a single continuous surface, the trailing edge of which was

set at an angle of 55" to the centreline on the wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT and 40"

on the Y2 2 m diameter truck-testing-prototype. The imer surface had five boundary-

layer control slots all positioned aft of the hlade-plane with the Y22m diameter truck-
testing-prototype geometrically scaled from the 0.48 m diameter wind tunnel multi-
slotted DAWT. Both diffusers had an inlet-area-ratio (IAR) of 1.2 and an exit-area-ratio

(EAR) of 3.0. The diffusers had an inlet slot at the leading eclge of the DAWT between

the outer and inner surfaces. The ratio of the inlet slot area to the sum of the boundary-

Iayer control slot areas was 3.0.

The diffuser outer and inner surfaces were fabricated from either fibreglass or carbon

fibre laid up on turned moulds. The geometrical accuracy of the DAWTs was ensured

by using laser cut internal ribs in the 0.48 m diameter wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT
and a steel framework in the V2 2 m diameter truck-testing-prototype. To ensure an
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accurate slot size on each model, spacers were placed at regular intervals around the

boundaryJayer control slots.

) ;t-

' ;)i

''L
I

I

':,; ' 
-- 

j-r:

Figure 8.3: Schematic diagram of the double'skinned multi-slotted diffuser geometry showing the

main geometric features.

8.1.3 Centrebody

B.l.3.l Wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT

The wind tunnel multi-slotted DAWT centrebody errclosed a central motor ancl gearbox

drive-train. The drive.train thrust and torque reactions were measured via strain-

gauged couplings connected to the aluminium centrebody casing. Rotor rpm control

was achieved with an electronic control system. A set point based on rpm was selected

with tl're controller ensuring that the rotor speed remained within a specified rpm band.

The rotor assembly consisted of three blades mounted on a hub which was connected

directly to the drive-train. Blade pitch was set manually by using a specially designed jig

that ensured the pitch setting was accurate to within 10.5".

8.1.3.2 V2 2 m diameter truck-testine-prototype

The V2 2 m diameter truck-testing-prototype centrebody had a central motor, no gearbox

and a rear molrnted brake (Figure 8.4). Strain-gauged couplings connected the

drivetrain to the centrebody casing and provided the thrust and torque measuremenb.

A motorised variable pitch hub was used in the three.bladed rotor assembly. This

allowed the pitch to be varied during operation. The pitch setting was limited by the

mechanical system accuracy of 10.5" and the control dead band of t0.5o.

lrc:l- - i j
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A Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) system was used for the monitoring and control

of the Y22m diameter truck-testing-prototype. Set points arrd data were hansmitted via

a Radio Frequency (RF) Iink to a remote monitoring facility. This system allowed real-

time clata monitoring and display.

(a) (b)

Figure 8.4: Y2 2 m diameter truck-testing-prototype drive-train and instrumentation assembly.

Rotor, hub, torque and thrust components are visible in (a) with alternator and instrumentation
unit in (b).

8.2 lfind tunnel testing

The University of Auckland Twisted Flow Wind Tunnel in the Open Jet configuration
without vanes was used for all testing of the wind tunnel multi-slottecl DAWT. Three

different wind tunnel configurations were used to represent various real-world
conclitions. The bare tunnel with an open jet cross-section of 3 m x 3 m was used as the

reference case for all testing with the model hub height located 1150 mm above the

tunnel floor. Wind speeds up to 12 m/s were used for testing. A second configuration
using grid generated turbulence and shown in Figure 8.5, provided a uniform turbulent
onset flow with the model positioned at the same hub height. To investigate the effect of
grounc{ proximity and an onset bounc'lary-layer profile, a third configuration was used.

This consisted of a trip-board and roughness elements as shown in Figure 8.6 to develop

conditions representative of a typical wind turbine site.

The reference velocity in the wind tunnel was calculated from static pressure taps

located in the wind tunnei contraction upstream of the turbulence gric{. A pitot-static
probe located 1660 mm upstream of the model provided reference static and stagnation

pressures. A schematic diagram showing the complete wind tunnel set-up is shown in
Figure 8.7.
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Figure 8.5: Example of grid to generate uniform turbulence in wind tunnel.

Figure 8.6: Wind tunnel set-up showing trip-board and roughness elements for generation of a

boundaryJayer profile.
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Figure B.7: Schematic diagram of The Universiry of Auckland Twisted Flow Wind Tunnel showing

the location of the model, reference instrumentation and naming definitions.

To simulate conclitions found at a typical wind turbine site, a full-scale roughness length

of 0.02 m was chosen to represent the surface roughness over the surrounding terrain.

This is called Terrain Category 2 in the New Zealand Wind Loading Standard

NZS4203:1992 [133] and corresponds to flow over rural terrain or the sea in the ultimate

limit state conclitions. The turbulence is measured by the standard deviation of the

fluctuations. It generally reduces with increasing distance away from the ground.

Appropriate values are given in the Australian Wind Loading Code AS1170'2-1989 [2081.

At a hub height of 40 m, a turbulence interrsity of 'l'5'6o/o is stated.

In order to obtain correct results in the wind tunnel, not only should the velocity and

turbulence intensity profiles be simulated appropriately, but the turbulence must also

occur over the right frequency range. That is, the size of the gusts must be over the

appropriate frequency range for the model flow to simulate the interactions seen at full-

scale. The Aush.alian Wind Engineering Society [209] states that "the integral scale shall

be within a factor of 3 of the value determined from geometric scale ratio". In full-scale,

the integral length scale 'L, at a height of 37 m can be calculated to be 113 m [210]. The

corresponding length at the 1/ZTtnmodel scale is 1-47mand the ,oUo ]- shoulcl be
vh

0.1&1. In wind tunnel testing, however, it is found that the maximum longitudinal scale

of turbulence is limited to about 1,0o/o of the tunnel working section width [211] and

therefore would be expected to be 0.30 m or smaller for the test section used.
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A length scale of 0.20 m was obtained with the grid generated turbulence (Figure 8.9)

with a geometric ,oUo, l- , equal to 0.031. Although this is a factor of 6 smaller than
vh

the target size and does not meet the requirements of the Australian Wind Engineering

Society [209], the corresponding length scale of 0.20 m was equal to the diffuser length.

It should be considered, however, that any larger turbulent strucfures, required to match

atmospheric conditions, could be likened to a quasi-steady change in yaw or wind speed.

As these structures have little injluence on the shear flows within and over the di-ffuser,

these wind tunnel conditions were considered to represent the dominant effects of

turbulence on the diffuser flows. The reference bare wind tunnel set-up had a slightly

smaller length scale of 0.146 m, the spectrum of which is shown in Figure 8.8.

-=; """"1ut 
fluU f,uight 

-Vorl 
rcurolu.t fit 

I

1

0.01

0.1

0.01

0.001 --
Frequency (Hz)

Figure B.8: Turbulence spectrum of the bare tunnel configwation indicating a turbulence intensity

of l.75oh and a length scale of 0.146 m.

A third tunnel configuration was used to simulate a boundaryJayer profile for analysis

of DAWT performance at various heights above ground level. A trip board combined

with spires and roughness elements was placed within the constant area 3 m x 3 m

section of the tunnel. The size and placement of the elements was used to create the

desired velocity and turbulence intensity profiles. The profiles are shown in Figure 8.10

& Figure 8.11 where they are compared with those for a Terrain Category 2 site.

c!
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-Deaves 
& Harris --'r- Bare tunnel +BoundaryJayer configuration
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't .5.0.26

0.15 0.2 0.25
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Figure 8.11: Turbulence intensity profile for Terrain Category 2 and wind tunnel comparison.

The typical Reynolds number for the wind tunnel testing with turbulence is shown in

Equation (8.1). This is based on the diffuser chord.

(8.1)

l5 x l0-"
:l.3xl0s

A final point of note in the investigation of turbulence on the multi-slotted DAWT

performance is that correction for turbulence effects on the instrumentation [212] has not

been undertaken. It is, however, assumed that due to the use of the same type of

pressure probe on both the front and back sides of the differential pressure transducers

any significant influence introduced by turbulence would be mitigated.

8.3 Runway testing of the V2 2 m diameter truck-testing-prototJ,pe

Testing of the Y2 2 m diameter truck-testing-prototype was performed at the Royal New

Zealancl Air Force Whenuapai airfield over contiguous runs of 2 km. The multi-slotted

DAWT was rnounted on a truck trailer and towed behind a low-profile truck, called a

jinker, at speeds up to 60 km/h (Figure 8.12b). Onset flow conditions were monitored

using three sets of reference anemornetry (Figure B.12a). Each anemometry set consisted
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of a pitot-static probe, crrp allemolneter anc{ wind direction inclicator mounted on booms

attachecl to the c{iffuser. The location of reference instrumetrtation was determirred from

scale moclel testing of the truck ancl trailer arrangement irr 'Ihe University of Auckland

Twister] Flow Wincl Tumel, the conclitiorrs oi which are clescribecl in S0. The flow

tSrough the c{iffuser was lneasurecl with separate static anci total pressure prolres as

p'erformed in the r.r'inc'l tunnel testil-rg anc{ describecl in B.5.1'

(b)

Figure B.12: Testing of the V2 2 m diameter truck-testing-prototype showing the three sets of

reference anemometry and RF link in (a) with the truck and trailer testing in (b).

(a)
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The fully variable speed, variable pitch drive-train was controlled via a RF link to a
remote monitoring facility. Data was logged to a SQL database ancl displayed real time

allowing complete data sets to be obtained for each test condition. The real time

monitorirrg also allowed testing to be performed under semi-controlled conditions, that

is, yaw offsets and onset velocities coulc'l be kept within a clesired range for each test.

8.4 Field testing

The real-world performance of the multi-slotted DAWT was undertaken at the Vortec

Energy test site. Two V2 2 m diameter truck-testing-prototypes were erected on site.

The V2 2 m diameter truck-testing-prototype usecl in the runway testing was mounted so

that the hub height could be variecl up to a maximum of 10 m above ground level. The

second machine u,as set at a fixed hub height of 10 m and was self-yawing.

A programrne of controlled clata gathering was unr{ertaken on the V2 runway prototype

for comparison with data gainerl during rutrway testing. The second machine shown in

Figure B.13 was used to simulate typical operational characteristics for commercial

DAWTs. As such, it was run with a iixed pitch and limited variable speed, the operation

of which was governed by the control system set points. This enabled not only

evaluation of the DAWT performance under various control strategies but also

evaluation of the reliabilitv of the svstem.

(a) (b)

Figure 8.13: Field testing of the V2 2 m diameter multi-slotted DAWT prototype.
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8.5 Instrumentation selectlan and design

The wind tururel testing used preosure probes, hotwire anemomely and strain gauge

ineffumentation to measutre the flsw and forces at various stations throughout the

dlffuser. The s,tation definitions are shown in Figure 8.14.
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Figure B,lrfi Schematic diagram showing ddinition of diffueer reference positlone.

A 64 channel data acquisition cy-stem was used in conjgnction with l,abviewru to obtain
the data. The data was ther stored ln a Microsoft dccessrM database and processed with
custom built Microsoft ExceFM spreadsheets. The following data was collected for each

rnodel set-up.

Reference conditions:

Arrbient temperature and pressure.

Tstal and static pressure.

S-tatic pressure differcnce across the wind tunnel contraction.

Diffuser:

Total and staUc pressures at ftve radial locations immediately downstream of the

blade-plane.

r Total and static pressures at five radial locations in flre diffuser exiFplane,

' L Blld€ 4qnr

li

,,
t/,lt \ -\../\

,,o"0 .o.,0 
-./ 
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o Velocity immediately upstream of the blade-plane at ten radial locations using a

hotwire probe.

. Surface pressures over both inner ancl outer diffuser surfaces as well as within the

multi-slotted DAWT cavity at five azimuthal locations around the diffuser.

Rotor:

r Thrust and torque strain gauges.

r RPM.

The choice of instrumentation provided data for the calculation of the following

parameters:

o Axial velocity profiles across the blade-plane and exit-plane.

e Pressure drop across the blade-plane.

r Available air power through the blade-plane.

. Shaft power.

r Thrust loading on the rotor or screen.

o Diffuser exit pressure.

. Diffuser pressure recovery and efficiency.

The choice of instrumentation was such that each parameter could be calculated from

two independent measurements. Calibrations were performed at the beginning and end

of each data run with zero readings taken prior to and immediately after each data run.

Pressure transducers with 0 -7/2" or 0-1" full-scale range were selected to ensure high

resolution over the wind speeds investigated.

8.5.1 Pressure probes

Wind tunnel reference pressures were measured with a pitot-static tube 1660 mm

upstream of the diffuser inlet and at hub height. A second reference rneasurement was

provided by static pressure taps located immediately upstream and downstream of the

wind funnel contracfion. Total and static pressure measurements were used to ascertain

the flow behaviour within the diffuser. These were used to quantify the pressure drop
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ancl mass-flow across the blade-plane together with the diffuser pressure recovery,

efficiency and exit pressure.

The type of total and static pressure probes selected provided yaw insensitivity and

enabled measurements to be taken in a single axial plane, the berrefits of which includecl

accurate clata acquisition where the pressure fields varied significarrtly with axial

position. The strongly diffusing flow tl'rrough the cliffuser woulcl be expected to have

large radial flow components. The addition of swirling flow downstream of the turbine

woulcl result in varying flow angles over each probe. A wedge-type static probe was

therefore selectec{ for its accuracy under such conditions (Figure 8.15b) with it having

only a 0.1 clynamic pressure variation over 120" in plane and +-l0o normal to the plarre

[212]. When pairecl with the total pressure probes (Figure B.15a), the velocity measured

was found to be r.r'ithin 5"/o of the reference velocity for yaw angles up to +30" and 115'

in pitch. An error of less than 295 was sl"rown for offsets of 115' in yaw ancl f10o in pitch

Figure 8.16.

r
r

12.50

-l'
(c) (d)

Figure 8.15: Total and static pressure probe pairs shown in (a) & (b) mounted on the Y2 2 m

diameter truck-testing-prototype. Schematic diagrams of the total (c) and static (d) pressure probe

designs used to measure the swirling flow within the multi-slotted DAWT.
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*Yaw1 +Yaw2
- {- Pitch 1 - {- Pitch 2

:20

-25

Probe Oftuet f)

Figure 8.16: Eror in velocity for yaw 'and pttch offset calculated for each total arrd static probe paii.

Five total irnd s,tatic probe pairs were located radially over equal annular areas

imrrediately downstream of the blade-plane as well as at the diffuser exit-plane. A

schematic diagram of the plumbing set-up and probe numbering confrguration is shoiarn

in Figure B.17.
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8.5.2 Surface pressure tappings

The static pressure tap positions and their reference numbers are shown in Figure 8.18

to Figure B.20. Ninety pressure taps were connectecl to a S-head pressure switch

(Scanivalve type a8D9-GM-1503) with 48 ports per head. Three of the ports in each head

were used for reference pressures with 18 ports connected to the model surface pressure

taps. The pressure taps were separated into three groups, one for the inner surface taps

(I1-I9), the seconc{ for the cavity pressures (CA-CE) with the outer surface taps in the

third (O1-O4). The taps were numbered, starting from the inlet of the diffuser and

increased towards the diffuser exit.

The distribution of pressure taps was chosen to provide mean pressure differences across

the diffuser cladding. Three taps were located upstream of the blade-plane on the inner

surface with six pressure taps placed in the centre of each inner panel downstream of the

blade-plane. Five pressure taps were used to determfure the pressure within the diffuser
cavity with a further four taps evenly distributed between the inlet and exit on the outer

surface (Figure 8.18).
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Figure 8.18: Diffuser cross-section showing surface static pressure tap locations and nomenclature.

Tappings were installed at five azimuthal positions, 31", 91.",180", 277" and 33Lo (Figure

8.19). The rows of iuner atrd outer surface pressure tappings were angled 10o to the flow
direction thereby avoiding any influence that may result if a wake was generated by an

upstream tapping (Figure 8.20).
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Figure 8.19: Rear view of diffuser showing azimuthal location of surface static pressure taps.

a

)

Figure 8.20: AUgnment of surface static pressure taps in the streamwise direction.

The pressure taps consisted of "1.37 nlm bore clear vfuryl tubing glued into holes clrilled

through the fibreglass model. Care was taken to ensure the tube ends were cut off flush

with the exterior surface. The tubes were all2.0 m long and were connected to the front

of the Scanivalve. The backs of the differential pressure sensors were connected to the

static part of the reference pitot-static tube positionecl 1660 mm upsheam of the model at

hub height. From this the reference static and stagnation pressures were provided. The

pressure transducers (Scanivalve differential pressure transducer PRCD23) were

connected to the middle of each head of the Scanivalve.

A sampling rate of 500 Hz was chosen with the low pass filters set to have a cut-off at

200H2 in order to eliminate the problem of noise occurring and the attendant problem of

contamination of the pressure signal due to aliasing. Data was collected over the

sampling period of 60 seconds for each tap. Pressure readings were taken for the 6 yaw

angles 0", 15o, 45", 90", 135" and 180' for the DAWT non-operating case and for 0" and

15" degrees during rotor operation. At each yaw direction data were recorded for all
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ports with the reference ports 0 anc{ 1 repeated to enable zero offset and gain drift to be

determined and accounted for.

8.5.3 Hotwire anemometry

Hotwire traverses at three azimuthal positions were recorded for each screen. Repeat

test runs were carriecl out on separate occasions to examine experimental error. It was

found that the tlata were reliable. In each instance, the hotwire was oriented to measure

the axial velocity component at ten radial locations approximately 10 to 15 wire

cliameters upsheam of the screen. The radial position of tl're hotwire was chosen such

that the velocity measurement was representative of the velocity for equal annular areas

over the screen (Figure 8.17).

As available air power was calculated with the cube of the velocity, testing procet{ures

were employecl to minimise any error in the hotwire data. Calibration of the hotwire

against a reference probe was performed at the beginning and end of each traverse to

account for variations in test conc'litions, thus minimising any error in tl're velocity

measurements.

8.5.4 Gauze screen calibration

In order to allow rapid analysis and development of diffuser geometries, Sauze screens

were chosen to simulate the global effect of a rotor. In so doing, a pressure drop was

created across the screen relatecl to the clisc loading, or loss coefficient, and the volume

flow rate tfuough the screen. To produce a range of pressure drops, a selection of round

wire mesh screens were chosen with various degrees of porosity'

As the loss coefficient for each screen is a function of the porosity, type of coustruction

and Reynolds nurnber of the through flow [132], it was necessary to calibrate each

screen. Calibratiorr of the screens was performed in a 450 mm x 300 mm closed section

wind tunnel (Figure 8.21). Pitot-static probes placed upstream and downstream of the

screen were used to measure the total and static pressure drop across the screen together

with the tumel dynamic pressure (Figure 8.22). The probes were offset from one

another and placed sufficiently far from the screen to avoid possible interference effects.

For each screen, measurements were taken at ten tunnel velocities with zeros recorded at

the beginning and end of each run. This procedure was repeated to ensure an accurate

calibration was achievecl. Using the data obtained, the disc loading or loss coefficient

constant, k", w?s calculatecl for each screen by rearranging Equation (8.2) using the

methocl of Richards and Robinson [132]. It was then possible to determine the Pressure

drop across the blacle-plane either by clirect measurement or through calculation based
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on the local velocity, loss coefficient constant and screen mesh diameter. A total of

fourteen screens were calibrated, the disc loading coefficients of which ranged from 0.15

to 2.6.

k=M =0,1,-l:lc/ [ ne] ,,l

Figure B.21: Wind tunnel set-up for gauze screen calibration.

(8.2)

Figure 8.22: Test section showing partially removed gat ze screen.



Appendix C

Cnleulation of DAWT Perforntanse Vstiables

C.I lfind iunnel inslrutwniatia,n

'tot, Ambientteur,perafure

Pwr,, Arnbient Pressure

Pnr Reterence total gressure

Pnr Reference statie preosrure

AP* Reference static pressure differeirce across wind tunrtel co.ntraction

F:,ri Totalpresouteiqimediatelydowrstrearnofblade-plane

Pss $taficpressureimmedi4telydownstreamofblade-platte

P*r Tohl preso.ule at exit of di[fuser

P*s $tatic preooure at exit of diffuser

Vzuown Veloeity lrrrmediately utrtstream of bladeplane meesured lvith

hotwire probe

Tsc Sh,aft torque

Fr Rotor thruet

RPM Turbine rotational sPeed in revolutions pel minute

PW Statie pr,essure on dif;fuser iiineror outrer srr '""""""'faces
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Calculation of DAVI/T Performance Variables

C.2 Wind tunnel pedormsnce parameter deftnittons
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Caloulation of DAWT Perfonnance V,ariables
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Calculation of DAWT Performance Variables

Diffuser efficiency

Disc loading coefficient
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